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Abstract: This thesis proposes a hand biometric system oriented to unconstrained
and contactless scenarios together with a stress detection method able to elucidate
to what extent an individual is under stress based on physiological signals.

Concerning the biometric system, this thesis contributes with the design and im-
plementation of a hand-based biometric system, where the acquisition is carried out
without contact and the template is created only requiring information from a single
individual. In addition, this thesis proposes an algorithm based on multiscale ag-
gregation in order to tackle with the problem of segmentation in real unconstrained
environments. Furthermore, feature extraction and matching are also a specific con-
tributions of this thesis, providing adequate schemes to carry out both actions with
low computational cost but with certain recognition accuracy. Finally, this system is
evaluated according to international standard ISO/IEC 19795 considering six public
databases.

In relation to the stress detection method, this thesis proposes a system based
on two physiological signals, namely heart rate and galvanic skin response, with the
creation of an innovative stress detection template which gathers the behaviour of
both physiological signals under both stressing and non-stressing situations. Besides,
this system is based on fuzzy logic to elucidate the level of stress of an individual.
As an overview, this system is able to detect stress accurately and in real-time,
providing an adequate solution for current biometric systems, where the application
of a stress detection system is direct to avoid situations where individuals are forced
to provide the biometric data.

Finally, this thesis includes a user acceptability evaluation, where the acceptance
of the proposed biometric technique is assessed by a total of 250 individuals. In
addition, this thesis includes a mobile implementation prototype and its evaluation.

Keywords: Hand Biometrics, Contactless and Unconstrained Biometrics, Se-
curity, Stress Detection, Physiological Signals, Segmentation, Feature Extraction,
Feature Comparison, Evaluation, Mobile Devices.





Resumen: Esta tesis propone un sistema biométrico de geometría de mano orien-
tado a entornos sin contacto junto con un sistema de detección de estrés capaz de
decir qué grado de estrés tiene una determinada persona en base a señales fisiológicas

Con respecto al sistema biométrico, esta tesis contribuye con el diseño y la im-
plementación de un sistema biométrico de geometría de mano, donde la adquisición
se realiza sin ningún tipo de contacto, y el patrón del usuario se crea considerando
únicamente datos del propio individuo. Además, esta tesis propone un algoritmo de
segmentación multiescala para solucionar los problemas que conlleva la adquisición
de manos en entornos reales. Por otro lado, respecto a la extracción de características
y su posterior comparación esta tesis tiene una contribución específica, proponiendo
esquemas adecuados para llevar a cabo tales tareas con un coste computacional
bajo pero con una alta precisión en el reconocimiento de personas. Por último, este
sistema es evaluado acorde a la norma estándar ISO/IEC 19795 considerando seis
bases de datos públicas.

En relación al método de detección de estrés, esta tesis propone un sistema
basado en dos señales fisiológicas, concretamente la tasa cardiaca y la conductancia
de la piel, así como la creación de un innovador patrón de estrés que recoge el
comportamiento de ambas señales bajo las situaciones de estrés y no-estrés. Además,
este sistema está basado en lógica difusa para decidir el grado de estrés de un
individuo. En general, este sistema es capaz de detectar estrés de forma precisa
y en tiempo real, proporcionando una solución adecuada para sistemas biométricos
actuales, donde la aplicación del sistema de detección de estrés es directa para evitar
situaciónes donde los individuos sean forzados a proporcionar sus datos biométricos.

Finalmente, esta tesis incluye un estudio de aceptabilidad del usuario, donde se
evalúa cuál es la aceptación del usuario con respecto a la técnica biométrica pro-
puesta por un total de 250 usuarios. Además se incluye un prototipo implementado
en un dispositivo móvil y su evaluación.

Palabras clave: Biometría de Mano, Biometría sin Contacto, Seguridad, De-
tección de Estrés, Señales Fisiológicas, Segmentación, Extracción de Características,
Comparación de Características, Evaluación, Dispositivos Móviles.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Contents
1.1 A general state of the art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

1.2 Thesis motivation and aims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.3 Main contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.4 Thesis contents description . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

At present, trends in biometrics are inclined to provide human identification and
verification without requiring any contact with acquisition devices. The point of
aiming contactless approaches for biometrics regards upward concerns with hygiene
and final user acceptability.

Concretely, hand biometrics usually has made use of a flat platform to place the
hand, facilitating not only the acquisition procedure but also the segmentation and
posterior feature extraction. Consequently, hand biometrics is evolving to contact-
less, platform-free scenarios where hand images are acquired in free air, increasing
the user acceptability and usability.

However, this fact provokes an additional effort in segmentation, feature extrac-
tion, template creation and template matching, since these scenarios imply more
variation in terms of distance to camera, hand rotation, hand pose and uncon-
strained environmental conditions. In other words, the biometric system must be
invariant to all these former changes.

In addition, although biometric systems gather several strategies to solve fake
samples and spoofing attacks, they still lack in detecting those situations where
individuals are forced by others to provide the biometric data to access the system.
Biometrics must explore other human physiological responses to understand also
the state-of-mind of an individual in order to avoid the former situations.

Therefore, one of the main aims of this thesis is to provide an adequate solution to
the problem of hand biometrics in contactless and unconstrained scenarios, together
with a stress detection system as the basis of a future strategy to detect whether an
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individual is forced to provide the biometric data in a specific system.
Finally, this section presents a general state of the art, considering every topic

related to previous introduction; the motivation and aims of this thesis; which are
the main contributions; and finally the description of the main contents of this
thesis, so that the reader can have a general overview.

1.1 A general state of the art

Within this general state of the art, the author pretends to provide a sketch of the
literature review concerning the topics of hand biometrics and stress detection. The
reader may find specific and detailed states of the art related to each topic within
the corresponding sections.

As stated previously, hand biometrics oriented to unconstrained and contact-
less scenarios implied additional effort that are currently being considered in the
literature.

Concerning segmentation, as applications requiring hand biometrics tends to
contactless, platform-free scenarios (e.g., smartphones [Garc 10]), hand acquisi-
tion (capturing and segmentation) is being increased in difficulty. In other words,
hand biometrics is evolving from constrained and contact-based scenarios [Sanc 00b,
Jain 99] to opposite approaches where less collaboration is required from individ-
uals [Mora 08b, Garc 10], providing non-invasive characteristics to this biometric
technique, and thus, improving its acceptability.

Consequently, image pre-processing becomes compulsory to tackle with this
problem, by providing an accurate segmentation algorithm to isolate hand from
background, whatever its nature, and independent from environment and illumina-
tion conditions.

More in detail, hand biometric systems have evolved from early approaches which
considered flat-surface and pegs to guide the placement of the user’s hand [Golf 97,
Jain 99, Sanc 00c], to completely platform-free, non-contact techniques were user
collaboration is almost not required [Jian 07, Zhen 07, Adan 08, Amay 09]. This
development can be classified into three categories according to the image acquisition
criteria [Kanh 11b]:

• Constrained and contact-based: Systems requiring a flat platform and pegs or
pins to restrict hand degree of freedom [Jain 99, Sanc 00b].

• Unconstrained and contact-based: Peg-free scenarios, although still requiring
a platform to place the hand, like a scanner [Adan 08, Ferr 09b].

• Unconstrained and contact-free: Platform-free and contactless scenarios where
neither pegs nor platform are required for hand image acquisition [Zhen 07,
Sant 09].

In fact, at present, contactless hand biometrics approaches are increasingly being
considered because of their properties in user acceptability, hand distortion avoid-
ance and hygienic concerns [Elli 10, Kuku 06], and their promising capability to
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be extended and applied to daily device with less requirements in terms of image
quality acquisition or speed processor [Ferr 09c, Sant 09, Most 09].

In addition, hand biometrics gather a wide variety of distinctive aspects and
parameters to identify individuals, considering whether fingers [Amay 09, Kanh 09,
Mich 10a], hand geometric features [Jain 99, Sanc 00b, Doub 07, Adan 08, Mich 10a],
hand contour [Jain 99, Yoru 06, Sant 09], hand texture and palmprint [Mora 08a,
Kanh 11b] or some fusion of these former characteristics [Amay 09, Kanh 09, Yang 07a].

More specifically, geometrical features have received notorious attention and
research efforts, in comparison to other hand parameters. Methods based on this
strategy (like widths, angles and lengths) reduce the information given in a hand
sample to a N -dimensional vector, proposing any metric distance for computing the
similarity between two samples [Duta 09].

In opposition to this method, several schemes are proposed in literature applying
different probabilistic and machine learning techniques to classify properly user hand
samples. The most common techniques are k-Nearest Neighbours [Kuma 07], Gaus-
sian Mixture Models [Sanc 00b, Wong 02], naïve Bayes [Kuma 07] or Support Vec-
tor Machines [Mora 08a, Ferr 09b, Kuma 07], which is certainly the most extended
technique in hand biometrics due to their performance in template classification.

Nonetheless, these former strategies present several drawbacks in comparison
to distance-based approaches in terms of computational cost and efficiency, since
probabilistic-based strategies require other user samples to conform an individual
template. In other words, systems based on a classifier approach are trained for
each of the enrolled persons, requiring samples from other enrolled individuals for
a separate classification. This fact may become a computational challenge, for
large-population systems [Duta 09]. However, in terms of individual identification
performance, they certainly succeed in relation to current distance-based methods.

As hand biometrics tends to contactless scenarios, hand image pre-processing in-
creases in difficulty and laboriousness, since less constraints are required concerning
background, i.e. the part behind the hand.

Several approaches in literature tackle with this problem by providing non-
contact, platform-free scenarios but with constrained background, usually employing
a monochromatic color, easily distinctive from hand texture [Kuma 06b]. More re-
alistic environments propose a color-based segmentation, detecting hand-like pixels
either based on probabilistic [Doub 07] or clustering methods [Mora 08a, Garc 10].
Although, the constraints on background are less restrictive in this case, the perfor-
mance of this segmentation procedure still lacks in accuracy.

However, a feasible solution for this latter scenario is based on an acquisition
involving short distance to sensor. This approach considers the use of infrared
illumination [Mora 08a, Ferr 09b], due to the fact that infrared light only lighten
close-to-camera regions, avoiding further regions (background) to be illuminated
and therefore not acquired by the infrared camera.

Most recent trends in hand segmentation consider no constraint on background,
proposing more efficient approaches based on multiscale aggregation, providing
promising results in real scenarios [Garc 10]. This approach is clearly oriented to
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the application of hand biometrics in mobile devices.
Moreover, hand biometrics also considers different acquisition modalities, namely

3D data acquisition [Kanh 09, Kanh 10], infrared cameras [Mora 08a, Ferr 09b],
scanners [Adan 08] or low-resolution acquisition devices [Sant 09, Most 09].

An overview on recent hand biometrics systems is presented in Table 1.1. This ta-
ble presents the relation between the features required for identification, the method
proposed, the population involved together with the results obtained, in terms of
Equal Error Rate (EER).

Best results in Table 1.1 are achieved by Rahman et al. [Rahm 08] and Kan-
hangad et al. [Kanh 10]. The former work consists of applying Distance Based
Nearest Neighbour (DBNN) and Graph Theory to both feature extraction and fea-
ture comparison. In contrast, the latter work presents a new approach to achieve
significantly improved performance even in the presence of large hand pose varia-
tions, by estimating the orientation of the hands in 3D space and then attempting
to normalize the pose of the simultaneously acquired 2D and 3D hand images.

As a conclusion, contactless hand biometrics is receiving an increasing atten-
tion in recent years, and many aspects remain unresolved such as invariant feature
extraction or hand template creation.

In addition, the problem of stress detection has been tackled with different ap-
proaches. However, former works can be divided into two different groups, depending
on the use of physiological signals or other behavioural characteristics, like keystroke
dynamics [Andr 05] or face recognition [Ding 07].

It is not common to focus only on one certain physiological feature, but on
many of them, in order to obtain further and more precise information about the
state of mind. Considering this multimodal approach, there are several articles
which study a variety of parameters and signals, as well as the combination among
them: Heart Rate variability (HR, [Jova 03]), Pupil Dilation (PD) and Eyetracking
(ET) providing very precise information about frame stress, Galvanic Skin Response
(GSR), Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) and Finger Temperature (FT) [Pren 07].

In summary, stress can be detected through many different manners, as stated
in [Sark 02a], where a wide study is carried out regarding previous physiological
signals together with others related to stress (Positron Emission Technology (PET)
[Sark 02a, Heal 05], Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [Sark 02b],
Electroencephalography (EEG) [Sark 02a, Li 06], likewise Electromyograms (EMG)
[Chin 06a, Li 06, Shin 98] or Respiratory Rate (RR) [Shin 04]). Nonetheless, these
other signals lack of future integrity because they involve more invasive acquisition
procedures.

Together with signal processing and feature extraction, the comparison algo-
rithms to elucidate the stress level of an individual are of great importance. There
are some previous work considering several approaches for stress detection. The
work presented by [Sark 02a] proposes fuzzy logic (as [Jian 09]) to elucidate to what
extent a user is under stress. On the other hand, the research presented by [Sant 11c]
proposes the creation of a fuzzy stress template to which subsequent physiological
acquisitions could be compared and contrasted. Other approaches have been pro-
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Year Ref. Features Method Pop.
Size

EER
(%)

2007 [Zhen 07] 5-35 distances Projective
invariants

23 2.11

[Kuma 07] 23 distances Entropy
Discretization
and SVM

100 5

[Jian 07] 15 hand distances SVM 18 8
[Gros 07] 5 distances AAM 18 5

2008 [Mora 08a] 30-40 finger
widths

SVM 20-30 4.2-6.3

[Rahm 08] 15 graph
distances

DBNN 250 0.89

[Doub 07] Palmprint Gabor Filters
and SVM

49 1.7

2009 [Amay 09] Zernike
Descriptors

Fusion SVDD 86 1.5

[Kanh 09] 2D and 3D
features

Savitzky-
Golay
filters

177 2.6

[Sant 09] Contour DTW
alignment

45 3.7

[Wang 09b] 40 distances SVM 260 0.0035-
5.7

2010 [Mich 10a] 30 distances and
angles

Correlation 50 4.2

[Kanh 10] 2D and 3D
palmprint and

geometry

Surface Code 114 0.71

2011 [Wu 11] Hand Shape String
matching
Alignment

100 5.7

[Ferr 11a] Shape ICA and SVM 100 0.6-1.5
2012 [Trav 12] Shape DHMM 144 0.08-0.13

Table 1.1: Literature review on most recent works related to contactless hand biometrics
based on hand geometry. This table presents the relation between the features required for
identification, the method proposed, the population involved (Pop. Size) together with the
results obtained, in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER).
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posed, based on different techniques like, SVM, k-NN or Bayes classifier.
Finally, a matter of importance are both how stress is induced in individuals and

the number of samples to evaluate former approaches. More extensively, the research
by [Lise 04] provides a complete study on emotion recognition including a deep
literature review on the experiments carried out to provoke emotions considering
populations, algorithms, approaches and so forth.

Moreover, special mention deserves the work presented by [Heal 05], since they
are considered pioneers on stress detection field.

1.2 Thesis motivation and aims

Based on the previous general state of the art, the motivation of this thesis is oriented
to solve some of the problems detected in the literature. The main motivation is to
provide a hand biometric system oriented to unconstrained and contactless
scenarios, and a stress detection system able to elucidate whether an
individual is being forced to provide the biometric data.

With this objective, the main aims of this thesis are stated as follows:

• Design and implement a hand biometric system oriented to unconstrained and
contactless scenarios concerning every aspect in a biometric system: segmen-
tation, feature extraction and feature matching,

• Evaluate this system according to international standards,

• Design, implement and evaluate a stress detection system able to be embedded
in a near future in current biometric systems,

• Evaluate the user acceptability in relation to the proposed biometric system,

• Implement a prototype in a mobile device.

The next section will present the main contributions of this thesis, which are
strongly related to these aims.

1.3 Main contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are stated in the following points:
Concerning the hand biometric system oriented to contactless and uncon-

strained scenarios,

• firstly, a segmentation method is proposed able to isolate hand from different
backgrounds, regardless the environmental and illumination conditions;

• secondly, a feature extraction method is proposed, providing invariant hand
measurements to previous changes;
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• third contribution consists of providing a template creation based on hand
geometric distances, requiring information from only one individual, without
considering data from the rest of individuals within the database;

• finally, a proposal for template matching is proposed, minimizing the intraclass
similarity and maximizing the interclass likeliness.

The proposed method is evaluated using six publicly available databases, con-
sidering different scenarios (contact and contactless, platform and platform-free,
different illuminations and so forth). In addition, the results obtained with these
databases will be compared to the results provided by a well-known competitive pat-
tern recognition technique, namely Support Vector Machines (SVM) often employed
within the literature. The evaluation of the whole biometric system will follow the
recommendations contained within the ISO/IEC 19795 standard, in closed-set and
open-set, verification and identification scenarios.

Furthermore, this thesis contributes with an implementation of the system in a
mobile device, and a user acceptability evaluation in order to assess the acceptance
of the biometric system within the population.

Concerning the stress detection system, the contributions of this thesis are,

• firstly, a stress detection method based on two physiological signals: Heart
Rate and Galvanic Skin Response;

• secondly, the creation of a stress template able to gather the behaviour of
previous physiological signals under stressing and non-stressing situations;

• finally, a decision system based on the stress template able to carry out the
stress detection in real time.

As a general overview, the contribution of this thesis is presented visually in
Figure 4.4, where a basic description of a biometric system is described, considering
every aspect of a general biometric system: acquisition, processing, data storage
and decision (the contribution of this thesis is highlighted in orange).

More in detail, the system is described below:

• Data Collection module is dedicated to acquired data from the biometric sen-
sor.

• Signal Processing module involves both the pre-processing step to provide a
precise segmentation and the creation of the template.

• Data Storage module stores the template, protected to ensure the biometric
information is not compromised.

• Decision module provides the resolution on the identity of an individual given
the template and the data collected previously.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of a general biometric system from its acquisition until the system
is able to decide either accept or reject an individual. The contribution of this thesis is
highlighted in orange, indicating that this thesis has covered the whole design of a hand-
based biometric system.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of a general biometric system from its acquisition until the system
is able to decide either accept or reject an individual. The contribution of this thesis is
highlighted in orange, indicating that this thesis has covered the whole design of a hand-
based biometric system.
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The contribution of this thesis is focused on three modules: Signal Processing,
Decision and Data Storage, defining a segmentation method for contactless ap-
proaches, geometric features invariant to changes like distance to camera, hand ro-
tation or hand pose, together with the creation of a template requiring data from one
single individual instead of using data from the whole biometric database. Concern-
ing the Decision module, this thesis proposes a template matching method, which
outperforms competitive pattern recognition techniques like SVM. In addition, this
thesis also proposes the design, implementation and use of a stress detection system
to ensure individuals are not forced to provide their biometric data. This system
can also be used as a liveness detection system.

1.4 Thesis contents description

Finally, this introduction ends with the layout of this thesis. First of all, the thesis
begins describing the acquisition procedure involved in the proposed biometric tech-
nique (Chapter 2). Secondly, the databases used during this thesis with evaluation
purposes are described (Chapter 3), considering both own and public databases.
Afterwards, all the work carried out concerning segmentation is presented in Chap-
ter 4, followed by a complete description of the research conducted in topics related
to feature extraction (Chapter 5) and feature comparison (Chapter 6).

The stress detection system is presented completely under Chapter 8.
Finally, evaluation criteria and the corresponding results are presented in Chap-

ter 7, coming this thesis to an end with the conclusions and future work, described
in Chapter 9.

The reader may notice that there is no a specific chapter for Literature Review,
since the review of previous work in literature is considered specifically for each
chapter, so that the evaluation of the state of the art is conducted more deeply.
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2.1 Introduction

Biometric data acquisition is the module dedicated to extract and collect biometric
raw features from individuals. This procedure must be accurate and unambiguous,
since it must collect the biometric data with precision avoiding errors or invalid
samples for human identification/verification and it must be unambiguous so that
individuals providing their own biometric data do not hesitate in which posture,
position or distance to sensors is suitable for a proper data acquisition.

In other words, the acquisition procedure must be defined so that the biome-
tric data collection is valuable and profitable for biometric transaction and users
can easily interact with biometric sensors. Notice that this latter requirement is
related to user acceptance, as an incorrect understanding of acquisition procedure
leads to an inappropriate data acquisition, which implies an erroneous identifica-
tion/verification, and therefore, an increase in user frustration, annoyance, dissatis-
faction and discontent with the biometric system. This fact will make the user less
collaborative in future access, resulting in a more inappropriate data acquisition and
more user frustration [Kuku 05, Kuku 06, Kuku 07].

Concerning hand biometrics, the acquisition scheme has often considered several
constraints in terms of hand position, background and illumination so that the
biometric data are easily acquired and avoid any ambiguity for individuals.
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Nonetheless, this thesis is oriented to unconstrained and contactless scenarios,
and therefore it is obvious that the acquisition procedure must be correctly stated
in order to ensure previous conditions of biometric data acquisition and user accept-
ability.

2.1.1 Motivation

The motivation of this section is to describe and define precisely the acquisition
protocol. In other words, provide simple but significant instructions to individuals,
so that there is no uncertainty in how to face the biometric sensors.

The main goal of this section is to define a correct image acquisition. By describ-
ing this term precisely, any acquisition different from a correct image acquisition will
be rejected by Quality Control module (Section 4.7), requiring a new acquisition.

2.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The main goal of this chapter is to provide a general overview on the topic of data
acquisition related to hand biometrics.

Therefore, a deep literature review is provided in Section 2.2 containing the
most relevant and distinctive previous works within the literature. In addition,
Section 2.3 presents the requirements and constraints concerning image acquisition,
in order to ensure a correct performance of the whole biometric system. Any failure
to comply with this acquisition protocol may lead to errors in terms of identification
and verification.

2.2 Literature Review

Hand image acquisition has been often related to segmentation, as designing a
hand acquisition properly can avoid the use of complicated segmentation methods
[Ashb 94, Sanc 00c, Jain 99].

As a main overview, previous works in literature can be classified into three
categories according to the image acquisition criteria [Kanh 11b], namely Con-
strained and contact based, Unconstrained and contact based and Unconstrained
and contact-free.

In order to avoid degrees of freedom in hand position, orientation and openness,
most acquisition schemes involved the use of pegs to force the hand to stay in a
specific position and a uniform background to facilitate hand segmentation [Ashb 94,
Sanc 99, Jain 99, Sanc 00b, Sanc 00c, Sanc 00a, Ma 04, Faun 05, Kuku 05, Ferr 06,
Chor 06, Kuku 07, Ferr 08, Shar 08b, Varc 08, Fong 09, Ferr 09a, Sing 09, Iula 10].

However, the use of pegs imply some drawbacks such hand shape deformation
and user inconvenience, discomfort and lack of habituation [Kuku 07]. Therefore,
hand biometric research was oriented firstly to study the effect of the number of pegs
during acquisition [Ferr 08] and secondly to avoid the use of these pegs by proposing
peg-free acquisition schemes.
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Figure 2.1 shows a commercial hand biometric system with pegs to facilitate the
hand location. Notice that although this biometric system can affect hand geometry,
it may be very useful for other modalities based on hand such as palmprint [Iula 10],
knuckleprint or hand vein.

(a) Peg-based hand biometric system, HP-
1000-E [Kuku 06, Elli 10].

(b) Example of how to place the hand
within the peg-based hand biometric sys-
tem.

Figure 2.1: Example of a hand biometric system (HP-1000-E) with a peg-based acquisition
scheme: (a) shows the biometric system with pegs, and (b) shows an example of how to
place the hand within the peg-based hand biometric system.

Continuing with peg-free approaches, the uniform background and the contact-
based scenario was conserved. Actually, the use of contact-based acquisition schemes
ensures that hand geometry is almost not affected, and segmentation can be easily
carried out with simple thresholding methods (see Table 4.1). This scenario requires
a flat platform to place the hand, with less constraints as before.

However, although these acquisition schemes are natural for individuals, usually
this scenarios can be controversial due to hygiene and public-health concerns. These
flat platforms are to be touched by many individuals, and therefore, some users can
refuse to use it [Zhen 07]. Moreover, in case of scanners, where glass can get dirty
due to hands, the segmentation step can provide bad results due to stains caused
by the use of the system [Burg 10].

It is logical to understand why next step in hand biometrics research proposes
contactless approaches, without considering neither pegs nor a flat surface to place
the hand [Doub 06]. As a matter of fact, contactless hand biometrics are currently
the trending topic in this research branch, and most efforts are being focus on these
acquisition schemes.

Nevertheless, although these approaches provide more user acceptability, and
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avoid the public-health and hygiene concerns, the reader may notice that contactless
acquisition approaches increase the difficulty of identifying individuals since now the
background is uncontrolled and non-uniform and hand can be acquired with different
degrees of rotation, hand openness, illumination and the like.

Concerning acquisition devices, most of previous approaches employed standard
Charge-coupled Device (henceforth, CCD) cameras involving image acquisition with
visible light. But, since hand acquisition schemes have evolved from peg and contact-
based approaches to peg-free and contactless approaches, these acquisition devices
increase indeed the difficulty in subsequent steps of segmentation and feature ex-
traction [Doub 06, Mora 08a, Sant 09].

In an attempt to solve the problem of background in acquisition, several schemes
have been proposed based on infrared illumination [Bada 03, Ferr 08, Lu 10] or
a combination of both illuminations (visible and infrared) [Mich 10b, Ferr 11a,
Ferr 11b]. In fact, the advantages of using infrared versus visible illumination are
mainly (1) a reduction of false acceptance and rejection error, and (2) a decrease in
the failure to enrol error, apart from involving simple segmentation methods to iso-
late hand from background [Mora 08a]. In addition, the use of infrared illumination
can avoid the use of spoofing attacks [Mich 10b].

Other acquisition schemes consider:

• 3D cameras, although the aim of this acquisition method is more oriented to
increase the identification rates [Mala 06, Kanh 09, Kanh 10, Kanh 11b].

• Thermal cameras, oriented to hand location for vein recognition, although it
can be explored for hand geometric biometrics [Kuma 09].

• Near-Field microwave imaging, based on the voltage reflected in the hand by
a microwave signal [Assa 11].

• Mobile devices, although this category can be considered as part of the acqui-
sition in visible light with standard CCD cameras. The low image resolution
provided by mobiles increase the difficulty in hand recognition, while increas-
ing the acceptability of the user [Sant 09, Garc 10].

Finally, Table 2.1 presents a literature overview on the relation between acqui-
sition methods and acquisition schemes: Constrained or Non-uniform (in terms of
limitation on the background) and Contact or Contactless (in terms of whether there
exists a surface where hand is located). The reader may notice that a non-uniform
background with a contact-based acquisition scenario has no sense, and therefore,
only three cases are considered in Table 2.1: Contact and constrained background,
Contactless and constrained background and Non-uniform and Contactless back-
ground. This thesis is based on a non-uniform, unconstrained (in terms of hand
position and pose), contactless, visible acquisition scheme.

Before ending this section, there exist three more aspects in acquisition to take
into account, as briefly outlined below:
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Acquisition Constrained Non-uniform
Method Contact Contactless Contactless

[Sanc 99, Jain 99] [Wu 06] [Doub 06]
[Sanc 00b, Sanc 00c] [Kuma 06a] [Doub 07]
[Ong 03, Gonz 03] [Kuma 06b] [Mora 08a]
[Ma 04, Hash 05] [Jian 07] [Sant 09]
[Faun 05, Bore 05] [Gros 07] [Ferr 11b]
[Xion 05, Tant 06] [Kanh 09]

Visible [Amay 06, Arif 06] [Yu 09]
[Yoru 06, Amay 07] [Zhan 10]
[Lu 07, Zhen 07] [Mich 10a]

[Chen 07, Adan 08] [Kanh 11b]
[Kong 07, Fouq 07] [Kanh 11a]
[Yan 08, Rahm 08]
[Pras 09, Uhl 09]

[Amay 10, Ferr 11a]
[Bada 03] [Mich 10b] [Mora 08a]
[Ferr 06] [Xin 11] [Ferr 11b]

Infrared [Lu 10]
[Ferr 11a]

Thermal [Kuma 09] - -
Microwave [Assa 11] - -
Projected [Mala 06] - -
Pattern [Shar 08b]

[Kanh 09] [Kanh 10] -
3D [Kanh 11b]

[Kanh 11a]
Ultrasounds [Iula 10] - -

Table 2.1: A classification of most representative acquisition schemes in hand biometrics.
The aim of this table is to provide an overview on the relation between acquisition methods
(visible, infrared and the like) and acquisition schemes (constrained vs non-uniform, contact
vs contactless). Notice that a non-uniform and contact-based scenario has no sense.
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• Separated fingers vs together fingers. The most common scenario consid-
ers an acquisition with separated fingers, but there exist some approaches
where hands are acquired with fingers stretched but joining finger inner lines
[Chor 06, Zhen 07, Chor 09, Rahm 10].

• Rings and artifacts. Most scenarios impose rings and artifacts removal in order
to ensure these objects do not affect hand geometry, although this can affect
user acceptability and convenience [Kuku 07]. Nonetheless, recent works on
hand biometrics do not impose rings removal [Yoru 06, Doub 07] but artifi-
cially reconstruct the region affected by the artifact.

• Right, left or both hands. Usually, hand recognition is based only on one single
hand, which is often imposed. In other words, the user cannot choose which
hand will use to be enrolled within the system [Wu 11, El S 11, Ferr 11a]. In
addition, other approaches consider capturing both hands [Fouq 07, Ferr 11b,
Xin 11].

The next section will consider all these previous aspects to defined a Correct
Image Acquisition so that the user can get easily accustomed to the process of hand
image acquisition and the identification/verification rates do not decrease due to
inappropriate acquisitions.

2.3 Definition of a Correct Image Acquisition

The method proposed within this thesis is designed and oriented to maximize the
identification/verification rate in individuals based on hand biometrics. However,
part of the system relies on interaction with humans, concretely the acquisition
step. Therefore, it is important to provide concise instructions to users to avoid
uncertainty and possible inconveniences due to inappropriate acquisitions.

A Correct Image Acquisition is defined as a hand image picture, fulfilling the
following criteria:

1. Assuming that the hand can be located on an imaginary plane in the 3D space,
this plane must be parallel to the camera plane. In addition, the hand palm
must be pointing out the camera sensor. Some degree of freedom on the
parallelism of these two previous planes (pose variations) is allowed as long as
the next points are accomplished.

2. The hand must be naturally opened, with fingers naturally stretched,
as if an imaginary plane exists to place the hand. In addition, fingers must
be separated so that no part of any finger touches another one from basis
to finger tip. The user must not be forced to open the hand excessively, but
ensure fingers are completely extended and separated.

3. Rings and artifacts are allowed as long as hand geometry is not severely af-
fected. In other words, the use of watches, bracelets or other similar
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objects that are usually located in the wrist is always allowed without ex-
ception. However, rings are allowed under certain constraints: if and
only if its thickness is lower than 3mm; its width is lower than 5mm and the
colour is more similar to the hand than to the background. The latter con-
straint implies no problem to golden or silver rings, but for instance, wooden
rings might not fulfil this limitation. More than one ring is not recommend-
able.

4. There is no constraint on the orientation of the hand, ensuring this
orientation variation is carried out within the imaginary plane where hand is
located. A user can be enrolled with the hand on a specific position, and later
can access the system with the hand rotated 180 degrees, for instance.

5. The user can choose any of both hands to access the system, always ensuring
that only one hand is collected for each acquisition (not both hands at the same
time).

6. Concerning separation between hand and camera, the distance must ensure
that the hand is contained completely within the field of view of
the camera. This distance depends on the acquisition device, but typically
around 15-20 cm. Only one hand could be within this field of view.

7. It is recommended to select a background distinguishable to some ex-
tent from hand texture, although this constraint is not mandatory. In addition,
it is also recommended to acquire the image with a uniform illumination
over the hand.

8. Individuals with difficulties in hand movements, illnesses such as degen-
erative osteoarthritis, or finger amputation will be treated separately de-
pending on the deviation with regard of a Correct Image Acquisition.

9. Tattoos, pictures or marks in the skin are not recommended. How-
ever, it is assumed that the palm is clean, without any of these decorations. In
addition, it is recommended to use the same length of nails during subsequent
accesses to the system, since a significant change in the length of the nail can
slightly affect the identification/verification rate.

10. Small wounds and antiseptic dressings are allowed as long as they do
not disturb palm texture extremely. In these situations, the reader may change
the hand to access the system, since both hands are allowed1.

11. It requires the illumination within the hand to be constant, without
significant changes in light, otherwise, non-uniform illumination may lead to
errors in segmentation.

1Notice that although both hands are allowed, ensuring that the user always accesses the system
with the same hand (Norm 5).
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12. It is desirable that hands are acquiredwithout blurriness or motion effect,
which is a common problem in mobile acquisition. Although the proposed
method is invariant to some light changes in this out-of-focus effect, it is
recommendable to acquire non-blurred or motionless hand images.

The aim of a Quality Control step (Section 4.7) is to ensure that these previous
constraints are met. The feature extraction and matching method succeed solely
under these conditions, otherwise a non-fulfilment of at least one of these twelve
constraints may lead to a decrease in the identification/verification rate.

Finally, a set of bad acquisition samples are provided in Figure 2.2. In this Fi-
gure, there are some violations of former acquisition norms: Figure 2.2(a) represents
an invalid sample in terms of carrying objects or bracelets, with an excessive ring
in terms of size (Norm 3); Figure 2.2(b) shows a non-complete image with part of
the hand out the scope of the camera (Norm 6); Figure 2.2(c) depicts an acquisition
with non-uniform illumination on hand (Norm 11 and 7); Figure 2.2(d) indicates
a hand not stretched and not opened completely (Norm 2); Figure 2.2(e) shows a
hand with a strong pose rotation, not being in a plane parallel to the camera (Norm
1); Figure 2.2(f) denotes an acquisition of two hands at the same time (Norm 5).

All the images contained within Figure 2.2 will be rejected by the Quality Control
module (Section 4.7).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.2: Examples of bad acquisitions: (a) represents an excessive ring in terms of size
(Norm 3); (b) shows a non-complete image (Norm 6); (c) depicts an acquisition with non-
uniform illumination on hand (Norm 11 and 7); (d) indicates a hand not opened completely
(Norm 2); (e) shows a hand with a strong pose rotation (Norm 1); (f) denotes an acquisition
of two hands at the same time (Norm 5).
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3.1 Introduction

Concerning biometric systems evaluation, databases play an essential role, since
they represent a proportion of the whole population, and therefore, databases make
possible to not only evaluate the accuracy of a certain biometric system, but also to
understand to what extent the obtained result for a specific database is extensible
for the total population size, and which error is then committed.

Thus, databases must be collected oriented to concrete aspects to be evaluated,
and ensuring that the characteristics of the database are general enough to assume
that the whole population is represented by such a small, medium or large portion
of the population.
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The database must consist of a trade-off between several aspects such as popula-
tion size (is large enough to extend the obtained results to the whole population?),
population representation (is every population sector represented?), close to real
scenarios (does the database consider real situations?) and so forth.

The creation of the database is crucial for assessing the biometric system, since
the more close to reality the database is, the more reliable the results are.

3.1.1 Motivation

The purpose of this chapter is to research the literature in which databases have
been considered for biometric evaluation, and which of these databases are more
similar to unconstrained and contactless scenarios.

In addition to the creation of two own databases (more adequate to the scenarios
this thesis is oriented to), there exist six more databases which partly coincide with
the acquisition procedure defined in Acquisition Chapter (Correct Image Segmenta-
tion, Section 2.3).

The two created databases, namely GB2S_ID and GB2S_Syn1, have been ac-
quired under concrete and specific scenarios, completely oriented to the purpose of
this thesis (contactless, unconstrained, without constraints in distance to camera or
hand rotation).

In contrast, the other databases only fulfil several aspects like contactless sce-
narios (IITDelhi, UST) or hand rotation variability (HGC, Bologna).

In subsequent sections, a comparative description of each database is provided in
detail, together with a corresponding justification for the selection of the presented
databases.

3.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The aim of this chapter is not to provide an overview on databases versus biometric
systems and performance (as it will be presented in Chapter 5, Tables 5.1 and 5.2),
but to present a description of the databases involved in the proposed biometric
system evaluation.

This description contains details about the databases (population size, which
hands are involved, illumination and so forth) and also a ground for why these
databases were chosen and what they are intended for.

First of all, an overview of the databases is presented in Section 3.2, describing
the main characteristics of all the databases. Subsequently, databases are described
in detail in Sections 3.3 to 3.9, presenting which representative works in literature
have made use of these databases and which are the main characteristics and features
of each database.

1The reader must find a detailed explanation of all the databases in subsequent sections, but
for the clarity sake, only names are provided here to have an overview of the intentions of this
chapter.
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Name F/M Size R. H. nSamp. Cont. Ill. Im. Size Rot.
ID F/M 110 Y B 20 N C 640x340 Y
Syn F/M 120 Y B 20 N C 640x340 Y
UST F/M 287 Y B 10 N BW 1280x960 Y
IITD. F/M 235 Y B 7 N BW 800x600 N
GPDS - 150 Y R 10 Y BW 1403x1021 N
HGC F/M 46 Y R 10 Y C 685X494 Y
Bol. F/M 270 Y B 3 Y C 526x381 Y
Bos. F/M 1031 Y B 3-6 Y C 526x382 Y

Table 3.1: A comparative overview of several aspects from the proposed databases ID
(GB2S_ID), Syn (GB2S_Syn), UST, IITD (IITDelhi), GPDS, HGC, Bol. (Bologna)
and Bos. (Bosphorus). This table represents in its columns respectively the name of
the database; whether the database contains samples from Females (F), Males (M), Both
(F/M) or not specified (-); the population size; whether rings are allowed: Yes (Y) or No
(N); which hand is involved: Right (R), Left (L) or Both (B); number of samples per user;
whether the scenario is with contact (Y) or contactless (N); the illumination of the image:
Colour (C) or gray-scale (BW); the image size and whether there exist variation in hand
rotation during acquisition: Yes (Y) or No (N).

3.2 Databases overview

Before describing each database in detail, a simple overview of the involved databases
is provided within this section, in terms of information such as proportion of male
and female, illumination and others.

With this aim, Table 3.1 is provided presenting a comparison among each database
involved within this thesis. The aspects considered are evaluated in each column:
first column shows the name of the database; second column, whether the database
contains samples from male (M), female (F) individuals, both (F/M) or unspecified
(-); third column represents the population size of the database; fourth column,
whether individuals are allowed to carry out rings, bracelets or watches (Y) or not
(N); fifth column, which hands are acquired: Left (L), Right (R) or both (B); sixth
column, the number of samples per hand; seventh column, whether there exist con-
tact (Y) or not (N) in a surface platform; eighth column, image representation:
gray-scale (BW) or colour (C); ninth column, size of the image in terms of width
and height pixels; finally, if there is hand rotation variability during acquisition (Y)
or not (N).

It is important to establish that all these databases are available on the inter-
net, and that the illumination scenario was carried out under visible light, without
considering infrared illumination or other schemes already presented during the Ac-
quisition Chapter (Section 2).

The use of these databases is justified since every database provides an evalua-
tion frame in where different aspects of the proposed biometric method (feature
extraction and comparison) can be assessed. This aspects regard contactless versus
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contact scenarios, invariance to rotation, invariant feature extraction evaluation and
so forth. Furthermore, the considerably high quantity of individuals within most
of the databases make possible to evaluate the behaviour of the proposed biometric
technique in medium-size populations.

Other interesting databases can be considered [Adan 08, Burg 10], although their
characteristics are similar to the proposed databases, which are sufficiently repre-
sentative of the existing databases in the literature (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

In addition, some acquisition samples are provided in Figure 3.1, where all previ-
ous databases are represented so that the reader may have an overview on the kind
of image involved in each database. Notice that due to lack of space, the names of
the databases have been shorted: ID (GB2S_ID), Syn (GB2S_Syn), UST, IITD
(IITDelhi), HGC, Bosph. (Bosphorus) and Bol. (Bologna).

ID Syn UST IITD. GPDS HGC Bosph. Bol.

Figure 3.1: Some samples from each database considered within this thesis: ID (GB2S_-
ID), Syn (GB2S_Syn), UST, IITD (IITDelhi), GPDS, HGC, Bosph. (Bosphorus) and
Bol. (Bologna). This databases gather several different characteristics in hand rotation,
contact/contactless, different acquisition devices, population size and so forth.
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3.3 GB2S Database

The Group of Biometrics, Biosignals and Security, from the Technical University of
Madrid, owns different databases related to hand biometrics. However, within this
thesis two databases were considered: GB2S_ID, used for identification evaluation;
and GB2S_Syn, used to evaluate the segmentation algorithm.

3.3.1 GB2S_ID: database for identification

This database contains hand acquisitions of 110 different individuals of an age range
from 16 to 60 years old, gathering males and females in similar proportion.

With the aim of a contactless approach in hand biometrics, hand images were
acquired without placing the hand on any flat surface neither requiring any removal
of rings, bracelets or watches. Instead, the individual was required to open his/her
hand naturally as stated in the policy presented in Acquisition Chapter (Section 2.3),
so the mobile device (a smartphone HTC Desire S, concretely) could take a photo
of the hand at 10-15 cm of distance with the palm facing the camera.

This acquisition procedure implies no severe constraints on neither illumination
nor distance to mobile camera, with every acquisition carried out under natural
light. In addition, it is a database with a huge variability in terms of size, skin color,
orientation, hand openness and illumination conditions. In order to ensure a proper
feature extraction, independently on segmentation, acquisitions were taken on a
defined blue-coloured background, so that segmentation can be easily performed,
focusing on hands. Both hands were taken, in a total of two sessions: During
the first session, 10 acquisitions from both hands are collected; second session is
carried out after 10-15 minutes, collecting again 10 images per hand. The image
size provided by the device is 640x340 pixels. This first database is publicly available
at http://www.gb2s.es.

3.3.2 GB2S_Syn: database for segmentation

This section describes the creation of a synthetic database containing a total of
408000 images of hands with a wide range of possible backgrounds like carpets,
fabric, glass, grass, mud, different objects, paper, parquet, pavement, plastic, skin
and fur, sky, soil, stones, tiles, tree, wall and wood.

The main aim of this database is twofold:

• First, the main purpose is to provide a comparative evaluation frame for seg-
mentation algorithm, where existing approaches in literature could be com-
pared. In other words, this database makes it possible to assess to what extent
the segmentation algorithm can satisfactorily perform a hand isolation from
background on real scenarios.

• In addition, this database contains the ground-truth result for each image,
providing a possible supervised evaluation criteria. These ground-truth images
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were obtained, given that hands were taken with a blue-coloured background,
so that hand can be easily extracted by simple thresholding [Amay 06].

The creation of the synthetic database considers the hands extracted in former
database (GB2S_ID) and the set of the aforementioned different textures, which
were obtained from the website http://mayang.com/textures/.

First of all, a straightforward segmentation was carried out with a threshold-
based segmentation [Amay 06], obtaining two binary masks: Mh, corresponding to
those pixels representing hand, and Mb with pixels corresponding to background.

Afterwards, both masks are laid one over each other, with Mb containing pixels
associated to a specific texture, resulting in an image with the hand over a desired
background (grass, water, wood and so forth).

In order to ensure there is no considerable difference in illumination between
hand and background, each image is converted from RGB to YCbCr color space
[Gonz 06] carrying out a histogram equalization in terms of illumination (Y), per-
forming afterwards the inverse transform from YCbCr to RGB color space. Finally,
a morphological operation consisting on an opening operator with a structural el-
ement of a disk of small size (5 pixels radio) is considered to fade the boundary
between hand and background, so that hand is integrated within background.

All these former operations attempt to ensure a fair scenario, simulating the
conditions provided in real situations.

For each hand image, a total of 5 × 17 (five images and 17 textures) synthetic
images are created, collecting a total of 120× 2× 20× 5× 17 = 408000 images (120
individuals2, two hands, 20 acquisitions per hand, five images and 17 textures) to
properly evaluate segmentation on real scenarios. The size of each sample is 640x340
pixels.

Synthetic databases have been extensively used in biometrics [Wei 08, Zuo 07]
with the aim of evaluating anti-spoofing attacks or the performance of verification
and identification biometric systems [Yanu 06]. In addition, it is a common practice
in image processing (concretely in segmentation) to create large synthetic databases,
so that the segmentation algorithms can be efficiently assessed in demanding and
difficult scenarios [Oliv 05]. Thus, this synthetic database (GB2S_Syn) is an in-
teresting tool to evaluate the performance of not only the proposed segmentation
methods, but also the performance of the overall biometric system.

This presented database is publicly available at http://www.gb2s.es.

3.4 UST Database

The UST database was created by the Hong Kong University of Science and Tech-
nology. Its acquisition setup is simple and does not employ any special illumination
nor does it make use of any pegs to cause any inconvenience to users. The Olympus

2These individuals are the same as in GB2SID but including 10 more individuals which were
discarded in the creation of GB2SID.
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C-3020 digital camera (1280 x 960 pixels) was used to acquire both images from
287 individuals, with ten samples per user. The users were only requested to make
sure that their fingers do not touch each other and most of their hand (back side)
touches the imaging table. A further explanation of this database can be found in
[Kuma 03, Shob 06].

3.5 IITDelhi Database

The IIT Delhi Palmprint Image Database version 1.0 database (for short, IITDelhi
Database) is a palmprint image database consisting of a hand images collection from
the students and staff at IIT Delhi, New Delhi, India [Kuma 08]. This database
has been acquired in the IIT Delhi campus during July 2006 - Jun 2007 using a
simple and contactless imaging setup. All the images are collected in the indoor
environment and employ circular fluorescent illumination around the camera lens.
The currently available database is from 235 users, all the images are in bitmap
format. All the subjects in the database are in the age group 12-57 years. Seven
images from each subject, from each of the left and right hand, are acquired in
varying hand pose variations. Each of the subject is provided with live feedback
to present his/her hand in the imaging region. The resolution of these images is
800x600 pixels.

3.6 GPDS database

The database consists of 10 different acquisitions of 150 people by a desk scanner,
created by Grupo de Preprocesado Digital de Señales from Universidad de las Pal-
mas de Gran Canaria. The 1500 images have been taken from the users right hand.
The user can place the hand palm freely over the scanning surface without pegs,
templates or any other annoying method for the users to capture their hands. The
hand contour with landmarks (valleys and tips of the fingers) and the segmented
palms are also provided. They have been obtained automatically without supervi-
sion as described in [Ferr 07].

3.7 HGC2011 database

The aim of the database was associated with the International Hand Geometry
Points Detection Competition 2011, and consisted of detecting the tip and valley
points as described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.3). This database consists of 300 hand
image training samples and 160 testing hand images, and it belongs to the Univer-
sidade do Porto.

The images were acquired on a scanner with a contact-based scenario. During
acquisition, fingers were allowed to be together or separated, and in some acquisi-
tions there exist some spurious steam due to placing the hand not entirely stretched
over the scanner sensor [Maga 10].
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All images were acquired under visible illumination, and only right hands were
considered. In addition, it contains samples of different ethnics, and the image size
is 489x684 pixels.

3.8 Bologna database

This database belongs to the Biometric System Laboratory from Bologna University
[Oden 03, Oden 01].

It consists of a total of 270 individuals, acquiring both hands and a total of 3
samples per acquisition. The scheme consisted of a contact-based scenario with a
scanner acquisition device.

Users locate the hand with separated fingers, allowing the use of bracelets and
rings. The acquisition was carried out under visible illumination. There is no
constraint on hand rotation, and the acquired images are 382x526 pixels.

3.9 Bosphorus database

This database belongs to the Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department at
Bogazici University in Turkey [Yoru 06].

It consists of 3 samples per hand (both hands) from 1031 individuals. The
acquisition scheme consists of a scanner device, where individuals can place the
hand freely without constraints in terms of pegs nor hand orientation. In addition,
it was collected under visible illumination, and users were allowed to carry out rings
and bracelets. The size of the image is 382x525 pixels.

Moreover, there are a total of 141 (for left hand) and 103 (for right hand) users
from previous 1031 individuals with 6 samples instead of 3.

This database is very interesting due to the huge number of individuals consi-
dered within the database, and the lack of limitations in hand rotation.
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4.1 Introduction

The process of segmentation consists of dividing the image in regions with similar
characteristics. In other words, segmentation is the partitioning of digital images
into several regions, according to a given criteria [Gonz 06].

In addition, applying biometrics to daily scenarios involves difficult and challeng-
ing requirements in terms of software and hardware. On the contrary, current bio-
metric techniques are also being adapted to present-day devices, like mobile phones,
laptops and the like, which are considered to be unconstrained and contactless. In
fact, achieving a combination of both necessities is one of the most difficult problems
at present in biometrics.

Segmentation in these kind of environments require special effort and attention,
since although there exist an obvious difficulty in providing accurate segmentation
to these scenarios, the constraints in terms of software and hardware are important
and affect the segmentation performance.

Therefore, this chapter addresses the problem of segmentation oriented to un-
constrained hand biometrics, by providing two possible approaches. Moreover, this
chapter presents a proposal to deal with rings and artifacts on hand during seg-
mentation, together with a protocol to select the hand once the image has been
segmented, and a quality control which ensures a Correct Image Acquisition

4.1.1 Motivation

Hand biometrics is receiving increasing attention at present because of their huge
applicability in daily scenarios and the relation between user acceptance and recog-
nition rates [Kuku 05, Kuku 06].

The characteristics of this biometric technique in terms of non-invasiveness and
acceptability highlight the fact that hand biometrics could be a proper and adequate
biometric method for verification and identification in devices like PC or mobile
phones, since hand biometrics system requirements are easily met with a standard
camera and hardware processor.

However, as applications requiring hand biometrics tends to be contactless,
platform-free scenarios (e.g., smartphones [Garc 10]), hand acquisition (capturing
and segmentation) is being increased in difficulty. In other words, hand biometrics
is evolving from constrained and contact-based scenarios [Sanc 00b, Jain 99] to op-
posite approaches where less collaboration is required from individuals [Mora 08b,
Garc 10], providing non-invasive characteristics to this biometric technique, and
thus, improving its acceptability.

Consequently, image pre-processing becomes compulsory to tackle with this
problem, by providing an accurate segmentation algorithm to isolate hand from
background, whatever its nature, and independent from environment and illumina-
tion conditions.

Thus, this thesis has considered two strategies in order to solve the problem of
hand segmentation in unconstrained environments:
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• Colour-based clustering methods using on k-means and fuzzy C-means, de-
scribed in Section 4.3. This method provides a suitable solution for segmen-
tation considering both aspects of performance (segmentation accuracy) and
computational cost.

• A method based on multiscale aggregation and graph cuts described in Sec-
tion 4.4. This method is quasi-linear with the number of pixels in the image
[Felz 04], and its accuracy is greater when compared to colour-based ap-
proaches. However, although its time performance and computational cost
are lower when compared to other similar approaches in literature, much ef-
fort is required to be applied on real-time applications.

In the case of Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation, the method has been tested with
a synthetic image database, with around 408000 images considering different back-
grounds (e.g., soil, skins/fur, carpets, walls or grass) and illumination environments,
and compared to two competitive approaches in literature in terms of image seg-
mentation. These approaches are named Lossy Data Compression (LDC) [Ma 07]
and Normalized Cuts (NCut) [Shi 00]. This evaluation is presented in Section 4.8.3.

4.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The main objective of this chapter is to describe the methods developed to address
the problem of segmentation in unconstrained backgrounds.

First of all, a state of the art on hand image segmentation provides the reader
with a general overview of which methods and strategies have been selected in
literature to solve the problem of segmentation along different scenarios (Section
4.2). In addition, special attention will receive those approaches related to multiscale
aggregation, since this former approach is one of the main contributions of this thesis.

Subsequently, a description of both approaches colour-based (Section 4.3) and
multiscale graph-cuts (Section 4.4) segmentation are presented, containing a detailed
description of each method.

In addition, this chapter deals with two important aspects of hand segmenta-
tion: the effect of rings and artifacts in hands, and the selection of hands after
segmentation.

The former topic is related to the hand deformation caused by wearing rings
or different artifacts like bracelets, watches and the like. This deformation can
seriously affect the identification/verification rate of the overall system. Therefore,
Section 4.5 will introduce the problem of avoiding the effect of rings and artifacts
during hand segmentation. An in-depth description of this topic will be presented
under the Quality Control module (Section 4.7).

The latter topic concerns how to select the cluster corresponding to the hand.
Notice that segmentation methods only divide the image in a specific number of
cluster or segments, but an additional step must be carried out to select the corre-
sponding cluster to the specific object, in this case, the hand. This problem will be
discussed in Section 4.6.
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Finally, topics related to segmentation evaluation and results will be provided
within the corresponding section (Section 4.8.3).

4.2 Literature Review

Segmentation is an important and general research field in image processing [Gonz 06],
essential to biometric techniques which involve image-based data acquisition like
hand geometry [Mora 08a], palmprint [Henn 07], hand vein [Wang 09c], face [Segu 10],
iris [He 09], ear [Yan 07], gait [Huan 10] or handwriting [Grav 09].

In fact, the overall performance in terms of identification/verification accuracy
relies strongly on the result provided by the segmentation and pre-processing pro-
cedure.

Concerning hand-based biometrics, segmentation has received little attention in
early works, provided that initial approaches carry out the acquisition procedure in a
constrained and homogeneous background [Sanc 00b, Lew 02]. This background was
selected so that hand segmentation is a trivial task by simple thresholding. There-
fore, first segmentation methods were based on basic colour segmentation [Sanc 00b,
Hold 03, Faun 05, Wu 06, Doub 06, Yang 07a, Zhen 07, Chen 10a, Kong 07, Yu 09]
and image thresholding or binarization [Gonz 03, Sanc 00c, Hu 03, Kang 04, Ma 04,
Bore 05, Xion 05, Tant 06, Chor 06, Arif 06, Kuma 06b, Adan 08, Fouq 07, Yan 08,
Yasu 08, Tang 08, Ferr 08, Varc 08, Pras 09, Most 09, Wang 09b, Kanh 09, Uhl 09,
Ferr 09a, Aghi 09, Xin 11, Kanh 11b, Kanh 11a]. The reader may notice that the
references corresponding to thresholding and binarization usually involve grayscale
images.

However, as hand biometrics is evolving from contact and peg-based approaches
to completely contactless, peg-free and platform independent scenarios, hand seg-
mentation is increasing its difficulty and complication [Wood 05, Zhen 07, Mora 08b].

Several approaches in literature tackle with this problem by providing non-
contact, platform-free scenarios but with constrained background, usually employ-
ing a monochromatic color, easily distinctive from hand texture by means of simple
image thresholding [Kuma 06b, Amay 06, Kuma 03]. More realistic strategies pro-
pose a color-based segmentation, detecting hand-like pixels either based on proba-
bilistic [Doub 07], clustering methods [Sant 09] or edge detection [Jain 99, Sanc 00b,
Zhen 07].

In addition, an adequate solution for contactless hand biometrics avoiding hard
and time-consuming segmentation algorithms is based on infrared camera acquisi-
tion [Mora 08a, Bada 03, Ferr 11a, Ferr 11b, Mich 10b, Xin 11], where the acquisi-
tion procedure facilitates a posterior hand extraction, given the fact that infrared
illumination only highlights those objects closer to the sensor. In other words, in-
frared illumination avoids background acquisition.

A possible solution for unconstrained and non-homogeneous backgrounds is a
segmentation method based on multiscale aggregation [Galu 05, Shar 00, Gauc 99,
Vanh 03, Felz 04], inspired on the well-known Normalized Cuts approach [Shi 00],
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which has experienced great development in recent years [Shar 06].
The selection of algorithms based on multiscale aggregation strategies is then

justified [Garc 10, Alpe 11, Yoru 06, Shi 00], since these methods allow fast and
precise segmentation, requiring no supervision in learning and providing, therefore,
a segmentation result independent from background. This family of algorithms has
been extensively used in image segmentation with important and remarkable results
in terms of accuracy and memory efficiency [Felz 04].

Multiscale Aggregation methods are based on processing the image according to
a set of mathematical operations, so that pixels with similar properties are gathered
in a same segment. The main characteristic of this approach relies on repeating this
procedure through subsequent scales, in which the number of pixels is reduced for
each scale, due to former aggregation [Shar 06]. Moreover, recent results obtained
by these algorithms have shown improvements when compared to other methods
[Alpe 07], like the Normalized Cuts [Shi 00] and Mean-Shift method [Coma 02].

The most common applications of this approach consider image segmentation
and boundary detection based on texture [Galu 03, Vanh 03], providing accurate
results when compared to human segmentation and other competitive approaches
in literature [Chen 10a].

Multiscale aggregation methods gather a wide range of algorithms involving
different mathematical operations applied to pixels in image. For instance, several
approaches have been proposed based on Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation
(SWA [Shar 06]), providing accurate results by means of similarities between in-
tensities of neighboring pixels [Shar 00], measurements of texture differences and
boundary integrity [Shar 01], more complicated operations, such as Gradient Orien-
tations Histograms (GOH [Rory 07]), or more straightforward grouping methods
based on the intensity contrast between two segments boundary and each inner
segment [Felz 04].

The results obtained by multiscale aggregation in the fields of unsupervised
image segmentation are certainly promising [Chen 10b], and the application of this
method for hand segmentation has been recently proposed [Garc 10].

Nonetheless, several aspects must be improved in terms of computational cost
and memory usage efficiency [Felz 04, Garc 10, Chen 10b]. In fact, these methods
are strongly dependent on the number of pixels in an image, and only small images
are supported. This limitation was partially solved [Felz 04, Garc 10], providing a
quasi-linear segmentation method.

Finally, Table 4.1 depicts an overview on hand image segmentation in different
color spaces. The reader may notice how the RGB is the most extended color space.
On the contrary, CIE* spaces has received little attention in literature, remarking
the innovation on exploiting this color space in this thesis [Sant 09].

In addition, it is important to mention the fact that Table 4.1 does not collect in-
formation on gray-scale image segmentation. This is due to the fact that gray-scale
segmentation is mainly based on Otsu thresholding method [Gonz 06]. Nonethe-
less, it is one of the most extended technique in hand segmentation together with
RGB-based segmentation [Ferr 11a, Kanh 11a, Mich 10b, Fuer 10, Zhan 10, Lu 10,
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Level Method Colour Space
RGB HS* CIE* YCbCr/YUV

Intensity

Clustering [Selv 08] - - -
[Jian 07] - - -

Thresholding
[Gupt 01] [Rome 10] - [Mora 08a]
[Nolk 02] [Tan 11]
[Riba 05]

Distribution
[Utsu 97] [Spru 10] - [Sui 10]
[Cui 99] [Mito 03]
[Spru 10]
[Mito 03]

Neural Networks [Wu 99] - - [Sui 11]
PCA [Hold 03] - - [Sui 11]

Texture

Probabilistic [Doub 06] [Zhu 00] - [Hong 10]
Markov Random [Cuad 06] - - -

Field [Cui 99]

Skin Model

[Lew 02] [Mo 11] [Yang 02] [Habi 04]
[Doub 07] [Yuem 07]
[Kuzm 07] [Tan 09]
[Yasu 08] [Dawo 10]

[Tang 08]

Shape Active Shape [Zhen 07] [Liu 05] [Liu 05] -
Model

Table 4.1: A classification of most representative works in colour-based hand segmentation
in terms of the involved colour space. HS* makes reference to all possible colour spaces
related to cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB color model, as HSV,
HSL, HSB, HSI and the like [Gonz 06]. CIE* makes reference to either CIE L*a*b* or CIE
L*u*v*.

Aghi 09].

4.3 Color-based segmentation

As presented in the segmentation literature review (Section 4.2), segmentation in
hand biometrics was almost a trivial operation, since the background was com-
pletely uniform and different in color and intensity to hand texture [Sanc 00b, Yu 09,
Bore 05].

However, the acquisition procedure proposed within this thesis requires a more
demanding segmentation method able to isolate entirely and precisely hand from
background. Notice, that this background is unknown and there is no prior informa-
tion about it, since images could be acquired at any place regardless the environment.

From all the possible techniques presented in Table 4.1, this thesis considers the
use of clustering methods in CIE L*a*b* space since this combination means certain
innovation in comparison to literature, and also because this method achieves an
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Technique Advantages Disadvantages

Clustering
BNon-Supervised Classification BNeglects Spatial Information
BParametric and heuristic ap-
proaches exist

BNumber of classes unknown at
start
BRelevance of a class corre-
sponding to an image region
might be low

Adaptive
BLocal adaptivity to regions and
spatial continuity

BIterative hence slow conver-
gence

clustering BSpatial constraints are imposed BLocal maxima can mislead the
maximization of probability

Table 4.2: Advantages and disadvantages of clustering techniques oriented to color based
segmentation.

acceptable trade-off between computational cost and segmentation accuracy.
Table 4.2 presents a comparison in terms of advantages and drawbacks of using

clustering methods in color based segmentation, supporting the use of this sort of
approaches for segmentation applications.

Concerning the scenarios considered within this thesis, the device involved in
image acquisition was an HTC Desire Mobile (Section 2), acquiring images in a
RGB color space, which is a standard format for commercial mobiles. However, the
proposed segmentation is carried out in a different color space, since RGB provides
not enough information to distinguish properly hand from background [Mora 08a].
In order to obtain an adequate accuracy in segmentation, CIE L*a*b* (CIE 1976
L*a*b*) was selected due to its ability to describe all visible colors by the human
eye [Gonz 06, Tan 09, Mojs 02].

This color space transformation facilitates enormously the segmentation opera-
tion by offering a representation in which pixels corresponding to skin texture are
separated in terms of L*a*b intensities from the remaining pixels. Selecting which
layer contains more distinctive information for segmentation is in fact a crucial mat-
ter [Gonz 06, Albi 02, Wang 10, Reck 10].

Based on the hypothesis that the image objects are better separated when the
image histogram has more information [Luen 10], the selection relies on choosing
the L, a or b component which presents the minimal entropy of the histogram. This
entropy H is defined as in Equation (4.1):

H = −
∑
i

p(xi) log p(xi) (4.1)

where p(xi) is the probability that the difference between two adjacent pixels is equal
to xi, and xi are the possible values of the intensities within an image [Gonz 06].

Normally, experiments show that layer a and b provide more distinctive infor-
mation. For instance, the values of H are provided in Figure 4.1 for an example
image in RGB and CIE L*a*b*, with its corresponding layers.
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After selecting the proper layer, pixels must be divided into two groups: a group
containing pixels corresponding to hand, and a second group gathering those pixels
describing background.

Figure 4.1 supports the fact that RGB to CIE L*a*b* transform facilitates the
segmentation in hand image acquisition. This Figure 4.1 presents a random hand
image in RGB colour space (Figure 4.1(a)) and its corresponding transformation to
CIE L*a*b* (Figure 4.1(e)). In addition, Figure 4.1 presents the entropy values, H,
of each image. It is remarkable the fact that layers 4.1(g) and 4.1(h) make the hand
more distinctive from background than in the rest of the images (lower entropy H).

(a) RGB image (H =
6.4034)

(b) R Layer (H =
6.3535)

(c) G Layer (H =
6.0444)

(d) B Layer (H =
6.2329)

(e) LAB image (H =
5.3395)

(f) L Layer (H =
6.1579)

(g) a Layer (H =
3.3169)

(h) b Layer (H =
4.1995)

Figure 4.1: Visual comparison of RGB (a) and CIE L*a*b* (e) colour spaces for hand
image segmentation. Figures (b) to (d) present the different layers of RGB colour space.
Figures (f) to (h) present the different layers of LAB colour space. The layers (g) and (h)
make the hand more distinctive from background than in the rest of images, and the lowest
value of entropy.

In order to carry out such a division two approaches have been proposed, namely
k-means clustering and fuzzy C-means, since they both provide an adequate balance
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between accuracy and computational cost. Other possible solutions in the literature
consider the use of mean-shift clustering, vector quantization or other more complex
solutions such as hierarchical or spectral clustering [Gonz 06].

4.3.1 Colour segmentation based on k-means clustering

This classification is carried out by a k-means algorithm, which provides a suitable
clustering solution for segmentation problem [Reck 10], gathering in a unique cluster
those pixels corresponding to hand texture.

Although a deep explanation of k-means procedure is far beyond the scope of
this thesis [Kanu 02], the segmentation problem can be stated as follows: given an
image I, the aim of this k-means algorithm is to divide the image I into k clusters,
minimizing the intracluster square sum:

arg min
S

k∑
i=1

∑
xj∈Si

∥∥xj − µi
∥∥2 (4.2)

where S corresponds to the segments in which the image I is divided; Si are the
different segments in S; µi represents the ith clustering distribution mean; and, xj
is the intensity value of the pixel.

Classification is based not only in colour information, but also in the position
within the image. This is essential for avoiding the effects of rings and small or-
naments on hands, since they are considered as part of the hand, despite slightly
deforming the hand. However, the aim of this procedure is twofold: (1) to ensure
fingers not to be split from hand, keeping the hand as a unique solid blob, and (2)
to keep simple the segmentation algorithm (the most time consuming step in hand
recognition, Section 4.8), considering the fact that the procedure implementation is
oriented to unconstrained and platform-free scenarios.

Obviously, this fact affects posterior measures, and therefore, the effects of rings
in feature extraction will be explained under Section 4.5 and 4.7.

In order to obtain a binary image (those pixels belonging to hand represented
by a high value, and thus background represented by zero), the parameter k is
set to k = 2. In addition, ensuring which group corresponds to hand (’1’ values)
or background (’0’ values) is easily carried out by analyzing which group is more
isolated from the outside boundary (image border). The reader may notice that this
assumption implies that individuals have collaborated with the system in locating
the hand within the camera field of view, and therefore within the boundaries of
the image. Otherwise, in case the hand being too close to camera (and therefore
not being confined within image boundaries) or hand not appearing completely
in the image, a correct segmentation will not be carried out (hand does not appear
completely within image), implying that image must be rejected and requiring a new
acquisition. The protocol to ensure hand image is properly acquired and segmented
is defined by the Quality Control step under Section 4.7. More in detail, Section 4.6
will also explained how the corresponding cluster of the hand is selected, in relation
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to the cluster containing the background.
Due to illumination and background alike, the result provided by the k-means

algorithm could be slightly inaccurate in the boundary, and therefore a morphologi-
cal operation must be performed to soften that contour. The selected operation is a
morphological opening [Gonz 06, Luen 10], with a disk structural element of small
dimension (5 pixels of radius), since such a structural element suites adequately
hand geometry, based on the rounded shape of a hand, without any sharp contour.

Finally, Figure 4.2 presents a visual evaluation of the performance of k-means for
colour-based segmentation in hand images. Figure 4.2(a) states the original image,
and Figures 4.2(b), 4.2(c) and 4.2(d) represent the segmentation results obtained by
setting parameter the number of clusters to k = 2, k = 3 and k = 5, respectively.
Notice that best results were achieved with k = 2, not only in terms of segmentation
accuracy but also considering computational cost.

This method will be selected to implement the hand segmentation method during
the implementation for the mobile device (Section 7.8). In addition, some variation
of this method will be also used to carry out segmentation in the proposed databases
(Chapter 3), depending on whether the image is a colour or a gray-scale image.

Although this method has some limitations in accuracy, its balance between
accuracy and computational cost make of it a suitable algorithm for implementations
in mobile devices.

4.3.2 Colour segmentation based on C-means (FCM) clustering

The fuzzy C-Means clustering (FCM) [Dunn 73, Bezd 81] is a modification of the k-
means approach, allowing one data point to belong to two or more clusters. Similarly
to k-means, a detailed explanation of this approach is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, the segmentation problem can be stated as follows in terms of FCM: given
an image I, the aim of this FCM algorithm is to divide the image I into C clusters,
minimizing the performance function described in Equation( 4.3):

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

wPikd
2(xi,mk) (4.3)

subject to the constraint
∑K

j=1wij = 1, where P > 1 is a fuzzification (or weighting)
exponent that controls how fuzzy the result will be [Zade 96]; wij describes the de-
gree of membership of data sample xi with the prototype mk and d(a, b) is a specific
distance between a and b. For the sake of simplicity, this distance corresponds to
euclidean distance, as in k-means approach (Equation( 4.2)).

Unlike k-means, the FCM seems significantly less prone to the cluster splitting
tendency of the k-means and may also be less easily diverted to suboptimal partitions
[Dunn 73]. Therefore it is insensitive to initialisation conditions.

In addition, this approach helps to avoid the use of mathematical morphology
employed in previous section to decrease the effect of illumination and background
similarity in hand image acquisition.
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(a) Original Image (b) k = 2

(c) k = 3 (d) k = 5

Figure 4.2: Segmentation performance of k-means with different number of clusters. Best
solution is achieved with k = 2 (b), not only in terms of performance but also considering
computational cost and efficiency.
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Finally, Figure 4.3 presents a visual evaluation of the performance of fuzzy C-
means for colour-based segmentation in hand images. Figure 4.3(a) states the orig-
inal image, and Figures 4.3(b), 4.3(c) and 4.3(d) represent the segmentation results
obtained by setting parameter the number of clusters to C = 2, C = 3 and C = 5,
respectively. Notice that best results were achieved with C = 2, not only in terms
of segmentation accuracy but also considering computational cost.

The main difference in comparison to k-means approach (Section 4.3.1) lies on
the fact that fuzzy C-means only provides degrees of belonging to a certain cluster
(either hand or background, for instance). In other words, it requires a thresholding
operation after segmentation is carried out. Although this problem can be easily
solved by means of Otsu’s thresholding method [Gonz 06], only k-means will be
selected as a representative approach of the clustering methods during the mobile
implementation, assuming that fuzzy C-means provides extremely similar results in
terms of segmentation accuracy and computational cost [Gonz 06].

4.4 Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation

The proposed approach attempts to provide an accurate segmentation of a colour
hand image. The reader may notice that one of the main contributions of this thesis
is the proposal of this method and its application to hand image segmentation (see
Chapter 9.1).

The algorithm strategy consists of aggregating similar nodes according to a spe-
cific criteria along different scales until a given goal is met, ensuring that aggregated
nodes within segments verify certain properties.

4.4.1 Overview

Before starting with the detailed explanation of the Gaussian Multiscale Aggrega-
tion and its mathematical base, this section attempts to provide the reader with a
general idea on the procedure of Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation (from this moment
onwards, GMA).

The essence of the algorithm consists on basically aggregate similar pixel of a
given image within a same group or cluster. The similarity can be measured based
on different features such as intensity values or texture information, for instance.
Notice that this algorithm requires an image (either colour or grayscale image),
coming out with another image with labels indicating to which segment each pixel
belongs to.

With the aim of providing an overview on the GMA procedure, Figure 4.4 is
presented, describing the different stages of the algorithm.

The procedure can be briefly summarized as follows1, indicating which section
describes more in detail each step:

1The reader can follow the procedure from bottom to top in Figure 4.4.
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(a) Original Image (b) C = 2

(c) C = 3 (d) C = 5

Figure 4.3: Segmentation performance of fuzzy C-means with different number of clus-
ters. Best solution is achieved with C = 2 (b), not only in terms of performance but also
considering computational cost and efficiency, similarly to Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: General overview of the Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation procedure. The
scheme is read from bottom to top, beginning with the original image, and ending with the
final segment assignment.
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1. First of all, the original image is considered as a graph, where each pixel is
represented by a node (Section 4.4.2.1).

2. A 4-neighbourhood structure is provided to the scatter set of nodes in original
image (Section 4.4.2.1).

3. Nodes are aggregated based on similar features (Section 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3).

4. After each node has a segment (graph) associated, then a representative node
of each segment is selected for next scale (Section 4.4.2.4).

5. Similarly to first scale, a structure must be provided to these scatter and
representative nodes (Section 4.4.2.5).

6. The procedure is repeated until a specific stopping criteria is met (Section 4.4.2.5).

Then, after presenting a general overview of the method, each step is explained
in detail in its corresponding section.

4.4.2 Methodology

This section attempts to described in detail the proposed approach of Gaussian
Multiscale Aggregation, providing theoretical background and mathematical basis
to support the presented method. Figure 4.4 may be of assistance for the reader to
follow the description within subsequent sections.

4.4.2.1 GMA initialization. First scale

First step of the algorithm consists of providing a particular structure to the amount
of elements within the image. Likewise to other methods [Felz 04], the proposed
algorithms assumes that a given image I can be represented by a graph G = (V, E)

where nodes vi in V represent pixels in the image and edges in E stands for the
structure provided to the set of nodes. These edges eij are defined as the connections
between two nodes vi and vj .

In this approach, the structure on the first scale is assumed to be a 4-neighbourhood
vicinity, while for subsequent scales, structure is provided by means of Delaunay tri-
angulation [Berg 08].

4.4.2.2 Defining likelihood within GMA

After providing a structure to the initial nodes, the similarity between each neigh-
bour node must be defined. With this aim, Definition 4.4.1 is proposed.

Definition 4.4.1 Let v ∈ V be a node in a graph G = (V, E), with a 4-neighbourhood
structure. The similarity function of node v in the first scale (s = 0), denoted by
φ

[s=0]
vi , is defined as:
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φ[s=0]
vi := N (µ, σ) (4.4)

where µ and σ specify the neighbour intensity average and standard deviation, pro-
vided the 4-neighbourhood structure.

The description provided for the similarity function in Definition 4.4.1 only ap-
plies in first scale (s = 0). A generalization of the similarity function for any scale
s is presented in Equation (4.12), based on Definitions 4.4.1 and 4.4.4.

More in detail, φ[s]
vi is represented by a gaussian distribution N (µ, σ) where µ

and σ specify the average and standard deviation neighbour intensity, provided the
4-neighbourhood structure.

Thus, similarity function leads to the concept of likelihood between nodes in
connecting edges, providing a definition of weights within graph G. This concept is
presented by Definition 4.4.2.

Definition 4.4.2 Given a graph G = (V, E), the similarity among pair of nodes is
provided by means of weights W, which are defined for each scale s as:

W [s]
i,j =

∫
α

√
φ

[s]
vi φ

[s]
vj dα (4.5)

where vi, vj ∈ V, ∀i, j and φ[s]
vi , φ

[s]
vj represent the similarity function for nodes vi and

vj, respectively. In addition, α makes reference to the integration along the whole
colour space.

Figure 4.5 represents two functions φ[s] associated to a pair of nodes vi and vj ,
showing the weight associated to their similarity (striped region). The higher the
similarity between both nodes, the greater the striped region.

Therefore, weighted graph G = (V, E ,W) contains not only structural informa-
tion on a given scale s but also relational details about the similarity of each node
neighbourhood.

Furthermore, Wi,j can be regarded as the weight associated to edge ei,j , so that
Wi,j =W(ei,j). Notice that weights are not defined for each pair of nodes in V, but
only for those pairs of nodes with correspondence in edge set E .

Property 4.4.1 Some properties can be extracted from the definition of Wi,j ∈ W
defined as the similarity between two nodes vi and vj. Thus, each element Wi,j

satisfies ∀i, j:

1. Wi,j ≥ 0

2. Wi,j =Wj,i

3. Wi,j = 1⇔ φi = φj
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α (Colour space)

φ
[s]
vi

φ
[s]
vj√

φ
[s]
vi φ

[s]
vj

Figure 4.5: Visual representation of two functions φ[s] and the weighted W [s]
i,j associated

(striped region). Notice that α makes reference to the integration along the whole colour
space.

The prove of this properties is straightforward: property (1) results from the defi-
nition given by Equation (4.5), since the integration of two non-negative functions
provides a non-negative result. Similarly, property (2) is derived from the commu-
tative product of a function product. Property (3) indicates that maximum value of
weight is obtained if and only if nodes vi and vj have the same similarity distribution.

These former properties stand for each scale s, although for the sake of simplicity
this index was not included on previous notation.

Furthermore, each node vi ∈ V also contains information on the location within
the image in terms of positions, which will be useful in posterior scale aggregation
steps. This information is described under Definitions 4.4.5 and 4.4.6.

4.4.2.3 Starting aggregation procedure

The essence of this algorithm relies on aggregation, which consists of grouping and
clustering those similar nodes/segments in subgraphs, according to some criteria
along scales.

The proposed method bases the aggregation procedure on the weights in W,
given the fact that, those pairs of nodes/subgraphs with higher weights are more
similar than those with lower weights, and therefore, those former pairs deserve to
be aggregated under a same segment/subgraph. Thus, a function must be defined
to provide some order in set W, so that posterior subgraphs in subsequent scales
contain nodes with high weights and, therefore, high similarity.

In order to provide an ordered relation in set W, Definition 4.4.3 is proposed, so
that a function can relate a comparative frame in sets W and E .

Definition 4.4.3 The set (E [s],Ω) is an ordered set in E, so that ∀i 6= j, k,
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ei,jΩei,k ⇔Wi,j ≤ Wi,k (4.6)

where ei,j , ei,k ∈ E [s].

It is straightforward to show that the set (E [s],Ω) is a totally ordered set, since the
binary relation Ω is reflexive (∀e ∈ E , eΩe), antisymmetric (∀e, f ∈ E , eΩf, fΩe ⇒
e = f), transitive (∀e, f ∈ E , eΩf, fΩg ⇒ eΩg) and total (∀e, f ∈ E , eΩf ∨ fΩe).

Apart from an ordering function, an additional and essential criterion is stated
(see Section 4.8.3 to understand why this criterion is essential), ensuring that the
dispersion of each segment remains bounded after aggregation.

This aggregation criterion is represented by the Equation (4.7), where δ repre-
sents the Kronecker delta.

δi,j = δ (ψ(σi, σj)− σi,j) (4.7)

where σi, σj represent the dispersion of nodes vi and vj respectively; σi,j stands
for the dispersion of gathering both nodes vi and vj under the same segment; and
function ψ states a fusion measure between previous dispersions. This function
ψ can be implemented with several proposed methods whose effect on the overall
aggregation will be an important concern and thus studied in Section 4.8.3. The
proposed method will be geometric mean, although there are similar approaches
such as arithmetic mean, generalized mean or harmonic mean.

Thus, binary integers {0, 1} are mapped to the Boolean binary logic values
{False,True}, so that the Kronecker delta function applied to the binary integers
is isomorphic to the equivalence operation. In other words, function δi,j is consi-
dered as a logic function.

Continuing with the segmentation procedure, weights W are reordered in de-
scending order according to Equation (4.6), resulting in set WΩ = (E [s],Ω). The
creation ofWΩ aims at giving more priority to more similar pixels during aggregation
procedure, as it will be seen shortly.

Once pairs of nodes have been ordered (Equation (4.6)) and an aggregation
criterion has been stated (Equation (4.7)), the Gaussian Multiscale Algorithm as-
sociates graphs in subsequent scales to a pair of nodes vi and vj with the following
conditions:

• In case both nodes have no associated graph, they are given different graphs,
unless Equation (4.7) holds, in which case, they are given a same graph for
both.

• It could be that one of the nodes (either vi or vj) has been already assigned
to a specific graph in subsequent scale during aggregation procedure. In this
situation, both nodes will belong to the same graph as long as Equation (4.7)
holds. Otherwise, both nodes are assigned to different graphs, preserving the
same graph for the node which had been already assigned to a graph.
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• The last option regards the possibility of both nodes being associated to sepa-
rate graphs. In this case, the procedure carries out no aggregation. It will be
in subsequent scales where the algorithm would analyze to what extent these
graphs deserve to belong to a same segment.

Mathematically, previous conditions can be stated as follows in Equation (4.8):

(
G[s]
vi ,G

[s]
vj

)
=



(
G[s]
p δi,j ∨ G[s]

p+1δ̄i,j ,G
[s]
p

)
@n|vi ∈ G[s]

n ,@m|vj ∈ G[s]
m(

G[s]
n ,G[s]

n δi,j ∨ G[s]
p δ̄i,j

)
vi ∈ G[s]

n , @m|vj ∈ G[s]
m(

G[s]
m δi,j ∨ G[s]

p δ̄i,j ,G[s]
m

)
vj ∈ G[s]

m ,@n|vi ∈ G[s]
n(

G[s]
n ,G[s]

m

)
vi ∈ G[s]

n , vj ∈ G[s]
m

(4.8)

where G[s]
vi and G[s]

vj represent the graphs assigned to nodes vi and vj after aggregation;
and index p indicate that a new graph is created. In other words, Equation (4.8)
describes which graph must be assigned to a pair of nodes (vi and vj) in previous
cases:

• No node has a graph assigned: @n|vi ∈ G[s]
n , @m|vj ∈ G[s]

m

• Only one of any node has a graph assigned: vi ∈ G[s]
n ,@m|vj ∈ G[s]

m or vj ∈
G[s]
m , @n|vi ∈ G[s]

n

• Both nodes have a graph assigned: vi ∈ G[s]
n , vj ∈ G[s]

m

Notice that the result provided by Equation (4.8) also depends on whether Equa-
tion (4.7) holds, and on the fact that given any pair of nodes, its aggregation depends
on both. Thus, Equation (4.8) comes up with a result for a pair of nodes, instead
of describing the graph association for one single node2.

In addition, Figure 4.6 is presented to provide the reader with a more intuitive
idea of the essence of the aggregation procedure. It represents a graphical description
of the algorithm, containing all possible situations for nodes vi and vj .

Another aspect from Equation (4.8) deserves special discussion which is the index
p. The number p appearing in such relation responds to the Equation (4.9):

p = p+ δ̄i,j + ξi,j (4.9)

where function ξi,j is defined as

2For the sake of clarity, symbol ∨ in Equation (4.8) makes reference to the possibility of select-
ing only one option from the two alternatives at both sides of the symbol. In other words, the
mathematical relation in Equation (4.8), G[s]p δi,j ∨G[s]p+1δ̄i,j indicates that either G

[s]
p δi,j or G[s]p+1δ̄i,j

can hold, since only one sentence can be true. Notice that δi,j is a Boolean binary logic value, and
the notation, for instance, G[s]p+1δ̄i,j results in G[s]p+1 if δ̄i,j is true, otherwise it results in the null
graph.
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Figure 4.6: Visual description of the aggregation criteria for Gaussian Multiscale Aggre-
gation. The example presents each possibility for nodes vi and vj , providing the initial
situation, the effect of aggregation and a brief explanation of each step.
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ξi,j :=

{
δ̄i,j , @n,m,∈ N,m 6= n, vi ∈ G[s]

n , vj ∈ G[s]
m

0, Otherwise
(4.10)

The reader may notice that increasing the number of p is not straightforward, since
based on Equation (4.8), an increment of p depends on δ̄i,j = 1 − δi,j . Therefore,
this dependency is gathered within Equation (4.9), as previously stated.

At this moment, the aggregation method has been presented concerning both
the aggregation procedure and which criteria are involved to ensure a proper aggre-
gation. This assignment (or aggregation) is done for each value in the ordered set
WΩ, until either every element in WΩ is evaluated or every node in V is assigned a
segment in subsequent scale. Lemma 4.4.1 provides mathematical support for this
statement.

Lemma 4.4.1 Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation assures that every node in scale
s− 1 is assigned a segment/subgraph in scale s.

Proof. Let vj ∈ V a node which has not been assigned during the procedure of
aggregation. Since vj ∈ V, then such node has at least one neighbour associated with
any other node vl ∈ V, l 6= j, and therefore there exists as a weight W(ej,l) ∈ WΩ.

Thus, since W(ej,l) is included within WΩ then it must be assigned to a seg-
ment, even if this weight is the lowest value in WΩ as stated in previous procedure,
achieving a contradiction.

This inconsistency implies that Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation ensures that
each node in scale s− 1 is associated with a segment in the subsequent scale s. �

4.4.2.4 Beyond next scale: subgraphs

After aggregation, nodes in scale s are gathered into p subgraphs, with p < N [s],
being N [s] the number of nodes in scale s. Each subgraph contains a set of nodes,
whose cardinality is unknown a priori. In order to gather the information contained
within each subgraph, the concept of similarity function must be generalized to
graphs, based on Definition 4.4.1. Similarity functions are required to be a compar-
ison tool between nodes (in first scale, s = 0), and this property must be conserved
in subsequent scale.

Therefore, the extension of the concept of similarity functions from nodes to
subgraphs implies that such a function must collect the main characteristics of each
subgraph either in terms of intensity, deviation or any other feature3.

A proposal for similarity functions oriented to subgraphs is presented in Def-
inition 4.4.4, where the collection of information is based on similarity functions
from previous scales. This definition allows it to iteratively repeat the procedure of
aggregation, depending uniquely on the description of similarity functions in first
scale s = 0.

3Although the GMA approach described within this thesis is based on color information, more
complex features can be extracted and used for aggregation. See Chapter 9 for a complete descrip-
tion of several proposal for other feature extraction
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Definition 4.4.4 Let G[s+1]
n be the nth aggregated graph in scale s+1, which gathers

a set of m subgraphs {G[s]
1 , . . . ,G[s]

m } in scale s. Then the similarity function for graph
G[s+1]
n , namely φ[s+1]

Gn is defined as:

φ
[s+1]
Gn =

∑m
i=1 φ

[s]
Gi∫

α

∑m
i=1 φ

[s]
Gidα

(4.11)

where α makes reference to the integration along the whole colour space, as stated
in Definition 4.4.2.

Therefore, similarity functions can be completely defined as in Equation (4.12),
where the concept of similarity function is extended to any scale s.

φ
[s]
G =


N (µ, σ) s = 0∑m

i=1 φ
[s−1]
Gi∫

α

∑m
i=1 φ

[s−1]
Gi

dα
s > 0

(4.12)

An additional aspects of interest is the position of each subgraph within the image.
This characteristic is essential to provide a structure in subsequent scales.

Given the fact that nodes in the first scales are ordered in a grid structure,
it is straightforward to relate positions with nodes. This association is stated in
Definition 4.4.5.

Definition 4.4.5 Given a grid graph G = (V, E), the position of a node vi ∈ V, ∀i ∈
{1, . . . ,#V}, which occupies the intersection of row x and column y in the grid is
defined as a cartesian coordinate πvi = (x, y), where #V is the number of elements
within set V.

Adapting Definition 4.4.5 to subgraphs is uncomplicated provided that a sub-
graph is a set of nodes with their corresponding positions, and therefore, the position
of the subgraph can be properly described by means of the centroid of the positions
within such a subgraph.

In other words, Definition 4.4.6 describes the concept of position for subgraphs
without a grid-defined structure.

Definition 4.4.6 Given a graph G = (V, E), the position of the graph is defined as
the centroid of the positions of nodes (or subgraphs) contained within graph G. Math-
ematically, the position of the graph, namely πG, is described by Equation (4.13):

πG =
1

#V

(∑
i

xvi ,
∑
i

yvi

)
(4.13)

where #V is the number of elements within set V.
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4.4.2.5 Closing the loop: neighbourhood structure in subsequent scales

At this moment, the situation consists of several representative nodes, with their
corresponding associated position π

[s+1]
G and similarity function φ

[s+1]
G . These pa-

rameters are essential in order to provide a neighbourhood structure in scale s+ 1,
since after aggregation every scale collects a scatter set of subgraphs. This structure
is given by means of Delaunay triangulation:

Definition 4.4.7 (Berg et al. [Berg 08]) A Delaunay graph for a given set S =

{p1, . . . , pn} of points in the plane has the set S as its vertices. Two vertices pi
and pj are joined by a straight-line (representing an edge) if and only if the Voronoi
regions V (pi) and V (pj) share an edge.

In addition, for a set of points in R2, knowing the locations of the endpoints permits a
solution in O(n log n) time. Therefore, Delaunay triangulation is a suitable method
for providing a neighbourhood structure to previous aggregated subgraphs.

Once Delaunay triangulation has been carried out, the whole procedure is re-
peated until a stopping criteria is met or no more subgraphs can be aggregated. The
selection of this criteria is strongly related to the application.

Finally, the whole procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. The stopping criteria
is based on the number of segments aggregated in two consecutive scales, since
the algorithm stops when no more subgraphs can be aggregated. This stopping
criterion can provide oversegmented results, and therefore additional efforts must
be considered when implementing this method.

4.4.3 Mathematical demonstration of using GMA in segmentation

Mathematically, image segmentation can be regarded as a labeling f of pixels
P = {Pλ|λ ∈ Λ}, where Pλ = {p ∈ P |fp = λ} is a subset of pixels assigned to
label λ, and Λ is the set of labels. Such a labeling can be also considered as a
graph partitioning [Shi 00, Berg 08], by the use of nodes instead of pixels within the
previous definition.

Obviously, the former labeling f must optimize a criteria set in order to achieve
an adequate segmentation result. The choice of these criteria is essential to ensure
accuracy in terms of segmentation [Gonz 06].

With this aim, the min-max clustering principle is proposed [Ding 01] in order
to provide a proper criteria set to partition a given weighted graph G = G(V, E ,W)

into m segments, namely V = {V1, . . . , Vm}. This min-max clustering principle,
MCut for short, attempts to simultaneously minimize similarity among clusters,
while maximizing similarity within a cluster.

For simplicity sake, MCut is now defined aiming a partition of graph G into two
subgraphs: A and B. Thus, MCut can be expressed as in Equation (4.14):

MCut =
cut(A,B)

W(A)
+

cut(A,B)

W(B)
(4.14)
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where cut(A,B) denotes the cut between subgraphs A and B which can be expressed
as:

cut(A,B) =W(A,B) =
∑

i∈A,j∈B
Wi,j (4.15)

and W(A) =W(A,A).
Previous Equation (4.14) intends to relate both requirements of minimizing si-

milarity among graphs (represented by cut(A,B)) and maximizing the intraclass
similarity (provided by W(A) and W(B)).

In general, this former Equation (4.14) can be extended to a general case where
graph G[s] is divided into m subgraphs V [s] = {V [s]

1 , . . . , V
[s]
m }, by means of Equa-

tion (4.16):

MCut[s] =
cut
(
V

[s]
1 , V̄

[s]
1

)
W
(
V

[s]
1

) + · · ·+
cut
(
V

[s]
m , V̄

[s]
m

)
W
(
V

[s]
m

) (4.16)

in a specific scale s.
The main advantage of this algorithm in comparison to other similar approaches

like Normalized Cuts (NCuts [Shi 00]) consists of providing similar sizes for clusters,
favoring clusters with balanced cuts4. This fact is provided by next theorem:

Theorem 4.4.2 (Ding et al. [Ding 01]) The min-max clustering principle, MCut,
tends to provide balanced cuts in a given random graph G.

Proof. Given G a graph which can be divided into subgraphs A and B for simplicity
sake. Let be |A| and |B| the number of nodes in subgraphs A and B respectively.
Then, MCut can be represented by:

MCut(A,B) =
|B|
|A| − 1

+
|A|
|B| − 1

(4.17)

considering that the number of edges between A and B are proportional to |A||B|.
Therefore, minimizing MCut(A,B) implies a balanced cut, |A| = |B|. �

Next Theorem 4.4.3 states that GMA approach minimizes MCut function, lead-
ing thus to a segmentation where clusters are balanced in terms of number of nodes
(as stated in Theorem 4.4.2).

Theorem 4.4.3 Let be G[s+1] a graph on a certain scale s + 1. Then Gaussian
Multiscale Aggregation minimizes MCut in that scale s+ 1.

Proof. The idea is to show that given any association of nodes, the associated MCut
is always greater than the MCut obtained by means of GMA. Let assume that graph

4Similarity is considered in terms of weights W.
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G[s+1] contains a collection of m subgraphs {G[s]
1 , . . . ,G[s]

m } gathered in previous scale
s. Then, MCut is given by the following relation, based on Equation (4.16):

MCut[s] =
W
(
G[s]

1 , Ḡ[s]
1

)
W
(
G[s]

1

) + · · ·+
W
(
G[s]
m , Ḡ[s]

m

)
W
(
G[s]
m

) (4.18)

Maintaining the structure of the graph invariant at scale s+ 1, let assume that an-
other aggregation exists considering (without loss of generality) a subgraph G′[s]t , (1 ≤
t ≤ m) and a subgraph G′[s]u , (1 ≤ u ≤ m,u 6= t). In addition, let assume that this
new aggregation implies that G′[s]t contains nodes within G[s]

t together with part of
the nodes within G[s]

u . Likewise, G′[s]u contains the same nodes as G[s]
u but those

gathered under G′[s]t .

For clarity sake, Figure 4.7 is provided representing in light blue colour the initial
configuration of subgraphs G[s]

t and G[s]
u ; in dashed lines, the new association of nodes

with subgraphs G
′[s]
t and G

′[s]
u . In addition, weights between nodes are represented

with solid lines with different gray intensity values, aiming to illustrate that darker
lines stand for higher weights (i.e. more similar nodes) and that lighter lines stand
for lower weights (or less similar nodes).

Figure 4.7: Visual representation of two possible nodes associations. In blue, the asso-
ciation obtained by means of Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation. In dashed lines, a possible
clustering. The purpose of this image is entirely oriented to show that GMA result minimize
MCut measure, in comparison to any other clustering configuration.
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Thus, with the new subgraph configuration, a new value of MCut (namely
MCut′) is obtained by Equation (4.20):

MCut′ =
W
(
G[s]

1 , Ḡ[s]
1

)
W
(
G[s]

1

) + · · ·+
W
(
G′[s]t , Ḡ′[s]t

)
W
(
G′[s]t

) + (4.19)

+
W
(
G′[s]u , Ḡ′[s]u

)
W
(
G′[s]u

) + · · ·+
W
(
G[s]
m , Ḡ[s]

m

)
W
(
G[s]
m

) (4.20)

with the notation W(G) proposed in Equation (4.15).

It is clear that, if the following relation (Equation (4.21)) holds, then MCut′ ≥MCut.

W
(
G[s]
t , Ḡ

[s]
t

)
W
(
G[s]
t

) +
W
(
G[s]
u , Ḡ[s]

u

)
W
(
G[s]
u

) ≥
W
(
G
′[s]
t , Ḡ

′[s]
t

)
W
(
G
′[s]
t

) +
W
(
G
′[s]
u , Ḡ

′[s]
u

)
W
(
G
′[s]
u

) (4.21)

According to Figure 4.7, and concerningW
(
G
′[s]
u

)
, it is straightforward to show that

W
(
G
′[s]
u

)
< W

(
G
′[s]
u

)
, since in the new aggregation, some weights are associated

to G
′[s]
t , and therefore, they are not contained in W

(
G
′[s]
u

)
.

Similarly, W
(
G
′[s]
u , Ḡ

′[s]
u

)
> W

(
G[s]
u , Ḡ[s]

u

)
, since with the new clustering asso-

ciation of nodes, the cut between subgraphs contains higher weights than with the
aggregation obtained by means of GMA.

Therefore, it can be said that based on these two previous statements:

W
(
G
′[s]
u , Ḡ

′[s]
u

)
W
(
G
′[s]
u

) ≥
W
(
G[s]
u , Ḡ[s]

u

)
W
(
G[s]
u

) (4.22)

On the other hand, regardingW
(
G
′[s]
t

)
, the reader may notice that the new configu-

ration implies that this subgraph contains more weights. However, these weights are
in general negligible when compared to the weights contained formerly in W

(
G[s]
t

)
.

Therefore, it can be said, without loss of generality, that W
(
G
′[s]
t

)
∼ W

(
G[s]
t

)
.

The same idea as before applies to W
(
G
′[s]
t , Ḡ

′[s]
t

)
since with the new configura-

tion, the cut goes through higher weights, in contrast to former association where
the cut goes through the lowest weights, by definition of GMA. In other words,
W
(
G
′[s]
t , Ḡ

′[s]
t

)
>W

(
G[s]
t , Ḡ

[s]
t

)
,

Therefore, it can be said based on these two previous statements that
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W
(
G
′[s]
t , Ḡ

′[s]
t

)
W
(
G
′[s]
t

) ≥
W
(
G[s]
t , Ḡ

[s]
t

)
W
(
G[s]
t

) (4.23)

Finally, it can be concluded from Equations (4.22) and (4.23) that Equation (4.21)
holds, and hence, that MCut′ ≥MCut.

Consequently, GMA leads to the minimization of MCut for any random graph
G, since any other configuration/aggregation provides higher values of MCut. �

Corollary 4.4.4 Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation algorithm minimizes the overall
MCut in a given graph G.

Proof. It is straightforward to assume that minimizing the overall MCut in a given
graph G requires a MCut minimization for each scale. In other words, minimizing
MCuts for each scale leads to a minimization of the overall MCut in a specific graph.
Therefore, as GMA minimizes MCut for a given scale, it is proved that it minimizes
the factor MCut for a given graph G.

At this moment, Theorems 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 ensure that firstly the GMA approach
is able to group nodes within a graph simultaneously minimizing similarity among
clusters, while maximizing similarity within a cluster, verifying that clusters are
balanced in terms of cardinality.

However, when applying GMAmethod to segmentation, more requirements must
be evaluated mathematically to make sure that this proposed method is a suitable
solution for image segmentation.

Based on this statement, a criterion must be selected to declare the statement
of an adequate segmentation. First of all, it is compulsory to define when a segmen-
tation method successes and when it achieves oversegmentation. Definition 4.4.8
describes the four possible results of a segmentation procedure.

Definition 4.4.8 Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be the desire segmentation with a total of
n different regions. In the literature, this segmentation is known as ground-truth.
Four different ratios are defined to evaluate segmentation result:

• True Positive (TP): Number of nodes v ∈ Si assigned to segment Si.

• True Negative (TN): Number of nodes v /∈ Si assigned to any segment Sj,
with j 6= i.

• False Positive (FP): Number of nodes v /∈ Si assigned to segment Si.

• False Negative (FN): Number of nodes v ∈ Si assigned to any segment Sj,
with j 6= i.

Subsequently, more complex rates are defined based on previous relations.
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Definition 4.4.9 Let Precision (P) be the rate defined as

P =
TP

TP + FP
(4.24)

and Recall (R) be the rate defined as

R =
TP

TP + FN
(4.25)

two intermediate criteria to evaluate to what extent a segmentation result is similar
to ground-truth segmentation.

The former rate, Precision (P), is known in statistics as Positive Predictive
Value (PPV) providing the proportion of nodes belonging to segments Si correctly
assigned with respect to all nodes assigned to Si. The latter rate, Recall (R), is
also known as Sensitivity in statistics, which provides the proportion of correctly
assigned nodes in Si with regard to all nodes correctly contained by Si.

Although Sensitivity is usually associated with Specificity (different from Pre-
cision, P) in order to provided a complete evaluation of the segmentation, the
justification of selecting Precision and Sensitivity is due to the measure which is
used to evaluate the performance of the segmentation algorithm, namely F -measure
[Alpe 07, Alpe 11], which makes use of both Precision and Sensitivity, as presented
in the following definition:

Definition 4.4.10 The accuracy of the segmentation of a region G in n subregions
G = {G1, . . . , Gn} is given by the F -measure defined as the Harmonic Mean of
precision and recall:

F = 2 · P ·R
P +R

(4.26)

verifying that F ∈ [0, 1].

The use of F -measure needs a ground-truth image in order to evaluate the seg-
mentation result G = {G1, . . . , Gn}, since it is a supervised segmentation evaluation
[Chen 10a, Alpe 11]. The reader may notice that at present unsupervised segmen-
tation is an interesting research field with many advances in image evaluation, but
still inaccurate for an adequate segment assessment [Unni 07]. Hence, supervised
segmentation was selected.

Lemma 4.4.5 An accurate and precise segmentation is achieved when F = 1.

Proof. Provided a segmentation result G = {G1, . . . , Gn} and a ground-truth seg-
mentation S = {S1, . . . , Sm}, ∀m,n, then segmentation result G will be equal to S
when m = n and when FP = FN = 0. In other words, when there are no False
Positives or Negative nodes uncorrectly assigned to other segments.

Thus, if FP = FN = 0 is verified, then P = R = 1 and therefore, F = 1,
being proof that a precise and accurate segmentation implies a maximum value of
F -measure. �
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Based on this former Lemma, Theorem 4.4.6 relates the performance of Gaussian
Multiscale Aggregation to the F -measure.

Theorem 4.4.6 Let S be the desired segmentation within an image, then Gaus-
sian Multiscale Aggregation provides an accurate segmentation result in terms of
F -measure.

Proof. GMA implies a minimization of MCut at any scale (Theorem 4.4.3), so that
only TP nodes are within a same cluster in the final scale. In this way, if a FP is
included within a segment, Theorem 4.4.3 cannot hold. Similarly, same Theorem
ensures that FN are avoided by adjacent segments, which also attempt to minimize
MCut within their boundaries.

Therefore, GMA reduces FP and FN nodes to zero within final segmentation,
achieving a result of F = 1 measure rate, given a ground truth segmentation. �

As a conclusion, by means of Theorems 4.4.3 and 4.4.6, it has been proved that
Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation approach is a suitable solution for the problem of
image segmentation.

Finally, Figure 4.8 shows a practical example with the original image on the
left-top image. The reader may follow the aggregation procedure along the images
in the directions left to right and top to bottom. In the end, there exist only two
segments: one corresponding to hand, the other corresponding to background.

More examples on the visual performance of GMA will be provided within Sec-
tion 4.8.3.

4.4.4 Computational Cost Study

This section attempts to describe the limiting behaviour of the proposed GMA
algorithm in terms of Bachmann-Landau notation. It is known in the literature that
similar approaches to GMA have a computational cost around O(n log n) [Felz 04],
where n is the number of pixels in an image. However this section will study this
aspect more in detail.

First of all, it is assumed that within the GMA algorithm, the most time con-
suming procedures are:

• Sorting the set W, which has a computational cost of O(m logm), where m is
the number of elements in W,

• Delaunay triangulation, which has a computational cost of O(n log n), where
n is the number of elements to be triangulated.

Therefore, the computational cost for the first scale isO(m1 logm1+ n
α1

log n
α1

) ∼
O(m1 logm1), considering that m1 >

n
α1
, as m1 is the number of edges (weights)

between nodes in the first scale; n is the number of nodes (pixels) in the image; and
that α1 is the reduction factor by which the algorithm reduces the number of nodes
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Figure 4.8: Visual example of the describe aggregation method GMA. The original image
on the left-top is segmented until only two segment remains in the final image on the right-
bottom. The reader may follow the aggregation procedure from left to right and top to
bottom.

between scale 1 and scale 2 by aggregation. This constant is difficult to calculate
because depends on the entirely on the image.

The computational cost for the second scale is calculated in a similar manner.
This cost is O(m2 logm2 + n

α1α2
log n

α1α2
) ∼ O(m2 logm2), considering that in this

case the reduction factor of the number of pixels is α1α2, as this reduction is accu-
mulative from the point of view of the number of initial nodes (pixels) n.

As this procedure is repeated an undefined number of times T (depending on
the image and the aggregation procedure), the computational cost of the whole
algorithm is as follows:

O

(
T∑
i1

mi logmi

)
∼ O(m1 logm1) (4.27)

where m is the number of weights in the original image. Concretely, m depends
linearly of n given a 4 neighbourhood structure: Given an image of dimensions
H ×W , where H is the height of the image, and W is the width, the number n
verifies that n = H ·W .

In addition, the numberm1 is also related toH andW , assuming a 4-neighbourhood
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structure: m1 = (H − 1) ·W + (W − 1) ·H ∼ 2n. Therefore, it can be said that:

O(m1 logm1) ∼ O(n log n) (4.28)

although Equation (4.27) is more precise.
Finally, it is straightforward to say that GMA algorithm is also Ω(n log n) and

Θ(T ×n log n), where Ω(f) indicates that GMA is asymptotically bounded below f

and Θ(g) indicates that GMA is bounded above by function g.
Thus, the conclusion is that the proposed GMA algorithm is indeed O(n log n),

which is an interesting results if compared to other segmentation techniques such as
NCuts [Shi 00].

4.4.5 Practical aspects in GMA implementation

Although the aggregation condition was described already on Equation (4.29), the
method could not aggregate more segments, without achieving the goal of divid-
ing image into two subgraphs, due to the constraints provided during aggregation.
Therefore, Equation (4.7) is in practice relaxed and stated as follows in Equa-
tion (4.29):

σ
[s+1]
i,j ≤

√
σ

[s]
i σ

[s]
j + k[s] (4.29)

being k[s] a factor able to avoid aggregation method from being stuck in the loop.
This factor can be dynamically increased or decreased, according to previous method
necessities. However, this value is initially set to k[s] = 0.01, for each scale s. The
capability of k[s] to adapt the necessities of the algorithm remains as future work
(Section 9.1).

4.5 Dealing with rings and artifacts within hands

The aim of this section is to briefly introduce the segmentation problem caused
by rings and artifacts in hands during the acquisition procedure. This section will
present the problem, providing a literature overview together with a short and con-
cise description of the proposed approach in this thesis in order to deal with rings
and artifacts effect on segmentation.

As described in the acquisition procedure (Section 2), the proposed biometric
technique is unconstrained in terms of hand image acquisition. In addition, in-
dividuals are allowed to carry small objects like rings, bracelets or watches (in
general, artifacts) without affecting enormously rates like identification/verification
rate, Failure-to-Acquire rate or Failure-to-Enroll rate.

In the literature, research and biometric systems based on hand often impose
artifacts removal or even they do not consider the possibility of dealing with artifacts
within hands [Xin 11, Kanh 11b, Kuma 06b].

Nonetheless, those authors who deal with avoiding the effects of artifacts usually
artificially reconstruct the part occupied by the ring within the image [Doub 06,
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Mala 06, Yoru 06, Sant 09, Fouq 07].
Usually, they propose a correction system based on mathematical morphology

[Gonz 06, Doub 06], or in cases where fingers are split from the hand, fingers can
be reconnected to its hand by prolonging its sides in straight lines till it meets the
palm. These straight lines skim past the sides of the finger parallel to its major
axis direction [Yoru 06]. These methods disguise fingers artificially. In other words,
although these approaches are able to correct the effect provoked by artifacts, such
a correction is artificial, and therefore, it still decreases the recognition performance.

Figure 4.9 depicts a visual example of the procedure to correct the effect of
artifacts within hand. The reader may notice that this corrections is artificial, and
it assumes the shape of the finger to some extent, leading to errors in recognition.

Figure 4.9: Visual example of correcting the effect of rings and artifacts during hand image
segmentation by means of mathematical morphology: Figure (a) represents the segmented
image, with some cavities provoked by artifacts in hands; (b) a schematic representation of
the specific problem to solve; and, (c) the result of filling previous holes based on mathe-
matical morphology (Image Source: [Yoru 06])
.

It is far more interesting to ignore the effect provoked by artifacts [Mala 06,
Sant 09, Fouq 07], in spite of attempting to correct such an effect.

Thus, the method proposed within this thesis attempts to avoid the effect of
artifacts by means of a quality control able to detect two possible situations:

• Fingers are split from hand. In this case, the quality control system asks for a
new acquisition. If the situation persists, the system will suggest the removal
of artifacts. In case no proper image can be extracted during this procedure,
this will lead to a Failure-to-Enroll or Failure-to-Acquire error.

• Some deformation affects the finger. In this case, the quality control will
detect that fingers are connected to palm, continuing the procedure to feature
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extraction. It will be during the feature comparison step where dissimilarities
in a hand template will be ignored (Section 6).

Considering the two proposed segmentation schemes within this thesis, it can
be stated that clustering colour based segmentation methods (Section 4.3) are more
sensitive to rings and artifacts, than Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation (Section 4.4),
which can be tuned to aggregate rings and artifacts to hands if required.

4.6 Selecting hand from a segmented image

The segmentation algorithms presented in this thesis are designed to completely
isolate the hand from the background. However, an important aspect remains un-
known: Given a segmented image with n segments, which segment corresponds to
the hand?

There are several approaches to cope with this problem, most of them based on
probabilistic color models and skin models (see Table 4.1), but most of them did
not consider CIE L*a*b* colour space.

The proposed method is rather based on redutio ad absurdum than on complex
skin models or probabilistic models. The method lies on the definition that a Correct
Image Acquisition5 implies that hand is mostly located in the middle of the image,
and that no finger can touch the image boundaries.

Therefore, a correct image acquisition means that the segment corresponding to
hand cannot be in contact with more than one corner of the image at the same time.
In other words, if the blob corresponding to hand touches at least two corners, then
it will be rejected by the Quality Control module and thus rejected, since it is not
feasible that under this condition the hand verifies the requirements established for
a correct image acquisition.

Then, a correct image acquisition will imply that at least three of the four corners
of an image correspond to background, since one corner can be touched by the wrist
of the hand, without necessarily being rejected.

Under these assumptions, it is straightforward to find out which segment corres-
ponds to the hand, by simply carrying out a voting selection scheme based on the
close surroundings at each corner. The less voted segment will be the one corre-
sponding to the hand.

4.7 Quality Control

There exist little effort in literature describing an adequate quality control module
for hand biometrics [Jerd 03, Kuma 08, Wong 10, Burg 10]. Much of the previ-
ous work is based on comparing the hand contour to a specific shape (similar to
Equation (5.6) and Equation (5.8)).

5The reader might see Section 2.3 for a proper definition of the term Correct Image Acquisition.
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In contrast, the proposed quality control is able to detect either a hand has been
properly segmented, or that the features have been extracted or whether tips and
valleys have been obtained correctly.

In order to do this, a simple set of rules have been implemented to ensure that
every step in hand biometrics is carried out properly. For instance, tip detection
requires exactly five blobs, otherwise, there will be an error in the previous step
(segmentation).

Obviously, an unsupervised Quality Control requires much computational cost
and parallel comparisons that may increase the processing time and affect the ac-
ceptability of final user. Therefore, it is important to keep a trade-off between
quality control, accuracy and processing time.

Therefore, this Quality Control does not attempt to correct errors provoked by
image acquisition or by different changes in pose, finger distortion and so forth. This
quality control aims at indicating which module from segmentation, tip and valley
detection or feature extraction is causing errors in the general procedure.

In fact, the main idea is to provide the user with some feedback about what
is failing during the general procedure of hand biometrics, so that the user can
correct the error or collaborate more with the system. For instance, in case there
is a segmentation error, the system will indicate to look for a more contrasted
background and to ensure that there is a uniform illumination within the hand.
Another example regards the feature extraction. In case features extraction are not
properly extracted, it likely means that there have been some pose changes or fingers
have not been properly stretched and separated.

Then, there must exist a relation between the failure and the reason that proba-
bly caused that failure. This relation is provided within Table 4.3, where the error
code, the kind of error and the possible reason of the failure are provided.

Then, depending on the error code, some suggestions can be done to avoid
them. For instance, errors of type -1 can be avoided by providing a more contrasted
background or a more uniform illumination within the hand. Errors of type -2 and -3
can be solved by separating fingers, correcting the pose or centering hand within the
field of view of the camera. In general, every error is caused by not accomplishing
the conditions provided in Section 2.3.

Notice that this quality control is carried out sequentially, and thus, if an er-
ror of type -1 is obtained, the procedure is automatically halted, suggesting to the
user some possible solutions related to the obtained error. In addition, the pro-
cessing time is negligible in comparison to segmentation or pre-processing time (see
Section 7), since this quality control is based on simple and straightforward com-
parisons, which are around 10-20 miliseconds in average.

This quality control has been proposed only for the mobile implementation, and
although the application is theoretically correct, its evaluation is left as future work,
together with a wide evaluation of the implemented version in mobile devices.

Nonetheless, preliminary results suggest that this system provides a useful,
friendly interface for the hand biometric system, as it indicates the most likely
reason why the system has failed.
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Code Module Possible reason
-1 Segmentation B More than one blob is obtained.

B No blob has been detected.
B The area of the blob detected is less than one
third the size of the image.
B The contour of the blob detected is not soft,
but sharp.

-2 Tip Detection B The tip detected is located in the boundary
of the image.
B Less/more than five blob fingers are detected.
BOne (or more) blob(s) have small areas in com-
parison to the palm.
B Less/more than five blob fingers are detected.

-3 Valley Detection B The valley detected is located in the boundary
of the image.
B Valleys and tips are not consecutive.
B Less/more than eight valleys are detected.
B Given the circumference with center in the
centroid of the palm, tips are located outside
such a circumference, and valleys are inside.

-4 Feature Extraction B A null template is extracted.
B Features extracted have null variance.
B Distances increase inversely to natural
anatomy (In other words, distances increase as
they approach to the tip point).

Table 4.3: List of the most common errors and their corresponding causes in hand bio-
metrics. These errors can be adapted easily to the specific application and the security
level.
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4.8 Segmentation Evaluation

This section describes the evaluation of the multiscale aggregation segmentation
algorithm proposed in Section 4.4.

4.8.1 Evaluation Criteria

Although there exist some unsupervised evaluation methods for image segmentation
[Chen 10a, Unni 07, Meil 05], a supervised segmentation was preferred, since the
synthetic database GB2S_Syn contains the corresponding ground-truth associated
to each image. Segmentation results will be compared to this ground-truth image.

The proposed evaluation method is based on F -measure, [Alpe 07, Alpe 11],
defined as follows:

F =
2RP

R+ P
(4.30)

where P = TP
TP+FN (Precision or Confidence) stands for the number of true positives

(true segmentation, i.e. classify a hand pixel as hand) in relation to the number
of true positives and false negatives (false hand segmentation), and R = TP

TP+FP

(Recall or Sensitivity) represents the number of true positives in relation to the
number of true positives and false positives (false background segmentation, i.e.
consider background as hand). F -measure is within the [0, 1] interval, so that 0

states a bad segmentation, while on the contrary 1 represents the best segmentation
result.

Aiming a fair comparison, the proposed algorithm Gaussian Multiscale Aggre-
gation is compared to two competitive segmentation methods existing in the litera-
ture, namely Lossy Data Compression (LDC) [Ma 07] and Normalized Cuts (NCut)
[Shi 00]. The implementation of these methods is publicly available on the internet:
LDC6 and NCuts 7.

4.8.2 Comparative performance evaluation

The evaluation of a segmentation method involves different aspects concerning ac-
curacy, computational cost and parameters dependency.

First aspect is related to what extent the algorithm is able to properly detect
or isolate a specific object within an image. Concretely in this paper, accuracy is
understood as the capability of the proposed algorithm to properly isolate hand
from background.

Table 4.4 shows the results in terms of F -measure of the proposed method in
comparison to LDC approach and Normalized Cuts. Although the results obtained
by the proposed method (first column) can be improved, they overcome the other two
schemes. The reader may notice that scenarios with textures similar to hand (e.g.,

6http://perception.csl.uiuc.edu/coding/sample_code.htm
7http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ ˜jshi/software/
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Texture GMA, F (%) LDC, F (%) NC, F (%)

Carpets 92.1±0.1 73.7±0.3 65.1±0.3
Paper 91.3±0.1 83.2±0.2 72.8±0.4
Stones 91.2±0.1 78.2±0.4 71.5±0.3
Fabric 88.4±0.3 65.3±0.1 60.1±0.2
Parquet 88.3±0.2 66.1±0.2 62.3±0.3
Tiles 90.1±0.2 71.5±0.3 68.7±0.2
Glass 94.1±0.1 75.8±0.1 71.4±0.1

Pavement 88.9±0.2 67.8±0.1 63.7±0.2
Tree 96.0±0.2 73.4±0.2 67.2±0.1
Grass 93.3±0.2 70.1±0.1 65.3±0.2

Skin and Fur 95.3±0.3 82.3±0.2 71.8±0.3
Wall 94.1±0.1 70.9±0.2 62.3±0.2
Mud 89.5±0.2 68.3±0.1 60.1±0.2
Sky 96.1±0.1 77.2±0.2 71.3±0.1
Wood 93.5±0.1 82.5±0.2 73.5±0.1
Objects 92.0±0.1 70.1±0.1 61.6±0.3
Soil 89.0±0.2 67.2±0.3 59.7±0.2

Table 4.4: Segmentation evaluation by means of F -measure in database GB2S_Syn with
17 different background textures, together with the corresponding standard deviation. In
addition, the results for LDC and NCut are also provided for comparison.

soil) decrease the performance of the segmentation algorithms, but the proposed
method still provides F -measure rates of more than 88%.

In addition, accuracy can be also visually evaluated. Figure 4.10 presents a
comparative frame for segmentation evaluation, comparing the results obtained for
the LDC method, Normalized Cuts and the proposed method. The reader can
compare the obtained results (columns 3-5) to the ground-truth (column 1). The
results obtained by the proposed approach conserve more precisely the shape of the
hand even in scenarios with similar textures like parquet (row 5) or wood (last row).

4.8.3 Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation evaluation

As stated in Section 4.4, the accuracy of the proposed segmentation method GMA
depends on two parameters. This section will study the dependency of two parame-
ters strongly related to the algorithm performance, namely k factor and aggregation
linearity (Equations 4.30 and 4.29).

Factor k controls the aggregation capability of the overall method. Within these
experiments, factor k was experimentally fixed to k = 0.01, ensuring that the number
of segments in the last scale is two: hand and background. However, extending the
proposed approach to other applications in image processing would imply to provide
a dynamic factor k, depending whether the algorithm standstills in a certain scale.
The proposal of a dynamic factor k remains as future work.

Figure 4.11 presents the relation between number of segments along scales using
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Image Dimensions Number of Pixels GMA (s) LDC (s) NCut (s)
600x800 480000 30.1 233.1 321.7
450x600 270000 19.8 63.4 129.5
300x400 120000 9.4 52.1 25.1
150x200 30000 3.1 32.8 7.2

Table 4.5: Relation between time performance (in seconds), the dimension of the image,
and the size in number of pixels, comparing the proposed method GMA with LDC approach
and Normalized Cuts (NCut).

different values of k. Notice that k = 0 implies no stopping criteria, and therefore
aggregates scales until only one segment is obtained.

During the explanation of the method, the algorithm is said to be quasi-linear
with the number of pixels. This statement is supported by Table 4.5, but for clarity
sake, we provide a chart (Figure 4.12) indicating which proportion of time is required
for each scale. The most demanding scale is the first one, whose proportion is
higher than the other parts, concluding that the algorithm has indeed a quasi-linear
behaviour in relation to the number of pixels.

4.8.4 Comparative time performance evaluation

Concerning computational cost, Table 4.5 presents the segmentation time in relation
to the number of pixels of the images. This temporal evaluation was carried out in a
computer @2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 4GB 1067 MHz DDR3 of memory, taking
into account that the proposed method was completely implemented in MATLAB.
In addition, LDC was also implemented in MATLAB, but NCuts is implemented in
C with a MATLAB wrapper.

The results provided in Table 4.5 shows that the proposed algorithm is faster
than the compared approaches. In addition, the proposed method GMA can seg-
ment images of higher sizes, but LDC and NCut cannot handle higher sizes images
without running out of memory. The reader may also notice that although NCut is
implemented in C, its time performance is still worse than LDC and GMA that are
implemented in MATLAB.

4.8.5 Effect of blurriness in hand segmentation

The effect of blurriness is a common effect in contactless scenarios (Section 7.1),
since blurriness simulates the out-of-focus effect in image acquisition. For instance,
considering hand biometrics applied to mobile devices, the cameras embedded within
mobile devices are usually provided with anti-out-of-focus algorithms and mecha-
nisms, which sometimes do not avoid the appearance of this effect. In fact, the
acquisition procedure described under Acquisition Section (Section 2.3) could indi-
rectly provoke some out-of-focus images as hand images are required to stay quite
close to the camera (normally 15-30cm).
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σ = 2 σ = 5 σ = 10 σ = 20 σ = 30

Color-based Segmentation 99.2 95.2 88.1 80.4 77.3
Multiscale Aggregation 99.6 97.4 91.3 85.7 82.5

Table 4.6: F -measure (%) for the proposed methods: color-based segmentation and mul-
tiscale aggregation approach. The F -measure is affected by blurriness, but it is more
notorious on color-based segmentation. In other words, segmentation based on multiscale
aggregation is less invariant to blurriness than color-based segmentation.

Therefore, the study of blurriness effect on hand image segmentation is of interest
in order to understand to what extent the proposed segmentation method (both
colour-based and Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation) are invariant or insensitive to
the well-known out-of-focus effect.

With this aim, Table 4.6 is presented stating comparative results on the perfor-
mance of both segmentation approaches in terms of F -measure and different degrees
of blurriness. This table 4.6 indicates that results obtained by the GMA algorithm
method outcome the performance of the color-based segmentation.

In other words, GMA is less sensitive to blurriness effect (if compared to colour-
based segmentation), as GMA is based on neighbourhood similarities and likelihood.
However, high values of blurriness evidently provokes a decrease on the performance
of both algorithms.

In addition, Figure 4.13 presents a visual evaluation of the GMA segmentation
algorithm along different degrees of blurriness. This figure represents samples of
the synthetic database with different degrees of blurriness (σ = {0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30}),
from left to right. The reader may notice how the performance of the segmentation
algorithm decreases as the blurriness effect increases.

In this Figure 4.13, visual results for colour-based segmentation as its perfor-
mance is visually identical to GMA, and does not provide any relevant visual infor-
mation. The only difference in terms of performance (considering blurriness effect)
regards the fact that GMA is less sensitive to blurriness, and the fact that this out-
of-focus problem affects more drastically to those pixels within the limit between
hand and background. This is where the main explanation on the performance of
both algorithms stems on.

However, this difference cannot be appreciated visually, and it can only be re-
garded numerically in terms of F -measure in Table 4.6.
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Algorithm 1 Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation(G): A description of GMA
algorithm in simple sentences.
Require: A graph G = (V, E).
Ensure: MCut minimization for each scale s

1: s← 0
2: repeat
3: Number of segments: N [s]

seg ← #V [s]

4: Calculate W [s](G[s])

5: Order weights: W [s]
Ω ← Ω(W [s])

6: p← 0

7: for all pair of nodes vi, vj in W [s]
Ω do

8: δi,j ← δ (ψ(σi, σj)− σi,j)
9: εin ← vi ∈ G[s]

n

10: εjm ← vj ∈ G[s]
m

11: if εin then
12: G[s]

vi ← G
[s]
n

13: else if ε̄in and (εjm xor δi,j) then
14: G[s]

vi ← G
[s]
p

15: else if ε̄inand ε̄jmand δ̄i,j then
16: G[s]

vi ← G
[s]
p+1

17: else if ε̄inand εjmand δi,j then
18: G[s]

vi ← G
[s]
m

19: end if
20: if εjm then
21: G[s]

vj ← G
[s]
m

22: else if ε̄jm and εin and δ̄i,j then
23: G[s]

vj ← G
[s]
p

24: else if ε̄jmand εinand δi,j then
25: G[s]

vj ← G
[s]
n

26: end if
27: if ε̄inand ε̄jm then
28: ξi,j ← δ̄i,j
29: else
30: ξi,j ← 0
31: end if
32: p← p+ δ̄i,j + ξi,j
33: end for
34: for t = 1 to p do

35: φ
[s+1]
Gt ←

∑tm
i=1 φ

[s]
Gi∫

α

∑tm
i=1 φ

[s]
Gi
dα

, π[s+1]
Gt ← 1

N
[s]
seg

(
∑

i xvi ,
∑

i yvi)

36: end for
37: s← s+ 1
38: N

[s]
seg ← p

39: G[s] ← DelaunayTriangulation({π[s]
G1 , . . . , π

[s]
Gp})

40: until Stopping Criteria
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Ground-truth Synthetic Image Proposed LDC approach Normalized Cuts

Figure 4.10: A comparative study of results provided by segmentation algorithm in com-
parison to ground-truth. First column gathers examples from ground truth. Second column
presents synthetic images based on first column images, providing on the third column the
final segmentation result. Last two column present the segmentation result provided by the
Lossy Data Compression (LDC) [Ma 07] and Normalized Cuts [Shi 00], respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Dependency of the aggregation process on parameter k. The lower k, the
lower the constraints to aggregate segments. Notice that k = 0 means no stopping condition.
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Figure 4.12: Proportion of processing time for each scale. Most of the time is required
by the aggregation procedure on the first scale.
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Figure 4.13: Samples of the synthetic databases for different degrees of blurriness (σ =
{0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30}), respectively (from left to right, and from top to bottom). In addition,
the segmentation result provided by the multiscale aggregation approach is provided. Notice
how the segmentation accuracy decreases as σ increases, specially from σ = 10.
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5.1 Introduction

Feature extraction in biometrics is defined as the process by which key features of the
sample are selected or enhanced. Concretely in biometrics, features are individual
measurable heuristic properties of a specific biometric sample such as fingerprint,
hand, iris and the like.

A feature extraction method must ensure that features are obtained, aiming at
verifying the following properties:
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• Uniqueness: Features must describe or collect the uniqueness of the biometric
sample. For instance, in iris recognition, a feature might be the colour of
the iris, but this feature is not unique to identify individuals, in contrast to
features describing texture or complex variability which can describe more
precisely the uniqueness of the iris sample.

• Invariance: Features must be independent or invariant to different variations
in biometric sample acquisition like focus, distance to sensor, pressure, sensor
characteristics, orientation, rotation, size and so forth.

• Low computational cost: In addition, features must be extracted requiring as
little effort as possible, since complex features may describe precisely an indi-
vidual but if the process of feature extraction and comparison is extensively
time-consuming, then the biometric technique is not suitable for real-time ap-
plications. A clear example of this characteristic is DNA biometrics: features
are certainly unique and invariant, but the computational cost in extraction
and comparison is nowadays far beyond from being able to be applied in real
time applications.

• Liveness: It is highly recommendable and desirable that features could indi-
cate if the biometric sample is a live sample, avoiding spoofing attacks, for
instance. However, liveness detection is usually carried out separately from
feature extraction, even employing parallel acquisition or pre-processing meth-
ods.

As an overview, a feature extraction method must achieve a trade-off between
previous characteristics and performance depending on the initial requirements, ap-
plication and biometric technique.

5.1.1 Motivation

The motivation of this chapter consists of providing a feature extraction scheme
able to achieve a balance between uniqueness, invariance, low computational cost
and identification accuracy.

The proposed biometric technique based on contactless unconstrained hand bio-
metrics imply several challenge for feature extraction since most of the former ap-
proaches in literature are not invariant to changes like distance to camera, blurri-
ness, rotation and the like. In addition, low computational cost features usually
decreases the uniqueness of the features extracted and therefore the identification
accuracy [Adan 08].

Hence, this thesis proposes two approaches for feature extraction:

• Contour-based feature extraction, where the information of the hand shape is
considered entirely, without reducing the information provided by the hand
blob. This feature extraction requires a time-consuming method for template
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matching and comparison (see Section 6.2), although it achieves an adequate
balance between uniqueness, invariance and identification accuracy.

• Distance-based feature extraction, where three schemes are proposed, con-
cerning geometric features as widths and lengths to describe the biometric
sample. The method proposed consisting of width distances and intraclass
variations (see Section 5.4.4) provides the best trade-off between uniqueness,
invariance, low computational cost and identification accuracy, being the main
contribution of this thesis in relation to feature extraction.

5.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The main objective of this chapter is to describe the methods developed to address
the problem of feature extraction in contactless and unconstrained scenarios.

First of all, this chapter begins with a literature review (Section 5.2) of the
most relevant contribution in terms of feature extraction, concerning contour-based
approaches (hand shape) or distance-based methods (geometric features). The state
of the art of these techniques was carried out separately for each scheme, so that
the reader can easily compare the contributions for each approach.

Afterwards, a pre-processing step is described focused on obtaining specific
marks for a correct feature extraction. Section 5.3 describes the definition of these
marks together with the methods dedicated to obtain these marks.

Then, Section 5.4 presents the proposed schemes for both approaches: contour
(Section 5.4.1) and distance (Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4) indicating the contri-
bution and innovation with regard to previous schemes in literature review.

Finally, feature extraction evaluation will be regarded in Section 5.5.

5.2 Literature Review

Since first works appeared proposing methods based on hand shape alignment
[Jain 99] or geometry features [Sanc 00c], much research has been carried out con-
cerning feature extraction for hand biometrics.

In parallel to hand segmentation (Section 4.2), feature extraction has suffered an
adaptation from constrained, controlled and contact-based approaches to platform-
free, contactless and unconstrained scenarios [Duta 09]. In fact, recently, the re-
search focus is located on features invariant to rotation [Sant 09], pose [Kanh 11a],
distance to camera, illumination and the like.

However, most works in literature can be divided into two different approaches:

• Contour-based approaches, where the aim consists of extracting information
from the contour of the hand, carrying out the identification of an individual
based on its hand shape (see Table 5.1).

• Distance-based approaches, where the aim consists of extracting measures from
fingers and hand (widths, angles, lengths and so forth), in order to collect the
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geometrical information contained within the hand (see Table 5.2).

It is remarkable the fact that the huge quantity of approaches concerning feature
extraction makes unfeasible and impractical to describe each method in detail. In
contrast to acquisition approaches, or segmentation methods, many works can share
the same acquisition or segmentation method, but differ in the feature extraction
algorithm.

Therefore, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are provided stating the most noticeable and re-
markable contribution concerning both approaches: contour-based and distance-
based approaches respectively. These tables present an overview on which feature
extraction method is proposed, which is the feature comparison method, the po-
pulation size of the database involved in evaluation and the obtained results. This
comparative study is of interest in literature [Yoru 06, Adan 08, Jafa 08, Rahm 08,
Fong 09, Rahm 10, Xin 11], due to the fact that several approaches can be easily
compared in terms of performance and computational cost (feature extraction and
matching).

It is observable that distance-based approaches have received much attention
than contour-based. This fact might be explained because hand contour is sensi-
tive to hand acquisition, and mere variations of the hand shape lead to significant
variations in contour. In contrast, hand distances (widths, angles or lengths) are
more invariant to these changes. Besides, these former approaches requires less
information to describe the uniqueness of an individual based on his/her hand.

The main conclusion of this literature review is that much research has been
carried out on distance-based approaches in comparison to contour-based methods,
and that most of the works are similar variations of the original research conducted
in [Jain 99, Sanc 99]. In contrast, new trends consider contactless approaches or 3D
acquisition methods which contribute indeed with some clear innovation in the field
of hand biometrics.

The proposed method within this thesis concerning feature extraction contains
innovative contributions, and a specific feature comparison algorithm (this method
will be regarded in the next Chapter 6) whose results are comparable in terms of
performance to competitive pattern recognition techniques proposed in the literature
(Chapter 7).

5.3 Hand Blob Image pre-processing

The proposed acquisition scheme contains some constraints when obtaining a hand
sample with a camera (see Section 2.3). However, despite the constraints, there
exist some uncontrolled variables derived from the unconstrained and contactless
approach of this hand biometric technique, such as distance to camera, hand orien-
tation or camera characteristics, for instance. This degree of freedom implies a
demanding pre-processing stage in terms of segmentation and contour extraction
accuracy.
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Ref. Features Method Population
Size

EER
(%)

[Jain 99] Contour Least-square
alignment

53 2-3.5

[Sun 02] Contour Point Matching
and Sigmoid

SVM

8 1.5

[Oden 03] Keren and Civi
invariants

Mahalanobis 35 10-16

[Dong 04] Curvature HMM 26 <10
[Ma 04] Contour B-Spline 20 5
[Xion 05] Contour Finger shape

fitting
108 2.4

[Tant 06] Shape Eigenhand 5 0
[Yoru 06] Shape Hausdorff ICA 458 2.36-

3.6
[Amay 09] Zernike

Descriptors
Fusion SVDD 86 1.5

[Sant 09] Curvature DTW alignment 45 3.7
[Sun 10] Contour GMM 50 0.2
[Ferr 10] Finger shape Point

Distribution
Models

100-755 2.2-
2.6

[Wu 11] Hand Shape String matching
Alignment

100 5.7

Table 5.1: Literature review on most recent works related to contour-based feature ex-
traction approaches divided in years. This table presents the relation between the features
required for biometric recognition, the feature comparison method proposed, the population
involved together with the results obtained, in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER).
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Ref. Features Method Population
Size

EER
(%)

[Sanc 00c] 25 widths/palm GMM 20 3
[Gonz 03] 13 widths/palm k-NN+PCA,

Wavelets, DCT
50 0-0.2

[Oden 03] 14 widths/palm Mahalanobis 35 3-12
[Bada 03] 26 widths Euclidean

distance
100 0.87

[Bore 05] 84 widths/lengths Template
widths/lengths

80 0.3-
0.8

[Kuma 06b] 23 widths/shape
descriptors

k-NN, SVM,
Bayes

100 <15

[Zhen 07] 5-35 distances Projective
invariants

23 2.11

[Kuma 07] 23 distances Entropy
Discretization
and SVM

100 5

[Jian 07] 15 hand distances SVM 18 8
[Gros 07] 5 distances AAM 18 5
[Doub 07] Palmprint Gabor Filters and

SVM
49 1.7

[Adan 08] 14 distances Normalized
Similarity
Measure

470 1.2-
1.3

[Mora 08a] 30-40 finger
widths

SVM 20-30 4.2-
6.3

[Rahm 08] 15 graph
distances

DBNN 250 0.89

[Kanh 09] 2D and 3D
features

Savitzky-Golay
filters

177 2.6

[Wang 09b] 40 distances SVM 260 0.0035-
5.7

[Mich 10a] 30 distances and
angles

Correlation 50 4.2

[Kanh 10] 2D and 3D
palmprint and

geometry

Surface Code 114 0.71

[Kanh 11b] 2D and 3D
geometry features

Surface Code 177 2.3

Table 5.2: Literature review on most recent works related to distances-based feature
extraction approaches divided in years. This table presents the relation between the fea-
tures required for identification, the feature comparison method proposed, the population
involved together with the results obtained, in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER).
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The pre-processing method herein described focuses on extracting features given
a segmented image. In other words, provided with a binary image, this pre-processing
step will come up with a classification of the hand (left or right), a tip-valley detec-
tion and a finger identification (index, middle, ring or little).

In addition, this image pre-processing achieved second position in the Hand
Geometric Points Detection International Competition HGC2011 [Maga 10].

The proposed pre-processing approach is independent from the database, in other
words, there are no specific strategies for every database (Chapter 3), assuming
that the segmentation procedure provides this feature extraction method with a
binary image. In addition, the pre-processing method contains several steps, briefly
described as follows:

• Finger classification, carried out after segmentation process, it consists of iden-
tifying each finger (index, middle, ring or little) correctly with independence
of previous possible changes (rotation, hand orientation, pose and distance to
camera).

• Valleys and tips detection, essential in order to provide accurate mark points
from which features can be extracted.

• Left-Right hand classification, based on the fact that an individual can provide
any hand, and the system must firstly classify the hand. Notice that without
this method, fingers from the left hand could be compared to fingers from the
right hand, resulting in errors in recognition.

After introducing the main parts of the pre-processing stage, each step is ex-
plained in more detail.

5.3.1 Finger classification

Fingers are split from the segmented hand in order to facilitate their classification
[Xion 05]. Mathematically, let H be the result provided by segmentation procedure
(Figure 5.1(a)). Applying an opening morphological operator [Gonz 06] with a disk
structural element of size 40 will cause fingers to disappear1, only the part corre-
sponding to palm remaining. This image is named Hp (Figure 5.1(b)), since it rep-
resents those pixels corresponding to palm. Although this operation is very severe,
it allows conserving those region blobs which are very dense in terms of pixels, and is
suitable for deleting prominent blobs like fingers from the hand [Amay 07, Amay 10].

Given H and Hp, it is straightforward to calculate Hf which represents the
region blobs corresponding to fingers (five fingers, Figure 5.1(c)), by the following
relation:

Hf = H · H̄p (5.1)
1Smaller values of this structural element implies the palm is not isolated completely, and higher

values may lead to a complete deletion of the whole hand blob. In fact, this value of 40 was selected
experimentally.
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being · an operator indicating a logical AND operation between H and the comple-
mentary of Hp. In case, image Hf contained some spurious blobs, they are erased
by selecting the five most prominent blobs in image.

Figure 5.1(c) provides a visual example of the fingers isolation method.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.1: Fingers isolation steps: (a) represents the original segmented image, H; (b)
the result after applying morphological operator (opening, disk 40), Hp; (c) Hf represents
fingers after subtracting Hp to H.

Afterwards, five blobs are contained in Hf (Figure 5.1(c)) one of each corre-
sponding to each finger. In case more than five blobs are obtained, an opening
morphological operator based on a small disk structural element (size 5 is exper-
imentally chosen) will erase those small and undesired region blobs, with lack of
interest for a finger classification.

In order to distinguish among fingers, all of them are classified according to two
criteria: the ratio between blob length and width (eccentricity) and area (number
of pixels within blob).

The blob which is shown to have the lowest values in both criteria is the little
finger. The next finger with a lower area is the thumb, and ring, middle and index are
classified according to the distance between their centroids to previous calculated
fingers. In other words, that blob whose centroid is closer to the little finger is
classified as ring finger, for instance. A similar criteria was proposed by [Adan 08].

This classification criteria hold for standard hands without deformed hands,
amputations, injuries or similar situations in where the proportion among fingers is
somehow altered. In this latter cases of non-standard hand shapes (which will be
detected by the quality control module (Section 4.7)), the acquisition procedure and
feature extraction must be regarded separately, and its treatment is left for future
work (Section 9.2).
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5.3.2 Tip detection

Having the finger blobs calculated, tip detection consists of calculating the finger
extrema of each blob. In other words, obtain the furthest pixel in each blob in
relation to a reference point.

In this thesis, such reference point coincides with each finger centroid, fc, due
to their geometric properties of being located in the middle of each finger. Others
points could be the hand centroid [Sant 09], or the minimum/maximum points in
contour curve [Duta 09], which is one of the most extended approaches in literature.

Mathematically, letBk the blob corresponding to finger k, where k = {t, i,m, r, l}
represent thumb, index, middle, ring and little respectively. These blobs can be
seen in Figure 5.1(c). The corresponding tip of each finger, represented by tk,
k = {t, i,m, r, l}, is the point within blob Bk which maximizes the product given by
following equation:

tk = arg max
b∈Bk

(d(hc, b) · d(fc, b)) (5.2)

where d(hc, b) is the euclidean distance between hand centroid hc and any pixel b
contained within blob Bk; d(fc, b) is the euclidean distance between finger centroid
fc and previous point b; and the product · is the standard product of two real
numbers.

Figure 5.2 shows how the product of previous distances d(hc, b) and d(fc, b)

behave along the different pixels within each blob Bk. The red colour is associated
with a higher value, and the blue colour represents lower values. The reader may
notice how, higher values within each finger correspond to tip points.

Finally, since there are five fingers blobs, this method leads to five tips, as
represented in Figure 5.3.

5.3.3 Valley detection

In contrast to tip detection, obtaining valleys requires more effort. Common ap-
proaches in literature attempts to calculate valleys considering the use of the hand
contour, associating the position of each minimum in contour to the corresponding
valley [Ferr 09a].

In contrast, this thesis proposes a different approach based on calculating two
valleys per finger. Normally, between two finger tips there is only one valley
[Sanc 00c, Jain 99, Xion 05, Mora 08a]. The proposed method defines the basis of
each finger by means of two points, as represented in Figure 5.4, where the valleys
points are represented by orange circles.

In order to calculate these two points for each finger, the next procedure is
proposed:

• Calculate the position within hand contour c of the corresponding finger tip
tk. This position is represented by ctk .
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Figure 5.2: Behaviour of the product d(hc, b) · d(fc, b) along the different pixels belonging
to finger blobs. Those pixels with higher values within each finger blob area associated to
finger tips.
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Figure 5.3: Visual example of tip calculation for a random image. The tip detection
method calculates five tips associated to each finger: thumb, tt; index, ti; middle, tm; ring,
tr and little tl.

Figure 5.4: Valley points for a random hand image. This thesis proposes the use of two
points per finger to describe the basis of the finger.
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• Two auxiliary points are defined around previous finger tip tk. The position
of these points are represented by ctk − c0 and ctk + c0, where c0 is a constant
which is experimentally set to 152.

• Seek two points b1, b2 ∈ Bk which maximizes the area of the geometric figure
whose corners are b1, b2, c(ctk − c0) and c(ctk + c0). In other words, these
points b1, b2 ∈ Bk verify the following equation:

(b1, b2) = arg max
b1,b2∈Bk

area(b1, b2, c(ctk − c0), c(ctk + c0)) (5.3)

This area is represented by Figure 5.5(a) where the image shows a middle finger
from a random hand image together with both points b1 and b2 in orange, and the
other two points c(ctk − c0) and c(ctk + c0) are represented in light blue. The idea
is to calculate b1 and b2 so that the coloured dark-blue are is maximum.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Valley calculation: (a) Schematic representation to calculate valley points of
a finger. The goal consists of finding points b1 and b2 so that dark-blue area is maximized.
(b) General representation of a polygon of four vertices ABCDA.

The problem of finding out the area presented in Equation (5.3) is similar to
calculate the area of a plane polygon of four vertices ABCDA (Figure 5.5(b)). The
strategy to solve the problem consists of dividing the polygon in two triangles, and
compute the area of each triangle separately.

More in detail, given a polygon of four vertices ABCDA, two triangles are
constructed ABDA and CDBC. Then, four vectors are created

−−→
AB,

−−→
AD,

−−→
CB and−−→

CD (see Figure 5.5(b)), being the area of the polygon finally calculated by means
of Equation (5.4):

area(A,B,C,D) =
1

2
abs

(∣∣∣∣ ABx ABy
ADx ADy

∣∣∣∣)+
1

2
abs

(∣∣∣∣ CBx CBy
CDx CDy

∣∣∣∣) (5.4)

2The parameter c0 is recommended to be greater than 10, otherwise this method can lead to
errors, as the lower c0 the most similar the shape to a triangle polygon is, and there may be
triangles of higher area than that whose vertices are the desired valley points b1 and b2.
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where ABx, ADx, CBx, CDx and ABy, ADy, CBy, CDy are the first and second com-
ponent respectively from vectors

−−→
AB,

−−→
AD,

−−→
CB and

−−→
CD.

This method is described without loss of generality, and it is valid for any polygon
contained on a plain.

5.3.4 Hand classification

Finally, last step consists of classifying the hand as left or right for a proper posterior
feature comparison.

Thus, hand can be classified as right or left by using three points: thumb tip, tt,
little tip, tl and hand centroid, hc. Two vectors are considered, joining hc to each
point tip tt and tl, which are represented by ~vT and ~vL respectively.

There exist a direct relation between right-left hand classification and vector
~vT × ~vL. The sign of the z component of ~vT × ~vL is associated with right hand, in
case the sign is positive and left hand, otherwise.

The reader may notice that ~vT and ~vL are contained within the same plane
(Figure 5.6) so that both vectors have the structure (vx, vy, 0) assuming the image
is located in the plane z = 0 without loss of generality. Therefore, the cross-vector
product has the structure (0, 0,±z), i.e. normal to image plane, where the sign of the
third component will indicate whether a hand is left or right, as stated previously.
The value of this component z is meaningless.

Figure 5.6 shows an example of previous vectors ~vT and ~vL with the correspond-
ing reference points hc, tt and tl. In this case, the image corresponds to a right
hand, since cross-vector non-null component is positive.

5.4 Hand template extraction

Hand template extraction is an essential step in hand biometrics, and many different
approaches have been already proposed (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

Under this thesis, four different strategies have been developed and proposed,
based on either contour or geometric features. Nonetheless, the main contribution
of this thesis in relation to template extraction is focused on the template based on
contour (Section 5.4.1) and the template based on averaged widths with intraclass
invariance (Section 5.4.4).

5.4.1 Contour-based template

One of the approaches for feature extraction in hand biometrics regards the use
of the contour of the hand [Yoru 06, Amay 07, Sant 09, Sun 10, Amay 10]. These
templates attempts to identify uniquely an individual, by extracting information
from its silhouette and contour. Contour-based methods usually requires no tip
and valley detection, since these methods only need the contour extracted from the
segmented hand (hand blob).
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Figure 5.6: An example of how to distinguish left hands from right hands. First, calculate
hand centroid hc and thumb and little tips, tt and tl. Afterwards, compute vectors joining
hc with each tip (~vT and ~vL, respectively). The sign of the non-null component of the
cross-vector ~vT × ~vL will decide whether the hand is right or left.

Therefore, before extracting the templates, the edge of the result provided by
segmentation must be calculated. Furthermore, edge detection in binary images is a
trivial problem. Figure 5.7 shows the result of a hand contour provided by an edge
detection algorithm, concretely a Canny edge detection [Gonz 06].

This contour is described mathematically by a parametric curve, Γ, which gathers
those points in the space formed by the image I which belongs to previous contour.
Thus, Γ can be described as follows:

Γ :N →N2

u →Γ(u) = (x, y) (5.5)

Based on this curve Γ, two patterns are extracted, namely γ1 and γ2, whose
description will be provided in Sections 5.4.1.1 and 5.4.1.2. Both templates verify
not to have a defined length, in other words, both patterns γ1 and γ2 may be of
different lengths even between same individuals. This property is a consequence
of the acquisition method (Section 2.3), where distance to camera can vary and
therefore the size of the hand may differ among samples, resulting in a variation of
the length of templates γ1 and γ2.

This drawback is dealt with by the algorithm presented in Section 6.2, which is
able to compare two templates of different length, by means of a dynamic program-
ming sequence alignment method [Sant 08].
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Figure 5.7: Edge detection from segmentation result.

The reader must notice that no correction is considered regarding hand open-
ness or hand orientation, as it is suggested in [Yoru 06]. This fact provides a save
in time within the overall process, but delegate the responsibility of avoiding any
consequence arisen from these previous effects to the template alignment algorithm.

The main strength of this approach relies not only on the patterns extracted, but
also on the algorithm described in Section 6.2 which will allow a comparison among
patterns independently of its orientation, artifacts, hand openness and distance
acquisition.

5.4.1.1 Description of template γ1

Since no constrains have been done when acquiring the hand, it is obvious that
those templates describing the biometric information of the hand must be able to
avoid all the effects provided in the acquisition. In an attempt to extract a pattern
independent from orientation and openness, template γ1 is defined as the variation of
the curvature along Γ. Template γ1 gathers the information related to contour shape
itself, and it is independent from orientation since hand shape does not theoretically
depend on hand orientation. Moreover, openness almost does not affect template
γ1, since finger shapes are not altered with regard to the extent the hand is opened.

Mathematically, template γ1 is defined as follows:

γ1 = arctan

(
Γx
Γy

)
(5.6)

where Γx = ∂Γ
∂x and Γy = ∂Γ

∂y , and −
π
2 < γ1 ≤ π

2 .
Main advantages of template γ1 regard two aspects:

• Openness independence: It is difficult to state to what extent the hand
is opened. However, finger shape is invariant to hand openness. In other
words, finger shape does not depend on how spread out the hand is, since γ1

neglects where the hand is, but how variates the curve Γ along the boundary
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of the hand. On the contrary, γ1 is affected by valleys between fingers, but
the algorithm responsible for dealing with this templates will cope with this
fact.

• Orientation independence: Considering that is the user who takes the
picture by himself/herself, the orientation of the hand within the image can
be unpredictable. Tackling with this problem, an operation to correct this
deviation has been proposed by previous schemes [Yoru 06]. However, this
template does not depend on orientation due to the derivatives of γ1, and the
mathematical properties arisen directly from Γx and Γy.

The main drawback is related to artifacts and wearing jewels, since γ1 is very
sensitive to a given hand contour. Therefore, γ1 will be affected by these objects.
However, the comparison algorithm will ensure that this fact does not affect the
decision when comparing templates, and although these objects introduce some noise
in γ1, any effect on templates is negligible because of this comparison algorithm.

Finally, several examples of different γ1 templates are shown in Figure 5.8 and
Figure 5.9. Notice that the intraclass variation (i.e., samples of the same user) is
substantial, but the shape is conserved up to a point. On the other hand, interclass
variation (i.e., samples between different users) is far more different than intraclass
variation. Furthermore, template lengths are different even among samples of same
users. This is due to γ1 definition, but this is dealt with by a posterior comparison
algorithm.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

−1

0

1

User A, Sample 1 User A, Sample 2

Figure 5.8: Two samples of template γ1 from a same user A.

5.4.1.2 Description of template γ2

Apart from γ1 template, a second pattern is extracted from hand contour. This
template is related to the centroid of the hand, and the distances of each point in Γ

and the former centroid.
Mathematically, the centroid (x̄, ȳ) is calculated as follows:

(x̄, ȳ) =
1

n

( n∑
i=1

xi,

n∑
i=1

yi

)
(5.7)
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Figure 5.9: Two samples of template γ1 from a same user B.

where n is the number of elements in curve Γ, and (xi, yi) ∈ Γ, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Afterwards, the distance from each point in Γ to previous centroid (x̄, ȳ) is computed,
so that γ2 is obtained3 (Equation (5.8)):

γ2 = ||Γ− (x̄, ȳ)||2 (5.8)

Template γ2 is more sensitive to hand openness than γ1, but in contrast, γ2

keeps all the properties of orientation invariance with regard to γ1. That lack of
independence of γ2 in relation to hand openness is counteracted by the proposed
comparison algorithm (Section 6.2) and γ1, since both templates may be merged in
only one pattern. A posterior comparison template (Section 6.2) will come up with
the best combination of both γ1 and γ2 in order to achieve the best performance in
terms of identification rate.

A visual example of γ2 is provided by Figures 5.10 and 5.11, where same aspects
are considered as with γ1 regarding intraclass and interclass variation. Although
γ2 is not so distinctive as γ1, the former template provides additional information,
which improves the overall performance of the whole biometric system.
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Figure 5.10: Two γ2 templates from user A.

Despite of being completely different, both γ1 and γ2 possess a characteristic
3Notice that || · ||2 denotes euclidean distance.
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Figure 5.11: Two γ2 templates from user B.

in common: templates have different lengths, even among samples of a same user.
As stated before, this drawback is coped with by posterior comparison algorithm
(Section 6.2), but both template lengths, namely λγ1 and λγ2 , have congruent distri-
butions. In other words, although λγ1 and λγ2 are in principle unpredictable, they
respond to certain distributions.

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show λγ1 and λγ2 distributions respectively. These
distributions were both obtained by selecting randomly 100 hand pictures from a
database presented in [Sant 09], ensuring that at least one hand was chosen from
each individual.

The reader may notice that length λγ2 is almost ten times length λγ1 . This is due
to the fact that template γ1 is subsampled by a factor of 10 since the subsampled
template provides the same information as the original template, but with lower
computational cost. Template length is critical since the alignment method is O(n2)

and therefore subsampling ten times is a considerable save in time when comparing
two patterns. In addition, these both plots support the fact that templates γ1 and
γ2 are of different lengths with a wide deviation.

In contrast, γ2 was not subsampled since the identification rate depends indeed
on λγ2 and therefore, subsampling leads to a decrease in such identification rate.

In short, two templates have been extracted from hand contour: γ1 is related to
derivative associated with hand contour, and γ2 regards distance from each point
in hand contour to hand centroid. Thus, the hand template based on hand contour
consists of both templates γ1 and γ2.

5.4.2 Width-based template

This section describes the proposed approach based on width and length distances
from fingers. In contrast to other approaches in literature (see Table 5.2), the pro-
posed method only considers geometric features from fingers little, ring, middle and
index, ignoring the information contained within thumb due to its great variability
[Mora 08a, Sant 11b].

Since there is no prior information on the size, scale and orientation of the hand
images acquired, feature extraction must be performed regardless any of these former
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Figure 5.12: Plot with the distribution of γ1 template lengths, λγ1 .
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Figure 5.13: Plot with the distribution of γ2 template lengths, λγ2 .
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characteristics. Therefore, the extracted features must be invariant to previous
factors (changes in scale, size, orientation and the like). With this aim in mind,
three different groups of distances are defined for each hand.

• First distance represents the length of the finger, from the tip of the finger to
the centre of the line formed by the two corresponding valley points lying at
both sides of the given finger. The set of all finger lengths is represented by
Λ = {λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4}, where each length λi corresponds to one finger (index,
middle, ring and little). An example of this distance is provided by Figure 5.14
in the middle finger of a random hand image.

Figure 5.14: Visual example of elements in Λ, Θ and Ω, in addition to valley points b1, b2
and tip point tm, since it represents the middle finger. The reader may realize of the both
types of features: those features related to finger width; the others related to the curvature
of the fingertip.

• Second distance consists of dividing the finger in m parts, measuring per-
pendicularly finger widths at each division, with a separation of

⌊
λi
m

⌋
. This

thickness measure is gathered under Θi = {θ1, . . . , θm} i = {1, . . . , 4}.

• Finally, third distance depends on the finger tip curvature. Extracting cur-
vature information from the extremity of the finger involves calculating the
distance from the centre of the line lying at a distance

⌊
λi
m

⌋
of the tip of the

finger, to different points of the tip of the finger in a radial manner.

Considering the tip of the finger as semicircular, these lengths are taken dividing
the corresponding space into q parts, so that the variation of the angle will be given
by
⌊

180o

q

⌋
. Similarly to previous distances, Ωi = {ω1, . . . , ωq} i = {1, . . . , 4} gathers

all the third distances for each corresponding finger.
These two latter distances are also represented in Figure 5.14.
The reader may notice that the sets of features Λ, Θ and Ω, despite of being

independent from orientation, are not invariant to scale or size. This invariance is
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easily achieved by dividing each component from Θ and Ω by the corresponding
length in Λ. In other words, distances in Θi and Ωi are divided by λi, ∀i.

This normalization allows reaching such independence from scale and size. Thus,
features are invariant to factors of scale, size and orientation. However, the distances
corresponding to tip curvature distances are very sensitive to the variation of the
nail length, and therefore they are not interesting for creating a template inva-
riant to time. Nonetheless, it may provide distinctive information and increases the
recognition rate (Section 7).

Finally, each finger contains m+ q features, and thereby each individual is rep-
resented by 4× (m+ q) features, being this the unique template of a user.

5.4.3 Averaged Width-based template

The proposed method extracts features by dividing the finger from the basis to the
tip in m parts. Each of these former parts measures the width of fingers, based
on the euclidean distance between two pixels. Afterwards, for each finger, the m
components are reduced to n elements, with n < m, so that each n component
contains the average of

⌊
m
n

⌋
values, gathering mean value, µ, and standard deviation,

σ. In other words, template is extracted based on an average of a finger measures
set, being more reliable and precise than one single measure. This approach provides
a novelty if compared to previous works in literature, where more simple measures
were considered [Sanc 00c, Jain 99, Kuma 07].

Thus, the template can be mathematically described as follows. Let F =

{fi, fm, fr, fl} be the set of possible fingers, namely index, middle, ring and little,
respectively.

Each fk is divided into m parts from basis to top, resulting in the set of
widths Ωfk = {ω1, . . . , ωm}. From set Ωfk , the template is represented by ∆fk =

1
δ̄fk

{
δfk1 , . . . , δfkn

}
, where each δfkt is defined as the average value of at least bmn c

components in Ωfk . Notice that this division could imply that last element δn could
be the average of more than

⌊
m
n

⌋
components in order to ensure that every element

in Ωfk is considered to create ∆fk . In addition, δ̄fk represent the width arithmetic
average, providing the normalization for vector ∆fk .

Therefore, each hand sample is represented by ∆ = {∆fk} with k ∈ {i,m, r, l},
where the initials stand for index, middle, ring and little finger. Thumb is not con-
sidered due to its great variability in terms of movement, flexibility and orientation
[Oden 03, Mora 08a].

The width average normalization proposed for each ∆fk attempts to provide
independence on several acquisition changes like hand rotation, distance to camera
and invariance to small differences in pose. In contrast to the normalization provided
in the literature based on finger length [Mora 08a, Sanc 00b, Duta 09], a normaliza-
tion oriented to average width contains the same properties in terms of invariability
against distance to camera and rotation, but with the benefit of providing also
independence on pose position respect to camera.
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5.4.4 Averaged Width-based template with intraclass invariance

This section describes the creation of the hand template considering only samples
(hand feature vectors) from a single individual, in contrast to most extended ap-
proaches in literature which propose the use of samples of all enrolled individuals on
the system to create individual templates [Duta 09]. This system is an improvement
of the method proposed in former Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. Without these sections,
this method is not understood.

LetW be aN×M matrix containingN rows vectors ofM components (columns)
representing the N required samples to conform the template.

This matrix W is created for each individual, and it is represented by W =

{W1, . . . ,WN}, where each Wi is a row vector containing a total of M components,
coinciding with the number of distances contained in each extracted vector from a
hand acquisition.

Let W̃ be a
(
N
2

)
× M matrix, representing the absolute euclidean difference

between every pair of row vectors in W . In other words, W̃ = {|W1 −W2|, |W1 −
W3|, . . . , |WN−1−WN |}, gathering a total of

(
N
2

)
possible pairs. Matrix W̃ represents

to some extent the variation between hand acquisitions for each template position.

In fact, matrices W and W̃ lead to the definition of two parameters, which are
µW and σW̃ , namely the average of extracted features and the standard deviation of
the difference variation. These latter parameters attempt to collect the behaviour of
all the vectors contained inW and the similarity between previous vectors, provided
by the vector pairwise likelihood. Based on these characteristics, these parameters
are essential to create the template.

More in detail, operators µ and σ are functions applied to matrices, defined
as follows in Equations (5.9) and (5.10) respectively, ∀ p, q ∈ N, assuming, for
generalization sake, that matrix contains real values (R).

µ : Mp×q(R)→M1×q(R)

A 7→ µA =

{
1

p

p∑
k=1

Ak,j

}
∀j∈{1,...,q}

(5.9)

σ : Mp×q(R)→M1×q(R)

A 7→ σA =


√√√√1

p

p∑
k=1

(
Ak,j −

1

q

q∑
i=1

Ai,j

)
∀j∈{1,...,q}

(5.10)

In addition, the template will consider also those k < M components which
remain less invariant along different samples, i.e., template will discard those com-
ponents whose variability is dissimilar to some extent. This criterion is gather by
vector π1×M defined as:
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πi =

{
1, if σW̃i ≤ µσ

W̃

0, otherwise
(5.11)

where σW̃i corresponds to the ith component of vector σW̃ , and µσW̃ is the average
of vector σW̃ as defined in Equation (5.9).

Therefore, π contains a ’1’ value in those positions where the feature variability is
under the average of the variability, indicating which distances remain more invariant
over acquisition.

Thus, based on this vector π, a last parameter is defined, which will be useful
when comparing a sample (original or impostor) to a provided template. This
parameter is represented by γ, and it is defined as the average value of the first
standardized moments applied to non-null positions in π. In other words,

γ =
1

M

(
µW̃

σW̃
πT

)
=

1

M

M∑
i=1

µW̃i πi

σW̃i

(5.12)

where πT makes reference to the transposition of vector π. Furthermore, parameter
γ can be regarded as the inverse of the coefficient of variation [Gonz 06], providing
a dimensionless number to compare samples with widely different means.

Finally, the hand template associated to a specific user is defined as:

H = (µW , σW̃ , π, γ) (5.13)

5.5 Feature Extraction Evaluation

The results provided under this section regard the evaluation of tip and valley de-
tection in terms of accuracy. This evaluation makes use of the database involved
on the Hand Geometry Points Detection Challenge [Maga 10], whose specifications
where described under Section 3.7. This database contains the landmark points for
a total of 300 training images and 160 testing images, which make a total of 460
images.

The points specifications were slightly different to those described under Sec-
tion 5.3. This challenge required the competitors to extract five tips (one for each
finger, as described in Section 5.3), and four valleys corresponding to the inter-
finger valley as traditionally described in the literature [Sanc 00c, Mora 08a]. The
algorithms of this thesis were adapted properly to fulfill the requirements of these
specifications in order to maximize the metrics established within the contest.

The evaluation was based on measures that will consider the quantity and type
of the detected characteristic points as well as their distance to the ground truth,
which was manually labeled beforehand (HGC database, Section 3.7). For a ground
truth characteristic point, (x0; y0; t0), if a detected and considered characteristic
point (x; y; t), satisfies (t = t0) and

√
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 < 20, it is said to be

truly detected and results in a zero valued penalty. Otherwise, it is called a miss
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and results in a one valued penalty. If it was not detected, or detected but not
considered, the penalty is 0.7. Finally,

• the detection rate is defined as the ratio of truly detected characteristic
points to all ground truth characteristic points.

• the miss rate defined as the ratio of the number of missed characteristic
points to the number of all ground truth characteristic points.

The evaluation was conducted externally obtaining the second position on this
international competition with a total score of 57.30. The detection rates (%) were
99.38 for tip detection and 91.41 for valley detection; the false alarm rates (%) were
0.00 for tip detection and 7.97 for valley detection. It is observable that in both
rates valley detection obtain worse results. This fact is explained because one of
the valley points (concretely the valley point between index and thumb) varied from
open hands to close hands. It was certainly the most challenging action to adapt
valley detection algorithms to find this point.

In fact, if this results are compared to the first classified (99.38,97.34,0.63,2.66,
respectively), it can be seen that despite of being more accurate in tip detection,
the first classified was certainly more precise in valley detection. These results were
obtained from http://paginas.fe.up.pt/ hgc2011/results.html

In addition, Figure 5.15 is provided to show the histogram of scores for the
training database, which contained a total of 460 hand images [Maga 10]. Scores
represent the distance between ground-truth (provided within the training database)
and the proposed algorithm result.

Figure 5.15: Histogram of scores for the training dataset (300 images).

Most distances are lower than the threshold provided by the threshold of 20
pixels. In fact, the score average value is 5.13±6.66, with a median of 3.61, which
is considerably far from the provided threshold.

Most errors (55.5% of total errors) were due to the index-thumb valley, which
authors found very difficult to detect. In addition, the majority of errors were based
on an incorrect valley detection (96.3% of total errors). In total, the algorithm
detect improperly 81 of 2700 points (3%) of the training database.
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Operation Time (seconds)
Segmentation 0.23±0.02

Fingers Extraction 1.59±0.02
Fingers Classification < 0.1

Tip Detection 0.20±0.01
Valley Detection 1.07±0.01

Table 5.3: Time performance of the different operations from segmentation to tip and
valley detection. Times are measured in seconds.

Finally, the time performance of this feature extraction procedure is described
in Table 5.3. Time results have been measured based on a MATLAB implemen-
tation to be run in a computer @2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 4GB 1067 MHz
DDR3 of memory. A deeper evaluation of these time performance will be considered
separately for each database in Section 7.5.

Furthermore, points are calculated in less than 4 seconds, given previous imple-
mentation and the computer.

Besides, results corresponding to the feature normalization method evaluation
are also presented.

The width average normalization proposed for each ∆fk attempts to provide
independence on several acquisition changes like hand rotation, distance to camera
and invariance to small differences in pose. In contrast to the normalization provided
in the literature based on finger length [Mora 08a, Sanc 00c, Duta 09], a normaliza-
tion oriented to average width contains the same properties in terms of invariability
against distance to camera and rotation, but with the benefit of providing also some
independence on pose position respect to camera.

In order to evaluate the performance of both normalization strategies, four sce-
narios are proposed with different changes in acquisition. First, features are ex-
tracted from samples in natural pose. Second scenario considers in-plane rotation
changes within the acquisition plane. Third scenario states different separation dis-
tance between hand and camera, and finally, changes in pose orientation. These
changes cover all possible degrees of freedom in hand contactless approaches.

Figure 5.16 represents the intraclass variation between features of same individu-
als in terms of euclidean distance, in four different scenarios, for both normalization
approaches: length (represented in green) and average width (represented in clear
blue). Average value and standard deviation of the variation of extracted features in
previous four scenarios are gathered, supporting the affirmation that average width
normalization provides more invariant features to previous changes.
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Figure 5.16: Mean and standard deviation of the difference between hand templates in
different evaluation conditions (natural pose, changes in rotation, separation between hand
and camera and pose orientation). The normalization based on average width provides less
variation intraclass in every aspect than the finger length normalization.
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6.1 Introduction

Feature comparison is the part of a biometric system dedicated to elucidate to
what extent a pair of different biometric instances/samples (biometric features) are
similar, and whether this similarity implies that this pair of samples belongs to a
same individual or not.

It is obvious that feature comparison is entirely associated with feature extrac-
tion, and that comparison algorithms are extremely dependent on the features.
Thus, feature comparison and extraction might be regarded as an indivisible step,
since provided a specific set of features and a comparison algorithm adapted to these
features, it is unlikely that another non-adapted classification method can outcome
the performance of the former feature comparison method.
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Regarding literature, there has been an extensive collection of different pattern
recognition techniques applied to feature comparison in biometrics (see Tables 5.1
and 5.2), depending on the extracted features, either based on contour, geometry
distances or the like.

6.1.1 Motivation

This thesis proposes the use of different feature and template extraction techniques,
already described in detail in Chapter 5. These extracted features require an ade-
quate feature comparison algorithm, benefiting from the uniqueness and invariance
of former extracted features.

In addition, one of the motivation of this work consists of designing feature
comparison strategies, able to improve the performance achieved by competitive
pattern recognition techniques in literature.

Therefore, the motivation of this work is threefold:

• Firstly, to present a feature comparison method for contour-based features,
adapted to the features extracted under this modality.

• Secondly, to provide a feature comparison method for the proposed feature
extraction algorithm based on averaged distances.

• Finally, to state a comparative framework with competitive pattern recogni-
tion techniques such as SVM (Support Vector Machines). This framework
will be useful in evaluating not only the performance of the proposed feature
comparison methods, but also the uniqueness and invariance of the features
extracted.

6.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The goal of this chapter is to present a feature comparison method for contour-based
features (Section 6.2) and geometry-distances features (Section 6.5).

In addition, a brief description of SVM (Section 6.4) is provided with a discussion
on the use of this pattern recognition technique in hand biometrics. The use of SVM
is twofold: first, to evaluate the properties of the features in terms of invariance to
changes and uniqueness, and secondly, to compare the performance in recognition
of the proposed feature comparison methods.

6.2 A sequence alignment method for contour-based hand
template

This section describes a method based on pairwise sequence alignment and dynamic
programming to compare to what extent two hand contours, namely Γ1 and Γ2

belong to the same users (similarity) or to different users (dissimilarity).
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Sequence alignment methods are a suitable solution for hand contour detection
and hand shape classification [Kuzm 07, Wu 11], since this approach performs the
alignment of a specific contour even if these latter contours are not identical but
similar to some degree. Therefore, these sequence alignment methods are able to
deal with this variability between instances in hand acquisition.

Furthermore, and due to the nature of the alignment algorithms, new possibilities
emerge such as local alignments, i.e. recognize part of the template from a whole
template, allowing for instance to store a big template in the system, requiring only
a partial instance to identify the individual, reducing accessing time and individual
effort. In other words, users can be enrolled with the whole hand, requiring not
the whole hand to access the system, but some fingers. In fact, liveness detection
may benefit from this algorithm, as the system can randomly choose which fingers
will be selected for identification each time the individual faces the system, avoiding
enormously spoofing attacks.

Besides, this technique can be used to avoid a 1 : N comparison when seeking
for the identity of the accessing user in a database [Durb 98], although a wide
explanation of this characteristic is far beyond the scope of this thesis.

Apart from this, global alignment might be also performed, keeping all the pro-
perties of a suitable comparison algorithm.

Henceforth, it must be clear that the proposed template alignment was inspired
on previous work of DNA sequence alignment [Need 70, Smit 81], which at the same
time was based on Dynamic Programming [Bell 52]. Therefore, subsequent sections
will describe how to adapt Dynamic Programming sequence alignment methods to
hand templates, rather than explaining the method from a general dynamic pro-
gramming point of view. The aim of this strategy is to facilitate the comprehension
of the proposed alignment method.

Main advantages of these algorithm are the fact of comparing templates of differ-
ent lengths, and its global comparison, which allows to avoid the effect of carrying
artifacts as rings, jewelry and the like.

First of all, the global alignment will be described, as posterior local alignment
is a specific case of the global approach.

6.2.1 Global Alignment

The first alignment algorithm was designed by Needlmand and Wunsch, [Need 70],
around 1970. Based on Dynamic Programming (proposed by Bellman in early 1950,
[Bell 52]), the algorithm was able to find an optimal alignment according to a certain
matrix (substitution matrix) where the score of aligning two aminoacids (or proteins)
was established.

Table 6.1 represents a substitution matrix of aminoacids. These values on the
table are used to penalize/reward the alignment of two different/equal aminoacids
respectively.

This sequence alignment algorithm considers the option of adding gaps between
sequences in order to emphasize the idea of genetic mutation (by substitution, dele-
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A G C T
A 1 -1 -1 -1
G -1 1 -1 -1
C -1 -1 1 -1
T -1 -1 -1 1

Table 6.1: Example of a substitution matrix with aminoacids. This substiution matrix
penalizes an alignment of two different aminoacids (-1), while favoring the alignment of
identical aminoacids (1).

tion or insertion of new aminoacids). These latter insertions (ε) and deletion (δ)
provides the measure to decide to what extent two different one-dimensional signals
are equal or not: the greater the number of ε and δ, the less similar they are.

An example of global alignments with aminoacid sequences is provided in Fi-
gure 6.1, where the reader can realize visually the concept of both the alignment
(vertical line) and the gap (horizontal line).

Figure 6.1: Several global alignments for aminoacid sequences. Vertical lines only indicate
those aminoacids that are aligned correctly. The remaining pairwise alignments corresponds
to mutation: substitution (in case two aminoacids are not coincident, e.g. A and G), deletion
or insertion (in case a hyphen (gap) appears).

However, in an attempt to adapt the original idea of Needleman and Wunsch to
hand templates, there exist several aspects which require a new approach.

First aspect regards gaps, in other words, the space included when a mutation
occurs. Gaps are represented in the original algorithm by a hyphen (–), but within
this new algorithm neither the representation nor the concept is longer available.
Since gaps measure how two sequences have changed along time (mutation), gaps
might be then a good measurement of how different two sequences are. In other
words, gaps will represent, in this new approach, the form of deciding whether
two templates are the same or not. The higher the number of gaps, the lower the
similarity.
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In contrast, gaps representation must be adapted to one-dimensional signals of
real-value elements corresponding to the hand contour (see Section 5.4.1). Gaps
must verify the following statement [Durb 98, Need 70]: It must not be included
within the alphabet, being this the reason why gaps are represented by a hyphen.
Notice that in the original algorithm, sequences are represented by capital letters
(A, C, G, T in case of aminoacids; F, Y, W, C, M, V, L, I, H, K, R, E, D, Q, N, P,
A, G, S, T in case of proteins, [Durb 98]), so gaps can be represented by hyphen,
since they are not included within the alphabet.

Therefore, gaps must be represented by a number whose values might never be
included in the values of the templates. In order to ensure the gap in hand template
contour is not included within the range of possible values of both templates γ1 and
γ2, a value of −100 is selected to be considerably far from both ranges. The reader
may notice that range from γ1 is [−π

2 ,
π
2 ] and γ2 is R+ ∪ {0}.

Besides, the number of gaps within the aligned signals will indicate to what
extent two signals/instances are different/similar.

Second aspect regards substitution matrix. Originally, there exist several ma-
trices which gather all the possible alignments among proteins or aminoacids, e.g.
BLOSUM62, PAM250 among others [Durb 98]. However, since alphabet in original
algorithm is delimited (four elements in case of aminoacids; twenty in case of pro-
teins), such a substitution matrix was a suitable solution. Nevertheless in this new
approach, due to the nature of the templates, a new concept of substitution matrix
is arisen.

In order to tackle this problem, fuzzy logic provides a very suitable solution
[Sant 08]. Since substitution matrix comes out with a measurement of an align-
ment between two elements, a function able to measure such a similarity should
verify to be symmetrical and congruent with gaps representation, besides of giving
a measurement of how similar two values in different templates are.

Let fSM be the function describing the new substitution matrix. This function
fSM must verify that:

• fSM (a, b) = Maximum Value⇔ a = b

• fSM (a, b)→ High Value⇔ a ∼ b

• fSM (a, b)→ Low Value⇔ a � b

• fSM (a, gap) = Minimum Value

• fSM (a, b) = fSM (b, a),∀a, b

Instead of a discrete substitution matrix (see Table 6.1), a gaussian function will
verify previous conditions.

Two parameters are required to define a gaussian normal distribution: σ, rep-
resenting standard deviation, and µ, mean. This function, as it can be seen in
Figure 6.2, is symmetrical with regard to mean µ. Furthermore, if two values are
to be compared, one will be considered as the mean µ, giving the function itself a
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measure of how this latter value differs from the former one. Finally, this gaussian
function is congruent with the chosen representation of the gap, since aligning each
value with −100 will result in a low score.

Mathematically, this function is represented by ζ:

ζ(a, b) = e−
(a−b)2

2σ2 (6.1)

where a and b represent two values from two hand templates (whether γ1 and γ2),
and σ is a parameter which define the similarity between a and b. The higher σ,
the more similar a and b must be to obtain a high similarity score, and vice-versa.

The reader might notice that ζ verify previous five properties stated for function
fSM . Concretely,

• ζ(a, b) = 1⇔ a = b

• ζ(a, b)→ 1⇔ a ∼ b

• ζ(a, b)→ 0⇔ a � b

• ζ(a, gap) = 0

• ζ(a, b) = ζ(b, a),∀a, b

Let be T1 and T2 two templates belonging to the set of all possible templates
T , then T i1 corresponds to the value ith of template T1 and T j2 corresponds to
the value jth of template T2, with i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore,
ζ(T i1, T

j
2 ) ∈ (0, 1] gives a measurement of the similarity between T i1 and T j2 .

In addition, Figure 6.2 represents the structure of function ζ for a single pair of
elements alignment. The σ parameter defines the degree of similarity between two
any pair of elements.

Figure 6.2: Representation of a scheme of ζ fuzzy distribution function for substitution
matrix.

Range for ζ is (0, 1] due to the fact that theoretically ζ could never be null.
Instead, and concerning computational errors, ζ can be null, without any additional
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significance for this algorithm. In Figure 6.3, a fuzzy substitution matrix (σ = 50)
can be seen.

Figure 6.3: A fuzzy substitution matrix. Higher values (red colour) correspond to those
values that are more similar (corresponding to the region around the plane y = x), and
lower values (blue colour) correspond to those more dissimilar pair combinations.

Evidently, σ is a very important parameter since it can manage to what extend
two elements T i1 and T j2 are similar or not. In Section 6.3, a study concerning σ
is carried out concluding that an optimal σ can be found to minimize Equal Error
Rate, EER, and thus, maximize the performance of the whole system.

Finally, the algorithm based on Dynamic Programming must be adapted to the
characteristics of the problem. However, this modification is negligible compared
to previous changes, i.e. gaps and substitution matrix. Firstly, the problem must
be formally stated: Given two templates T1, T2 ∈ T , M is the best alignment
regarding gaps metrics (the greater the number of gaps, the lower the similarity), and
function ζ. This is actually a very difficult problem, but easily solved by Dynamic
Programming as follows:

M [i, j] = max


M [i− 1, j − 1] + ζ(T i1, T

j
2 )

M [i− 1, j]− ζ(T i1, 0)

M [i, j − 1]− ζ(T j2 , 0)

(6.2)

with M [1, 1] = 0 as a common criterion [Durb 98].
Once M is filled out, a backtracing algorithm is carried out to find out the

optimal path through M . The reader may notice that M is a matrix of m rows and
n columns, where m is the size of the first template and n the length of the second
template. In general, the length of the templates may not coincide as a consequence
of the acquisition procedure (different sizes, distances to camera and so forth).
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In order to understand how this backtracing algorithm works, a deeper explana-
tion on previous Equation (6.2) must be provided.

Let focus on position M [i, j]. In case maximum value is M [i − 1, j − 1] +

ζ(T i1, T
j
2 ), then T i1 and T j2 can be aligned together. This is called substitution. In

case maximum value is M [i− 1, j]− ζ(T i1, 0), then T i1 is aligned with the gap. This
is called insertion. Eventually, in case maximum value is M [i, j− 1]− ζ(T j2 , 0), then
T j2 is aligned with the gap. This is called deletion.

This explanation is compulsory to understand what a backtracing algorithm
makes in a global alignment. Beginning from last element in matrixM , i.e. M [m,n]

(assumingM is a matrix ofm×n dimensions), this backtrace procedure checks which
of the surrounding cells in matrixM , M [m,n] comes from. This is made iteratively,
till M [1, 1] is achieved.

As a result of this algorithm two new sequences are obtained, T̃1 and T̃2, which
contain the original templates together with the included gaps.

6.2.2 Local Alignment

As it was introduced before, local alignment would allow certain improvements on
global alignment.

First of all, the problem must be stated formally: Let T,U, V ∈ T be three
templates, where T and U belong to the same user, and V to another, and let be
τ a partial section of previous T . Problem to be solved is whether τ belongs to U ,
and what is more, to what extent τ belongs to V .

This problem can be easily solved by means of Dynamic Programming again,
based on Smith-Waterman algorithm, [Smit 81]. This algorithm presents two dif-
ferences in relation to previous global alignment: firstly, in finding M there exists
an extra possibility for each cell, and secondly, maximum value in the whole matrix
M is considered, instead of M [m,n].

The algorithm to find M changes as described in Equation (6.3):

M [i, j] = max


0

M [i− 1, j − 1] + ζ(T i1, T
j
2 )

M [i− 1, j]− ζ(T i1, 0)

M [i, j − 1]− ζ(T j2 , 0)

(6.3)

with M [1, 1] = 0 as a common criterion as before [Durb 98]. Taking the option 0

corresponds to starting a new alignment. In other words, if the best alignment up
to some point has a negative score, it is a better option to start a new one, rather
than extend the old one.

Actually, this local alignment is used to find small protein chains within a long
protein sequence, as it can be seen in Figure 6.4.

The other difference copes with backtrace algorithm. Maximum value of M is
considered as beginning cell, and alignment is carried out till a 0 is found in the
matrix M . This will provide with the best local alignment, or accordingly to the
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Figure 6.4: Local alignment example with aminoacid sequences. The aim of local align-
ment is to find short patterns within a longer sequence.

previous nomenclature, τ will be aligned with U with more score (less gaps) than
with V .

However, and as it will be seen in Section 6.3, performance of the biometric
system will strongly rely on τ length, independently of the performance of the local
alignment, since the lower the length of τ , the lower the possibilities of recognizing
a certain user. This fact is directly arisen from the nature of the template itself.

There exists another possibility between global and local alignment known as
semi-global alignment, which takes as a first value to begin backtracing algorithm,
not M [m,n], but the maximum value along the sides of matrix M , i.e, column j

and row i. However, this alignment lacks of interest within this context, as it is
intended to align portions of templates rather than entire templates.

Finally, and as an example of application of this method, Figure 6.5 is presented
to show two aligned templates, T1 and T2, belonging to the same user (above image),
and to a different users (below image) in iris recognition [Sant 08], where this algo-
rithm was firstly applied. The aim of this plot is just to provide an understanding
on how the number of gaps increase as the similarity between templates decreases.

The length of iris template consists of 360 samples [Sant 08], but this length is
increased after alignment. If samples belong to same user, this increment correspond
to at most 10 samples, but in case of belonging to different users, this increment
increases the length to almost 500 samples, due to the number of gaps.

Samples applied to hand templates are deeply evaluated in Section 6.3.
Note how the number of included zeros is a significant measure of similarity

once the templates have been aligned. Nonetheless, more complicated metrics will
be proposed to increase the recognition rate in Section 6.3.

6.3 Evaluation of hand contour alignment method

This section presents an evaluation of the template alignment method in a closed-set
verification (Section 7.5.1.2). The database involved in order to assess the proposed
method was not presented in Section 3 as it is only considered for this specific
method1.

Since this approach is oriented to mobile devices, all the hand images were
captured with a commercial mobile telephone with a 2 Megapixels camera, which
provides color images of 1600×1200 pixels, with a resolution of 72 dpi.

1The reason why this section is included here rather than in Chapter 7 is based on that the
evaluation of this alignment method is not so exhaustive as those considered within the Evaluation
Chapter.
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Figure 6.5: Two comparisons in the context of iris recognition: Above, two templates
for the same user. Below, two templates for different users. The number of gaps increases
proportional to the dissimilarity (in the case of iris the gap is represented with value 0
[Sant 08]).
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The acquisition process requires from the user to hold the mobile with one hand,
making a picture of the other hand. The latter hand must be opened naturally, at a
distance of 10-15 cm from mobile phone, so that the hand can fit the screen provided
by the device. In other words, only one hand is needed for biometric recognition.

Furthermore, a new biometric aspect is involved in this acquisition process and
is related to the manner an individual place the hand when acquiring the image.
Obviously, this fact lacks of an outstanding distinctiveness, but considering hand
geometry recognition, it can provide with an additional biometric hint when ex-
tracting the pattern. As a result of this interaction between user and mobile device,
it can be stated that users usually place the hand similarly.

A database of 45 people was gathered, with ages between early 20’s and late
60’s years old, and containing different races. Actually some hands belong to either
colored and asiatic individuals. All these previous characteristics show to what
extent the database is assorted, and will come up with a better overall performance
of the system.

Figure 6.6: Several examples from the database collected with an iPhone 3G to evaluate
the method based on hand contour alignment.

Several examples of the database are provided in Figure 6.6, where the reader
can realize on the fact that no jewelry retrieval is required, and how hands can be
oriented in different directions depending on user comfortableness when acquiring
the image with the mobile device.

The reader must notice how the background contains different illumination, and
is not under control.

Once the image is acquired, next step regards hand segmentation. In other
words, segmentation aims to isolate the hand from background, something which
did not required a considerable effort in previous approaches [Sanc 00c, Amay 06],
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but which must be dealt with, since background retrieval implies more complex
algorithms given this previous image acquisition.

In addition, the proposed algorithm is able to adapt two different signals, by
means of three principles in DNA-based algorithms: mutation, insertion and dele-
tion. Mutation regards aligning two values which are supposed to be the same;
insertion and deletion are related to the fact that the algorithm must adapt the
signals properly in order to obtain an optimal alignment. These latter insertions
(ε) and deletion (δ) provides the measure to decide to what extent two different
one-dimensional signals are equal or not: The greater the number of ε and δ, the
less similar they are.

Regarding the experiments, γ1 was firstly considered. Several measures have
been tested, regarding combinations of εγ1 , δγ1 and the relation with λ1,γ1 and
λ2,γ1 , which are the lengths of the templates to be compared. Table 6.2, relates
different measures regarding previous parameters and its relation to Equal Error
Rate, EER.

Measurement EER Measurement EER
εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

10.36% εγ1
λ2,γ1

12.15%
εγ1
λ2,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

9.61% εγ1
λ1,γ1

13.92%
δγ1
λ1,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

9.29% εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
εγ1
λ2,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

11.2%
εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

11.11% εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

10.36%
εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
εγ1
λ2,γ1

+
δγ1
λ1,γ1

11.44% 2
εγ1
λ2,γ1

+
δγ1
λ2,γ1

9.7%

Table 6.2: EER versus Different combinations of εγ1 , δγ1 and λγ1 .

Since the performance of the biometric system is not so accurate as desired
(9.29%), a fusion with the remaining template γ2 could presumably provide more
accuracy to the whole system in terms of EER. A similar experiment was conducted,
but considering more wide relations among εγ1 , δγ1 , λγ1 and εγ2 , δγ2 , λγ2 . Results
of best combinations are provided in Table 6.3. All these results have been obtained
with a value of σ = 1, from Equation (6.1).

Measurement EER
εγ2
λ1,γ2

+
εγ1
λ2,γ1

8.1%
δγ2
λ1,γ2

+
εγ1
λ2,γ1

+
δγ1
λ1,γ1

7.4%
εγ2
λ2,γ2

+
δγ1
λ1,γ1

+
δγ2
λ1,γ2

3.7%
δγ2
λ2,γ2

+
εγ1
λ1,γ1

+
εγ2
λ1,γ2

5.1%

Table 6.3: EER versus Different combinations of measures from γ1 and γ2.
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6.4 Support Vector Machines

In the context of hand biometrics recognition, one of the most extended approaches
in the state of the art regards the use of Support Vector Machines (henceforth, SVM
[Cris 00, Burg 98]) to associate hand instances to the corresponding hand template
(see Table 5.2).

The aim of this section is not to provide an in-depth explanation on SVM neither
a discussion on whether SVM is the most appropriate classification technique in
biometrics. This section aims at presenting a short overview of SVM together with
its benefits and limitations under this context.

6.4.1 Brief mathematical statement

The Support Vector Machine (henceforth, SVM) is a binary classification method.
Given a binary problem, with a training dataset of pairs {xi, yi}, i = {1, . . . , l},
where yi ∈ {−1, 1} and xi ∈ Rd, being d the dimension of vectors.

Assuming that there exists an hyperplane separating the positive samples from
the negative, this hyperplane is represented by w · x+ b = 0, where w is normal to
the hyperplane; |b|||w|| is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin,
and ||w|| is the Euclidean norm of w.

In addition, let m = d+ + d− be the margin of a separating hyperplane, which
is define as the shortest distance between a positive and a negative example, consi-
dering d+(d−) as the shortest distance from the separating hyperplane to the closest
positive (negative) example.

In a linearly separable case, the support vector algorithm seeks for the separating
hyperplane with largest margin, which is equivalent to minimizing ||w||2, subject to
the linear constraint presented in Equation (6.4):

yi(xi · w + b)− 1 ≥ 0,∀i (6.4)

In other words, the problem is equivalent to minimize Equation (6.5):

1

2
||w||2 −

l∑
i=1

αiyi(xi · w + b) +
l∑

i=1

αi (6.5)

where this relation correspond to a quadratic programming problem, being αi, i =

{1, . . . , l} the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers.
In case the data cannot be separated linearly, the above methods can be gener-

alized to non-linearly separable scenarios. First of all, it is important to remark that
the data during the training problem appear in the form of dot products, xi · xj . If
the data are previously mapped to a some other (possibly even infinite dimensional)
Euclidean space E, using a mapping represented by Φ : Rd 7→ E, the training algo-
rithm would only depend on the data through dot products in E, or in other words,
on functions of the form Φ(xi) · Φ(xj).

This idea is the essence of the SVM method, and it is called kernel function,
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K(xi, xj) = Φ(xi) ·Φ(xj). This kernel function allows to use K during the training
algorithm, requiring no knowledge on Φ.

Finally, all the considerations of the previous statements hold, since SVM is still
carrying out a linear separation, but in a different space. During the test phase,
the objective is computing dot products of a given test point x with w, or more
specifically, computing the sign of Equation (6.6):

f(x) =
∑
i

αiyiΦ(si) · Φ(x) + b =
∑
i

αiyiK(si, x) + b (6.6)

where si are the support vectors.
A more in-depth explanation of this classification method is beyond the scope

of this thesis. A deeper reading may be found in [Cris 00, Vapn 95].

6.4.2 SVM drawbacks

This classifier offers outstanding performance in user classification, and it is probably
one of the most extended pattern recognition techniques. However, there exist many
drawbacks derived from the use of this classification technique:

• SVM requires a closed-set scenario. In other words, SVM needs data from
several individuals to carry out a classification of a specific subject. There-
fore, in scenarios where there is only one individual (like mobile devices), the
training of a SVM lacks of sense, since there is no interclass data.

• The computational cost of a SVM is considerable high if compared to other
classification techniques like linear classification or k-Nearest Neighbour. In
fact, the use of SVM in scenarios with thousand of individuals might be pro-
hibitive.

• Given a set of n individuals, a hand biometric system based on SVM will
provide with the most likelihood user within the database, once the biometric
data have been collected during an acquisition. However, if an individual not
included in those n subjects, also attempts to access the system, the SVM-
based identification method will provide the identity with the most similar
template. However, many mechanisms exist to avoid this situation, based on
thresholds based on likelihood among classes.

In addition, SVM is a binary classification method, and biometric identification
and verification requires multiclass classification. So, how is it possible to carry out
biometric identification by means of binary classifiers such as SVM? This question
is answered by the subsequent section.

6.5 Distance-based Feature Comparison Method

This section describes one of the most important contributions of this thesis: the
comparison algorithm for the proposed feature extraction.
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Provided the template H, which collects global information from samples of a
same individual (see Section 5.4.4), it is mandatory the definition of a likelihood
function able to indicate to what extent an acquire sample (impostor or genuine) is
similar to previous template H.

Thus, given a hand feature vector h of M components (as defined in Section
5.4.4), the likelihood function is defined as the similarity probability p(h|H) given
by the following relation:

p(h|H) =
1

M
e−αHH

T
(6.7)

defining H as

H =
1

γ

(
h− µW

σW̃
πT
)

=
1

γ

(
M∑
i=1

πi
hi − µWi
σW̃i

)
(6.8)

Furthermore, parameter α is a global value set experimentally to α = 0.01 for
the whole biometric system.

This probability p(h|H) is within the interval [0, 1], indicating that sample h
belongs to user with template H as p(h|H) tends to 1, and vice-versa.

Therefore, the biometric verification based on this approach can be carried out
by stating a threshold th ∈ [0, 1], so that an individual (with template Hk) accesses
the system providing a sample hk, then the user is correctly verified (authenticated)
if p(hk|Hk) ≥ th. Otherwise, the user is rejected.

Similarly, the identification is considered by considering same previous threshold
th, so that, provided a sample of a user, hk, the system must decide whom the sample
belongs to, or, whether the user is not enrolled in the system. In other words, if
arg
i

(max p(hk|Hi) ≥ th) determines that i = k then the sample hk is properly

identified, otherwise the user is not enrolled in the system.
Some approaches in literature fail in associating sample hk with a non-existing

profile, since they provide the most likelihood similar class, even if the sample pro-
vided by hk corresponds to a non-registered individual [Duta 09].

As a matter of fact, a trade-off must be achieved for th for the sake of an accurate
performance in terms of false rejection and false acceptance [Golf 97].

This effect will be discussed under the Chapter 7.
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7.1 Introduction

A complete evaluation of a biometric system must entail different aspects such as
verification/identification accuracy, trade-off between false match rate and false non-
match rate and dependency on the number of training samples and features. More
in detail, a technical performance testing seeks to determine error and through-
put rates, with the goal of understanding and predicting the real-world error and
throughput performance of biometric systems.

In fact, a complete evaluation must regard not only technical performance but
also other types of testing stated below:

• reliability, availability and maintainability

• security, including vulnerability

• conformance

• safety

• human factors, including user acceptance

• cost/benefit

• privacy regulation compliance

This chapter will cover an evaluation of the proposed system in terms of veri-
fication and identification accuracy in comparison to six public databases and two
competitive pattern recognition methods based on SVMs.

7.1.1 Motivation

The motivation of this chapter is to evaluate precisely the proposed method in
different scenarios concerning several acquisition procedures and devices, different
population sizes, and different applications, such as verification or identification.
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This chapter has been also motivated based on the lack of common criteria to
evaluate the biometric systems in the literature. Therefore, this chapter will follow
the standard ISO/IEC 19795 [JTC1 06] to evaluate the proposed system, although
this standard lacks in not providing information for verification in open-set scenarios.

Thus, this fact implied an additional motivation to carry out a deep evaluation,
not only to understand and comprehend the benefits and limitations of the proposed
system, but also to contribute the standard with an evaluation environment for
verification in open-set scenarios.

7.1.2 Aim of this chapter

The main goal of this Chapter is to described a detailed evaluation framework for the
proposed biometric system concerning every step of segmentation, feature extraction
and performance.

The evaluation will consider several databases and scenarios in verification and
identification in closed-set and open-set environments, and a comparative assessment
with competitive pattern recognition techniques such as SVMs.

The layout of this chapter is as follows: First of all, motivation and objectives are
presented. Afterwards, segmentation evaluation is presented (Section 4.8), followed
by the evaluation of the proposed feature extraction method (Section 5.5), and the
performance of the alignment method (Section 6.3).

Besides, the evaluation continues with the criteria involved in the assessment of
the proposed biometric technique (Section 7.2). This section will describe the most
important parameters used during the evaluation and their justification according
to standard ISO/IEC 19795 [JTC1 06].

Then, the results of the evaluation are presented for the six databases considered
in this thesis (Section 7.5), with the corresponding comparative evaluation with
SVMs (Section 7.6).

Finally, the evaluation will consider also the user acceptability (Section 7.7) and
the time results for the implementation in Android of the proposed biometric system
(Section 7.8).

7.2 Performance Evaluation Criteria

This section aims at describing the evaluation criteria followed within this thesis
to assess the technical performance of the proposed method based on distances
(Section 5.4.4).

In contrast to the rest of chapters contained within this thesis, this evaluation
chapter will not include a literature review on biometric evaluations, as even a short
review of the technical literature on biometric device testing over the last two decades
(or more) reveals a wide variety of conflicting and contradictory testing protocols.
In addition, most of evaluations carried out in previous research have focused on
verification, while few considered identification evaluation [Kanh 11b, Ferr 11a].
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In other words, it seems necessary to provide a more formal evaluation frame,
accepted by the whole scientific community, so that the results obtained can be
fairly compared without any bias to other biometric techniques or modalities.

Therefore, this thesis exploits the international norm ISO/IEC 19795 which be-
longs to the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 37 Biometrics committee, within the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) [JTC1 06].

The purpose of this norm ISO/IEC 19795 is to present the requirements and
best scientific practices for conducting technical performance testing.

7.2.1 Scope of ISO/IEC 19795

The aim of ISO/IEC 19795 is to:

• establish general principles for testing the performance of biometric systems
in terms of error rates and throughput rates for purposes including prediction
of performance, comparison of performance, and verifying compliance with
specified performance requirements,

• specify performance metrics for biometric systems,

• specify requirements on test methods, recording of data and reporting of re-
sults,

• provide a framework for developing and describing test protocols with a three-
fold intention: to help avoid bias due to inappropriate data collection of ana-
lytic procedures; to help achieve the best estimate of field performance for the
expanded effort; and to improve understanding of the limits of applicability of
the test results,

• develop and describe protocols for technology and scenario evaluations, and

• execute and report biometric evaluations reflective of the parameters associ-
ated with biometric evaluation types.

This ISO/IEC 19795 is applicable to empirical performance testing of biometric
systems and algorithms through analysis of the matching scores and decisions output
by the system, without detailed knowledge of the system’s algorithms or of the
underlying distribution of biometric characteristics in the population of interest.

However, there exist some limitations to this standard. It is out the scope of
ISO/IEC 19795 the measurement of error and throughput rates for people deliber-
ately trying to circumvent correct recognition by the biometric system (i.e. active
impostors). In addition, aspects such as reliability, availability and maintainability;
security, including vulnerability; conformance; safety; human factors, including user
acceptance; relation between cost and benefit or privacy regulation compliance are
not within the scope of this standard. Finally, this standard does not contemplate
the evaluation of biometric systems during verification in open-set scenarios.
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7.2.2 Nomenclature and Definitions

Before starting with a detailed description of the evaluation, it is necessary to intro-
duce adequate terms and definitions to provide a vocabulary frame to facilitate the
comprehension of subsequent sections, although few of them have been already intro-
duced in former sections. All these terms and definitions are mostly in concordance
with standard ISO/IEC 19795, and are divided into different subsections: Biometric
data (Section 7.2.2.1), User interaction with a biometric system (Section 7.2.2.2),
Personnel involved in the evaluation (Section 7.2.2.3), Types of evaluation (Sec-
tion 7.2.2.4) and Biometric applications (Section 7.2.2.5).

7.2.2.1 Biometric data

This vocabulary concerns data and definitions related to biometric information:

• Sample: User’s biometric measure as output by the data capture subsystem
(e.g. iris, hand or face images are samples).

• Features: Digital representation of the information extracted from a sample
(by the signal processing subsystem) that will be used to construct or compare
against enrolment templates (e.g. minutiae coordinates, principal components,
finger widths are features).

• Template: Also known as Model, it is the user’s stored reference based on
features extracted from enrolment samples.

• Matching score: Also known as Similarity score, it is the measure of the
similarity between features derived from a sample and a store template, or a
measure of how well these features fit a user’s reference model.

• Verification decision: Determination of the probable validity of a user’s
claim to identity in the system.

• Candidate list: Set of potential enrolled identifiers for a subject by an iden-
tification attempt (or by a pre-selection algorithm).

• Identification decision: Determination of a candidate list for the user’s
probable identity in the system.

7.2.2.2 User interaction with a biometric system

These terms define the actions involving biometric data acquisition and the interac-
tion with the system:

• Presentation: Submission of a single biometric sample on the part of a user.

• Attempt: Submission of one (or a sequence of) biometric samples to the
system.
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• Transaction: Sequence of attempts on the part of a user for the purposes of
an enrolment, verification or identification.

• Genuine attempt: Single good-faith attempt by a user to match their own
store template.

• Zero-effort impostor attempt: Attempt in which an individual submits
his/her own biometric characteristics as if he/she were attempting successful
verification against his/her own template, but the comparison is made against
the template of another user.

7.2.2.3 Personnel involved in the evaluation

These definitions describe the names associated to each individual involved whether
in the use of the biometric system or the evaluation of such systems:

• User: Person presenting biometric sample to the system.

• Test subject: User whose biometric data are intended to be enrolled or
compared as part of the evaluation.

• Crew: Set of test subjects gathered for an evaluation.

7.2.2.4 Types of evaluation

Within this section, technology, scenario and operational evaluation are merely de-
fined, since they are widely described in Section 7.3:

• Technology evaluation: Offline Evaluation of one or more algorithms for
the same biometric modality using a pre-existing or specially-collected corpus
of samples.

• Scenario evaluation: Evaluation in which the end-to-end system perfor-
mance is determined in a prototype or simulated application.

• Operational evaluation: Evaluation in which the performance of a complete
biometric system is determined in a specific application environment with a
specific target population.

• Online evaluation: Enrolment or calculation of matching scores are obtained
at the time the image or signal (biometric data) is submitted.

• Offline evaluation: Enrolment or calculation of matching scores are based
on images or signals collected earlier.

Concerning the advantages and drawbacks between online and offline evalua-
tion, it is necessary to state that online evaluation involved the biometric data to be
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discarded, saving the need for storage. However, offline evaluation can be more ap-
propriate (regardless the test type), as it allows greater control over which attempts
and template images are to be used in any transaction.

In fact, technology testing will always involve data storage for later, offline pro-
cessing. On the contrary, with scenario and operational testing, online

7.2.2.5 Biometric applications

In relation to biometric applications, this section describes the most common terms
associated with biometric operations.

• Verification: Application in which the user makes a positive claim to an
identity, features derived from the submitted samples biometric measures are
compared to the enrolled template for the claimed identity, and an accept or
reject decision regarding the identity claim is returned. This decision is done
based on the similarity score. There are two types of verification:

– Closed-set Verification: Verification for which all potential users are
enrolled in the system.

– Open-set Verification: Verification for which some potential users are
not enrolled in the system.

• Identification: Application in which a search of the enrolled database is
performed, and a candidate list of 0, 1 or more identifiers is returned. There
are two types of identification:

– Closed-set Identification: Identification for which all potential users
are enrolled in the system.

– Open-set Identification: Identification for which some potential users
are not enrolled in the system.

7.2.3 Genuine and Impostor Transactions

Testing a biometric system will involve the collection of input images or data, which
are used for template generation at enrolment, and for calculation of matching
scores at later attempts. The images collected can either be used immediately for
an online enrolment or identification attempt, or may be store and used later for
offline enrolment and identification.

An enrolment or calculation of matching scores is said to be “offline” when it is
based on images or signals collected earlier. Collecting a database of images for of-
fline enrolment and calculation of matching scores allows greater control over which
attempts and template images are not to be used in any transaction. Regardless of
test type, offline testing can be more appropriate than online testing in several cir-
cumstances mentioned later in this best practice document. Technology evaluation
will always involve data storage for later, offline processing, in contrast to scenario
and operational testing.
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In addition, concerning genuine transactions for technology evaluation, test data
should be collected in an environment that anticipates the capabilities of the algo-
rithms to be tested. Test data should be neither too hard nor too easy to match to
the enrolment templates.

In contrast, impostor transactions can be generated online or offline in several
manners:

• Online impostor transactions involve volunteers submitting samples to be com-
pared against other people’s enrolments. Online impostor transactions can be
collected by having each user make zero-effort impostor attempts against each
of a pre-determined number of non-self templates randomly selected from all
previous enrolments.

• Offline impostor transactions are computed by comparing samples already
collected as genuine transactions against enrolment templates. Offline com-
putation allows a full cross-comparison approach in which every sample is
compared against every non-self template.

More concretely, offline impostor comparisons are made in the same basic way as
online comparisons, by either randomly selecting with replacement both samples and
templates for the non-self comparisons; randomly selecting, for each genuine sample,
a number of non-self template from all those enrolled for comparison with the sample
features (random selection of templates being independent for each sample); or
performing a full cross comparison, in which each sample feature is compared with
every non-self template.

Obviously, impostor attempts shall be made under the same conditions as the
genuine attempts.

In technology evaluation impostor transactions are always analysed offline. How-
ever, occasionally there may be a database of impostor attempts, to be analysed in-
stead of or in addition to the set of cross-comparison impostor transaction, according
to ISO/IEC 19795.

7.3 Types of Evaluation

Biometric technical performance testing can be of three different types: technology
evaluation, scenario evaluation and operational evaluation. The same division is
proposed by Phillips et al [Phil 00].

More in detail, each evaluation is described below:

• Technology Evaluation: The goal of a technology evaluation is to compare
competing algorithms from a single technology, carried out on a standardised
(publicly available) database collected by a universal sensor. Nonetheless,
performance against this database will depend upon both the environment
(illumination, background and so forth) and the population. Usually, testing
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is carried out using offline processing of the data. In addition, the results of
technology evaluation are repeatable, as the database is fixed.

• Scenario Evaluation: The goal of scenario testing is to determine the overall
system performance in a prototype or simulated application, carried out on a
complete system in an environment that models a real-world target application
of interest. Scenario evaluation implies test to be collected under the same
environment with the same population, as each tested system may have its
own acquisition sensor and will receive consequently slightly different data. In
this case, testing can be carried out both using offline and online processing
of the data, but test results will be repeatable only to the extent that the
modelled scenario can be carefully controlled.

• Operational Evaluation: The goal of operational testing is to determine
the performance of a complete biometric system in a specific application en-
vironment with a specific target population. In this case, offline testing might
not be possible, since there may be data storage capabilities limitations in the
test device. In general, operational test results will not be repeatable because
of unknown and undocumented differences between operational environments,
being ground truth (i.e. who was actually presenting a good faith biometric
measure) difficult to ascertain.

More concretely, according to previous descriptions, the most suitable evaluation
scheme is a technology evaluation, as the goal of this evaluation chapter is mostly
oriented to assess the perform a comparative evaluation of a specific approaches
with a fixed corpus. Scenario and operational evaluation will be considered as future
work.

A more complete and detailed comparison between the different types of evalua-
tions can be found in Annex A of standard ISO/IEC 19795 (Part 1) [JTC1 06]. In
contrast, technology evaluation is widely described in the subsequent Section 7.3.1.

7.3.1 Technology Evaluation

As stated previously, technology evaluation is the offline evaluation of one or more
algorithms or approaches for the same biometric modality, using a pre-existing or
specially-collected corpus of samples.

The advantages of technology evaluation are briefly described below (ISO/IEC
19795):

• Ability to conduct full cross-comparison tests, as technology evaluation affords
the possibility to use the entire testing population as claimants to the identities
of all other members, used as impostors.

• Ability to conduct exploratory testing. Technology evaluation is well-suited
to research and development, allowing the improvement of algorithmic effects,
parameters changes or different image databases evaluation.
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• Ability to conduct multi-instance and multi-algorithmic testing. In other
words, technology evaluation affords the possibility to carry out repeatable
evaluations of multi-instance systems (e.g. different fingers geometry) and
multi-algorithmic (e.g. contour- and distance-based approaches).

• Technology evaluation also allows to evaluate separately all modules subse-
quent to the human-sensor interface, including: quality control and feedback
module(s), signal processing module(s), feature extraction and normalization
module(s), feature-level fusion module (s), comparison score computation and
fusion module(s), and score normalization module(s).

• If sample data are available, performance can be measured over very large
target populations, utilizing samples acquired over a period of years.

7.4 Performance metrics and reporting results

This section attempts to define adequate rates to evaluate the performance of a
biometric system along every aspect gathered by the system: from acquisition, to
the final decision making.

Unfortunately, conflicting definitions are implicit in the literature. For instance,
literature on large-scale identification systems often refers to a “false rejection” oc-
curring when a submitted sample is incorrectly matched to a template enrolled by
another user. On the contrary, in the access control literature, a “false acceptance” is
said to have occurred when a submitted sample is incorrectly matched to a template
enrolled by another user.

In order to avoid this kind of misunderstanding, this section is created based on
standard ISO/IEC 19795 which provides a proper evaluation frame.

The structure of this section will follow the architecture of a common biometric
system: acquisition, pre-processing, template creation and matching, so that the
reader may find easy to go through this evaluation description.

First of all, basic definitions concerning performance metrics are provided in the
subsequent section.

7.4.1 Fundamental performance metrics

These metrics are associated with the first stages of the biometric systems, i.e.
acquisition and enrolment.

During the acquisition procedure, some errors may occur due to inaccurate seg-
mentation results or feature extraction, inappropriate biometric data presentation
or incapability to capture biometric characteristic (e.g. due to illness or injury). In
this cases, it is important to report the proportion of verification or identification
attempts for which the system fails to capture or locate a sample of sufficient qual-
ity. This proportion is named Failure-to-acquire rate (FTA), and it strongly
depends on adjustable thresholds for image or signal quality, as well as the allowed
duration for sample acquisition or allowed number of presentation.
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In addition, the extent a biometric system is unable to enrol individuals is de-
scribed by Failure-to-enrol rate (FTE), which is the proportion of the population
for whom the system fails to complete the enrolment process. In other words, it is
the population proportion for whom the system is unable to generate repeatable
templates, those unable to produce and image of sufficient quality at enrolment,
and those who cannot reliably match their template in attempts to confirm the
enrolment is usable.

There exist many reasons which causes a FTE error, such as system inability
either to present the required biometric characteristic or to produce a sample of
sufficient quality at enrolment. Furthermore, the FTE rate depends on the enrol-
ment policy that governs the sample quality threshold for enrolment, the decision
threshold to confirm the enrolment is usable, and the number of attempts or time
allowed for enrolment in an enrolment transaction.

Both FTE and FTA are related to biometric data acquisition and image pro-
cessing. Nonetheless, once the biometric sample is acquired, and the features are
properly extracted, there must be a decision concerning whether a specific biometric
sample belong to a certain user (template).

With this aim, there exist two rates which measure the capability of a system
to properly accept or reject individuals, namely False match rate (FMR) and
False non-match rate (FNMR). Both FMR and FNMR are regarded as matching
errors.

The former represents the expected probability that a sample will be falsely
declared to match a single randomly-selected non-self1 template. In other words,
FMR is the proportion of samples, acquired from zero-effort impostor attempts,
that are falsely declared to match the compared non-self template. A false match is
sometimes called a “false positive” in the literature.

The latter represents the expected probability that a sample will be falsely de-
clared not to match a template of the same measure from the same user supplying
the template. Similarly to FMR, a false non-match is sometimes called a “false
negative” in the literature.

7.4.2 Verification system performance metrics

As stated in the Biometric applications definitions (Section 7.2.2.5), in verification
systems, the user makes a positive claim to an identity2, requiring a one-to-one
comparison of the submitted sample biometric measure to the enrolled template for
the claimed identity.

According to these criteria, there exist two possible cases:

• False Accept Rate (FAR): The expected proportion of transactions with
wrongful claims of identity that are incorrectly confirmed. In other words, the

1By non-self, it is meant genetically different.
2Positive claim of identity: The user claims (either explicitly or implicitly) to be enrolled in or

known to the system. An explicit claim might be accompanied by a claimed identity in the form of
a name, or personal identification number (PIN). Common access control systems are an example.
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FAR is the expected proportion of zero-effort non-genuine transactions that
will be falsely accepted. A transaction may consist of one or more wrongful
attempts dependent upon the decision policy. In addition, a false acceptance
is often referred to as a “Type II” error. Concretely in the case of a verification
transaction system consisting of a single attempt, the FAR can be expressed
by the relation below:

FAR = FMR× (1− FTA) (7.1)

• False Reject Rate (FRR): The expected proportion of transaction with
truthful claims of identity that are incorrectly denied. In other words, the
FRR is the proportion of genuine verification transactions that will be falsely
denied. Similarly to FAR, a transaction may consist of one or more truthful
attempts dependent upon the decision policy. In addition, a false rejection is
often referred as a “Type I” error, in the mathematical literature. Concretely
in the case of a verification transaction system consisting of a single attempt,
the FRR can be described by the relation below:

FRR = FTA + FNMR× (1− FTA) (7.2)

Decision errors are due to matching errors or image acquisition errors. How these
fundamental errors combine to form decision errors depends on whether one-to-one
matching is required, either there is a positive or negative claim of identity, and the
decision policy. Therefore, the reader may notice that the calculation of FAR and
FRR in other verification system distinct from that with a single attempt, must be
calculated specifically and studied separately.

Nonetheless, there exist differences between decision errors and matching errors
that must be clearly pointed out. In other words, FMR and FNMR are not gener-
ally synonymous with FAR and FRR. FMR/FNMR are calculated over the number
of comparisons, but FAR/FRR are calculated over transactions and refer to the
acceptance or rejection of the stated hypothesis, whether positive or negative. Fur-
ther, FAR/FRR include FTA rates. Although not specifically gathered in standard
ISO/IEC 19795, there is a very common parameter to evaluate the performance of
the biometric system in verification mode [Duta 09]. This factor is called Equal
Error Rate (EER), and it is described as the point where FAR and FRR coincide.

Finally, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 also considers the comparison of systems
having different FTE rates, requiring the use of generalized false reject (GFRR)
and false accept rates (GFAR) which combine enrolment, sample acquisition and
matching errors. However, the description and use of these rates is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
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7.4.3 Closed-set Identification system performance metrics

A closed-set identification system consists of identifications for which all potential
users are enrolled in the system. Therefore, the metrics associated to these system
must described to what extent the system is able to identify individuals within a
specific set of candidates.

The identification rate (defined at rank r) is the probability that a transaction
by a user enrolled in the system includes that user’s true identifier within the top r
matches is returned. In case, the identification rate is presented at rank 1, then the
database size must be referenced directly.

7.4.4 Open-set Identification system performance metrics

In contrast to closed-set identification systems, the called open-set identification
systems consist of identifications for which some potential users are not enrolled in
the system.

There are two metrics associated with an open-set identification system, namely
False-Negative and False-Positive Identification-error Rates (FNIR and FPIR). The
former is the proportion of identification transactions by users enrolled in the system,
for which the user’s correct identifier is not included in the candidate list returned.
The latter is the proportion of identification transactions by users not enrolled in
the system, for which a non-empty list of candidate identifiers is returned.

7.4.5 Uncertainty of estimates

The standard ISO/IEC 19795 makes a considerably wide explanation of how to
deal with uncertainty of estimates. Herein, it is only presented a brief introduction
on which uncertainty is involved in a biometric system evaluation, but the reader
may find interesting the formulae associated with uncertainty calculation. In this
case, the author suggests to read Annexes B.2, B.3 and B.4 from ISO/IEC 19795
standard, where a complete and detailed explanation on estimating uncertainty is
provided. The description of such formulae is out the scope of this thesis.

Performance estimates will be affected by both systematic errors and random
errors. Random errors are those due to the natural variation in volunteers or sam-
ples. Systematic errors are those due to bias in the test procedures. For instance, if
certain types of individual are under-represented in the volunteer crew, this might
bias the result.

The uncertainty arising from random effects will reduce as the size of the test
increases, and can be estimated from the collected data.

It may also be possible to determine the effects of some of the systematic errors.
For example, checking whether the error rates for an under-represented category of
individuals are consistent with the overall error rates could show whether a properly
balanced test crew would give different error rates.
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7.4.6 Throughput performance

It is also of importance to measure the transaction time required to carry out every
step in the biometric system: pre-processing, feature extraction, template extraction
or template matching.

Although ISO/IEC standard covers several aspects concerning throughput per-
formance, such as measuring biometric reference generation an sample feature ex-
traction timing, simultaneous measurement of throughput and recognition error
rates, throughput in impostor and genuine user attempts and so forth, this thesis
will only consider timing performance, in other words, the time required by each step
to fulfil the corresponding target (segmentation, feature extraction and the like).

7.5 Evaluation of the proposed method

This section presents the evaluation of the method proposed in Section 5.4.3, which
is one of the main contributions of this thesis.

This evaluation will consider the databases presented under Chapter 3, and it will
also follow the recommendations presented under standard ISO/IEC 19795 [JTC1 06].

7.5.1 UST Database

This section will present the technical evaluation for the UST database (Section 3.4).

7.5.1.1 Fundamental performance metrics

According to Section 7.4, the fundamental performance metrics are defined by FTE,
FTA, FNMR and FMR. For the sake of comparability, FNMR and FMR will be
regarded during the verification evaluation (both closed- and open-set).

However, this section will consider the behaviour of FTE and FTA. First of all,
FTE will be studied in relation to the number of training samples, as when the
number of training samples increases, it might provoke FTE to increase depending
on the database. In contrast, FTA will be presented independently of the number of
training samples, as FTA depends on single attempts, rather than on a enrolment
transaction.

The results for UST database are FTA = 0% and FTE = 0% (for every number
of training samples), as segmentation is the main reason why FTA and FTE can be
affected by, and segmentation for this database is straightforward.

In addition, the success of the left-right hand classifier (Section 5.3.4) is 100%,
which is an outstanding result.

This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will coincide to FAR and FRR,
respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2).
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7.5.1.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is depicted in Figure 7.1 where for each single individ-
ual, the samples are divided into three different sets: Training, used to create the
template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to calculate the optimum
threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing, used to calculate the
FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 3 samples).

Figure 7.1: Visual division of data for closed-set verification. Samples per users are
divided, so that there is 2 to 5 samples per training; 2 samples per validation; and 3
samples per testing.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutation among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations. One of the main advantages of this procedure is the randomness of the
task, but in contrast, repeating the procedure 25 times, implies that much of the
permutations are not considered. This means that some samples may never be
selected in every set, which can be regarded as a drawback.

However, considering every permutation involving users and samples is pro-
hibitive3. Obviously, the number of 25 iterations in comparison to all the combi-

3This number may be calculated as all the possible combinations between samples
per training, validation and the number of users involved in training. In other words,(
CnSamples

nTrainingSamples × C
nSamples-nTrainingSamples
nValidationSamples

)nUsers
, where nTrainingUsers is the number of users

involved during the training process; nUsers is the number of total users; nTrainingSamples is the
number of samples used to create a template (in this case, from 2 to 5); nSamples, the number of
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nations corresponds to a negligible proportion, but statistically allows an adequate
solution to estimate the errors and their corresponding variances.

The evaluation will consider two possible parameters: number of training sam-
ples (i.e. how many numbers of samples are necessary to create the template) and
the number of extracted features per finger. The effect of these parameters in the
performance metrics is direct: FAR and FRR decrease as both parameters increase
until a specific point, where FAR and FRR remains invariable against changes in
both parameters.

Finally, results are presented concerning three different aspects. First of all, Fi-
gure 7.2 illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number of
features per finger, and Figure 7.3 depicts the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in rela-
tion to the number of training samples. These Figures are represented as a Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC). Secondly, Table 7.1 shows the variation of
Equal Error Rate (EER) along former parameters, and Table 7.2 indicates at which
thresholds previous EERs were achieved.

More in detail, Figure 7.2 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
once the number of 20-25 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
of training samples to 3, selecting the number of features per finger between 20 and
25 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

In contrast, it is necessary to study the variation of the performance in relation to
the number of training samples. As stated previously, this is presented in Figure 7.3,
where every plot is obtained fixing the number of features per finger to 20 distances.
It is observed how the accuracy of the system increases with the number of training
samples. Nonetheless, an adequate solution is setting the number of training samples
to 3, as it combines an acceptable performance with a reasonable acceptability from
the user. Notice that an enrolment with 5 or more samples might make the user
avoid the biometric technique.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly setting the
number of features per finger within the interval 20-25 and the number of training
samples to 3. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 support this hypothesis, but this fact is
more clearly stated in Table 7.1, where the EER values are presented in relation to
both parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 5 training samples and 30 features per finger
(EER = 1.85±0.1% for the right hand), but the rates obtained with 3 training
samples and 25 features per finger are also competitive, and certainly represent an
appropriate balance between verification accuracy and usability.

Results are worse (in terms of EER) for the left hand than for the right hand,
but there is no justification apart from the fact that there is more proportion of
right-handed people, implying that they are more accustomed to use the right hand

samples per user (in this case of UST database, 10 samples); and, nValidationSamples, the number
of samples to validate the system (in this case, 2 samples).
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Figure 7.2: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the UST corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of features
(nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples. Notice
how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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Figure 7.3: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the UST corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of training
samples (nTrain.), with the number of features per finger fixed to 20 distances. Notice how
better results are obtained as the number of training samples increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 8.1±0.3 6.5±0.4 5.6±0.1 4.6±0.2
7 6.3±0.1 4.7±0.2 3.6±0.3 4.1±0.2
10 6.0±0.5 3.8±0.3 4.1±0.5 3.0±0.1

LEFT 15 5.1±0.3 4.3±0.3 3.6±0.4 2.4±0.1
20 4.1±0.5 3.7±0.1 2.8±0.1 2.7±0.3
25 4.4±0.1 3.1±0.2 2.9±0.3 2.1±0.2
30 5.1±0.2 3.5±0.4 2.8±0.1 2.3±0.2
5 5.8±0.3 5.0±0.2 4±0.3 4.0±0.5
7 5.1±0.2 3.7±0.1 3.6±0.2 3.1±0.1
10 4.5±0.2 3.5±0.2 2.5±0.1 2.4±0.3

RIGHT 15 4.1±0.2 3.3±0.3 2.3±0.1 2.4±0.1
20 4.1±0.2 2.7±0.2 2.3±0.1 2.1±0.1
25 3.3±0.1 2.5±0.1 2.2±0.2 1.9±0.1
30 3.6±0.1 3.0±0.1 1.9±0.2 1.8±0.1

Table 7.1: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) extracted per finger and the number of training (nTrainingSamples)
samples, applied to the UST database. In general, EER decreases as both parameters
increases.

than the left hand, and therefore, the variability in placing hand in the sensor is
lower. In fact, similar results were obtained with this same database [Ferr 11b].
In order to evaluate whether this fact was due to the proposed algorithms, every
image was reflected so that left hands looked right hands and vice-versa. The results
showed the same effect as in Table 7.1, but being in this case the right hand the one
that provides worse results. This means that a possible explanation is not on the
algorithm but on the user behaviour. Nonetheless, there will be further research on
this aspect as future work.

Moreover, Table 7.2 provides the threshold at which previous EERs were ob-
tained. Notice that scores are distributed within the interval [0,1], and most of the
values of this table are around 0.85. It may be expected thresholds to be around
0.5, but the fact that their average is 0.85 is explained based on the formulae related
to template comparison (Equation (6.7)) that agglutinates intraclass scores around
1, but not normally distributed. This explains why all thresholds are around 0.85.

Concretely, Figure 7.32 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass
scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to values higher than 0.5.

The performance in closed-set verification is also measured in terms of FAR and
FRR. These values are presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4.

Both rates decreases as the number of features per finger and number of train-
ing samples increases, but the important aspect is that these values do not differ
excessively from the optimum point (EER), concluding that the proposed method
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 0.85±0.01 0.87±0.02 0.88±0.01 0.88±0.01
7 0.83±0.01 0.85±0.02 0.86±0.02 0.86±0.02
10 0.81±0.03 0.84±0.03 0.84±0.05 0.85±0.01

LEFT 15 0.8±0.04 0.82±0.03 0.83±0.04 0.84±0.01
20 0.8±0.04 0.81±0.01 0.82±0.02 0.83±0.03
25 0.79±0.01 0.82±0.03 0.82±0.03 0.83±0.02
30 0.79±0.01 0.8±0.04 0.82±0.01 0.83±0.02
5 0.86±0.02 0.87±0.01 0.88±0.03 0.88±0.04
7 0.84±0.01 0.86±0.02 0.86±0.02 0.87±0.01
10 0.82±0.01 0.84±0.02 0.85±0.01 0.85±0.03

RIGHT 15 0.81±0.01 0.82±0.04 0.84±0.01 0.84±0.02
20 0.8±0.01 0.82±0.02 0.83±0.02 0.83±0.02
25 0.8±0.02 0.81±0.01 0.82±0.04 0.83±0.01
30 0.79±0.01 0.81±0.02 0.82±0.02 0.83±0.02

Table 7.2: Optimal threshold for each configuration of number of samples per training
(nTrainingSamples) and features (nFeatures) per finger in UST database for closed-set
verification. The score range is within [0, 1], and threshold are around 0.8-0.85, which
suggests that the proposed biometric technique is able to minimize intraclass variation, but
interclass variation can be improved. Notice that an a priori threshold may be around 0.5.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 7.3±0.7 6.2±0.8 5.2±0.5 4.7±0.2
7 6.3±0.3 4.6±0.4 3.9±0.3 4.1±0.4
10 5.3±0.4 4.1±0.4 3.2±0.5 3.3±0.5

LEFT 15 5.1±0.4 3.5±0.1 2.9±0.2 2.6±0.4
20 4.7±0.2 3.3±0.4 2.9±0.2 2.2±0.3
25 4.4±1.1 3.4±0.8 2.6±0.9 2.9±0.3
30 5.3±0.4 3.3±0.3 3.2±0.7 2.7±0.2
5 6.3±0.6 5.1±0.7 3.8±0.6 4.3±0.2
7 5.5±0.6 3.8±0.4 2.9±0.6 2.7±0.7
10 4.3±0.3 3.0±0.4 2.7±0.3 2.5±0.5

RIGHT 15 4.0±0.2 2.9±0.5 2.5±0.3 2.3±0.4
20 3.9±0.6 2.5±0.3 2.1±0.2 1.8±0.3
25 3.5±0.3 2.9±0.5 2.1±0.4 2.1±0.3
30 3.8±0.7 2.7±0.3 1.9±0.1 1.8±0.2

Table 7.3: Variation of FAR (%) in a closed-set verification evaluation. The results are
presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of training
samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands, applied to the UST database. In general,
FAR decreases as both parameters increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 8.3±1.6 6.2±1.3 5.7±0.8 4.8±0.7
7 6.5±1.1 4.6±1.6 4.4±1.2 3.3±0.8
10 6.2±1.7 4.1±0.8 3.5±0.5 2.9±0.8

LEFT 15 4.5±0.3 3.7±0.6 2.6±1.5 2.8±0.5
20 4.6 ±1.3 3.9±0.5 2.6±0.7 3.2±0.8
25 4.7±0.8 3.4±0.2 2.4±0.6 2.1±0.3
30 4.5±0.4 3.4±1.2 3.0±0.7 2.5±1.1
5 7.0±1.2 4.5±1.3 4.9±0.4 2.6±1.1
7 5.6±2.1 4.5±0.7 2.6±0.7 2.5±0.8
10 4.7±0.6 3.1±1.1 2.5±0.5 1.3±0.7

RIGHT 15 4.0±0.8 2.6±1.1 2.2±0.6 1.8±1.1
20 3.3±1.1 3.6±0.6 1.7±0.8 1.6±0.4
25 3.9±0.7 1.7±2.1 2.1±1.2 1.9±0.5
30 3.3±0.7 3.4±1.1 1.4±0.4 1.7±0.6

Table 7.4: Variation of FRR (%) in a closed-set verification evaluation. The results are
presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of training
samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands, applied to the UST database. In general,
FRR decreases as both parameters increases.

is adequate for a closed-set verification application.
Finally, it is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total

of 25 × 3 × 287 × 286 = 6156150 interclass comparisons. A general expression of
these comparisons is given by the following relation (Equation (7.3)):

NoIC = nIter× nTestingSamples× nUsers-1× nUsers (7.3)

where NoIC is the number of impostor comparisons; nIter, the number of random
iterations during the evaluation; nTestingSamples, the number of testing samples
per individuals; nUsers, the number of users within the database.

Furthermore, the number of genuine comparisons is provided by the relation
below (Equation (7.4)):

NoGC = nIter× nTestingSamples× nUsers (7.4)

where NoGC represents the number of genuine comparisons, and the rest of param-
eters are the same as in Equation (7.3). Thus, NoGC = 25× 3× 287 = 21525.

7.5.1.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In an open-set verification system, there exist users that are not enrolled in the
system, in contrast to closed-set verification system, where it is assumed that only
registered (enrolled) users exist within the evaluation scenario.

In order to evaluate the verification system in an open-set scenario, the scheme
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.85. These scores corresponds to a random
configuration of 3 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of
UST database.
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presented in Figure 7.5 represents the division of the UST database. The reader
may notice that this evaluation scenario is not considered within standard ISO/IEC
19795 [JTC1 06].

First of all, the database is divided into two parts: Enrolled users (containing
70%) of the individuals, and Non-enrolled users (containing the remaining 30%).
Afterwards, the samples per user (in the case of UST, there exist 10 samples per
user, see Section 3.4), are divided into three sets: Training, used to create the
template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to calculate the optimum
threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing, used to calculate the
FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 3 samples).

This division is depicted in the Figure 7.5, within the orange-like box. In this
case, the set of training/validation is used to find the optimum threshold, and the
corresponding Equal Error Rate (EER), which is the intersection point between the
FAR and FRR distributions.

The system is then evaluated with this parameter providing the FAR and FRR
for enrolled individuals (similarly to previous section).

However, this section also aims at the following purposes:

• Evaluate how resistant (in terms of FAR) is the trained system, to sam-
ples/attempts from other individuals not enrolled in the system.

• Evaluate to what extent new individuals are able to be included within the
system without the necessity of recalculating the optimum threshold.

• Assess which is the number of false acceptances between the new created
templates (blue-like box in Figure 7.5) and the test samples which belong to
the enrolled individuals.

Figure 7.5 represents all these relations by means of arrows. Furthermore, in
order to make equitable comparisons, the same number of samples were used for
training and testing sets in the non-enrolled user database portion. Notice that
this fact involves that part of the samples per user from non-enrolled user set is
discarded. This part corresponds to the samples corresponding to validation.

Similarly to the closed-set scenario, this procedure was carried out randomly,
selecting different permutation among users (and sample) to form the enrolled users
and non-enrolled users set. This procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and
results were averaged along these iterations.

However, considering every permutation involving users and samples is pro-
hibitive (around 10E75 possibilities)4, and also a leave-one-out approach (around

4This number is calculated as all the possible combinations between samples per training, valida-
tion and the number of users involved in training. In other words, CnUsers

nTrainingUsers×CnSamples
nTrainingSamples×

CnSamples-nTrainingSamples
nValidationSamples , where nTrainingUsers is the number of users involved during the training

process; nUsers is the number of total users; nTrainingSamples is the number of samples used to
create a template (in this case, from 2 to 5); nSamples, the number of samples per user (in this
case of UST database, 10 samples); and, nValidationSamples, the number of samples to validate
the system (in this case, 2 samples).
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10E343 possibilities). Obviously, the number of 25 iterations in comparison to all
the combinations seems ridiculous, but statistically allows an adequate solution to
estimate the errors and their corresponding variances.

Figure 7.5: Visual division of data for open-set verification. The corpus is divided into two
parts: enrolled users (orange-like box) and non-enrolled users (blue-like box). In addition,
samples per users are also divided, so that there is 2 to 5 samples per training; 2 samples
per validation; and 3 samples per testing.

The parameters in the study are identical to closed-set verification, i.e. the
number of training samples and the number of extracted features per finger.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corres-
ponds to 200 users for both hands left and right5) and validated with 2 samples
per individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configura-
tion (as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance
and rejection rates are calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and
non-enrolled in the system6.

Thus, Table 7.5 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between

5Notice that there are a total of 287 individuals within this database.
6The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.2
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 7.2±0.8 6.3±0.8 5±0.5 4.7±0.2
7 6.3±0.4 4.6±0.5 3.9±0.2 4.1±0.3
10 5.3±0.4 4.1±0.5 3.2±0.3 3.3±0.4

LEFT 15 5.0±0.2 3.6±0.1 2.8±0.1 2.7±0.3
20 4.8±0.2 3.3±0.3 2.9±0.2 2.3±0.3
25 4.4±1.0 3.4±0.8 2.6±0.9 2.9±0.3
30 5.3±0.4 3.3±0.3 3.2±0.7 2.7±0.1
5 6.37±0.5 5.0±0.6 3.9±0.6 4.2±0.3
7 5.55±0.6 3.8±0.3 2.9±0.5 2.8±0.6
10 4.3±0.3 3.0±0.4 2.7±0.3 2.5±0.5

RIGHT 15 3.9±0.4 3.1±0.5 2.5±0.2 2.3±0.3
20 3.9±0.6 2.5±0.4 2.0±0.2 1.8±0.2
25 3.5±0.4 2.9±0.4 2.1±0.3 2.0±0.4
30 3.8±0.6 2.7±0.2 2.0±0.1 1.9±0.3

Table 7.5: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their corre-
sponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for UST database. The results
are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of train-
ing samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands. In general, FAR decreases as both
parameters increases.

samples of individuals already enrolled in the system, and their corresponding testing
samples.

These rates are obtained based on a total of 25 × 3 × 199 × 200 = 2985000

impostor comparisons (Equation (7.3)). In this case, nUsers = 200, as it represents
the 70% of the total database.

This Table 7.5 implies that the number of false acceptances decreases with the
number of training samples, but achieves an optimum value with 20 samples per
finger.

Same effect concerning rates differences between left and right hand is observed,
as detected in closed-set verification. There will be further research on why left and
right hand presents such differences in results.

Similarly, Table 7.6 is presented with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
FRR of enrolled individuals with samples of the same individuals. In this case, the
number of genuine comparisons is NoGC = 25×3× 200 = 15000 (Equation (7.4)).

Same conclusion can be extracted from this Table 7.6, indicating that the number
of false rejections decreases with the number of training samples, but achieves an
optimum value with 10 and 20 samples per finger.

In addition, the reader may notice that these results presented in Table 7.5 and
Table 7.6 are statistically similar to those presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4,
respectively. In order to avoid an excessive number of tables and a repetition of
the information, only Tables 7.5 and 7.6 will be used to indicate the behaviour of
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 8.4±1.6 6.1±1.2 5.7±0.9 4.8±0.6
7 6.5±0.9 4.7±1.5 4.4±1.3 3.3±0.7
10 6.3±1.7 4.2±0.8 3.5±0.3 3.0±0.7

LEFT 15 4.6±0.2 3.8±0.5 2.8±1.5 2.8±0.6
20 4.5±1.3 4.0±0.5 2.7±0.7 3.2±0.8
25 4.6±0.8 3.5±0.2 2.3±0.5 2.0±0.3
30 4.4±0.3 3.3±1.0 3.0±0.7 2.6±0.9
5 7.0±0.9 4.6±1.2 5.0±0.5 2.7±1.1
7 5.5±2.0 4.4±0.6 2.5±0.7 2.5±0.7
10 4.7±0.5 3.3±1.0 2.5±0.5 1.2±0.9

RIGHT 15 4.1±0.8 2.6±1.0 2.2±0.6 1.8±0.8
20 3.5±1.0 3.5±0.5 1.7±0.8 1.7±0.5
25 4.0±0.9 1.7±2.0 2.0±1.1 1.9±0.4
30 3.5±0.6 3.4±1.0 1.5±0.6 1.6±0.7

Table 7.6: Variation of FRR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their corre-
sponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for UST database. The results
are presented in relation to the number of features and the number (nFeatures) of training
samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. In general, FRR decreases as both
parameters increases.

closed-set verification in the subsequent databases presented within this thesis.
Previous results are related to enrolled individuals. However, it is interesting to

evaluate the behaviour of the system with non-enrolled individuals, once the optimal
threshold has been stated with other users.

In order to carry out this evaluation, the remaining users of the database (i.e.
87 individuals, 30% of the total population) are involved. The strategy is as fol-
lows: create the templates with the data corresponding to non-enrolled users, and
with the corresponding testing samples, evaluate both FAR and FRR with the op-
timum threshold fixed a priori. This means that the threshold is not recalculated
after new enrolments. The reader may notice that evaluating the FAR and FRR
after recalculating the threshold with every new enrolments implies not only a high
computational cost but also a repetition of the enrolled FAR and FRR in order to
ensure that they remain invariant to new users addition.

With this study, threshold is fixed for the enrolled individuals, and it is not
recalculated as new individuals get enrolled in the system. In contrast, if threshold is
recalculated, it seems logical that new individuals may be more likely to be properly
verified. In other words, the worst case is assumed.

In fact, if threshold is fixed a priori, it is reasonable to think FAR/FRR rates
for new enrolments to be higher than those FAR/FRR rates associated with en-
rolled individuals, unless the optimal threshold were able to separate populations
regardless the training, which usually is uncommon.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 9.0±0.7 6.0±0.8 5.1±0.5 3.9±0.9
7 5.6±0.8 4.4±1.3 4.0±1.3 4.7±1.2
10 4.9±0.7 4.0±0.9 2.2±0.5 2.7±1.1

LEFT 15 4.1±1.3 3.3±0.4 2.8±0.7 2.6±0.7
20 5.3±1.1 3.3±1.5 2.7±0.2 2.5±1.5
25 3.7±0.7 4±0.8 2.5±0.8 3.0±0.6
30 5.2±1.5 3.2±0.3 2.9±1.5 2.4±0.5
5 6.4±0.6 5.1±1.0 3.8±0.4 3.3±1.0
7 4.3±1.2 3.9±0.8 3.5±0.7 3.4±0.6
10 4.3±0.2 3.1±1.2 3.0±0.3 2.1±1.1

RIGHT 15 4.0±1.0 2.9±0.1 2.3±0.4 2.9±0.6
20 3.5±0.5 3.3±0.9 2.1±0.4 1.6±0.5
25 3.3±1.0 3.1±0.8 1.6±0.4 2.0±0.4
30 2.2±1.6 2.2±0.5 2.1±1.0 1.9±0.5

Table 7.7: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verifica-
tion scenario for UST database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FAR decreases as both parameters increases.

In such case, the conclusion will be that this biometric technique can find a
threshold independent of the database, at least to some extent. This result has
interesting and attractive applications in mobile applications where only one (or
very few) users are enrolled.

Tables 7.7 and 7.8 gather the results corresponding to FAR and FRR for non-
enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.7 and 7.8 are
comparable to those showed in Tables 7.5 and 7.6, which means that the threshold
used to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Tables 7.9 and 7.10 are presented indicating the capability of the biome-
tric system (with the threshold fixed, Table 7.2) to avoid false acceptances between
enrolled users and non-enrolled samples and vice-versa. Although the threshold is
calculated with a lower number of users due to the experimental scenario, these
values do not vary significantly in comparison to those presented in closed-set veri-
fication (Table 7.2).

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
have not been involved during the training phase.

The results in both Tables 7.9 and 7.10 point out that the system conserves
similar rates to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 8.8±0.9 5.2±1.8 4.1±2.5 3.7±2.4
7 6.8±1.9 6.6±1.7 3.8±1.7 2.2±1.2
10 4.9±1.5 3.7±2.0 3.4±1.4 3.1±0.8

LEFT 15 5±1.6 5.9±2.0 2.6±0.5 2.1±1.4
20 3.9±1.2 1.8±2.0 3.7±1.5 1.7±0.9
25 3.9±2.1 2.5±1.6 3.5±2.2 2.2±0.8
30 3.4±1.4 3.8±1.4 3.3±1.3 2.0±1.1
5 6.5±1.8 4.3±1.2 3.7±1.4 4.5±2.2
7 5.7±1.4 3.7±1.9 2.2±0.7 2.2±0.9
10 3.6±0.8 3.2±0.6 2.9±1.0 2.8±1.1

RIGHT 15 4.3±1.9 1.8±1.0 2.9±1.4 2.0±0.7
20 3.0±0.8 1.7±0.7 2.7±0.9 1.9±0.4
25 4.8±0.3 1.9±1.2 3.1±1.8 2±0.6
30 3.8±1.8 2.6±0.9 2.3±0.8 2.5±1.1

Table 7.8: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verifica-
tion scenario for UST database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FRR decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 8.6±0.6 6.1±0.1 5.2±0.1 4.1±0.4
7 5.8±0.5 4.5±1.0 4.1±0.5 4.5±0.7
10 4.8±0.5 4.0±0.8 2.9±0.2 3.0±0.6

LEFT 15 4.7±0.6 3.4±0.2 2.6±0.5 2.6±0.5
20 5.3±0.4 3.6±0.9 2.7±0.2 2.6±0.6
25 4.1±0.5 4.0±0.6 2.9±0.7 2.9±0.4
30 5.1±0.9 3.3±0.3 2.9±0.9 2.5±0.3
5 6.1±0.4 4.7±1.0 4.2±0.5 3.8±0.5
7 5.1±0.6 3.8±0.4 3.2±0.6 3.2±0.3
10 4.4±0.2 3.2±0.7 2.8±0.4 2.7±0.5

RIGHT 15 4.5±0.8 2.8±0.3 2.3±0.2 2.6±0.3
20 3.9±0.5 2.6±0.4 1.7±0.3 1.7±0.3
25 3.6±0.6 3.1±0.6 1.8±0.5 2.2±0.3
30 3.0±0.9 2.4±0.4 1.8±0.4 2.0±0.2

Table 7.9: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples of
non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for UST database. The results
are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of training
samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to what extent
the system is able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 7.7±0.7 6.3±0.6 5.0±0.6 4.2±0.7
7 5.8±0.3 4.9±0.8 3.9±0.5 4.4±0.8
10 4.9±0.5 3.9±0.8 3.0±0.3 3.2±0.6

LEFT 15 4.8±0.8 3.3±0.4 2.9±0.5 2.8±0.6
20 5.3±0.7 3.2±0.6 3.0±0.2 2.4±0.7
25 3.8±0.9 4.0±0.6 2.6±1.0 3.0±0.6
30 5.3±0.7 3.0±0.3 2.7±1.1 2.6±0.2
5 6.7±0.5 4.7±0.73 3.8±0.5 3.6±0.5
7 5.3±0.7 4±0.4 3.1±0.5 3.2±0.4
10 4.3±0.4 3.2±0.8 2.9±0.4 2.6±0.6

RIGHT 15 4.3±0.7 2.9±0.4 2.7±0.4 2.6±0.3
20 3.7±0.6 2.7±0.6 1.9±0.4 1.6±0.3
25 3.1±0.6 2.8±0.6 2.1±0.4 2.2±0.4
30 2.7±1.0 2.4±0.4 2.2±0.4 1.9±0.3

Table 7.10: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and sam-
ples of enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for UST database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to add new individuals without interfering with previous
enrolled individuals.

significant distinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled
samples and non-enrolled attempts.

7.5.1.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimating to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample.

The strategy is based on a 1:N comparison scenario, where N is the number of
users enrolled in the system. In other words, given a biometric sample si and a set
of templates Tk, with k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the system performs a total of N comparisons
(Tk,si), providing a score as a result of such a comparison.

These scores are sorted in ascend or descend order, depending on the comparison
criteria and the scores7. If the correct identity is within the first r values, the system
successes, and this identification is called a rank r identification.

The evaluation will consist of studying the variation of the Identification Rate in
relation to the number of features per finger, rank r and number of training samples.

Figure 7.6 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 3 samples.

7Concretely, in the proposed method, the scores are sorted in an ascend manner.
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Figure 7.6: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the UST corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number of
features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.
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Figure 7.7: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the UST corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number of
training samples (nTrain.), with the number of number of features per finger fixed to 20
samples. Notice how better results are obtained as the number of training samples increases.
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Figure 7.8: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to UST database. The system is trained with three
samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Both left and right hand data behave
similarly, and rates of 100% can be observed with few users, which makes this system
suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for instance.

This Figure 7.6 illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set identifica-
tion increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features per finger
does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change significantly
for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact supports the
idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option. Moreover, this behaviour is
similar regardless of the hands involved, either left or right.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of three samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.8 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems for both left and right hands.

As expected, the Identification Rate decreases as the number of individuals in-
creases within the database. However, it is significant that with a low number of
users, the identification rate is 100% which makes of this proposed algorithm a very
suitable option for biometric application in mobile devices.

The fact that right hand has better performance than left hand as the number
of users increases is explained as a consequence of the differences already observed
in verification and in literature [Ferr 11b] and thus it has no further significance.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.8 at
maximum number of users, i.e. 287, are statistically similar to those obtained in
Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7, as every plot was obtained with different random combi-
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Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Left 0.34±0.02 0.14±0.03 0.16±0.01 0.18±0.02
Right 0.32±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.21±0.03

Table 7.11: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to UST
database. Times are measured in seconds.

nation of samples.

7.5.1.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.

Figure 7.9 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,
as the enrolment database grows. This Figure is represented as a Detection Error
Trade-off Curve (henceforth, DET). As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.9) to every user enrolled in the system (a
total of 287 for UST database, Plot in Figure 7.9).

7.5.1.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system. These
temporal aspects and computational cost evaluation was carried out, provided the
following computer specifications: a PC computer @2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with
4GB 1067 MHz DDR3 of memory, considering that the proposed method was com-
pletely implemented in MATLAB.

Firstly, Table 7.11 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-
mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
most time-consuming step is segmentation8, followed by valley detection. Regarding
the evaluation of the Quality Control module, its evaluation was not considered for
each database, as it is a common step being evaluated separately in its corresponding
Section 4.7.

After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The
relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
and matching time.

Table 7.12 gathers the time response of the system in the operations of fea-
ture extraction and matching for both left and right hands. Times are provided

8The segmentation in this database was carried out with a colour-based segmentation method
(Section 4.3.1).
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Figure 7.9: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the two different segmentations of the UST corpus: Left hand
(upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation of FNIR
vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 3 samples per training and
20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the population
size increases.
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Number of features
Hand Function 5 7 10 15 20 25 30

LEFT Extraction 13±3 14±2 16±3 18±3 21±2 23±3 25±2
Matching 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.25

RIGHT Extraction 13±1 14±1 16±3 17±2 21±2 22±2 25±3
Matching 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24

Table 7.12: Average processing time for feature extraction and matching along different
values of number of features applied to UST database. The values are provided in milisec-
onds (ms). These values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time performance
(see Table 7.11).

Number of training samples
Hand 2 3 4 5
LEFT 712 776 890 920
RIGHT 712 778 892 922

Table 7.13: Average processing time for template extraction along different values of num-
ber of training samples applied to UST database. The values are provided in microseconds
(µs) and variances are not included since they are insignificant. These values are negligible
in comparison to pre-processing time performance (see Table 7.11).

in miliseconds, and they have been obtained as an averaged result of every com-
parison and extraction operation during the evaluation procedure. The reader may
notice that variances are not included for matching times, as they are completely
inconsequential.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.11.

Finally, Table 7.13 compares the time performance of the system in relation
to the number of training samples, setting the number of features per finger to 20
distances. Times are presented in microseconds (µs), and variances are unimportant
for the evaluation.

Similarly to extraction and matching time, the time to create the template is
increased with the number of training samples, but this processing time can be also
disregarded in comparison to segmentation or valley detection times.

7.5.2 GB2S Database

This section will present the biometric system evaluation for the GB2S database
(Section 3.3).
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7.5.2.1 Fundamental performance metrics

According to Section 7.4, the fundamental performance metrics are defined by FTE,
FTA, FNMR and FMR. For the sake of comparability, FNMR and FMR will be
regarded during the verification evaluation (both closed- and open-set).

The results for GB2S database are FTA = 1.59% = 70
110×2×20 and FTE = 0%

(for every number of training samples)9, considering that segmentation10 is the main
reason why FTA and FTE can be affected by, and segmentation for this database
is more complicated than other databases such as UST (Section 3.4) or GPDS
(Section 3.6).

In addition, the success of the Left-Right hand classifier is 99.6%, which despite
of being an important result, may affect the performance in real applications. This
implies that the finger classifier is not completely accurate and must be improved
in future work.

This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will not coincide to FAR and FRR,
respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2).

7.5.2.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is the same as with UST database (Figure 7.1) where for
each single individual, the samples are divided within three different sets: Training,
used to create the template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to
calculate the optimum threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing,
used to calculate the FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 3
samples). Notice that GB2S contains more than 10 samples per user (Section 3.3),
but for the sake of equity in comparison to other databases, only 10 samples are
considered.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutation among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations.

However, considering every permutation involving users and samples is pro-
hibitive as stated previously in Section 7.5.1.2.

The evaluation will consider two possible parameters: number of training sam-
ples (i.e. how many numbers of samples are necessary to create the template) and
the number of extracted features per finger. The effect of this parameters in the
performance metrics is direct: FAR and FRR decrease as both parameters increase
until a specific point, where FAR and FRR remains invariable against changes in
both parameters.

9The fraction indicates the proportion of errors (70) of a total of 110 (users)× 2 (hands)× 20
(samples per hand).

10The segmentation in this database was carried out with a colour-based segmentation method
(Section 4.3.1).
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Finally, results are presented concerning three different aspects. First of all,
Figure 7.10 illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number
of features per finger, and Figure 7.11 depicts the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in
relation to the number of training samples. Secondly, Table 7.14 shows the variation
of Equal Error Rate (EER) along former parameters, and Table 7.15 indicates at
which thresholds previous EERs were achieved.

More in detail, Figure 7.10 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
once the number of 20-25 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
of training samples to 3, selecting the number of features per finger between 20 and
25 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

In contrast, the variation of the performance in relation to the number of training
samples is presented in Figure 7.11, where every plot is obtained fixing the number
of features per finger to 20 distances. It is observed how the accuracy of the system
increases with the number of training samples. Nonetheless, an adequate solution
is setting the number of training samples to 3, as it combines an acceptable perfor-
mance with a reasonable acceptability from the user. Notice that an enrolment with
5 or more samples might make the user avoid the biometric technique. In addition,
it is notorious that for the right hand the performance is almost independent of the
number of training samples, which support the idea that in this database, an in-
crease on the number of training samples does not necessarily imply an improvement
on the verification accuracy.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly setting the
number of features per finger within the interval 20-25 and the number of training
samples to 3. Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 support this hypothesis, but this fact is
more clearly stated in Table 7.14, where the EER values are presented in relation
to both parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 5 training samples and 25 features per fin-
ger (EER = 2.91±0.7% for the left hand), but the rates obtained with 3 training
samples and 25 features per finger are also competitive, and certainly represent an
appropriate balance between verification accuracy and usability.

In this case, there is no significant difference between performances in left and
right hands. The justification for this fact is given based on the fact that contact-
less scenarios provide such a great variability in hand position (pose, rotation and
so forth) that disguise the differences due to be accustomed in using left or right
hand. However, IITDelhi database is also taken in a contactless manner and can
present also differences between left and right hands [Ferr 11b], although the degree
of freedom in IITDelhi database is lower than in GB2S database.

Moreover, Table 7.15 provides the threshold at which previous EERs were ob-
tained. Notice that scores are distributed within the interval [0,1], and most of the
values of this table are around 0.85. It may be expected thresholds to be around
0.5, but the fact that their average is 0.85 is explained based on the formulae related
to template comparison (Equation (6.7)) that agglutinates intraclass scores around
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Figure 7.10: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the GB2S corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of features
(nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples. Notice
how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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Figure 7.11: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the GB2S corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of training
samples (nTrain.), with the number of features per finger fixed to 20 distances. Notice how
better results are obtained as the number of training samples increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 4.9±1.3 3.9±0.7 3.7±0.6 3.5±0.6
7 4.4±0.5 3.6±0.9 3.4±0.5 3.0±0.4
10 4.3±0.5 3.4±0.9 3.0±0.6 2.8±0.8

LEFT 15 4.1±0.7 3.6±1 3.1±0.7 3.0±0.7
20 4.3±0.9 3.5±0.4 3.1±0.4 2.9±0.7
25 4.4±0.9 3.7±1.1 2.9±1.1 2.9±0.7
30 4.3±0.3 3.7±0.7 3.2±0.5 2.9±0.6
5 5.3±0.2 4.1±1 3.6±0.8 3.5±0.6
7 4.6±1.1 4.0±0.5 3.5±0.7 3.2±0.5
10 4.8±0.7 3.7±1.1 3.4±0.7 3.3±0.5

RIGHT 15 4.6±1.1 4.0±0.8 3.3±0.4 3.4±0.3
20 4.5±1.8 3.8±0.3 3.6±0.5 2.9±0.4
25 4.5±0.6 3.7±1.3 3.4±0.4 3.0±0.9
30 4.8±0.9 4.0±0.8 3.6±1 3.2±0.3

Table 7.14: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation of the number of fea-
tures extracted per finger (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSam-
ples), applied to the GB2S database. This EER decreases as the number of training samples
increases. However, concerning the number of features per finger, best values are achieved
with 20-25 distances per finger.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 0.77±0.08 0.8±0.08 0.8±0.03 0.81±0.02
7 0.87±0.04 0.89±0.02 0.89±0.02 0.9±0.03
10 0.81±0.06 0.82±0.04 0.83±0.03 0.84±0.04

LEFT 15 0.78±0.04 0.81±0.05 0.82±0.04 0.83±0.03
20 0.78±0.04 0.8±0.05 0.81±0.03 0.82±0.02
25 0.77±0.08 0.8±0.04 0.81±0.05 0.81±0.06
30 0.88±0.03 0.9±0.05 0.89±0.04 0.9±0.01
5 0.86±0.07 0.87±0.03 0.88±0.03 0.88±0.03
7 0.84±0.04 0.85±0.02 0.86±0.04 0.86±0.01
10 0.81±0.06 0.82±0.03 0.83±0.03 0.84±0.02

RIGHT 15 0.79±0.05 0.81±0.02 0.82±0.06 0.83±0.06
20 0.79±0.01 0.8±0.04 0.82±0.04 0.82±0.03
25 0.77±0.08 0.8±0.04 0.81±0.05 0.81±0.06
30 0.87±0.02 0.91±0.05 0.86±0.02 0.88±0.02

Table 7.15: Optimal threshold for each configuration of number of samples per training
(nTrainingSamples) and features per finger (nFeatures) in GB2S database for closed-set
verification. The score range is within [0, 1], and threshold are around 0.85-0.9.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.85. These scores correspond to a random con-
figuration of 3 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of GB2S
database.

1, but not normally distributed. This explains how all thresholds are around 0.85.
Concretely, Figure 7.12 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass

scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to higher values than 0.5.

The performance in closed-set verification is also measured in terms of FAR and
FRR. However, as stated in the evaluation of UST database, these values will be
presented in Table 7.16 and Table 7.17 as they are statistically similar to FAR/FRR
in open-set verification evaluation considering only enrolled users.

Finally, it is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total
of 25× 3× 110× 109 = 899250 interclass comparisons (Equation (7.3)).

Furthermore, the number of genuine comparisons is provided by NoGC = 25×
3× 110 = 8250 (Equation (7.4)).

7.5.2.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In order to evaluate the verification system in an open-set scenario, the scheme
presented in Figure 7.5 represents the division of the GB2S database.

First of all, the database is divided into two parts: Enrolled users (containing
70%) of the individuals, and Non-enrolled users (containing the remaining 30%).
Afterwards, the samples per user (in the case of GB2S, there exist 20 samples per
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user, see Section 3.3), are divided into three sets: Training, used to create the
template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to calculate the optimum
threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing, used to calculate the
FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing 3 samples).

This division is depicted in the Figure 7.5, within the orange-like box.
Similarly to the closed-set scenario, this procedure was carried out randomly,

selecting different permutation among users (and sample) to form the enrolled users
and non-enrolled users set. This procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and
results were averaged along these iterations.

However, considering every permutation involving users and samples is pro-
hibitive , and also a leave-one-out approach. Obviously, the number of 25 iterations
in comparison to all the combinations seems ridiculous, but statistically allows an
adequate solution to estimate the errors and their corresponding variances.

The parameters in the study are identical to closed-set verification, i.e. the
number of training samples and the number of extracted features per finger.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corres-
ponds to 77 users for both hands left and right11) and validated with 2 samples
per individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configura-
tion (as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance
and rejection rates are calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and
non-enrolled in the system12.

Thus, Table 7.16 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between
samples of individuals already enrolled in the system, and their corresponding testing
samples.

These rates are obtained based on a total of 25× 3× 76× 77 = 438900 impostor
comparisons (Equation (7.3)). In this case, nUsers = 77, as it represents the 70%
of the total database, as stated previously.

This Table 7.16 implies that the number of false acceptances decreases with the
number of training samples, but achieves an optimum value with 20-25 samples per
finger.

Similarly, Table 7.17 is presented with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
FRR of enrolled individuals with samples of the same individuals. In this case, the
number of genuine comparisons is NoGC = 25×3× 77 = 5775 (Equation (7.4)).

Same conclusion can be extracted from this Table 7.17, indicating that the num-
ber of false rejections decreases with the number of training samples, but achieves
an optimum value with 15 and 25 samples per finger.

Previous results are related to enrolled individuals. However, it is interesting to
evaluate the behaviour of the system with non-enrolled individuals, once the optimal
threshold has been stated with other users.

11Notice that there are a total of 110 individuals within this database.
12The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.15
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 6.1±0.2 4.2±0.1 3.9±0.1 3.5±0.1
7 4.9±0.1 4.7±0.1 2.9±0.1 3.4±0.1
10 4.6±0.1 3.2±0.1 3.8±0.1 3.6±0.1

LEFT 15 4.8±0.1 3.7±0.1 3.3±0.1 3.1±0.1
20 4.7±0.2 3.7±0.1 3.4±0.1 3.2±0.1
25 4.6±0.1 3.8±0.1 3.1±0.1 2.6±0.2
30 5.3±0.2 5.1±0.1 3.9±0.1 4.6±0.2
5 4.8±0.1 4.7±0.1 4.1±0.1 3.5±0.1
7 4.9±0.2 4.7±0.1 4.4±0.1 3.7±0.1
10 5.2±0.1 4.6±0.1 3.4±0.1 3.1±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.0±0.1 4.5±0.1 3.5±0.1 3.3±0.1
20 5.1±0.1 3.2±0.1 3.1±0.1 3.0±0.1
25 5.6±0.1 3.7±0.1 3.6±0.1 3.0±0.1
30 5.4±0.1 3.6±0.1 3.6±0.2 3.1±0.1

Table 7.16: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for GB2S database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of
training samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands. In general, FAR decreases as
both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 4.6±0.1 4.2±0.1 4.3±0.2 4.2±0.1
7 4.4±0.3 4.2±0.2 4.2±0.1 3.7±0.1
10 3.6±0.3 3.7±0.2 3.4±0.1 2.6±0.1

LEFT 15 5.0±0.1 3.4±0.1 2.8±0.1 2.3±0.2
20 5.2±0.2 3.9±0.2 3.1±0.1 2.4±0.1
25 4.6±0.2 3.3±0.1 2.8±0.1 3.6±0.2
30 5.4±0.1 5.1±0.1 3.9±0.1 4.0±0.1
5 5.9±0.2 4.3±0.2 3.6±0.1 3.7±0.1
7 4.6±0.1 4.2±0.1 3.0±0.2 3.4±0.1
10 4.8±0.1 4.8±0.2 3.7±0.1 3.3±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.4±0.1 3.0±0.1 3.4±0.2 3.1±0.1
20 5.1±0.2 4.5±0.2 3.7±0.1 3.0±0.1
25 5.1±0.1 3.9±0.1 3.6±0.2 3.3±0.1
25 5.3±0.1 3.9±0.2 3.6±0.2 3.5±0.1

Table 7.17: Variation of FRR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for GB2S database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of
training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. In general, FRR decreases
as both parameters increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 6.3±0.3 4±0.3 4.1±0.1 3.3±0.3
7 4.7±0.4 3.9±0.5 2.8±0.1 3.8±0.2
10 3.6±0.2 2.9±0.1 4.1±0.3 3.8±0.2

LEFT 15 4.5±0.3 3.5±0.2 3.1±0.3 3.2±0.2
20 4.0±0.3 4.2±0.2 4.0±0.4 4.0±0.2
25 3.2±0.3 3.4±0.6 2.9±0.2 3.4±0.2
30 5.6±0.4 3.7±0.3 4.2±0.1 5.2±0.3
5 4.1±0.4 5.8±0.4 4.1±0.2 4.1±0.4
7 5.0±0.3 3.1±0.1 4.8±0.2 3.6±0.3
10 4.7±0.1 6.1±0.3 3.4±0.4 2.7±0.1

RIGHT 15 3.7±0.2 4.5±0.4 3.2±0.2 4.5±0.3
20 5.8±0.2 2.1±0.3 2.9±0.1 2.1±0.2
25 5.3±0.3 4.7±0.3 3.2±0.3 3.6±0.4
30 5.3±0.2 4.3±0.2 3.2±0.3 3.5±0.2

Table 7.18: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for GB2S database. The results are presented in relation to the number of fea-
tures (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both
hands. In general, FAR decreases as both parameters increases.

In order to carry out this evaluation, the remaining users of the database (i.e.
33 individuals, 30% of the total population) are involved. The strategy is as follows:
create the templates with the data corresponding to non-enrolled users, and with
the corresponding testing samples, evaluate both FAR and FRR with the optimum
threshold fixed a priori. This means that the threshold is not recalculated after new
enrolments.

Tables 7.18 and 7.19 gather the results corresponding to FAR and FRR for
non-enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.18 and 7.19 are
comparable to those showed in Tables 7.16 and 7.17, which means that the threshold
used to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Tables 7.20 and 7.21 are presented indicating the capability of the biome-
tric system (with the threshold fixed, Table 7.15) to avoid false acceptances between
enrolled users and non-enrolled samples and vice-versa. Although the threshold is
calculated with a lower number of users due to the experimental scenario, these
values do not vary significantly in comparison to those presented in closed-set veri-
fication (Table 7.15).

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
have not been involved during the training phase.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 4.6±0.4 3±0.3 4±0.4 4±0.1
7 7.3±0.8 3.3±0.4 4±0.3 3.3±0.2
10 6.3±0.7 4.3±0.5 2.3±0.3 3±0.3

LEFT 15 4.3±0.3 3±0.2 3.6±0.1 2±0.5
20 3.6±0.4 2.3±0.5 3.3±0.3 2.3±0.3
25 5±0.5 3±0.4 3.3±0.2 2.6±0.4
30 6.5±0.3 3.7±0.3 4.8±0.2 1.7±0.2
5 6.2±0.4 3.1±0.6 2.4±0.1 2.7±0.3
7 6.8±0.2 4.4±0.2 2.4±0.4 4.1±0.3
10 5.5±0.2 2.7±0.6 2.4±0.1 3.7±0.3

RIGHT 15 6.5±0.4 3.7±0.4 4.4±0.5 2.7±0.2
20 3.4±0.6 4.4±0.4 3.1±0.4 4.1±0.3
25 5.1±0.4 3.4±0.3 3.1±0.4 3.1±0.1
25 5.2±0.3 3.4±0.2 3.2±0.2 3.1±0.2

Table 7.19: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for GB2S database. The results are presented in relation to the number of fea-
tures (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both
hands. In general, FRR decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 6.2±0.2 4.9±0.2 3.6±0.1 3.4±0.1
7 5.1±0.1 4.1±0.2 3.4±0.1 3.5±0.2
10 3.9±0.2 3.2±0.1 4.4±0.2 3.4±0.1

LEFT 15 5.1±0.1 3.7±0.1 3.1±0.1 2.7±0.1
20 4.8±0.1 4.1±0.1 3.8±0.2 3.4±0.1
25 4.5±0.2 4.2±0.2 2.8±0.1 2.5±0.2
30 5.5±0.2 4.9±0.3 4.0±0.1 5.1±0.2
5 5.2±0.1 5.3±0.2 4.0±0.1 3.1±0.3
7 4.8±0.1 3.7±0.1 4.0±0.2 3.6±0.2
10 4.7±0.1 4.9±0.2 3.3±0.2 3.6±0.1

RIGHT 15 4.7±0.1 4.2±0.2 3.1±0.1 3.9±0.1
20 5.4±0.1 3.1±0.1 3.6±0.1 2.8±0.1
25 5.6±0.1 4.2±0.2 3.8±0.1 3.3±0.2
30 5.7±0.1 4.3±0.1 3.8±0.1 3.3±0.1

Table 7.20: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples of
non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for GB2S database. The results
are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of training
samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to what extent
the system is able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 6.4±0.2 4.5±0.1 4.2±0.1 3.2±0.1
7 4.2±0.3 4.6±0.3 3.1±0.1 3.3±0.2
10 4.2±0.2 3.4±0.1 4.1±0.2 3.3±0.1

LEFT 15 4.8±0.2 3.8±0.1 3.1±0.1 2.7±0.2
20 5.4±0.2 3.3±0.1 3.5±0.2 4.0±0.1
25 4.1±0.2 3.8±0.2 3.4±0.1 2.5±0.2
30 5.9±0.3 4.5±0.2 3.8±0.1 5.1±0.2
5 5.2±0.2 5.4±0.2 4.3±0.1 3.4±0.3
7 4.7±0.2 4.2±0.1 4.3±0.1 3.6±0.2
10 4.4±0.1 4.7±0.2 3.1±0.2 3.1±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.0±0.2 4.3±0.2 3.4±0.1 3.7±0.1
20 5.4±0.1 3.0±0.2 3.4±0.1 3.0±0.1
25 6.0±0.2 4.1±0.1 3.2±0.1 3.4±0.2
30 6.1±0.1 4.0±0.1 3.3±0.1 3.5±0.1

Table 7.21: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and sam-
ples of enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for GB2S database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to add new individuals without interfering with previous
enrolled individuals.

The results in both Tables 7.20 and 7.21 point out that the system conserves
similar rates to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no
significant distinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled
samples and non-enrolled attempts.

As a global conclusion of the results obtained with GB2S database is that in
contrast to other databases, the optimal point is obtained with 20-25 distances.
Other databases (for instance, UST database) better results were obtained with
more distances, although the improvement was not significant.

Nonetheless, the results presented within this sections can be improved, and this
item remains as future work.

7.5.2.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimating to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample, as
stated in Section 7.5.1.4.

Figure 7.13 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 3 samples.

This Figure 7.13 illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set identifica-
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Figure 7.13: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the GB2S corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number of
features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.
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Figure 7.14: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the GB2S corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the num-
ber of training samples (nTrain.), with the number of number of features per finger fixed
to 20 samples. Notice how better results are obtained as the number of training samples
increases.
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Figure 7.15: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to GB2S database. The system is trained with three
samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Both left and right hand behave
similarly, and rates of 100% can be observed with few users, which makes this system
suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for instance.

tion increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features per finger
does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change significantly
for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact supports the
idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option. Moreover, this behaviour is
similar regardless of the hands involved, either left or right.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 suggests to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of three samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.15 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems for both left and right hands.

As expected, the Identification Rate decreases as the number of individuals in-
creases within the database. However, it is significant that with a low number of
users, the identification rate is 100% which makes of this proposed algorithm a very
suitable option for biometric application in mobile devices.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.15
at maximum number of users, i.e. 110, are statistically similar to those obtained
in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14, as every plot was obtained with different random
combination of samples.
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Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Left 0.78±0.01 0.08±0.02 0.11±0.03 0.16±0.03
Right 0.79±0.03 0.07±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.16±0.02

Table 7.22: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to GB2S
database. Times are measured in seconds.

Number of features
Hand 5 7 10 15 20 25 30
LEFT 8±1 9±1 11±1 13±2 16±2 18±3 21±2
RIGHT 8±1 10±1 11±2 13±2 15±3 17±2 21±3

Table 7.23: Average processing time for feature extraction along different values of number
of features applied to GB2S database. The values are provided in miliseconds (ms). These
values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time performance (see Table 7.22).

7.5.2.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.

Figure 7.16 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,
as the enrolment database grows. As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.16) to every user enrolled in the system
(a total of 110 for GB2S database, Plot in Figure 7.16).

7.5.2.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system.
Firstly, Table 7.22 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-

mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
most time-consuming step is segmentation, followed by valley detection.

After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The
relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
and matching time.

Table 7.23 gathers the time response of the system in the operation of feature
extraction for both left and right hands. Times are provided in miliseconds, and
they have been obtained as an averaged result of every comparison and extraction
operation during the evaluation procedure.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
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Figure 7.16: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the two different segmentations of the GB2S corpus: Left hand
(upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation of FNIR
vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 3 samples per training and
20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the population
size increases.
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inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.22.
Concerning both matching and template creation time, the reader may notice

that these times are statistically similar to those presented in Table 7.11 and Ta-
ble 7.12. In other words, these times are independent of the database used, and
only depend on the number of features per finger and number of training samples.

7.5.3 GPDS Database

This section will present the biometric system evaluation for the GPDS database
(Section 3.6). The reader may notice that this database only has right hands.

7.5.3.1 Fundamental performance metrics

The fundamental performance metrics for GPDS database are FTA = 0% and FTE
= 0% (for every number of training samples), as segmentation for this database is
straightforward.

In addition, the success of the left-right hand classifier is 100%.
This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will coincide precisely to FAR and

FRR, respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2).

7.5.3.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is the same as with UST database (Figure 7.1) where for
each single individual, the samples are divided within three different sets: Training,
used to create the template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to
calculate the optimum threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing,
used to calculate the FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 3
samples). Notice that GPDS contains more than 10 samples per user (Section 3.6),
but for the sake of equity in comparison to other databases, only 10 samples are
considered.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutation among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations, as in Section 7.5.1.2.

Finally, results are presented concerning three different aspects. First of all,
Figure 7.17 illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number
of features per finger, and Figure 7.18 depicts the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in
relation to the number of training samples. Secondly, Table 7.24 shows the variation
of Equal Error Rate (EER) along former parameters, and Table 7.25 indicates at
which thresholds previous EERs were achieved.

More in detail, Figure 7.17 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
one the number of 20-25 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
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Figure 7.17: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the GPDS corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of features
(nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples. Notice
how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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Figure 7.18: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the GPDS corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of training
samples (nTrain.), with the number of features per finger fixed to 20 distances. Notice there
is no significant improvement in increasing the number of training samples.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 4.0±0.1 3.6±0.3 3±0.2 2.5±0.2
7 3.1±0.2 2.7±0.1 2.2±0.2 1.9±0.2
10 2.4±0.3 2.0±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.4±0

RIGHT 15 2±0.1 1.7±0.3 1.4±0.1 0.9±0
20 1.8±0.3 1.3±0.4 1.2±0.1 1.0±0.1
25 1.7±0.3 1.6±0.3 1±0.2 0.8±0.1
30 1.9±0.2 1.4±0.2 1.1±0.1 0.8±0.2

Table 7.24: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation of the number of fea-
tures extracted per finger (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSam-
ples), applied to the GPDS database. This EER decreases as the number of training samples
increases. However, concerning the number of features per finger, best values are achieved
with 20-25 distances per finger.

of training samples to 3, selecting the number of features per finger between 20 and
25 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

In contrast, the variation of the performance in relation to the number of training
samples is presented in Figure 7.18, where every plot is obtained fixing the number
of features per finger to 20 distances. It is observed how the accuracy of the system
increases with the number of training samples. Nonetheless, an adequate solution
is setting the number of training samples to 3, as it combines an acceptable per-
formance with a reasonable acceptability from the user. Notice that an enrolment
with 5 or more samples might make the user avoid the biometric technique.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly setting the
number of features per finger within the interval 20-25 and the number of training
samples to 3. Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 support this hypothesis, but this fact is
more clearly stated in Table 7.24, where the EER values are presented in relation
to both parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 5 training samples and 30 features per finger
(EER = 0.82±0.2%), but the rates obtained with 3 training samples and 25 fea-
tures per finger are also competitive, and certainly represent an appropriate balance
between verification accuracy and usability.

Moreover, Table 7.25 provides the threshold at which previous EERs were ob-
tained. Notice that scores are distributed within the interval [0,1], and most of the
values of this table are around 0.92. It may be expected thresholds to be around
0.5, but the fact that their average is 0.92 is explained based on the formulae related
to template comparison (Equation (6.7)) that agglutinates intraclass scores around
1, but not normally distributed. This explains how all thresholds are around 0.92.

Concretely, Figure 7.19 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass
scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to higher values than 0.5.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.01 0.96±0.02
7 0.94±0.02 0.94±0.01 0.94±0.02 0.95±0.01
10 0.92±0.03 0.93±0.01 0.93±0.02 0.94±0.01

RIGHT 15 0.91±0.01 0.92±0.03 0.93±0.01 0.93±0.01
20 0.91±0.03 0.92±0.06 0.92±0.02 0.93±0.02
25 0.91±0.04 0.91±0.04 0.92±0.04 0.93±0.02
30 0.9±0.03 0.91±0.03 0.92±0.02 0.93±0.05

Table 7.25: Optimal threshold for each configuration of number of samples per training
(nTrainingSamples) and features per finger (nFeatures) in GPDS database for closed-set
verification. The score range is within [0, 1], and threshold are around 0.9-0.95.

The performance in closed-set verification is also measured in terms of FAR and
FRR. However, as stated in the evaluation of UST and GB2S databases, these values
will be presented in Table 7.26 and Table 7.27 as they are statistically similar to
FAR/FRR in closed-set verification evaluation.

Finally, it is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total
of 25× 3× 150× 149 = 1676250 interclass comparisons (Equation (7.3)).

Furthermore, the number of genuine comparisons is provided by NoGC = 25×
3× 150 = 11250 (Equation (7.4)).

7.5.3.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In order to evaluate the verification system in an open-set scenario, the scheme
presented in Figure 7.5 represents the division of the GPDS database. As there is
10 samples per individual, the evaluation scheme will coincide to UST and GB2S
databases.

Similarly to the closed-set scenario, this procedure was carried out randomly,
selecting different permutation among users (and sample) to form the enrolled users
and non-enrolled users set. This procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and
results were averaged along these iterations.

The parameters in the study are identical to closed-set verification, i.e. the
number of training samples and the number of extracted features per finger.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corres-
ponds to 105 users13) and validated with 2 samples per individual. Afterwards,
the optimum threshold is calculated for each configuration (as stated in previous
Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance and rejection rates are
calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and non-enrolled in the sys-
tem14.

13Notice that there are a total of 150 individuals within this database.
14The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.25
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Figure 7.19: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.92. These scores correspond to a random config-
uration of 3 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of GPDS
database.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 3.7±0.1 2±0.1 1.8±0.1 1.5±0.5
7 1.8±0.1 2.0±0.1 2.1±0.4 1.5±0.3
10 2.0±0.1 2.3±0.1 1.5±0.1 1.0±0.3

RIGHT 15 2.1±0.1 1.1±0.4 0.6±0.4 0.9±0.2
20 2.0±0.1 1.0±0 1.5±0.4 1.3±0.4
25 2±0.4 1.0±0.2 0.4±0.5 0.9±0.1
30 1.5±0.3 0.5±0.4 1.0±0.3 0.5±0.3

Table 7.26: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for GPDS database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of
training samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands. In general, FAR decreases as
both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 2.6±0.5 3.6±0.6 1.9±0.4 1.6±0.1
7 3.3±0.1 1.9±0.6 1±0.5 2.0±0.6
10 1.9±0.1 1.3±0.1 0.6±0.6 1.0±0.6

RIGHT 15 1.9±0.1 2±0.1 1.3±0.1 1.0±0.2
20 1±0.4 0.9±0.6 1±0.3 1.0±0.6
25 1.9±0.1 0.6±0.1 1.3±0.1 1.1±0.7
30 2±0.1 1.6±0.1 1±0.1 1.3±0.4

Table 7.27: Variation of FRR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for GPDS database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples). In general, FRR decreases as both parameters
increases.

Thus, Table 7.26 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between
samples of individuals already enrolled in the system, and their corresponding testing
samples.

These rates are obtained based on a total of 25×3×104×105 = 819000 impostor
comparisons (Equation (7.3)). In this case, nUsers = 105, as it represents the 70%
of the total database.

This Table 7.26 implies that the number of false acceptances decreases with the
number of training samples, but achieves an optimum value with 20 samples per
finger.

Similarly, Table 7.27 is presented with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
FRR of enrolled individuals with samples of the same individuals. In this case, the
number of genuine comparisons is NoGC = 25×3× 105 = 7875 (Equation (7.4)).
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 3.1±0.1 2.0±0.6 1.7±0.1 1.4±0.3
7 2.0±0.1 1.7±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.6±0.1
10 1.6±0.7 1.8±0.4 1.0±0.1 1.4±0.1

RIGHT 15 2.2±0.1 1.0±0.4 0.5±0.1 0.7±0.5
20 1.4±0.1 0.6±0.3 1.1±0.5 1.2±0.2
25 1.6±0.1 1.0±0.2 0.6±0.1 0.7±0.4
30 1.5±0.4 0.5±0.7 1.5±0.6 0.4±0.4

Table 7.28: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for GPDS database. The results are presented in relation to the number of features
(nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples). In general, FAR
decreases as both parameters increases.

Same conclusion can be extracted from this Table 7.27, indicating that the num-
ber of false rejections decreases with the number of training samples, but achieves
an optimum value with 15 and 25 samples per finger.

In order to avoid an excessive number of tables and a repetition of the infor-
mation, only similar tables to Tables 7.26 and 7.27 will be used to indicate the
behaviour of FAR and FRR in closed-set verification.

Previous results are related to enrolled individuals. However, it is interesting to
evaluate the behaviour of the system with non-enrolled individuals, once the optimal
threshold has been stated with other users.

In order to carry out this evaluation, the remaining users of the database (i.e.
45 individuals, 30% of the total population) are involved. The strategy is as follows:
create the templates with the data corresponding to non-enrolled users, and with
the corresponding testing samples, evaluate both FAR and FRR with the optimum
threshold fixed a priori. This means that the threshold is not recalculated after new
enrolments.

Tables 7.28 and 7.29 gather the results corresponding to FAR and FRR for
non-enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.28 and 7.29 are
comparable to those showed in Tables 7.26 and 7.27, which means that the threshold
used to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Tables 7.30 and 7.31 are presented indicating the capability of the biome-
tric system (with the threshold fixed, Table 7.25) to avoid false acceptances between
enrolled users and non-enrolled samples and vice-versa. Although the threshold is
calculated with a lower number of users due to the experimental scenario, these
values do not vary significantly in comparison to those presented in closed-set veri-
fication (Table 7.25).

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 3.7±0.1 2.3±0.1 1.5±0.1 0.7±0.1
7 2.2±0.2 3.0±0.1 0.7±0.1 0.7±0.1
10 2.2±0.2 0.7±0.2 2.2±0.1 1.5±0.1

RIGHT 15 0.7±0.2 1.5±0.3 3.0±0.2 1.5±0.1
20 1.5±0.1 1.5±0.1 0±0.1 0.7±0.1
25 0±0.2 1.5±0.4 1.5±0.1 0.7±0.1
30 1.5±0.2 3.0±0.2 0.7±0.1 0.6±0.1

Table 7.29: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for GPDS database. The results are presented in relation to the number of features
(nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples). In general, FRR
decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 3.3±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.8±0.1 1.5±0.4
7 2.2±0.1 2.0±0.1 1.8±0.1 1.6±0.5
10 2.1±0.1 1.7±0.3 1.3±0.1 1.3±0.4

RIGHT 15 2.2±0.1 1.0±0.5 0.7±0.4 0.4±0.3
20 1.5±0.6 1.0±0.3 1.5±0.5 1.2±0.3
25 1.7±0.6 1.0±0.2 0.6±0.4 1.0±0.5
30 1.5±0.2 0.6±0.5 1.0±0.4 0.4±0.4

Table 7.30: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples
of non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for GPDS database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of
training samples (nTrainingSamples). This table represents to what extent the system is
able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3 4 5

5 2.9±0.1 2.2±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.4±0.5
7 2.0±0.1 2.1±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.6±0.4
10 2.1±0.8 1.8±0.5 1.2±0.6 1.2±0.6

RIGHT 15 1.8±0.1 0.9±0.1 0.7±0.1 0.4±0.3
20 1.7±0.6 0.9±0.3 1.5±0.5 1.3±0.1
25 1.6±0.1 1.2±0.2 0.6±0.2 0.9±0.5
30 1.7±0.2 0.5±0.4 1.1±0.4 0.6±0.4

Table 7.31: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and samples
of enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for GPDS database. The results
are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number of training
samples (nTrainingSamples). This table represents to what extent the system is able to
add new individuals without interfering with previous enrolled individuals.
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Figure 7.20: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the GPDS corpus. The
graph represents the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number of
features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.

to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
have not been involved during the training phase.

The results in both Tables 7.30 and 7.31 point out that the system conserves
similar rates to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no
significant distinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled
samples and non-enrolled attempts.

As a global conclusion of the results obtained with GPDS database is that in
contrast to other databases, the optimal point is obtained with 20-30 distances, in
general. Other databases (for instance, UST database) better results were obtained
with more distances, although the improvement was not significant.

Nonetheless, the results presented within this sections can be improved, and this
item remains as future work.

7.5.3.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimating to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample, as
stated in Section 7.5.1.4.

Figure 7.20 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 3 samples.

This former Figure 7.20 illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set
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Figure 7.21: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to GPDS database. The graph
represents the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number of training
samples (nTrain.), with the number of number of features per finger fixed to 20 samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of training samples increases.

identification increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features
per finger does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change
significantly for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact
supports the idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 suggests to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of three samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.22 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems.

As expected, the Identification Rate decreases as the number of individuals in-
creases within the database. However, it is significant that with a low number of
users, the identification rate is 100% which makes of this proposed algorithm a very
suitable option for biometric application in mobile devices.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.22
at maximum number of users, i.e. 150, are statistically similar to those obtained
in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21, as every plot was obtained with different random
combination of samples.

7.5.3.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
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Figure 7.22: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to GPDS database. The system is trained with three
samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Rates of 100% can be observed with
few users, which makes this system suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for
instance.

Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Right 0.32±0.02 0.15±0.03 0.16±0.02 0.19±0.03

Table 7.32: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to GPDS
database. Times are measured in seconds.

senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.
Figure 7.23 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,

as the enrolment database grows. As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.23) to every user enrolled in the system
(a total of 150 for GPDS database, Plot in Figure 7.23).

7.5.3.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system.
Firstly, Table 7.32 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-

mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
most time-consuming step is segmentation, followed by valley detection.

After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The
relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
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Figure 7.23: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the GPDS database. These plots represent the variation of
FNIR vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 3 samples per train-
ing and 20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the
population size increases.

Number of features
Hand 5 7 10 15 20 25 30
RIGHT 14±2 16±2 17±2 20±2 23±3 26±3 29±3

Table 7.33: Average processing time for feature extraction along different values of number
of features applied to GPDS database. The values are provided in miliseconds (ms). These
values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time performance (see Table 7.32).
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and matching time.
Table 7.33 gathers the time response of the system in the operation of feature

extraction for right hands. Times are provided in miliseconds, and they have been
obtained as an averaged result of every comparison and extraction operation during
the evaluation procedure.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.32.

Concerning both matching and template creation time, the reader may notice
that these times are statistically similar to those presented in Table 7.11 and Ta-
ble 7.12. In other words, these times are independent of the database used, and
only depend on the number of features per finger and number of training samples.

7.5.4 IITDelhi Database

This section will present the biometric system evaluation for the IITDelhi database
(Section 3.5).

7.5.4.1 Fundamental performance metrics

According to Section 7.4, the fundamental performance metrics are defined by FTE,
FTA, FNMR and FMR. For the sake of comparability, FNMR and FMR will be
regarded during the verification evaluation (both closed- and open-set).

However, this section will consider the behaviour of FTE and FTA. First of all,
FTE will be studied in relation to the number of training samples, as when the
number of training samples increases, it might provoke FTE to increase depending
on the database. In contrast, FTA will be presented independently of the number of
training samples, as FTA depends on single attempts, rather than on a enrolment
transaction.

The results for IITDelhi database are FTA = 0% and FTE = 0% (for every
number of training samples), for right hand, and FTA = 0.7% = 10

1379 and FTE =
0%, for left hand

In addition, the success of the Left-Right hand classifier is 100% per right hand
and 99.78% per left hand.

This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will coincide precisely to FAR and
FRR, respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2) but only with
the right hand.

7.5.4.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is similar to UST database (Figure 7.1) where for each
single individual, the samples are divided within three different sets: Training, used
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to create the template (involving from 2 to 3 samples); validation, used to calculate
the optimum threshold for the system (involving 1 samples); and testing, used to
calculate the FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 2 samples).
Notice that IITDelhi provides an irregular number of samples per user (typically
from 5 to 7, Section 3.5). Thus, only 6 samples are considered.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutations among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations.

Finally, results are presented concerning three different aspects. First of all,
Figure 7.24 illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number
of features per finger, and Figure 7.25 depicts the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in
relation to the number of training samples. Secondly, Table 7.34 shows the variation
of Equal Error Rate (EER) along former parameters, and Table 7.35 indicates which
threshold previous EER where achieved at.

More in detail, Figure 7.24 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
one the number of 20-25 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
of training samples to 3, selecting the number of features per finger between 20 and
25 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

In contrast, the variation of the performance in relation to the number of training
samples is presented in Figure 7.25, where every plot is obtained fixing the number
of features per finger to 20 distances. It is observed how the accuracy of the system
increases with the number of training samples. Nonetheless, an adequate solution
is setting the number of training samples to 3, as it combines an acceptable per-
formance with a reasonable acceptability from the user. Notice that an enrolment
with 5 or more samples might make the user avoid the biometric technique.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly setting the
number of features per finger within the interval 20-25 and the number of training
samples to 3. Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25 support this hypothesis, but this fact is
more clearly stated in Table 7.34, where the EER values are presented in relation
to both parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 3 training samples and 20 features per finger
(EER = 3.33±0.6 % for the left hand). Results are worse (in terms of EER) for the
left hand than for the right hand, but there is no justification apart from the fact
that there is more proportion of right-handed people, implying that they are more
accustomed to use the right hand than the left hand, and therefore, the variability
in placing hand in the sensor is lower. In fact, similar results were obtained with
this same database [Ferr 11b]. In order to evaluate whether this fact was due to the
proposed algorithms, every image was reflected so that left hands looked right hands
and vice-versa, similarly to Section 7.5.1.2. The results showed the same effect as
in Table 7.34, but being in this case the right hand the one that provides worst
results. This means that a possible explanation is not on the algorithm but on the
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Figure 7.24: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of fea-
tures (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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Figure 7.25: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of train-
ing samples (nTrain.), with the number of features per finger fixed to 20 distances. Notice
how better results are obtained as the number of training samples increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 7.5±0.9 7.6±1.4
7 6.3±1.2 7.2±3.5
10 5.6±0.6 5.8±0.9

LEFT 15 4.7±0.8 6.2±1.3
20 6.2±0.5 5±1.5
25 5.4±0.3 5.8±2
30 5.4±0.7 5±1.1
5 5.7±1.2 4.5±1.4
7 5.6±1.1 4.6±1.2
10 5±0.9 4.5±1.9

RIGHT 15 4.0±1.4 4.0±1.6
20 4.3±0.7 3.3±0.8
25 4.6±0.8 3.3±0.6
30 5±1.9 3.7±1

Table 7.34: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation of the number of fea-
tures extracted per finger (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSam-
ples), applied to the IITDelhi database. This EER decreases as the number of training
samples increases. However, concerning the number of features per finger, best values are
achieved with 20-25 distances per finger.

user behaviour. Nonetheless, there will be further research on this aspect as future
work.

Moreover, Table 7.35 provides the threshold at which previous EERs were ob-
tained. Notice that scores are distributed within the interval [0,1], and most of the
values of this table are around 0.85. It may be expected thresholds to be around
0.5, but the fact that their average is 0.84 is explained based on the formulae related
to template comparison (Equation (6.7)) that agglutinates intraclass scores around
1, but not normally distributed. This explains how all thresholds are around 0.85.

Concretely, Figure 7.26 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass
scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to higher values than 0.5.

The performance in closed-set verification is also measured in terms of FAR and
FRR. However, as stated in the evaluation of UST database, these values will be
presented in Table 7.36 and Table 7.37 as they are statistically similar to FAR/FRR
in closed-set verification evaluation.

Finally, it is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total
of 25× 2× 235× 234 = 2749500 intraclass comparisons (Equation (7.3)).

Furthermore, the number of genuine comparisons is provided by NoGC = 25×
2× 235 = 11750 (Equation (7.4)).
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Figure 7.26: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.88. These scores correspond to a random config-
uration of 3 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of IITDelhi
database.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 0.81±0.07 0.82±0.01
7 0.8±0.01 0.8±0.03
10 0.89±0.05 0.8±0.01

LEFT 15 0.89±0.01 0.88±0.01
20 0.87±0.04 0.89±0.014
25 0.87±0.05 0.88±0.023
30 0.87±0.05 0.88±0.02
5 0.83±0.07 0.85±0.06
7 0.82±0.06 0.83±0.07
10 0.81±0.09 0.82±0.09

RIGHT 15 0.8±0.01 0.81±0.01
20 0.89±0.06 0.81±0.07
25 0.89±0.09 0.81±0.01
30 0.88±0.016 0.8±0.06

Table 7.35: Optimal threshold for each configuration of number of samples per training
(nTrainingSamples) and features per finger (nFeatures) in IITDelhi database for closed-
set verification. The score range is within [0, 1], and threshold are around 0.8-0.9, which
suggests that the proposed biometric technique is able to minimize intraclass variation, but
interclass variation can be improved. Notice that an a priori threshold may be around 0.5.

7.5.4.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In order to evaluate the verification system in an open-set scenario, the scheme pre-
sented in Figure 7.5 represents the division of the IITDelhi database. Since there
exist 7 samples per user (see Section 3.5)), the database is divided into three sets:
Training, used to create the template (involving from 2 to 3 samples); validation,
used to calculate the optimum threshold for the system (involving 1 samples); and
testing, used to calculate the FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remain-
ing 2 samples).

This division is depicted within the Figure 7.5, within the orange-like box.
Similarly to the closed-set scenario, this procedure was carried out randomly,

selecting different permutation among users (and sample) to form the enrolled users
and non-enrolled users set. This procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and
results were averaged along these iterations.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corresponds
to 164 users for both hands left and right15) and validated with 2 samples per
individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configuration
(as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance
and rejection rates are calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and
non-enrolled in the system16.

15Notice that there are a total of 235 individuals within this database.
16The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 8.9±0.1 7.3±0.1
7 7.9±0.1 6.8±0.1
10 9.1±0.2 6.9±0.1

LEFT 15 7.1±0.2 6.8±0.2
20 6.8±0.0 6.8±0.1
25 7.7±0.2 5.9±0.1
30 7.0±0.0 7.8±0.1
5 5.6±0.2 4.9±0.1
7 5.8±0.1 4.9±0.1
10 5.0±0.2 3.8±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.4±0.2 5.1±0.1
20 3.5±0.1 3.1±0.1
25 4.2±0.2 3.4±0.1
30 3.9±0.2 4.0±0.1

Table 7.36: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for IITDelhi database.
The results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands. In general, FAR decreases as
both parameters increases.

Thus, Table 7.36 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between
samples of individuals already enrolled in the system, and their corresponding testing
samples.

These rates are obtained based on a total of 25 × 2 × 163 × 164 = 1336600

impostor comparisons (Equation (7.3)). In this case, nUsers = 164, as it represents
the 70% of the total database.

This Table 7.36 implies that the number of false acceptances decreases with the
number of training samples, but achieves an optimum value with 20 samples per
finger.

Same effect concerning rates differences between left and right hand is observed,
as detected in closed-set verification. There will be further research on why left and
right hand presents such differences in results.

Similarly, Table 7.37 is presented with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
FRR of enrolled individuals with samples of the same individuals. In this case, the
number of genuine comparisons is NoGC = 25×2× 164 = 8200 (Equation (7.4)).

Same conclusion can be extracted from this Table 7.37, indicating that the num-
ber of false rejections decreases with the number of training samples, but achieves
an optimum value with 10 and 20 samples per finger.

In order to avoid an excessive number of tables and a repetition of the infor-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.35
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 7.9±0.4 7.6±0.1
7 6.6±0.3 7.5±0.1
10 6.6±0.2 6.2±0.1

LEFT 15 9.3±0.2 5.5±0.2
20 7.3±0.1 7.4±0.1
25 5.3±0.3 6.7±0.2
30 6.6±0.1 5.5±0.2
5 4.7±0.2 5.5±0.2
7 3.9±0.1 4.7±0.1
10 5.5±0.3 4.7±0.2

RIGHT 15 4.7±0.2 3.1±0.1
20 6.3±0.2 3.9±0.2
25 4.7±0.2 4.7±0.2
30 3.9±0.2 2.3±0.2

Table 7.37: Variation of FRR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for IITDelhi database.
The results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. In general, FRR decreases
as both parameters increases.

mation, only similar tables to Tables 7.36 and 7.37 will be used to indicate the
behaviour of FAR and FRR in closed-set verification.

Previous results are related to enrolled individuals. However, it is interesting to
evaluate the behaviour of the system with non-enrolled individuals, once the optimal
threshold has been stated with other users.

In order to carry out this evaluation, the remaining users of the database (i.e.
71 individuals (30% of the total population)) are involved.

Tables 7.38 and 7.39 gather the results corresponding to FAR and FRR for
non-enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.38 and 7.39 are
comparable to those showed in Tables 7.36 and 7.37, which means that the threshold
used to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Tables 7.40 and 7.41 are presented indicating the capability of the biome-
tric system (with the threshold fixed, Table 7.35) to avoid false acceptions between
enrolled users and non-enrolled samples and vice-versa. Although the threshold is
calculated with a lower number of users due to the experimental scenario, these
values do not vary significantly in comparison to those presented in closed-set veri-
fication (Table 7.35).

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 9.6±0.3 8.4±0.3
7 6.6±0.1 6.6±0.6
10 6.4±0.2 6.0±0.2

LEFT 15 6.9±0.5 7.6±0.2
20 7.3±0.2 6.4±0.3
25 7.8±0.3 5.9±0.2
30 7.1±0.1 7.8±0.3
5 5.9±0.2 4.3±0.2
7 4.8±0.2 3.9±0.2
10 4.1±0.2 3.6±0.2

RIGHT 15 5.0±0.2 4.9±0.2
20 3.0±0.2 2.5±0.2
25 3.1±0.2 3.3±0.1
30 4.2±0.2 3.4±0.2

Table 7.38: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for IITDelhi database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FAR decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 6.0±1.0 9.1±0.4
7 10.6±0.7 6.2±0.3
10 6.0±0.5 6.0±0.4

LEFT 15 7.6±0.4 4.5±0.5
20 6.0±0.4 6.3±0.4
25 6.0±0.7 6.5±0.4
30 6.0±0.3 6.2±0.5
5 5.5±0.5 3.6±0.6
7 7.3±0.3 7.3±0.4
10 7.3±0.7 3.6±0.6

RIGHT 15 5.5±0.5 1.8±0.4
20 7.3±0.5 1.8±0.4
25 5.5±0.4 3.6±0.4
30 3.6±0.6 1.8±0.6

Table 7.39: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for IITDelhi database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FRR decreases as both parameters increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 8.4±0.2 7.5±0.1
7 7.6±0.1 7.0±0.3
10 7.0±0.3 6.8±0.1

LEFT 15 6.9±0.3 7.6±0.2
20 7.3±0.1 6.2±0.1
25 8.3±0.1 6.5±0.1
30 6.7±0.1 8.0±0.2
5 6.3±0.1 4.4±0.1
7 4.8±0.1 4.1±0.1
10 5.1±0.1 3.7±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.6±0.2 4.8±0.2
20 4.1±0.2 3.0±0.2
25 3.9±0.2 3.2±0.1
30 4.3±0.2 3.8±0.1

Table 7.40: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples
of non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for IITDelhi database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2 3

5 9.3±0.1 7.1±0.1
7 7.1±0.1 6.7±0.3
10 7.8±0.2 6.3±0.1

LEFT 15 7.2±0.4 7.7±0.2
20 6.7±0.0 6.5±0.1
25 8.1±0.2 5.9±0.1
30 6.9±0.0 7.4±0.1
5 6.5±0.1 4.0±0.2
7 4.8±0.1 4.8±0.1
10 4.3±0.2 4.2±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.0±0.2 5.2±0.1
20 3.1±0.2 2.8±0.2
25 3.8±0.2 3.6±0.1
30 4.2±0.2 3.8±0.2

Table 7.41: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and samples
of enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for IITDelhi database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to add new individuals without interfering with previous
enrolled individuals.
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have not been involved during the training phase.
The results in both Tables 7.40 and 7.41 point out that the system conserves

similar rates to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no
significant distinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled
samples and non-enrolled attempts.

As a global conclusion of the results obtained with IITDelhi database is that in
contrast to other databases, the optimal point is obtained with 20-30 distances.

Nonetheless, the results presented within this sections can be improved, and this
item remains as future work.

7.5.4.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimating to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample, as
stated in Section 7.5.1.4.

Figure 7.27 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 3 samples.

This former Figure illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set iden-
tification increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features per
finger does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change signifi-
cantly for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact supports
the idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option. Moreover, this behaviour
is similar regardless of the hands involved, whether left or right.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 suggests to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of three samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.29 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems for both left and right hands.

As expected, the Identification Rate decreases as the number of individuals in-
creases within the database. However, it is significant that with a low number of
users, the identification rate is 100% which makes of this proposed algorithm a very
suitable option for biometric application in mobile devices.

The fact that right hand has better performance than left hand as the number
of users increases is explained as a consequence of the differences already observed
in verification and in literature [Ferr 11b] and thus it has no further significance.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.29
at maximum number of users, i.e. 235, are statistically similar to those obtained
in Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28, as every plot was obtained with different random
combination of samples.
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Figure 7.27: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number
of features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.
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Figure 7.28: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the num-
ber of training samples (nTrain.), with the number of number of features per finger fixed
to 20 samples. Notice how better results are obtained as the number of training samples
increases.
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Figure 7.29: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to IITDelhi database. The system is trained with
three samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Both left and right hand
data behave similarly, and rates of 100% can be observed with few users, which makes this
system suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for instance.

Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Left 0.98±0.1 0.12±0.03 0.15±0.07 0.19±0.08
Right 1.04±0.2 0.13±0.04 0.15±0.06 0.22±0.07

Table 7.42: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to IITDelhi
database. Times are measured in seconds.

7.5.4.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.

Figure 7.30 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,
as the enrolment database grows. As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.30) to every user enrolled in the system
(a total of 235 for IITDelhi database, Plot in Figure 7.30).

7.5.4.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system.
Firstly, Table 7.42 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-

mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
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Figure 7.30: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the two different segmentations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left
hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation
of FNIR vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 3 samples per
training and 20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the
population size increases.
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Number of features
Hand 5 7 10 15 20 25 30
LEFT 13±3 15±2 16±2 18±3 20±3 23±3 24±3
RIGHT 12±1 14±1 17±3 18±2 22±2 22±3 25±3

Table 7.43: Average processing time for feature extraction along different values of num-
ber of features applied to IITDelhi database. The values are provided in miliseconds
(ms). These values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time performance (see
Table 7.42).

most time-consuming step is segmentation, followed by valley detection.
After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The

relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
and matching time.

Table 7.43 gathers the time response of the system in the operation of feature
extraction for both left and right hands. Times are provided in miliseconds, and
they have been obtained as an averaged result of every comparison and extraction
operation during the evaluation procedure.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.42.

Concerning both matching and template creation time, the reader may notice
that these times are statitically similar to those presented in Table 7.12 and Ta-
ble 7.11. In other words, these times are independent on the database used, and
only depend on the number of features per finger and number of training samples.

7.5.5 Bosphorous Database

This section will present the biometric system evaluation for the Bosphorous database
(Section 3.9).

7.5.5.1 Fundamental performance metrics

According to Section 7.4, the fundamental performance metrics are defined by FTE,
FTA, FNMR and FMR. For the sake of comparability, FNMR and FMR will be
regarded during the verification evaluation (both closed- and open-set).

The results for Bosphorous database are FTA = 0.2% = 6
3143 and FTE = 0% in

left hand and FTA = 0.3% = 9
3007 and FTE = 0% in right hand, as segmentation is

the main reason why FTA and FTE can be affected by. In addition, this database
is acquired on a scanner with great variability on the position of the hand and the
degree of openness. Notice that this also affects the FTA and FTE rates.

In addition, the success of the Left-Right hand classifier is 100% for both hands,
which is an outstanding result.
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This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will coincide to FAR and FRR,
respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2).

7.5.5.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

In this evaluation scheme, the samples are divided within three different sets:
Training, used to create the template (involving 2 samples); and testing, used to
calculate the FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 1 sample).
A leave-one-out method has been carried out to ensure every sample is considered
as both training sample and testing sample. In addition, the test set is smaller as
in Figure 7.1 since there are only 141 individuals with more than 3 samples.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutation among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations. One of the main advantages of this procedure is the randomness of the
task, but in contrast, it implies that repeating the procedure 25 times, much of
the permutations are not considered. This means that some samples may never be
selected in every set, which can be regarded as a drawback.

Finally, results are presented concerning two different aspects. First of all, Fi-
gure 7.31 illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number of
features per finger. Secondly, Table 7.44 shows the variation of Equal Error Rate
(EER) along former parameters.

More in detail, Figure 7.31 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
once the number of 20-25 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
of training samples to 2, selecting the number of features per finger between 20 and
25 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly set-
ting the number of features per finger within the interval 20-25 and the number of
training samples to 2. Figure 7.31 supports this hypothesis, but this fact is more
clearly stated in Table 7.44, where the EER values are presented in relation to both
parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 2 training samples and 30 features per finger
(EER = 6.36±0.1% for the right hand), but the rates obtained with 25 features per
finger are also competitive, and certainly represent an appropriate balance between
verification accuracy and usability.

Moreover, the average threshold is 0.82. In this case, table is not provided, as it
does not contribute with important information.

Concretely, Figure 7.32 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass
scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to higher values than 0.5.
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Figure 7.31: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the Bosphorous corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of fea-
tures (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 7.6±0.3
7 6.9±0.2
10 6.6±0.3

LEFT 15 6.4±0.2
20 6.3±0.4
25 6.4±0.3
30 6.3±0.1
5 7.2±0.2
7 6.5±0.1
10 6.6±0.2

RIGHT 15 6.4±0.3
20 6.6±0.4
25 6.5±0.5
30 6.6±0.2

Table 7.44: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation of the number of
features extracted per finger (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrain-
ingSamples), applied to the Bosphorous database. This EER decreases as both parameters
increases.
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Figure 7.32: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.85. These scores corresponds to a configuration
of 2 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of Bosphorous
database.
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It is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total of 25×3×
910× 909 = 62039250 intraclass comparisons (Equation (7.3)). Although there are
some different number of users per right and left hand, a total of 910 users for both
hand is chosen to avoid misunderstandings. Thus, NoGC = 25× 3× 910 = 68250,
(Equation (7.3)).

Finally, the performance in closed-set verification concerning FAR and FRR can-
not be carried out as there is no sufficient samples for the global database. None-
theless, Bosphorous database contains 141 users with at least 6 samples individual,
and these samples will be used to calculate those rates.

7.5.5.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In an open-set verification system, there exist users that are not enrolled in the
system, in contrast to closed-set verification system, where it is assumed that only
registered (enrolled) users exist within the evaluation scenario.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corresponds
to 637 users for both hands left and right17) and validated with 1 samples per
individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configuration
(as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance
and rejection rates are calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and
non-enrolled in the system18.

Thus, Table 7.45 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between
samples of individuals already enrolled in the system, and their corresponding testing
samples.

These rates are obtained based on a total of 25 × 3 × 141 × 140 = 1480500

impostor comparisons (Equation (7.3)). In this case, nUsers = 141, as it represents
the part of the database with more than 3 samples per individual.

This Table 7.45 implies that the number of false acceptances decreases with the
number of training samples, but achieves an optimum value with 20 samples per
finger.

Same effect concerning rates differences between left and right hand is observed,
as detected in closed-set verification. There will be further research on why left and
right hand presents such differences in results.

Similarly, Table 7.46 is presented with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
FRR of enrolled individuals with samples of the same individuals. In this case, the
number of genuine comparisons is NoGC = 25×3× 141 = 10575 (Equation (7.4)).

Same conclusion can be extracted from this Table 7.46, indicating that the num-
ber of false rejections decreases with the number of training samples, but achieves
an optimum value with 20 and 30 samples per finger.

17Notice that there are a total of 910 individuals within this database.
18The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.2
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.96±0.04
7 6.67±0.07
10 6.19±0.08

LEFT 15 6.4±0.1
20 5.89±0.1
25 6.04±0.1
30 6.06±0.12
5 8.33±0.15
7 7.88±0.16
10 7.65±0.13

RIGHT 15 7.66±0.14
20 7.72±0.11
25 7.63±0.15
30 8.47±0.18

Table 7.45: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for Bosphorous database.
The results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), and for both hands. In general, FAR decreases as
both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 20.12±1.14
7 18.18±1.05
10 16.23±1.13

RIGHT 15 16.88±0.99
20 16.55±1.08
25 16.88±1
30 16.88±1.07
5 23.5±1.51
7 21.5±1.58
10 18.5±1.2

LEFT 15 17.5±1.4
20 17.5±1.2
25 16.5±1.35
30 15±1.17

Table 7.46: Variation of FRR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples in an open-set verification scenario for Bosphorous database.
The results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. In general, FRR decreases
as both parameters increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.37±0.04
7 5.38±0.07
10 5.54±0.07

RIGHT 15 5.15±0.09
20 5.2±0.08
25 5.29±0.09
30 5.4±0.08
5 6.38±0.04
7 5.8±0.09
10 5.63±0.09

LEFT 15 5.92±0.08
20 5.65±0.07
25 5.98±0.07
30 5.7±0.11

Table 7.47: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for Bosphorous database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FAR decreases as both parameters increases.

From Table 7.45 and Table 7.46, two interesting effects happen: First of all,
the FAR performance is better for left hand than for right hand. This fact is in
opposition to similar results obtained with UST, GB2S and IITDelhi database. In
addition, the FRR performance is notoriously higher in relation to FAR results than
in the other databases.

In both cases, it is likely that both the experiment scenario based on cross-
validation and the proportion between samples per individual and number of indi-
viduals may provoke this effect. Nonetheless, a deeper understanding is required
and left as future work.

In addition, Tables 7.47 and 7.48 gather the results corresponding to FAR and
FRR for non-enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.47 and 7.48 are
comparable to those showed in Tables 7.45 and 7.46, which means that the threshold
used to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Tables 7.49 and 7.50 are presented indicating the capability of the bio-
metric system to avoid false acceptances between enrolled users and non-enrolled
samples and vice-versa. Although the threshold is calculated with a lower number
of users due to the experimental scenario, these values do not vary significantly in
comparison to those presented in closed-set verification.

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.69±1.3
7 5.2±1.2
10 5.57±1.3

RIGHT 15 4.83±1.13
20 5.2±1.24
25 4.46±1.15
30 5.2±1.22
5 3.37±1.13
7 2.99±1.18
10 2.99±0.9

LEFT 15 2.62±1.04
20 2.99±0.9
25 2.99±1.01
30 2.99±0.88

Table 7.48: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for Bosphorous database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FRR decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.7±0.03
7 6.09±0.09
10 5.93±0.09

LEFT 15 5.89±0.13
20 5.81±0.09
25 5.95±0.1
30 6.07±0.11
5 7.39±0.05
7 6.36±0.09
10 6.52±0.08

RIGHT 15 6.47±0.08
20 6.32±0.06
25 6.73±0.08
30 6.63±0.09

Table 7.49: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples
of non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for Bosphorous database.
The results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.15±0.04
7 5.1±0.05
10 5.16±0.05

LEFT 15 4.72±0.08
20 4.85±0.06
25 4.77±0.07
30 4.95±0.06
5 7.31±0.03
7 6.89±0.09
10 6.4±0.09

RIGHT 15 6.66±0.1
20 6.33±0.08
25 6.5±0.09
30 6.29±0.13

Table 7.50: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and samples
of enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for Bosphorous database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to add new individuals without interfering with previous
enrolled individuals.

to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
have not been involved during the training phase.

The results in both Tables 7.49 and 7.50 point out that the system conserves
similar rates to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no
significant distinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled
samples and non-enrolled attempts.

7.5.5.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimate to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample.

Figure 7.33 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 2 samples.

This Figure 7.33 illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set identifica-
tion increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features per finger
does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change significantly
for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact supports the
idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option. Moreover, this behaviour is
similar regardless of the hands involved, whether left or right.
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Figure 7.33: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the Bosphorous corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number
of features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to two samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.
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Figure 7.34: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to Bosphorous database. The system is trained
with two samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Both left and right hand
data behave similarly, and rates of 100% can be observed with few users, which makes this
system suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for instance.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 suggests to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of three samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.34 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems for both left and right hands.

As expected, the Identification Rate decreases as the number of individuals in-
creases within the database. However, it is significant that with a low number of
users, the identification rate is 100% which makes of this proposed algorithm a very
suitable option for biometric application in mobile devices.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.34
at maximum number of users, i.e. 916, are statistically similar to those obtained
in Figure 7.33, as every plot was obtained with different random combination of
samples.

7.5.5.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.

Figure 7.35 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,
as the enrolment database grows. As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.35) to every user enrolled in the system
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Figure 7.35: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the two different segmentations of the Bosphorous corpus: Left
hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation
of FNIR vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 2 samples per
training and 20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the
population size increases.
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Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Left 0.33±0.02 0.14±0.03 0.16±0.02 0.19±0.03
Right 0.32±0.03 0.14±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.20±0.02

Table 7.51: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to Bospho-
rous database. Times are measured in seconds.

Number of features
Hand 5 7 10 15 20 25 30
LEFT 12±2 13±2 16±3 17±3 22±3 22±3 25±3
RIGHT 13±2 14±3 17±2 17±2 22±2 23±2 25±3

Table 7.52: Average processing time for feature extraction and matching along different
values of number of features applied to Bosphorous database. The values are provided in
miliseconds (ms). These values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time perfor-
mance (see Table 7.51).

(a total of 910 for Bosphorous database, Plot in Figure 7.35).

7.5.5.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system.
Firstly, Table 7.51 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-

mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
most time-consuming step is segmentation, followed by valley detection.

After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The
relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
and matching time.

Table 7.52 gathers the time response of the system in the operations of fea-
ture extraction and matching for both left and right hands. Times are provided
in miliseconds, and they have been obtained as an averaged result of every com-
parison and extraction operation during the evaluation procedure. The reader may
notice that variances are not included for matching times, as they are completely
inconsequential.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.51.

Concerning both matching and template creation time, the reader may notice
that these times are statistically similar to those presented in Table 7.12 and Ta-
ble 7.11. In other words, these times are independent on the database used, and
only depend on the number of features per finger and number of training samples.
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7.5.6 Bologna Database

This section will present the biometric system evaluation for the Bologna database
(Section 3.9).

7.5.6.1 Fundamental performance metrics

According to Section 7.4, the fundamental performance metrics are defined by FTE,
FTA, FNMR and FMR. For the sake of comparability, FNMR and FMR will be
regarded during the verification evaluation (both closed- and open-set).

The results for Bologna database are FTA = 0.1% = 1
819 and FTE = 0% (for

every number of training samples) in left hand and FTA = 0.1% = 1
819 and FTE

= 0% in right hand, as segmentation is the main reason why FTA and FTE can be
affected by. In addition, this database is acquired on a scanner with great variability
on the position of the hand and the degree of openness. Notice that this also affects
the FTA and FTE rates.

In addition, the success of the Left-Right hand classifier is 100% for both hands,
which is an outstanding result.

This fact will imply that FMR and FNMR will coincide to FAR and FRR,
respectively, according to Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2).

7.5.6.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is similar to Bosphorous database.
Results are presented concerning two different aspects. First of all, Figure 7.36

illustrates the behaviour of FMR and FNMR in relation to the number of features
per finger. Secondly, Table 7.53 shows the variation of Equal Error Rate (EER)
along former parameters.

More in detail, Figure 7.36 shows that the performance of the system increases as
the number of features per finger increases. However, this increase is not significant
one the number of 15-20 features per finger is achieved. Therefore, fixed the number
of training samples to 2, selecting the number of features per finger between 15 and
20 seems an adequate option, pointing out that there is no need in choosing higher
number of features per finger.

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system can work properly set-
ting the number of features per finger within the interval 10-15 and the number of
training samples to 2. Figure 7.36 supports this hypothesis, but this fact is more
clearly stated in Table 7.53, where the EER values are presented in relation to both
parameters.

The lowest value is achieved with 2 training samples and 15 features per finger
(EER = 4.67±0.4 % for the right hand), but the rates obtained with 30 features per
finger are also competitive, and certainly represent an appropriate balance between
verification accuracy and usability.
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Figure 7.36: ROC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmenta-
tions of the Bologna corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both
graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR in relation to the number of features
(nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to three samples. Notice
how better results are obtained as the number of features increases.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 7.13±0.2
7 6.1±0.2
10 5.9±0.3

LEFT 15 5.7±0.3
20 5.6±0.2
25 5.5±0.4
30 5.4±0.3
5 5.1±0.2
7 4.7±0.1
10 4.4±0.2

RIGHT 15 4.4±0.3
20 4.7±0.2
25 4.7±0.3
30 4.6±0.4

Table 7.53: Variation of the Equal Error Rate, EER (%) in relation of the number of
features extracted per finger (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrain-
ingSamples), applied to the Bologna database. This EER decreases as both parameters
increases.

Moreover, the average threshold is 0.85. In this case, table is not provided, as it
does not contribute with important information.

Concretely, Figure 7.37 represents the histograms for interclass and intraclass
scores distributions. The reader may observe how intraclass scores are agglutinated
around 1, which provokes that thresholds are closed to higher values than 0.5.

Finally, it is important to state that this values were obtained based on a total
of 25× 3× 270× 269 = 5447250 intraclass comparisons (Equation (7.3)). Although
there are some different number of users per right and left hand, a total of 270 users
for both hand is chosen to avoid misunderstandings. Thus, NoGC = 25× 3× 270 =

20250, (Equation (7.3)).

7.5.6.3 Open-set Verification system performance

In an open-set verification system, there exist users that are not enrolled in the
system, in contrast to closed-set verification system, where it is assumed that only
registered (enrolled) users exist within the evaluation scenario.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corresponds
to 189 users for both hands left and right19) and validated with 1 samples per
individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configuration
(as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance and
rejection rates are calculated with only samples from individuals non-enrolled in the

19Notice that there are a total of 270 individuals within this database.
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Figure 7.37: Distribution of scores for both interclass and intraclass comparisons. The
reader may notice how the intraclass scores are agglutinated closed to value 1. This fact
explains why EER thresholds are around 0.85. These scores corresponds to a configura-
tion of 2 samples per training and 20 features per finger in right hand images of Bologna
database.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 7.3±0.24
7 4.9±0.3
10 5.7±0.2

LEFT 15 4.8±0.1
20 5.6±0.2
25 5.5±0.2
30 5.4±0.1
5 4.7±0.0
7 4.7±0.1
10 3.9±0.1

RIGHT 15 4.9±0.1
20 3.7±0.1
25 4.6±0.1
30 4.4±0.1

Table 7.54: Variation of FAR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for Bologna database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FAR decreases as both parameters increases.

system.

Thus, Tables 7.54 and 7.55 gather the results corresponding to FAR and FRR
for non-enrolled individuals, respectively.

The results highlight the fact that the rates presented in Tables 7.54 and 7.55
are comparable to those showed in Tables 7.53, which means that the threshold used
to optimized the trained system is also valid to verify non-enrolled individuals.

Finally, Table 7.56 is presented indicating the capability of the biometric system
to avoid false acceptances between enrolled users and non-enrolled samples and vice-
versa. Although the threshold is calculated with a lower number of users due to the
experimental scenario, these values do not vary significantly in comparison to those
presented in closed-set verification.

These rates measure the capability of the system to create resistant templates
against different and distinct samples, assuming that the trained system finds easier
to react against enrolled users than with non-enrolled individuals, whose parameters
have not been involved during the training phase.

The results in both Table 7.56 point out that the system conserves similar rates
to those presented in previous tables, which means that there is no significant dis-
tinction between comparing a certain template to non-self enrolled samples and
non-enrolled attempts.
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nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 6.0±0.2
7 6.0±0.2
10 7.3±0.3

LEFT 15 7.3±0.2
20 4.8±0.2
25 4.8±0.2
30 4.8±0.2
5 3.6±0.2
7 3.6±0.2
10 4.8±0.2

RIGHT 15 3.6±0.2
20 3.6±0.1
25 4.8±0.2
30 4.8±0.1

Table 7.55: Variation of FRR (%) between samples non-enrolled in the system and their
corresponding testing samples (also not enrolled in the system) in an open-set verification
scenario for Bologna database. The results are presented in relation to the number of
features (nFeatures) and the number of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering
both hands. In general, FRR decreases as both parameters increases.

nTrainingSamples
Hand nFeatures 2

5 7.19±0.24
7 4.8±0.2
10 5.7±0.1

LEFT 15 5.1±0.1
20 5.6±0.1
25 6.0±0.1
30 5.8±0.1
5 4.8±0.1
7 4.78±0.1
10 3.9±0.1

RIGHT 15 5.2±0.1
20 4.7±0.1
25 4.4±0.1
30 4.1±0.1

Table 7.56: Variation of FAR (%) between samples enrolled in the system and samples
of non-enrolled individuals in an open-set verification scenario for Bologna database. The
results are presented in relation to the number of features (nFeatures) and the number
of training samples (nTrainingSamples), considering both hands. This table represents to
what extent the system is able to reject samples from non-enrolled individuals.
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7.5.6.4 Closed-set Identification system performance

Evaluating identification schemes involves a different approach from verification.
The evaluation of identification performance aims at estimate to what extent the
system is able to correctly assign a specific identity (ID) to a biometric sample.

Figure 7.38 shows a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve (henceforth, CMC)
where the identification rate variation is represented along the number of features
per finger, being the number of training samples fixed to 2 samples.

This Figure 7.38 illustrates the fact that the performance in closed-set identifica-
tion increases (the identification rate increases) as the number of features per finger
does so. Nonetheless, this identification rate variation does not change significantly
for values of features per finger greater than 20 distances. This fact supports the
idea that 20 distances per finger is an adequate option. Moreover, this behaviour is
similar regardless of the hands involved, whether left or right.

In addition, the standard ISO/IEC 19795 suggests to represent the variation
of the Identification Rate in relation to the number of individuals enrolled in the
system. In order to carry out this evaluation, only a system is considered, with a
total of two samples per training and 20 features per finger.

Thus, Figure 7.39 represents the proportion of Identification Rate in relation to
the number of users enrolled in the systems for both left and right hands.

The reader may notice that the results of Identification Rate in Figure 7.39
at maximum number of users, i.e. 270, are statistically similar to those obtained
in Figure 7.38, as every plot was obtained with different random combination of
samples.

7.5.6.5 Open-set Identification system performance

Concerning the overall open-set identification performance evaluation, standard
ISO/IEC 19795 recommends to plot the open-set identification evaluation by repre-
senting the FNIR against FPIR at rank 1, along different population sizes.

Figure 7.40 shows the overall identification performance on an open-set system,
as the enrolment database grows. As expected, the performance decreases from a
unique user enrolled (Plot in Figure 7.40) to every user enrolled in the system
(a total of 270 for Bologna database, Plot in Figure 7.40).

7.5.6.6 Throughput performance

This section describes the behaviour in terms of time of the global system.
Firstly, Table 7.57 includes the computational time of the operations of seg-

mentation, boundary extraction, tip and valley detection respectively. This time
depends on the number of pixels and the complexity of the image to segment. The
most time-consuming step is segmentation, followed by valley detection.

After calculating tips and valleys, features are extracted and compared. The
relation of these times are evaluated as a function of the number of features ex-
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Figure 7.38: CMC curves for the proposed method applied to the two different segmen-
tations of the Bologna corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph).
Both graphs represent the variation of Identification Rate vs Rank in relation to the number
of features (nFeat.) per finger, with the number of training samples fixed to two samples.
Notice how better results are obtained as the number of features increases, although this
variation is not significant for values greater than 20 distances per finger.

Hand Segm. Boundary Tip Det. Valley Det.
Left 0.33±0.01 0.13±0.04 0.17±0.02 0.22±0.03
Right 0.35±0.02 0.14±0.03 0.16±0.04 0.21±0.03

Table 7.57: Average pre-processing time: segmentation (Segm.), boundary extraction
(Boundary), tip detection (Tip Det.) and valley detection (Valley Det.) applied to Bologna
database. Times are measured in seconds.
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Figure 7.39: CMC curve representing the Identification Rate against the number of users
enrolled in a closed-set system applied to Bologna database. The system is trained with
two samples per user and a total of 20 features per finger. Both left and right hand data
behave similarly, and rates of 100% can be observed with few users, which makes this system
suitable for biometric application in mobile devices, for instance.

Number of features
Hand 5 7 10 15 20 25 30
LEFT 11±2 12±2 16±2 16±3 21±2 23±2 25±3
RIGHT 11±1 14±2 18±2 19±2 22±2 24±3 25±3

Table 7.58: Average processing time for feature extraction and matching along different
values of number of features applied to Bologna database. The values are provided in
miliseconds (ms). These values are negligible in comparison to pre-processing time perfor-
mance (see Table 7.57).
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Figure 7.40: DET curves representing FPIR vs FNIR at rank 1, for different population
sizes (nUser) in an open-set identification scenario. This evaluation is carried out for the
proposed method applied to the two different segmentations of the Bologna corpus: Left
hand (upper graph) and Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation
of FNIR vs FPIR in relation to the rank, with a fixed configuration of 2 samples per
training and 20 number of features per finger. Notice how worse results are obtained as the
population size increases.
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tracted per finger, as the more the number of features, the greater the extraction
and matching time.

Table 7.58 gathers the time response of the system in the operations of fea-
ture extraction and matching for both left and right hands. Times are provided
in miliseconds, and they have been obtained as an averaged result of every com-
parison and extraction operation during the evaluation procedure. The reader may
notice that variances are not included for matching times, as they are completely
inconsequential.

Nonetheless, although the time increases indeed with the number of features,
this increase is almost negligible and the extraction of a considerable high number
of features do not imply a notorious increase in time. In fact, these times are
inappreciable when compared to the times obtained in Table 7.57.

Concerning both matching and template creation time, the reader may notice
that these times are statistically similar to those presented in Table 7.12 and Ta-
ble 7.11. In other words, these times are independent on the database used, and
only depend on the number of features per finger and number of training samples.

7.6 Comparative Evaluation

The proposed method has been tested along different databases both in verification
and identification mode, considering closed and open set scenarios.

Nonetheless, there exist a remaining aspect to be evaluated, which regards the
comparison of the performance with other competitive pattern recognition tech-
niques.

Within this thesis, multiclass Support Vector Machines [Vapn 95] were selected
as an adequate method which the proposed method can be compared to. However,
SVM were originally designed for binary classification [Vapn 95, Hsu 02], and there-
fore, in multiclass problems, a decomposition approach is often employed in which
the multiclass problem is divided into multiple binary subproblems, whose results
are combined [Lore 08].

There exist many advantages in using SVM as they produce very accurate clas-
sifiers, being less prone to overfitting and providing robust to noise solutions. On
the contrary, the main disadvantages are related to multiclass classification, as SVM
is a binary classifier. In addition, they are computationally expensive in comparison
to other classifiers such as k-NN or Neural Networks. However, the main drawback
is related to the fact that a SVM classifier normally requires information from all of
the enrolled individuals, what implies that SVMs have some limited applications in
biometrics (see Sections 7.6.2 to 7.6.5).

In fact, they have been extensively used in biometrics with very satisfying re-
sults [Kuma 06b, Kuma 07, Yang 07b]. Based on these former reasons, SVMs were
selected to compare the performance with the proposed algorithm.
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7.6.1 Multiclass SVM approaches

Although a complete explanation of Support Vector Machine is far beyond the scope
of this chapter, a brief description of the approaches involved in multiclass SVM
classification is provided, as there exist in the literature many methods together
with a large discussion on which approach is the most suitable [Madz 08, Duan 05,
Hsu 02, Hong 08].

Concretely, only two approaches are considered: one-class [Mane 01] and one-vs-
all classification [Hsu 02, Hong 08]. The former is the most similar to a pattern-like
biometric technique, as this method only makes use of information contained by
intraclass samples20. The implementation of this method follows the methodology
presented by Schölkopf et al. [Scho 01], where they suggested a method of adapt-
ing the SVM methodology to the oneclass classification problem. Essentially, after
transforming the feature via a kernel, they treat the origin as the only member of the
second class. Then using ‘relaxation parameters’ they separate the image of the one
class from the origin. Then the standard two-class SVM techniques are employed
[Mane 01].

Obviously, one-class SVM approach is not essentially a multiclass SVM, but
this method allows multiclass classification, as every class may be modelled by a
one-class SVM.

In contrast, one-vs-all SVM21 classification is a common strategy to construct
a multiclass SVM by means of several binary classifiers [Rifk 04]. The idea is to
associate a SVM binary classifier to every class, by constructing k SVMmodels where
k is the number of classes. The i-th SVM is trained with all of the examples in the
i-th class with positive labels, and all other examples with negative labels [Hsu 02].
This classifier makes use of data from other individuals, something unfeasible in
scenarios where there is only one individual enrolled, such a mobile phone [Sant 09].

Although there is an open discussion on which approach is better between one-
against-all and one-vs-one SVM approaches, this thesis has discarded the latter
based on the following reasoning. As oppose to one-vs-all method, one-vs-one ap-
proach creates a total of k(k−1)

2 binary classifiers, where k is the number of classes.
Concerning the case of biometrics, each template will be created by a total of k− 1

binary classifiers where every classifier will contain samples of the class belonging
to the template.

In other words, let assume Ti is the template for class i. Such a template contains
a total of k − 1 binary classifiers, where each classifier distinguishes between i class
and any of the other k− 1 classes. The classification is carried out by voting, i.e. if
the samples to classify belongs to class i, most of the k − 1 classifiers will indicate
that i is the most likely class. However, what about comparing samples of a class
j 6= i with template Ti? In this case, the m-th binary classifier (with m 6= j) can
only distinguish between class m and class i, so that classifying a sample from class
j seems equally unlikely to be properly classified as m or i.

20Samples from a same individual.
21The term one-vs-all can also be found as one-against-all in the literature [Hsu 02].
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Based on this reason, the approach one-to-one SVM has not been considered for
this thesis, as this approach is inappropriate and unsuitable for biometric applica-
tions.

Finally, it is important to state that on this evaluation, the LIBSVM (version 2.0)
is used. This is an integrated tool for support vector classification and regression
which can handle one-class SVM using the Shölkopf algorithms. The LIBSVM
2.0 is available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm. The configuration of
the parameters will be specified later for each model: one-class or one-vs-all SVM
method.

As stated previously, the performance of the proposed method will be compared
to two approaches: one-class and one-vs-all SVM multiclass classifiers.

However, not all the experiments proposed under this chapter will be replicated,
but only few of them. The methods are compared in both verification and identi-
fication modes (closed- and open-set), considering four databases (UST, IITDelhi,
GPDS and GB2S) and time performance. The reason why only these four databases
are used in this comparative evaluation is due to the fact the other two databases
(Bosphorous and Bologna) have no samples enough to train, validate and test prop-
erly the SVMs, since they have 3 samples per individual. Nonetheless, although
Bosphorous have some users with 6 samples, they do not represent a distinctive
evaluation frame to the selected four databases.

Therefore, this section will be divided similarly in databases, assessing for each
dataset the performance in verification and identification modes, in both closed and
open-set scenarios.

Although there exist different configurations of number of training samples and
number of features, this comparative evaluation will only consider the approach that
has obtained better results in both verification and identification. This configuration
consists of 3 samples per training and a total of 25 number of features per finger.
The reason why only one configuration is selected is twofold: it is assumed this
configuration is an adequate trade-off among computational cost and accuracy, and
therefore, any algorithm comparison should be carried out against this approach.
In addition, the study of the behaviour of SVM along different variations of both
parameters is out the scope of this thesis and lacks of interest.

Finally, before starting with the presentation of the results for every biometric
database, it is necessary to detail the parameters of the involved SVMs. There
exist many possibilities for SVM kernels [Vapn 95], however, the use of Radial Basis
Function (RBF) was preferred based on their performance in contrast to Linear
and Quadratics kernels. Thus, the selection of RBF as an adequate kernel for
these evaluation scenarios was carried out experimentally. In contrast, the rest of
the parameters are optimized based on the validation data, and will be described
separately for each database involved in the evaluation.
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

EER 4.1±0.2 6.1±0.6 3.1±0.2
LEFT FAR 4.2±0.4 6.4±1 3.4±0.8

FRR 4.0±0.4 6.4±0.4 3.4±0.2
EER 3.5±0.5 5.5±0.3 2.5±0.1

RIGHT FAR 3.5±0.4 4.0±1 2.9±0.5
FRR 3.4±0.5 6.3±0.5 1.7±0.3

Table 7.59: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in a closed-set verification evaluation scenario applied to UST database. The pro-
posed method obtains slightly better results in terms of EER, FAR and FRR. Notice that
the EER is obtained with validation data.

7.6.2 UST Database

This section presents the comparative results of both SVM approaches: One-vs-all
(henceforth, OvA) and One-class (oneClass). The results are presented and briefly
discussed in order to not extend the whole document excessively.

This comparative evaluation will consider the same number of samples per train-
ing, validation and testing, same number of repetitions and so forth as in the evalua-
tion scheme of the proposed method. Concretely, the number of training samples
per training is set to 3, the number of validation samples is fixed to 2, and the
number of testing samples is 3. Moreover, the number of repetitions is 25 times,
and the number of features per finger is set to 25, as it was concluded in previous
Section 7.5 that this system achieves an adequate balance in terms of identification
and verification accuracy and complexity. The number of 25 features per finger
was also preferred to 20 features as SVMs are more accurate as the number of fea-
tures increases, until some extent. This conclusion was obtained experimentally, as
a result of evaluating the performance of both SVM in a closed-set scenario with
different number of features per finger.

In addition, the four evaluation scenarios closed-set and open-set verification and
identification are considered.

First of all, Table 7.59 is presented gathering for each hand the rates of EER,
FAR and FRR for the three compared methods.

This former table highlights the fact that the proposed method obtains better
results than both OvA and oneClass SVMs.

Secondly, the ROC curves of FMR vs 1-FNMR are represented in Figure 7.41
in order to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed method in comparison to both
SVMs.

In concordance to Table 7.59, the ROC curve associated with the proposed
method obtains better results in a closed-set verification scenario. It is also remark-
able that OvA SVM achieves better results than oneClass SVM, but in a closed-set
verification scenario this result was expected as OvA is more accurate than oneClass
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Figure 7.41: ROC curves for the proposed method and both SVM approaches applied
to the two different segmentations of the UST corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right
hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR. The global
performance of the proposed method is better and more stable than the others, which means
that slight variations of the EER threshold imply small variation in FAR/FRR rates, in
opposition to OvA approach, which decreases more drastically.
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SVM to assign classes to samples.
Concerning open-set verification scenarios, Table 7.60 is provided comparing the

results of different rates, as described in Figure 7.42. Each rate is described as the
type of rate (FAR or FRR), indicating afterwards if the training data were taken
from enrolled individuals (E) or from non-enrolled individuals (NE). Finally, it is
indicated either the testing data come from enrolled (E) or non-enrolled individuals
(NE).

Figure 7.42: Visual division of data for closed-set verification, and their corresponding
rates that are involved in the comparison evaluation of the proposed method with OvA and
oneClass SVM.

Thus, for instance, FAR_E_NE means the existing FAR between templates
enrolled in the system, and samples corresponding to non-enrolled individuals (see
Figure 7.42).

Two main conclusions can be extracted from this Table 7.60: First of all, the
results obtained by SVMs do not improve those achieved by the proposed method,
although they are similar. In contrast, some differences arises, as the fact that
when samples between enrolled and non-enrolled individuals are involved, the per-
formance of OvA SVM decreases notoriously. This is explained based on the fact
that this SVM attempts to associate a class to a given sample. Therefore, although
the likelihood is considered as a measured of the similarity between samples and
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

FAR_E_E 4.2±0.4 6.4±1 3.4±0.8
FRR_E_E 4.0±0.4 6.4±0.4 3.5±0.2
FAR_NE_E 85.3±4.4 7.1±1.5 4.0±0.6

LEFT FAR_E_NE 95.2±0.3 6.8±1.1 4.0±0.6
FAR_NE_NE 3.7±0.9 6.2±1.3 4±0.8
FRR_NE_NE 12.9±4.2 7.3±1.9 2.5±1.7
FAR_E_E 3.5±0.4 4.0±1 2.9±0.5
FRR_E_E 3.4±0.5 6.3±0.5 1.7±2.0

RIGHT FAR_NE_E 87.2±3.6 6.4±1.6 2.8±0.6
FAR_E_NE 95.7±0.5 6.1±1.2 3.1±0.7
FAR_NE_NE 2.9±0.9 5.6±2 3.1±0.9
FRR_NE_NE 10.8±3.7 6.1±3.6 1.9±1.2

Table 7.60: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in an open-set verification evaluation scenario applied to UST database.

associated classes by the SVM, it is clearly not enough. In fact, this is one of the
main drawbacks and limitations of the OvA SVMs.

In relation to identification performance, closed-set identification scenarios are
firstly considered. Thus, Figures 7.43 and 7.44 illustrate CMC plots of identifica-
tion rate versus population size at rank 1 for database UST considering the three
evaluated methods.

The behaviour of the proposed method in this evaluation scenario achieves better
results. Concretely, the identification rate for the maximum population size (287) is
50.7%, 68.1% and 92.4% for oneClass, OvA and the proposed method respectively
in left hand, and 53.1%, 62.3% and 89.9% in right hand.

Regarding open-set identification scenarios, Figures 7.45 and 7.46 illustrate the
behaviour of both OvA and oneClass SVMs respectively. These figures represent a
DET plot showing the variation of FPIR and FNIR at rank 1 for different population
sizes. It is expected that the performance decreases as the population size increases.
The reader may compared these plots to the corresponding Figure 7.9.

As expected, the behaviour of OvA in open-set identification is inaccurate due
to the limitations previously described.

In contrast, the performance of oneClass improves the accuracy of OvA SVM,
but it is the proposed method which obtains the best results (Figure 7.9).

7.6.3 GB2S Database

This section presents the comparative results of both SVM approaches: One-vs-all
(henceforth, OvA) and One-class (oneClass). The results are presented and briefly
discussed in order to not extend the whole document excessively.

This comparative evaluation will consider the same number of samples per train-
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Figure 7.43: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population
size at rank 1, considering the left hand UST database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.
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Figure 7.44: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population
size at rank 1, considering the right hand UST database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.
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Figure 7.45: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand UST database and OvA SVM. Notice how
the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.46: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand UST database and oneClass SVM. Notice
how the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.9).
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

EER 4.7± 1.4 6.1±1.3 3.7±1.1
LEFT FAR 4.8±1.4 5.6±2.5 3.8±0.7

FRR 4.3±0.9 6.3±2 3.3±1.7
EER 4.6±2.1 5.3±2.2 3.7±1.3

RIGHT FAR 4.7±1.7 5.4±1.2 3.7±0.8
FRR 4±2.3 6.5±2.3 3.9±1.5

Table 7.61: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in a closed-set verification evaluation scenario applied to GB2S database. The
proposed method obtains slightly better results in terms of EER, FAR and FRR. Notice
that the EER is obtained with validation data.

ing, validation and testing, same number of repetitions and so forth as in the evalua-
tion scheme of the proposed method. Section 7.5 that this system achieves an ade-
quate balance in terms of identification and verification accuracy and complexity.

In addition, the four evaluation scenarios closed-set and open-set verification and
identification are considered.

First of all, Table 7.61 is presented gathering for each hand the rates of EER,
FAR and FRR for the three compared methods.

This former table highlights the fact that the proposed method obtains better
results than both OvA and oneClass SVMs.

Secondly, the ROC curves of FMR vs 1-FNMR are represented in Figure 7.47
in order to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed method in comparison to both
SVMs.

In concordance to Table 7.61, the ROC curve associated with the proposed
method obtains better results in a closed-set verification scenario. It is also remark-
able that OvA SVM achieves better results than oneClass SVM, but in a closed-set
verification scenario this result was expected as OvA is more accurate than oneClass
SVM to assign classes to samples.

Concerning open-set verification scenarios Table 7.62 is provided comparing the
results of different rates, as described in Figure 7.42.

Two main conclusions can be extracted from this Table 7.62: First of all, the
results obtained by SVMs do not improve those achieved by the proposed method,
although they are similar. In contrast, some differences arises, as the fact that when
samples between enrolled and non-enrolled individuals are involved, the performance
of OvA SVM decreases notoriously.

In relation to identification performance, closed-set identification scenarios are
firstly considered. Thus, Figures 7.48 and 7.49 illustrate CMC plots of identifica-
tion rate versus population size at rank 1 for database GB2S considering the three
evaluated methods.

The behaviour of the proposed method in this evaluation scenario achieves better
results. Concretely, the identification rate for the maximum population size (110) is
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Figure 7.47: ROC curves for the proposed method and both SVM approaches applied to
the two different segmentations of the GB2S corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and Right
hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR. The global
performance of the proposed method is better and more stable than the others, which means
that slight variations of the EER threshold imply small variation in FAR/FRR rates, in
opposition to OvA approach, which decreases more drastically.
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

FAR_E_E 4.8±1.4 5.6±2.5 3.8±0.7
FRR_E_E 4.3±0.9 6.3±2 3.3±1.7
FAR_NE_E 68.5±3.7 8.1±3.2 4.0±0.6

LEFT FAR_E_NE 83.9±1.6 9.2±0.9 4.0±0.6
FAR_NE_NE 8.9±3.6 8.1±1.9 4±0.8
FRR_NE_NE 13.7±1.9 8.3±3.6 2.5±1.7
FAR_E_E 4.7±1.7 5.4±1.2 3.7±0.8
FRR_E_E 4±2.3 6.5±2.3 3.9±1.5

RIGHT FAR_NE_E 68.5±5.9 9.9±3.3 2.8±0.6
FAR_E_NE 84.3±2.1 9.9±1.7 3.1±0.7
FAR_NE_NE 9.3±1.5 8.4±2.8 3.1±0.9
FRR_NE_NE 14.1±3 10.8±3.6 1.9±1.2

Table 7.62: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in an open-set verification evaluation scenario applied to GB2S database.
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Figure 7.48: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population
size at rank 1, considering the left hand GB2S database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.
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Figure 7.49: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population size
at rank 1, considering the right hand GB2S database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.

45.8%, 51.6% and 86.3% for oneClass, OvA and the proposed method respectively
in left hand, and 33.3%, 47.8% and 83.3% in right hand.

Regarding open-set identification scenarios, Figures 7.50 and 7.51 illustrate the
behaviour of both OvA and oneClass SVMs respectively. These figures represent a
DET plot showing the variation of FPIR and FNIR at rank 1 for different population
sizes. It is expected that the performance decreases as the population size increases.
The reader may compared these plots to the corresponding Figure 7.16.

As expected, the behaviour of OvA in open-set identification is inaccurate due
to the limitations previously described.

In contrast, the performance of oneClass improves the accuracy of OvA SVM,
but it is the proposed method which obtains the best results (Figure 7.16).

7.6.4 GPDS Database

This section presents the comparative results of both SVM approaches: One-vs-all
(henceforth, OvA) and One-class (oneClass). The results are presented and briefly
discussed in order to not extend the whole document excessively.

This comparative evaluation will consider the same number of samples per train-
ing, validation and testing, same number of repetitions and so forth as in the evalua-
tion scheme of the proposed method. Section 7.5 that this system achieves an ade-
quate balance in terms of identification and verification accuracy and complexity.

In addition, the four evaluation scenarios closed-set and open-set verification and
identification are considered.
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Figure 7.50: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand GB2S database and OvA SVM. Notice how
the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.16).
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Figure 7.51: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand GB2S database and oneClass SVM. Notice
how the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.16).
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

EER 2.3±0.2 2.6±0.6 1.6±0.3
RIGHT FAR 2.4±0.3 2.7±0.5 1.0±0.2

FRR 2.2±0.2 2.5±0.6 1.0±0.2
Table 7.63: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in a closed-set verification evaluation scenario applied to GPDS database. The
proposed method obtains slightly better results in terms of EER, FAR and FRR. Notice
that the EER is obtained with validation data.

Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

FAR_E_E 2.4±0.3 2.7±0.5 1.0±0.2
FRR_E_E 2.2±0.2 2.5±0.6 0.6±0.1

RIGHT FAR_NE_E 93.8±1.4 3.0±1.3 1.2±0.2
FAR_E_NE 96.8±0.4 3.3±0.8 1.0±0.2
FAR_NE_NE 2.4±0.7 1.0±0.4 1.0±0.2
FRR_NE_NE 4.1±0.9 3.6±2.4 1.5±0.4

Table 7.64: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in an open-set verification evaluation scenario applied to GPDS database.

First of all, Table 7.63 is presented gathering for each hand the rates of EER,
FAR and FRR for the three compared methods.

This former table highlights the fact that the proposed method obtains better
results than both OvA and oneClass SVMs.

Secondly, the ROC curves of FMR vs 1-FNMR are represented in Figure 7.52
in order to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed method in comparison to both
SVMs.

In concordance to Table 7.63, the ROC curve associated with the proposed
method obtains better results in a closed-set verification scenario. It is also remark-
able that OvA SVM achieves better results than oneClass SVM, but in a closed-set
verification scenario this result was expected as OvA is more accurate than oneClass
SVM to assign classes to samples.

Concerning open-set verification scenarios Table 7.64 is provided comparing the
results of different rates, as described in Figure 7.42.

Two main conclusions can be extracted from this Table 7.64: First of all, the
results obtained by SVMs do not improve those achieved by the proposed method,
although they are similar. In contrast, some differences arises, as the fact that when
samples between enrolled and non-enrolled individuals are involved, the performance
of OvA SVM decreases notoriously.

In relation to identification performance, closed-set identification scenarios are
firstly considered. Thus, Figure 7.53 illustrate CMC plots of identification rate
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Figure 7.52: ROC curves for the proposed method and both SVM approaches applied
to GPDS corpus. The plot represents the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR. The global per-
formance of the proposed method is better and more stable than the others, which means
that slight variations of the EER threshold imply small variation in FAR/FRR rates, in
opposition to OvA approach, which decreases more drastically.

versus population size at rank 1 for database GPDS considering the three evaluated
methods.

The behaviour of the proposed method in this evaluation scenario achieves better
results. Concretely, the identification rate for the maximum population size (150) is
76.2%, 88.8% and 98.9% for oneClass, OvA and the proposed method respectively
in right hand.

Regarding open-set identification scenarios, Figures 7.54 and 7.55 illustrate the
behaviour of both OvA and oneClass SVMs respectively. These figures represent a
DET plot showing the variation of FPIR and FNIR at rank 1 for different population
sizes. It is expected that the performance decreases as the population size increases.
The reader may compared these plots to the corresponding Figure 7.23.

As expected, the behaviour of OvA in open-set identification is inaccurate due
to the limitations previously described.

In contrast, the performance of oneClass improves the accuracy of OvA SVM,
but it is the proposed method which obtains the best results (Figure 7.23).

7.6.5 IITDelhi Database

This section presents the comparative results of both SVM approaches: One-vs-all
(henceforth, OvA) and One-class (oneClass). The results are presented and briefly
discussed in order to not extend the whole document excessively.

This comparative evaluation will consider the same number of samples per train-
ing, validation and testing, same number of repetitions and so forth as in the evalua-
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Figure 7.53: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population size
at rank 1, considering the right hand GPDS database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.
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Figure 7.54: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering hand GPDS
database and OvA SVM. Notice how the identification rates decrease as the population
size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see
Figure 7.23).
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Figure 7.55: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering hand GPDS
database and oneClass SVM. Notice how the identification rates decrease as the population
size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see
Figure 7.23).

tion scheme of the proposed method. Section 7.5 that this system achieves an ade-
quate balance in terms of identification and verification accuracy and complexity.

In addition, the four evaluation scenarios closed-set and open-set verification and
identification are considered.

First of all, Table 7.65 is presented gathering for each hand the rates of EER,
FAR and FRR for the three compared methods.

This former table highlights the fact that the proposed method obtains better
results than both OvA and oneClass SVMs in right hand, but concerning left hand it
is OvA which outperforms the presented method, although the variances of previous
results suggest that both methods (OvA and proposed) achieves similar results.

Secondly, the ROC curves of FMR vs 1-FNMR are represented in Figure 7.56
in order to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed method in comparison to both
SVMs.

In concordance to Table 7.65, the ROC curve associated with the proposed
method obtains better results in a closed-set verification scenario. It is also remark-
able that OvA SVM achieves better results than oneClass SVM, but in a closed-set
verification scenario this result was expected as OvA is more accurate than oneClass
SVM to assign classes to samples.

Concerning open-set verification scenarios Table 7.66 is provided comparing the
results of different rates, as described in Figure 7.42.

Two main conclusions can be extracted from this Table 7.66: First of all, the
results obtained by SVMs do not improve those achieved by the proposed method,
although they are similar. In contrast, some differences arises, as the fact that
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Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

EER 5.4± 0.9 10.4±1.5 5.8±0.2
LEFT FAR 5.6±1 9.1±0.7 5.9±0.2

FRR 5.2±0.9 10.9±1 6.7±0.2
EER 3.8±0.6 6.4±0.9 3.3±0.2

RIGHT FAR 4±0.7 6.3±1.8 3.4±0.2
FRR 3.8±0.6 6.4±1.2 4.7±0.2

Table 7.65: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in a closed-set verification evaluation scenario applied to IITDelhi. The proposed
method obtains slightly better results in terms of EER, FAR and FRR. Notice that the
EER is obtained with validation data.

Method
Hand Rate SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed

FAR_E_E 5.6±1 9.1±0.7 5.9±0.2
FRR_E_E 5.2±0.9 10.9±1 6.7±0.2
FAR_NE_E 83.5±3.4 11.4±1.6 5.9±0.2

LEFT FAR_E_NE 93.7±0.9 11.2±0.4 6.5±0.2
FAR_NE_NE 4.0±2.7 12.2±3.4 3.8±0.2
FRR_NE_NE 15±3.6 11.6±1.1 6.5±0.5
FAR_E_E 4±0.7 6.3±1.8 3.4±0.2
FRR_E_E 3.8±0.6 6.4±1.2 4.7±0.2

RIGHT FAR_NE_E 87.7±3.6 6.4±0.9 3.6±0.2
FAR_E_NE 95.1±1.1 6.9±1.1 3.2±0.2
FAR_NE_NE 5.0±1.2 8.4±4.2 3.3±0.1
FRR_NE_NE 11.2±4.7 6.9±0.6 3.6±0.5

Table 7.66: Comparative result of SVM one-vs-all (OvA), SVM oneclass and the proposed
method in an open-set verification evaluation scenario applied to IITDelhi.
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Figure 7.56: ROC curves for the proposed method and both SVM approaches applied
to the two different segmentations of the IITDelhi corpus: Left hand (upper graph) and
Right hand (bottom graph). Both graphs represent the variation of FMR vs 1-FNMR. The
global performance of the proposed method is better and more stable than the others, which
means that slight variations of the EER threshold imply small variation in FAR/FRR rates,
in opposition to OvA approach, which decreases more drastically.
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Figure 7.57: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population size
at rank 1, considering the left hand IITDelhi database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.

when samples between enrolled and non-enrolled individuals are involved, the per-
formance of OvA SVM decreases notoriously. This is explained based on the fact
that this SVM attempts to associate a class to a given sample. Therefore, although
the likelihood is considered as a measured of the similarity between samples and
associated classes by the SVM, it is clearly not enough. In fact, this is one of the
main drawbacks and limitations of the OvA SVMs.

In relation to identification performance, closed-set identification scenarios are
firstly considered. Thus, Figures 7.57 and 7.58 illustrate CMC plots of identification
rate versus population size at rank 1 for database IITDelhi considering the three
evaluated methods.

The behaviour of the proposed method in this evaluation scenario achieves bet-
ter results as the population size increases. However, it is noticeable that for small
population sizes, SVMs outperforms the identification rates of the proposed meth-
ods. Concretely, the identification rate for the maximum population size (235) is
70.1%, 77.1% and 84.3% for oneClass, OvA and the proposed method respectively
in left hand, and 81.2%, 75.1% and 86.8% in right hand.

Regarding open-set identification scenarios, Figures 7.59 and 7.60 illustrate the
behaviour of both OvA and oneClass SVMs respectively. These figures represent a
DET plot showing the variation of FPIR and FNIR at rank 1 for different population
sizes. It is expected that the performance decreases as the population size increases.
The reader may compared these plots to the corresponding Figure 7.30.

As expected, the behaviour of OvA in open-set identification is inaccurate due
to the limitations previously described.
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Figure 7.58: CMC curves representing identification rate in relation to the population size
at rank 1, considering the right hand IITDelhi database. Notice how the identification rates
decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method achieves better results in
comparison to SVMs.

In contrast, the performance of oneClass improves the accuracy of OvA SVM,
but it is the proposed method which obtains the best results (Figure 7.30).

Finally, the reader may compare these results to those presented in Tables 1.1, 5.1
and 5.2. Notice that this comparison must be done carefully as approaches, meth-
ods and evaluation schemes are different (most of them only consider closed-set
verification).

7.6.6 Comparative throughput performance

Finally, the time performance is also compared. Obviously, the time performance
depends on both the computational characteristics and also the implementation.
The former has been already presented in previous Section 7.5.1.6, and so has the
latter, since both SVMs are based on LIBSVM 2.0, and the proposed system has
been implemented in MATLAB.

The most important times under consideration are the template and matching
times, as described previously within this thesis (Section 7.5.1.6). These values are
presented in Table 7.67 where three conclusions can be achieved:

• First of all, the time required by OvA SVMs are notoriously higher than the
other two approaches. This difference is explained based on the number of
data required to create the template and matching, as it needs every data
from every user. In fact, this time depends on the population size. The values
presented in Table 7.67 in relation to OvA correspond to UST database. In
addition, the time required for the presented databases is as follows: GB2S
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Figure 7.59: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand IITDelhi database and OvA SVM. Notice
how the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.30).

Approaches
Function SVM OvA SVM oneClass Proposed
Template 596.7±31 0.31±0.02 0.78±0.03
Matching 2.60±0.6 0.11±0.008 0.23±0.02

Table 7.67: Average processing time for template extraction and template matching in
relation to all the compared approaches for UST database. The values are provided in
miliseconds (ms). Notice that the most time consuming approach is OvA SVM.
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Figure 7.60: DET curves representing FPIR and FNIR at rank 1, considering the left
(upper graph) and right (bottom graph) hand IITDelhi database and oneClass SVM. Notice
how the identification rates decrease as the population size increases. The proposed method
achieves better results in comparison to SVMs (see Figure 7.30).
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(137.6,0.93), GPDS (237,1.3) and IITDelhi (460.4,0.95), indicating in first
place the template creation time, and in second place the matching time,
both measured in miliseconds. The times for SVM oneClass and the proposed
method are independent on the population size.

• The proposed method achieves twice the time obtained by SVM oneClass,
which is a promising results as the proposed method is based on a naïve im-
plementation in MATLAB. It is expected, that a more refined implementation
in C or Java may decrease both processing times. Nonetheless, both times are
negligible in comparison to the pre-processing time.

• Both times are statistically similar for both hands.

Therefore, the main conclusion of this throughput study implies that the pro-
posed method represents a competitive approach in terms of computational cost,
despite of not being efficiently implemented.

7.7 User Acceptability

This section aims at presenting a user acceptability evaluation. In contrast to a
technology evaluation, this section is oriented to assess the confidence of the user in
the proposed biometric technique and its acceptability.

The results of this evaluation will pursue the possibility of a posterior commer-
cialization of a hand biometric system oriented to mobile devices.

With this aim a poll of 10 questions was created evaluating several aspects such as
familiarity degree of the individuals, acceptability of biometrics in general and hand
in particular and aspects related to biometric performance such as computational
time or system failures.

A total of 250 individuals filled the poll22. This population has different degrees
of ages, individuals profiles and degree of familiarity with biometrics. Therefore, the
conclusions of this poll will be considered separately for people familiar to biometrics
and for people not so familiar or even unfamiliar with this kind of technology.

First of all, Figure 7.61 represents the proportion of individuals that are familiar
(they certainly know what biometrics means), not very familiar (they have ever
heard of biometrics) and unfamiliar (they do not know anything about biometrics).
It is interesting to see how the proportion of the three possibilities is almost equal,
although there exist a higher ratio of individuals completely unfamiliar to the term
biometrics.

From this moment on, every aspect considered will be evaluated for three differ-
ent classes: (1) the whole population (indicated by the label General), (2) individuals
familiar with biometrics (Familiar with biometrics), (3) and individuals completely
unfamiliar with biometrics (Unfamiliar with biometrics). These three segments of

22Notice that although 250 individuals answered the poll, only 227 complete it entirely.
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Figure 7.61: Population division concerning the familiarity degree to the term biometrics.
Although there is a majority of individuals unfamiliar with biometrics (44%), the proportion
between the three classes is almost equitable.

Figure 7.62: Proportion of individuals that are confident with hand biometrics. Most of
the people (even more in individuals unfamiliar with biometrics) would use hand biometrics
but they would like to use the PIN code just in case hand biometrics does not work.
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the population will provide a deeper understanding of the answered collected by the
poll.

Next question is related to the degree of confidence that an individual confers
to hand biometrics. In other words, if individuals will rely completely on biometrics
as an access and secure technology.

The result is interesting. In general, most of the people agree on using hand
biometrics, but they would feel more confident with the use of the PIN code (56%),
just in case biometrics does not work. This result is more significant for people un-
familiar (61%) which indicates that although people is open to use hand biometrics
daily, they would feel more comfortable if they have the normal PIN code in case
something is wrong.

This fact implies that individuals do not rely completely on biometrics, either
because they do not know the biometric technique, or because they reluctant to
change the access technology.

In addition, it is significant that a proportion between 7% would never use hand
biometrics. This rate is slightly higher in individuals familiar with biometrics.

After these results, it seems logical to think that individuals do not rely on hand
biometrics because it is more insecure than the PIN code. Surprisingly, people in
general agree that hand biometrics is more secure (around 90%). This result is
slightly lower in people unfamiliar with biometrics, which can explain the lack of
confidence obtain in previous Figure 7.62.

At this moment, Figure 7.62 and 7.63 have stated that people would use hand
biometrics but with the PIN code in case biometrics fails, and that people think
that biometrics is more secure than the PIN code. The question now is: Why then
would people still prefer the PIN code if biometrics seems more secure?

One possible answer may be that people know than PIN code never fails, in
contrast to biometrics that may have an authentication error.

In order to provide a spot of light on this aspect, Figure 7.64 is presented, where
individuals are asked to what extent they rely on hand biometrics even knowing it
has an error of 1-2% in authentication.

The answer was positive, but depending on the final application. It is interest-
ing that this result is noticeable in people familiar with biometrics, which are less
permissive to errors.

A conclusion of Figure 7.62, 7.63 and 7.64 is that although people think that the
hand biometrics is more secure than the standard PIN code, they would use hand
biometrics in those applications involving low security, and in that case, they would
like to have the PIN code available in case hand biometrics does not work properly,
or in case they do not feel comfortable using this technology.

In other words, as biometrics is a new technology, people is still reluctant to rely
and trust completely on it, either because of the inherent errors in biometrics, or
because of a lack of habit, as most individuals have never used biometrics. In any
case, it seems that changing the PIN code by biometrics must be done in a gradual
and progressive manner, until people could trust completely on biometrics.
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Figure 7.63: Results on the comparison between PIN code and hand biometrics in terms
of security. Most of the people (around 90%) agree that hand biometrics is potentially more
secure than the standard PIN code.

Figure 7.64: Degree of people confidence on biometrics despite of the errors. Most of the
individuals would use it, but depending on which application, they would still prefer the
PIN code.
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The two last questions are related to technical aspects of the hand biometrics
implementation.

Firstly, people are asked the number of attempts they are willing to make in
case the hand biometrics application fails, either because of a bad segmentation,
bad acquisition, or a false reject. Most of them in general are disposed to repeat
the attempt from 2 to 5 times, although the majority would prefer only 2 attempts
(around 60%). It is interesting how the people unfamiliar with biometrics is less
demanding with the application than people familiar with biometrics.

Secondly, people are asked about the time they are disposed to wait until they
are authenticated, or until the application ends. It is significant that in this case the
people unfamiliar with biometrics is willing to wait up to 5 seconds, in contrast to
the people familiar with biometrics which is disposed to wait only up to 2 seconds.
In addition, there is a significant rate of people which is able to wait until 10 seconds,
and few of them would like to be authenticated immediately.

As a conclusion of these two former results (Figure 7.65 and 7.66) is that people
in general is willing to collaborate with the system, either in case of repeating the
attempts (from 2-5 attempts) or in case of waiting for a result (from 2-5 seconds).
This result is very important concerning the hand biometrics application in real-
time in mobile devices where attempts and computational time are comparable to
those the people is willing to endure.

Finally, the reader may see the entire poll in Appendix A.

7.8 Implementation in Android

This brief section pretends to summerize the design and implementation of the
proposed hand biometric system in a mobile devices.

The mobile selected was an HTC Desire S with a 1.1 GB RAM and Processor
Qualcomm 8250 Snapdragon 1GHz, GPU Adreno 200. The operative system of the
mobile is Android OS, v2.3 Gingerbread.

The camera of the mobile is a 5 MP camera with autofocus, flash LED, image
stabilizer, with a resolution of 2592x1944 pixels.

The implementation of the biometric system was carried out entirely on Java An-
droid and OpenCV, following the methods described within this thesis. Concretely,
colour-based segmentation method was selected for the sake of simplicity.

The results are presented in Table 7.68, where the size of the image, and time
for segmentation (Segm.), blob detection (Blob.), feature extraction (F. Ext.), fea-
ture classification (F. Clas.), template creation (Temp.) and template comparison
(Comp.) are represented in miliseconds.

One conclusion is that the implementation in the smartphone is able to carry out
a biometric recognition in less than 5 seconds (with an image of 400x300), which is
acceptable for end users according to Section 7.7. Notice that higher sizes increase
notoriously the computational time. In addition, the most time-consuming step is
not segmentation but feature extraction. This is due to the fact that this module is
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Figure 7.65: Number of attempts an individual is willing to make in case the application
of hand biometrics fails for several reasons. People is disposed to repeat an attempt a couple
of times.

Figure 7.66: Time an individual is disposed to wait until the hand biometrics application
ends. People is willing to wait at most five seconds, in general.
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Size Segm. Blob. F. Ext. F. Clas. Temp. Comp.
640 x 480 224±30 2095±45 19930± 53 864±24 96±21 <1ms
400 x 300 98±16 833±23 2759±22 358±24 80±13 <1ms
320 x 240 69±12 541±22 1224±38 369±25 74±11 <1ms
200 x 150 42±12 218±32 211±27 148±23 67±14 <1ms

Table 7.68: Time performance of the hand biometric system implementation in HTC mo-
bile devices. This table represents the size of the image, and time for segmentation (Segm.),
blob detection (Blob.), feature extraction (F. Ext.), feature classification (F. Clas.), tem-
plate creation (Temp.) and template comparison (Comp.). Time is measured in miliseconds.

implemented with OpenCV and is not optimized for the mobile device. As future
work, an implementation more adequate to the mobile phone will be considered, so
that this time is decreased together with the whole processing time.
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8.1 Introduction

The incessant demand of security in modern society is requiring a certain effort on
providing protected and reliable frames for contemporary scenarios and applications
such as bank account access, electronic voting, commerce or border crossing frontiers
in airports.

Biometrics is of essential importance due to their capability to identify indi-
viduals in an univocal manner with low rates in false alarms, aiming to avoid the
use of passwords, pin-codes or different tokens for personal identification. Instead,
biometrics claim to extract precise and unique information from individuals based
on whether behavioural or physical characteristics. In fact, there are a wide range
of possible techniques for biometric identification, whose enumeration is far beyond
the scope of this topic.

However, despite of avoiding the use of pin-codes, biometrics does not consider
the case of individuals being forced to provide the biometric data to the correspond-
ing sensor, allowing non-desired accesses. In other words, given a cash withdraw
machine in a bank provided with the most sophisticated biometric system able to
detect even fake or non-living samples, if a person is forced to present the required
biometric data (iris, fingerprint, hand, . . . ), the system would let enter that person,
as long as the biometric template coincides with the acquired data. Thus, indi-
viduals registered or enrolled within the systems could be used as keys to access a
complex door.

8.2 Motivation

The presented approach proposes a stress detection system able to cope with this
lack of security, based on the fact that former situations take place provoking a huge
response in the human stress mechanism. Such response is impossible to disguise,
providing a suitable method to detect anomalous situations in where the whole
security could be compromised.

This stress detection must provide precise and real-time information on the state-
of-mind of the individual, requiring a low number of physiological parameters to keep
the acquisition system as less invasive and intrusive as possible. Notice that this
fact is an essential concern due to the current misgivings on hygienic considerations.

Therefore, only two physiological signals are required, namely Galvanic Skin Re-
sponse (Skin Conductivity) and Heart Rate, since both provide accurate and precise
information on the physiological situation of individuals. The inclusion of adequate
sensors for both signals acquisitions require little hardware, being straightforward
to include former sensors in current biometric systems.

Besides, this chapter proposes a wide variety of methods for stress detection,
in order to elucidate which method is more suitable for implementation and inte-
gration in future biometric devices. In addition, methods are oriented for real-time
applications, which in most cases provoke a reduction in stress detection accuracy.
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Finally, the study comes up with the conclusion that best approach combining
accuracy and real-time application is based on fuzzy logic, modelling the behaviour
of individuals under different stressing and non-stressing situations, creating a stress
template gathering previous physiological information.

The use of the proposed stress template is twofold: On the one hand, to collect
and gather the different behaviour of each individual under a variety of situations
in order to compare posterior physiological acquisitions. On the other hand, the
idea of template implies modelling each individual separately, providing a frame
to distinguish to what extent individuals react against stressing situations. This
template is based on the idea that human individuals react differently to a same
event, and therefore, a stress detection system cannot provide a result based on
general parameters but concrete, personal and individualize features.

8.3 Aim of this chapter

This chapter aims at designing and evaluating a stress detection system based on
two physiological signals: galvanic skin response and heart rate. The system will be
oriented to real-time stress detection, and considering low invasive sensors in order
to facilitate the inclusion of this system in current biometric system in a near future.

The layout of the chapter is as follows: First of all, a literature review is consi-
dered in Section 8.4. Then a description of the physiological signals involved in the
system are described in Section 8.5, together with the database and the experiments
carried to evaluate the systems in Section 8.6. The proposed systems are presented
in Section 8.7, ending the chapter with the results and discussion in Section 8.9.

8.4 Literature Review

The problem of stress detection has been tackled with different approaches. How-
ever, former works can be divided into two different groups, depending on the use
of physiological signals or other behavioural characteristics.

For example, the work presented by [Andr 05] provides a system able to compute
the stress level of an individual by the manner and rhythm in which a person types
characters on a keyboard or keypad. In addition, [Ding 07] provides a study of stress
detection based on facial recognition. Both approaches are related to behavioural
human characteristics.

On the other hand, there exist many previous works related to stress detection
based on physiological signals. The essay presented by [Begu 06] presents a study
of stress detection only based on Finger Temperature (FT), together with Fuzzy
Logic [Zade 96], and Case-Based Reasoning [Andr 05].

Focusing on stress detection by means of physiological signals, it is necessary to
describe which possible signals can be related to stress and their extent.

It is not common to focus only on one certain physiological feature, but on many
of them, in order to obtain further and more precise information about the state of
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mind. Considering this multimodal approach, there are several articles which study
a variety of parameters and signals, as well as the combination among them.

Heart Rate variability (HR) has been considered as an earlier stress marker
in human body, being widely studied and analyzed. Several authors consider this
signal in their reports: [Jova 03] presented a stress monitoring system based on a
distributed wireless architecture implemented on intelligent sensors, recording HR
along different positions in individual body by means of sensors located beneath
clothes.

In addition, the research provided in [Angu 05, Zhai 05] proposes a system consi-
dering Finger Temperature (FT), Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and Blood Volume
Pulse (BVP). The main characteristic of this system lies on the fact that signals are
acquired in a non-intrusive manner and furthermore, these previous physiological
signals provide a predictable relation with stress variation.

There exist physiological signals of different nature like Pupil Dilation (PD) and
Eyetracking (ET) providing very precise information about frame stress. When an
individual is under stress, PD is wider and the eye movement is faster. The ar-
ticle presented in [Pren 07], not only consider PD and ET, but also GSR, BVP
and FT. The main purpose of this approach is to recognize emotions, interest
and attention from emotion recognition, a very remarkable conclusion for future
computer applications and for the improvement of Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) [Sark 02a, Kim 08].

In summary, stress can be detected through many different manners, as stated
in [Sark 02a], where a wide study is carried out regarding previous physiologi-
cal signals together with others related to stress (Positron Emission Technology
(PET) [Sark 02a, Heal 05], Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [Pica 00,
Sark 02b], Electroencephalography (EEG) [Sark 02a, Li 06], likewise Electromyo-
grams (EMG) [Chin 06a, Li 06, Shin 98] or Respiratory Rate (RR) [Shin 04]). None-
theless, these other signals lack of future integrity because they involve more invasive
acquisition procedures.

Table 8.1 gathers a summary on the signals involved in stress detection within
literature.

Together with signal processing and feature extraction, the comparison algo-
rithms to elucidate the stress level of an individual are of great importance. There
are some previous work considering several approaches for stress detection. The
work presented by N. Sarkar [Sark 02a] proposes fuzzy logic (as M. Jiang and Z.
Wang [Jian 09]) to elucidate to what extent a user is under stress. On the other
hand, the research presented by A. de Santos et al. [Sant 11c] proposes the creation
of a fuzzy stress template to which subsequent physiological acquisitions could be
compared and contrasted. Other approaches have been proposed, based on differ-
ent techniques like Support Vector Machines (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN),
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) or Bayes classifier. In order to extend exces-
sively the document, Table 8.2 contains a summary of previous approaches within
literature.

Finally, a matter of importance are both how stress is induced in individuals
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Physiological Signals References
BVP (Blood Volume Pressure) [Pica 00, Barr 06]

[Zhai 05, Lin 05]
GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) [Pica 00, Barr 06, Bakk 11]

[Zhai 05, Moor 04, Lin 05]
PD (Pupil Dilation) [Barr 06, Zhai 05, Lin 05]

ST (Skin Temperature) [Barr 06, Zhai 06]
ECG, EKG (Electrocardiogram) [Pica 00]

Breath (RR) [Pica 00]
EMG (Electromyogram) [Pica 00]

EEG (Electroencephalogram) [Pica 00]
Table 8.1: Literature Review on physiological signals involved in stress detection.

Algorithms References
SVM (Support Vector Machines) [Barr 06, Zhai 05]

ANOVA Analysis [Lin 05, Sant 11d]
Bayes classifier [Zhai 06]
Fisher Analysis [Pica 00, Sant 10a]

k-NN [Sant 10a]
GMM [Sant 10b]

Fuzzy Logic [Begu 06, Sark 02b]
[Sark 02a, Sant 11c]

Table 8.2: Literature Review on algorithms applied to stress detection.
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Experiments References
Stroop Test [Barr 06, Zhai 05]

[Zhai 06]
Videogames [Lin 05, Sant 11a]

Driver and Pilot Simulation [Pica 00]
Hyperventilation and Talk Preparation [Sant 11c, Sant 10a]

Table 8.3: Literature Review on experiment layouts oriented to provoke stress.

Populations References
6 male individuals [Zhai 05]

42 adults with ALS1 [Moor 04]
14 males and 4 females [Lin 05]

32 individuals [Barr 06, Zhai 06]
3 experienced drivers [Heal 05]

10 pilots (with and without experience) [Heal 05]
Table 8.4: Literature Review on populations involved in stress detection evaluation.

and the number of samples to evaluate former approaches. Table 8.3 and Table 8.4
briefly shows which experiments have been involved for provoking stress and which
populations were required in order to validate stress detection algorithms. More
extensively, the research by [Lise 04] provides a complete study on emotion recog-
nition including a deep literature review on the experiments carried out to provoke
emotions considering populations, algorithms, approaches and so forth.

Moreover, special mention deserves the work presented by [Heal 05], since they
are considered pioneers on stress detection field.

8.5 Physiological Signals

Although several possible signals have been considered within the literature to de-
tect stress (Section 8.4), this paper proposes the use of two signals: Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR), also known as Skin Conductance (SC), and Heart Rate (HR).
These two signals were selected based on their properties regarding non-invasive
when being acquired and because their variation is strongly related to stress stim-
uli [Pren 07, Heal 05, Barr 06].

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), known also as electrodermal activity (EDA), is
an indicator of skin conductance [Shi 07, Barr 06]. More in detail, glands in the skin
produce ionic sweat, provoking alterations on electric conductivity. First experiment
dates back to 1907, when Carl Jung first described some relation between emotions
and the response of this parameter [Zhai 05, Angu 05].

GSR can be obtained by different methods, but the device proposed to acquire
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Figure 8.1: A GSR (Galvanic Skin Response signal) sample during the four stages: First
Base Line (BL1), Talk Preparation (TP), Hyperventilation (HV) and Second Base Line
(BL2). Notice how GSR arousal responds positively to stressing stimuli (HV and TP).

signals (Section 8.6.1) is based on an exosomatic acquisition. In other words, extract-
ing skin conductivity requires a small current passing through the skin. GSR is typi-
cally acquired in hand fingers and its measure units are µSiemens (µΩ−1) [Angu 05].

Main parameters of GSR like basis threshold, peaks or frequency variation vary
enormously among different individuals and thus, no general features can be ex-
tracted from GSR signals for a global stress detection purpose, since parameters
extracted from GSR signals are strongly related to each individual.

Figure 8.1 shows an original GSR signal, measured during the experiments. The
reader may notice the different arousal of this signal, depending on the stressing
stimulus. Initials in Figure 8.1 stands for BL1 (Base Line 1), TP (Talk Prepara-
tion), HV (Hyperventilation) and BL2 (Base Line 2) whose meanings are extensively
explained in Section 8.6.5.

On the other hand, Heart Rate (HR) measures the number of heartbeats per unit
of time. HR can be obtained at any place on the human body, being an accessible
parameter to be easily acquired [Jova 03, Choi 09].

HR describes the heart activity when the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)
attempts to tackle with the human body demands depending on the stimuli re-
ceived [Pica 00]. Concretely, ANS reacts against a stressing stimulus provoking an
increase in blood volume within the veins, so rest of the body can react properly,
increasing the number of heartbeats.

Most common methods for HR extraction consider to measure the frequency
of the well-known QRS complex in a electrocardiogram signal [Shar 08a, Bar 04].
In contrast to ECG biometric properties [Isra 05], HR is not distinctive enough to
identify an individual.

Summarizing, both HR and GSR behave differently for each individual, and
therefore posterior stress template must gathered properly this unique response in
order to obtain an accurate result in stress detection. Figure 8.2 shows an original
HR signal (measured in Beats per Minute, BPM), measured during the experiments.
The reader may notice the different arousal of this signal, depending on the stress
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Figure 8.2: A HR (Heart Rate signal) sample during the four stages: First Base Line
(BL1), Talk Preparation (TP), Hyperventilation (HV) and Second Base Line (BL2).

stimuli. Initials in Figure 8.2 stands for BL1 (Base Line 1), TP (Talk Preparation),
HV (Hyperventilation) and BL2 (Base Line 2) whose meanings are extensively ex-
plained in Section 8.6.5.1.

8.6 Database Acquisition

This section provides an overview of how the dataset was built considering the
experimental setup and the characteristics of the database and which psychological
tests were carried out to assess in which manner an individual is likely to react
against stress situations [Yanu 07].

8.6.1 Overview

The experiments were carried out in a Faraday room in the Human Psychology
Laboratory from Psychology Faculty of Complutense University of Madrid (UCM),
endowed with electromagnetic, thermal and acoustic insulation, with the aim of
collecting HR and GSR signals from each participant.

The device proposed to carry out these experiments is I-330-C2 PHYSIOLAB (J
&J Engineering) able to process and store 6 channels including EMG (Electromyo-
graphy), ECG (Electrocardiogram), RR (Respiration Rate), HR and GSR. Sensors
were attached to hand right (or left, but not both) fingers [Cai 07], wrist and ankle,
in order to acquire both HR and GSR, avoiding sensors detachments, unplugged con-
nectors to analog-to-digital converter and/or software acquisition errors. Moreover,
sample acquisition rate is one sample per second for both HR and GSR.

8.6.2 Participants

The participants were students from Psychology Faculty (UCM) and Social Work
(UCM), being a total of 80 female individuals, with ages from 19 to 32 years old,
with an average of 21.8 years old and a standard deviation of 2.15. The lack of
male individuals is due to the Faculty where the experiment took place, given the
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fact that the percentage of male students is almost negligible in comparison to the
amount of females.

8.6.3 Task Justification

Provoking stress on an individual requires a specific experimental design in order to
obtain an adequate arousal to the proposed physiological signal [Ding 07, Heal 05].
Concretely, this paper proposes to induce stress by using Hyperventilation and Talk
Preparation [Cano 07].

Hyperventilation (HV) is defined as a certain kind of breath, which exceeds
standard metabolic demands, as a result of excess in respiratory rhythm.

As a consequence, several physiological changes emerge: arterial pressure diminu-
tion in blood until a certain level so-called hypocapnea [Cano 07, Zvol 01], and blood
pH increment, known as alkalosis.

However, voluntary hyperventilation does not produce always an actual anxiety
reaction [Cano 07], and therefore, an additional anxiogenic task is required to ensure
that a positive valence in terms of stress response is provoked. Such a task is Talk
Preparation (TP).

Results provided by [Cano 07, Zvol 01] highlight the fact that hyperventilation
produces a physiological reaction similar to that reaction induced by a threatening
task of preparing a talk.

As a conclusion, talk preparation and hyperventilation provoke both an alter-
ation in physiological parameters together with different emotional experiences.
These previous tasks have been widely studied and evaluated with positive results,
and they are very suitable to induce stressing stimuli on individuals.

8.6.4 Tests

When performing psychological experiments, an important tool to validate results
requires the utilization of tests to extract subjective information from the individual.

There exist several tests able to provide information about the predisposition
of a certain individual to be affected by anxiety and stress: ISRA test (Inven-
tory of Situations and Responses of Anxiety [Migu 02]), IACTA test (Cognitive
Activity Inventory on Anxiety Disorders [Cano 01]) and ASI (Anxiety Sensitivity
Index [Pete 92]).

The two former tests were developed by Cano-Vindel (Professor of Faculty of
Psychology, Complutense University of Madrid) together with his research group,
and have been widely used and accepted by scientific community [Cano 07, Cano 01].

The tests used to detect predisposition to anxiety are described as follows:

• ISRA: Inventory designed according to the model of three response systems
which evaluates signs of anxiety in a Cognitive level (C), Physiological level
(P), and Motor (M). Furthermore, the addition of this three values provides a
general measure of anxiety level, denoted by Total (T). ISRA test also includes
to assess tendency to show anxiety in four areas, namely Assessment situations
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(F1), Interpersonal situations (F2), Phobics situations (F3) and Daily life
situations (F4).

This test provides good psychometrics properties, excellent internal consis-
tency (Cronbach’s alpha .99), good test-reset reliability (.81 for T) and good
capability in discriminating different samples.

• IACTA: This test is able to measure sub-scales of social phobia, panic attacks
and agoraphobia.

• ASI: This index provides information about the fear to anxiety symptom.
Three different factors are measured: Physical worries, social worries and
thoughts related to mental handicap. Subjects with a high total score in ASI
show more elevated levels of anxiety after hyperventilation task compared to
subjects with a low score. However, physical worries is the main factor to
predict the anxiety level after hyperventilation in both no-clinic subjects and
panic disorders patients [Cano 07, Zvol 01].

8.6.5 Procedure

The experiments were split into two sessions:

• First session regards a subject selection, applying ISRA, IACTA and ASI test.

• Second session consisted of the HR and GSR sample acquisition under hyper-
ventilation and talk preparation.

8.6.5.1 First Session

Several collective assessments were carried out applying ISRA, IACTA and ASI test.
Participants were to fulfill previous tests in the same order as described previously.
The average length of this step was deemed to be about 50 minutes.

Finally, two groups (namely Group 1 and Group 2) were created ensuring that
the distribution of their respective anxiety levels, measured by psychological tests
[Migu 02, Cano 01], were similar. In other words, this selection seeks to avoid one
group containing people which barely react against stress, and other group with
people which overreact under stressing conditions. Therefore, both groups must be
well-balanced in terms of anxiety levels in order to validate the experiments.

Participants from Group 1 underwent an experimental session using physiological
and subjective signals under following conditions: calm state (base line, namely
BL1), stimulating task (hyperventilation, HV), threatening task (talk preparation,
TP) and base line post-stress (BL2). On the other hand, the order of tasks was
swapped for participants from Group 2: calm state (base line), threatening task
(talk preparation), stimulating task (hyperventilation) and base line post-stress.
Main reason to alter the order consists of making independent the task order from
the results obtained [Cano 07, Migu 02].
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The emotional experience was assessed after each situation (Base line (BL1),
threatening (TP) and stimulating task (HV) and base line post-stress (BL2)), using
a Likert scale (0-100) [Cano 07].

Specifically, individuals were asked to evaluate the following emotional parame-
ters: displeasure, anxiety level, corporal sensations and thoughts lack of control. In
fact, control dimension was divided into two variables to explore possible differences
among previous facets. Lack of control on observable behavior was not assessed,
since the subjects were strongly indicated not to move during the experiment pro-
cedure, in order to avoid noise in physiological signal acquisition (Section 8.6.1).

Furthermore, a precise order was given to avoid ambiguities regarding emotions:
‘Assess anxiety level/intensity experimented at this very precise moment’. Usually,
participants did not understand the meaning of evaluating their emotions (which
emotion?).

After this four parameters evaluation (i.e., displeasure, anxiety level, corporal
sensations and thoughts lack of control), next step was carried out, consisting of
recording Heart Rate (HR) and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), together with new
evaluations of previous four parameters (displeasure, anxiety level, corporal sensa-
tions and thoughts lack of control) regarding emotional experience.

The experimental session consisted of the following steps for participants from
Group 1:

• Sensors location and adaptation time. After this adaptation time (variable
time), base line of physiological signals (heart rate and skin conductivity) were
taken under rest situation, during 2 minutes. Once the signals were recorded,
a new assessment of emotional parameters was carried out. Besides, this step
is so-called BL1.

• Hyperventilation task (HV), consisting of deep and fast breathes each 3 sec-
onds, conducted by a sound produced by the experimenter. This task was
performed till the individual realized clearly of changes in his or her corpo-
ral sensations. The participant let the experimenter know that moment, by
the use of a simple word. The experimenter made the participant to breath
deeply three times more, recording after that moment physiological signals (90
seconds), followed by a new evaluation of the emotional parameters.

• Talk preparation task facing an audience (TP). The experimenter asked the in-
dividual to prepare mentally a talk of few minutes on a certain topic explained
during the lectures that these students attended, in order to be recorded by
a video-camera. After three minutes, new appraisal of emotional parameters
were inquired, recording again HR and GSR (90 seconds), informing the par-
ticipant that the talk was not necessary anymore.

• Rest period (BL2). The experiment comes to an end, and post-stress base line
is recorded during 2 minutes, acquiring HR and GSR signals, together with a
new subjective evaluation of the emotional parameters.
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Obviously, BL1 implies no stressing stimuli on the individual in contrast to
HV and TP. However, nothing can be assured in relation to BL2, since it cannot be
considered neither as a stressing nor as a relaxing state [Cano 01, Migu 02, Cano 07].

Individuals from Group 1 carried out the talk preparation task (TP), after base
line state (BL1), followed by the hyperventilation task (HV), ending with post-
stress base line (BL2). On the other hand, individuals from Group 2 performed the
experiment in the following order: BL1, TP, HV and BL2.

8.6.6 Database discussion

A biometric database based on a certain physical characteristic, e. g. Iris, consists of
different samples taken from a wide range of users during different sessions separated
by a lapse of time of days, weeks or even months. On the contrary, the database
gathered in these experiments does not verify any of the previous points described
above.

This stress database consists of a unique sample of a very specific set of individ-
uals, namely female students with ages on the interval 19 to 32 years old, with an
average of 21.8 years old and a standard deviation of 2.15 (Section 8.6.2).

However, there exists justification for this drawback. A psychological experi-
ment is far from being repeatable, since the specific tasks previously described (Sec-
tion 8.6.3) require a component of surprise and unexpectedness. In other words, if an
individual carries out again the same tasks, even after an undefined period of time,
such person would be prepared to come through the task, and what is more, the
response of her or his physiological signals will not be certainly the same [Cano 07].

Obviously, a third session similar to second one (first session consisted of answer-
ing tests ISRA, IACTA and ASI, second session attempted to register the physiolo-
gical signals) could have taken place with different tasks. Though, this option was
rejected, since different tasks provoke different stress responses [Chin 06b, Fair 09,
Kim 08, Maje 07], and therefore, the signals registered in both sessions would not
correspond to same degrees of stress.

The physiological response to a stressing agent is strongly related to each indi-
vidual and such a response is similar, independently of the time during the stressing
stimulus provoked the response [Yerk 08]. As an overview, the stress mechanism
could be considered as a linear temporal invariant system, which provides certain
outputs depending on the inputs. Therefore, same inputs produce same outputs.
Moreover, stress mechanism extracts some information from the stimuli, so that if
such stressing agent appears again, the human body is able to react faster and bet-
ter, compared to first time [Rosc 96, Lin 05]. This characteristic makes useless to
repeat same tasks after a certain period of time, and furthermore makes unnecessary
a third session with different tasks, since the response will not be the same, as the
stimuli provided by different task, provoke different responses. Then, this implies
that these experiments assure that a final stress detection system is able to detect
stress in real applications, despite of being train with the presented database.

Finally, it is difficult, even for expert psychologists, to state whether the response
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among female and male individuals differs as much as previous response varies within
female individuals [Sapo 88]. Several researchers support the idea that male and
female individuals suffer different responses when stress agent endures through time,
(e.g., a great amount of work at job, a bad economical situation, and so forth), but
they have similar responses when stress stimuli consist of specific actions in a very
short period of time, e.g. an accident, an armed robbery and the like [Lin 05].

Thereby, it is justified to extend the results obtained with this database to a
wider population, even containing males and females. Nonetheless, the algorithm
responsible for detecting stress has been implemented independently of this likely
drawback, since it considers how an individual behaves under both stress and relax
situation. This procedure provides in theory more independence from database
population.

8.7 Template Extraction

Before describing the different approaches compared within this paper, how the
template is created is explained, combining both the physiological signals and the
different stressing and non-stressing tasks.

In other words, the template extraction is required so that the system could
create a profile in order to contrast, whether a user is actually under stress. This
template is based on specific characteristics extracted from individual concerning
parameters from the physiological signals HR and GSR.

On the other hand, once the user is associated to a template, the individual is
able to access the system, and therefore a template comparison is required. Both
steps are described in following sections.

First step consists of extracting a stress template from the user. Such a template
describes the behavior of HR and GSR signals in both situations calm state (relax)
and excited state (stress). As stated in Section 8.6.1, HR and GSR signals are
recorded by I-330-C2 PHYSIOLAB (J &J Engineering) able to process and store 6
channels including EMG, ECG, RR, HR and GSR.

The main aim of a stress detection system consists of elucidating calm state
(relax) or excited state (stress). Therefore, the system must know how both signals
(HR and GSR) behave in both situations. Since these states cannot be controlled
easily by an individual, calm state and excited state must be induced while HR and
GSR are recorded.

Each user must undergo the experiments described previously (Section 8.6.5).
Briefly, as an overview, there exist four stages in the experiments:

• First stage (BL1): Elicit a relax state by suggesting the individual to sit
comfortably.

• Second stage (HV): Hyperventilation, i.e., deep and fast respirations.

• Third stage (TP): Speech/talk preparation.
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• Forth stage (BL2): Relax state.

Three states emerge from previous stages (Section 8.6.5): Calm state (First
stage, BL1), Excited state (Second and Third stage, HV and TP) and post-excited
state (Forth stage, BL2). This latter state regards the fact that after a stress short
period of time, HV and GSR require more time to achieve a calm state. Thereby,
forth stage and first stage diverge in terms of HR and GSR despite of corresponding
to the same instructions in the experiment.

The experiments involve Hyperventilation (HV) and Talk Preparation (TP), as
presented in Section 8.6.3. However, any task involving a considerable cognitive
load (such mathematical operations, color distinction, Stroop test and so forth)
may come in useful for inducing stress in a similar manner as previous task met
such a required goal [Cano 07, Conw 00, Heal 05, Kim 08].

Mathematically, both HR and GSR are considered as stochastic signals. There-
fore, H represents the space of HR possible signals and G represents the space of
GSR possible signals.

Each stage will come up with a pair of signals h ∈ H and g ∈ G according to
the experimental task conducted in each situation. Thus, a template extraction
requires four pair of signals, namely γ = [(h1, g1), (h2, g2), (h3, g3), (h4, g4)] ∈ H×G
corresponding to how the individual behaves under different states. Notice that
signals hi and gi are not normalized, in contrast to previous approaches [Angu 05,
Heal 05] . The decision to avoid normalization was done based on the experience,
since data without normalization provided more accurate results in terms of stress
detection.

Once γ is obtained, for each pair of signals, (hi, gi), i = {1, 2, 3, 4}, a mean
vector is obtained together with the deviation for each pair. In other words, four
parameters are obtained: ζhi = h̄i and ζgi = ḡi, which represent the mean of signals
hi and gi in addition to σhi and σgi related to the dispersion for each pair. Finally,
stress template, namely T is described by T = (ζhi , ζgi , σhi , σgi), i = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

Figure 8.3 provides a visual example of a scattering representation of each pair
of signals γ. Notice how non-stressing stimuli provokes a low excitation in GSR
(Figure 8.3, ), and on the contrary, the evidence of an arousal when undergoing
on stressing tasks like Talk Preparation (Figure 8.3, ) and Hyperventilation (Fi-
gure 8.3, ).

The aim of this action is to described the information in HR and GSR by four
Gaussian distributions, centered in (ζhi , ζgi) and with standard deviation σhi and σgi .
This approach will facilitate the implementation of fuzzy antecedent membership
functions by Gaussian distributions in a posterior fuzzy decision algorithm. This
approach will facilitate a system acces (Section 8.8) implementation based on fuzzy
logic, able to provide a more accurate decision on the degree of stress of a certain
individual.

Furthermore, Table 8.5 provides a visual example of how previous parameters ζhi ,
ζgi , σhi and σgi , i = {1, 2, 3, 4} are extracted from signals HR and GSR (Figure 8.1
and Figure 8.2) depending on the experimental task (BL1, TP, HV and BL2).
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Figure 8.3: Graphic representation of γ. Notice how the relation between HR and GSR
varies depending on the stressing stimuli (BL1, TP, HV and BL2).

Task HR GSR ζh ζg σh σg

BL1 103.2 13.22 3.84 1.13
TP 98.9 25.28 5.74 1.13
HV 96.14 33.18 9.5 1.31
BL2 90.67 25.60 6.69 1.32

Table 8.5: Parameters extracted from GSR and HR signals in relation to experimental
task (BL1, TP, HV and BL2). Those pieces of signals (columns HR and GSR) have been
extracted from Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.1 respectively.
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Let tT be the time used to acquire both signals in order to extract the stress
template. Evidently, the performance of the system depends on this parameter,
since the longer tT , the more information the system obtains, and therefore, the
stress template may be more accurate. A study regarding this relation between tT
and system performance is presented in Section 8.9.3.

Finally, after template extraction, the template must be stored. The template
T requires 16×32 bits, since each template element (either ζhi , ζgi , σhi or σgi), is
represented by a float element. In other words, 512 bits, i.e. 64 Bytes.

8.8 Stress Detection

After a stress template extraction, T describes how an individual behaves under
stressing and non-stressing situations. This section describes how the stress detec-
tion procedure is performed in addition to an overview on the algorithm involved to
elucidate on the degree of stress. Once the user is enrolled, and a template is created,
describing how such a user behaves under different stressing situations, the subject
is able to access the system. In other words, the system is able to decide whether
a certain registered user is under stressing stimuli. First requirement for a stress
detection system access regards user identification and verification. The individual
attempting to access the system, must be firstly identified so that the system can
load his/her template, P. This step is indispensable, otherwise, the system could
not contrast the information (resulting from a HR and GSR acquisition) presented
by the user.

Firstly, the signals GSR and HR must be measured from the individual. This
acquisition process lasts a variable time, tacq (acquisition time), responsible for the
performance of the overall system, in addition to tT . In fact, the main difference
between tacq and tT relies on the fact that tT is related to the required time to
obtain template T and tacq regards the time needed to decide to what extent an
individual is under stress. Both are measured in seconds, and main aim of posterior
expert system consists of obtaining highest accuracy in detecting stress by requiring
shortest time of tacq and tT .

This compromise will be discussed in Section 8.9.3.
This document proposes five different approaches to solve stress detection, given

a template and two physiological signals: GMM [McLa 88], k-Nearest Neighbour
(k-NN) [Nils 96], Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis [Mich 94], Support vector
machines (SVMs) [Wang 09a] and Fuzzy Logic [Zade 96].

8.8.1 Gaussian Mixture Model

Let x be a two-dimensional observation describing a sample of both GSR and HR.
The probability density function of x in the finite mixture form is expressed in
Equation (8.1) and Equation (8.2),
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p(x;φc) =
K∑
i=1

πig(x;µµµi,ΣΣΣi) (8.1)

g(x;µµµi,ΣΣΣi) =
1

2π|ΣΣΣi|
1
2

e−
1
2

(x−µµµi)TΣΣΣ−1
i (x−µµµi) (8.2)

where K is the number of mixtures, the parameter φc = {πi,µµµi,ΣΣΣi}Ki=1 consists of
the mixture weight πi (Σπi = 1), the mean vector µµµi and the covariance matrix ΣΣΣi of
the ith Gaussian component ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,K, in the c class. In fact, Equation (8.2) is
a specific case with d = 2 [McLa 88, Wolf 70], since there are only two physiological
signals, HR and GSR.

The parameters represented by φc are estimated by applying the Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm [Wolf 70]. Let {xt}Nt=1 be the training samples, then
EM algorithm finds phi∗c as described in Equation (8.3):

φ∗c = argmax ΠN
t=1P (xt|φc) (8.3)

8.8.2 k-Nearest Neighbour

The k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) is a simple method used for density estimation.
The probability of a point x′ falling within a volume V centred at a pont x is given
by the following relation (Equation (8.4)):

θ =

∫
V (x)

p(x)dx (8.4)

where the integral is carried out over the volume V . This integral can be approxi-
mated by the relation θ ∼ p(x)V when V is small.

In fact, the probability θ may be approximated by the proportion of samples
falling within V , so that θ ∼ k

n .
The distance metric used in k-NN methods can be described by a simple Eu-

clidean distance. In other words, given two patterns (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and (y1, y2, . . . , yn),
then the distance is given by

√∑n
j=1(xj − yj)2.

A deeper understanding of k-NN is provided in [Nils 96].

8.8.3 Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis

Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis is an empirical method for classification based
purely on attribute vectors [Mich 94]. A hyperplane in th p-dimensional attribute
space is chosen to separate the known classes as accurate as possible. Points are
then classified according to the side of the hyperplane that they fall on.

More precisely, in the case of two classes, let x̄, x̄1, x̄2 be respectively the means
of the attribute vectors overall and for the two classes. Suppose that a coefficient
set a1, . . . , ap is given, obtaining the particular linear combination attributes g(x) =∑
ajxj , which is called the discriminant between the classes.
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The criterion proposed by Fisher is the ratio of between-class to within-class
variances. Formally, we seek a direction w such that:

JF =
|wT (m1 −m2)|2

wTSWw
(8.5)

is maximum, where m1 and m2 are the group means and SW is the pooled within-
class sample covariance matrix, in its bias-corrected form given by 1

n−2

(
n1Σ̂1 − n2Σ̂2

)
where Σ̂1 and Σ̂2 are the maximum likelihood estimates of the covariance ma-

trices of classes ω1 and ω2 respectively, with ni samples in class ωi.

8.8.4 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) have been widely applied to pattern classification
problems and non-linear regressions [Wang 09a].

After SVM classifiers are trained, they can be used to predict future trends.
In this case, the supervised classification that involves two steps: firstly, an SVM

is trained as a classifier with a part of the data in a specific data set. In the second
step (i.e., prediction), we use the classifier trained in the first step to classify the
rest of the data in the data set.

The SVM is a statistical learning algorithm pioneered by Vapnik [Vapn 95]. The
basic idea of the SVM algorithm is to find an optimal hyper-plane that can maximize
the margin (a precise definition of margin will be given later) between two groups of
samples. The vectors nearest to the optimal hyper-plane are called support vectors.

In comparison with other algorithms, SVMs have shown outstanding capabilities
in dealing with classification problems.

8.8.5 Fuzzy Logic

An automatic decision algorithm must elucidate a certain output accordingly to
specific inputs. There exist several kinds of decision strategies in relation to the
concrete task to solve [Jian 09, Andr 05, Liao 05].

The decision algorithm proposed in this article is based on fuzzy logic [Zade 96],
since it is a very suitable strategy considering the data involved. In other words, a
fuzzy decision algorithm provides an indefinite output allowing, however, to achieve
a more precise decision than by using crisp decision algorithms [Sark 02a, Sark 02b,
Pica 00, Begu 06].

As a main description, a stress fuzzy decision algorithm attempts to elucidate
to what extent a certain individual is under stressing stimuli, by capturing his
or her physiological HR and GSR signals during tacq seconds, and comparing his
or her response with a previous stored template T , obtained by a prior acquisition
carried out during tT seconds. It is on that template comparison where this decision
algorithm focuses on.

Any fuzzy decider requires different elements, which are described in subsequent
points:
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• Antecedent membership functions. The antecedent membership func-
tions attempt to represent the information extracted from input, and they
constitute in fact the template T itself.

Two different groups of antecedent membership functions are required by this
system. Both groups of functions describes how HR and GSR behave under
previous four situations (BL1, TP, HV, BL2).

• Consequent membership functions. The aim of these membership func-
tions consists of describing the output of the system. This paper proposes an
output on the interval [0, 1], where 0 represents relax state and 1, stress state.

• Rule description. The rules describing how to transform the information
provided in antecedent membership functions into consequent functions is
maybe the most important part of a fuzzy decision system [Pedr 94]. Rules
provide a method to combine properly the information supplied by previous
membership functions in order to produce an output stating to what extent
an individual is under stress.

8.9 Results

This section aims at comparing the results provided by former approaches: GMM,
k-NN, Fisher Discriminant Analysis, SVM and Fuzzy Logic, considering previous
parameters: threshold ρth and temporal parameters (tT and tacq).

8.9.1 Database: Training, Validation and Testing data

In order to obtain valid results, the database must be divided into three groups:

• Training data: Used to extract the template, i.e., T = (ζhi , ζgi , σhi , σgi).

• Validation data: Used to fixed threshold ρth and temporal parameters (tT and
tacq) in order to maximize the performance of the system.

• Testing data: Used to obtain which implementation and metric is most suit-
able, and therefore, which is the performance of the whole system.

For each individual, a vector containing tT seconds of γ (for each task BL1,
HV, TP and BL2) was used for training data; a vector of tacq seconds for each task
was used to validate the system, and rest of the data were used as testing data.
This latter testing data will be split in slots of tacq seconds. Notice that one second
corresponds to one sample in HR and GSR one-dimensional signals (Section 8.6.1).
This assignment is done randomly. Notice that this validation scheme is similar to
a K-fold cross-validation.

The justification for this division is based on the research carried out by [Pica 00],
where several physiological signals (not only HR and GSR) were recorded during a
period of time of thirty-two days in a same person. Eight emotions were provoked
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during thirty minutes per day, and no substantial changes were appreciated during
that period in each emotions. In other words, physiological signals behave similarly
in each task through time, and therefore h and g signals can be divided into smaller
parts, considering each segment as an independent acquisition.

8.9.2 Stress Evaluation Parameters

A stress detection system must reach a compromise between detecting properly
which individuals are under stress situations, and which individuals are in a relax
state.

Thereby, two assessment parameters are defined:

• True Stress Detection rate (TSD): When the system properly detects stress
when an individual is under stress stimuli. This TSD factor corresponds to
the sensitivity statistical measure, since TSD can be described as follows in
Equation (8.6):

TSD =
#True Positives

#True Positives + #False Negatives
(8.6)

where a True Positive means classifying as stressed an individual which is
indeed under stress, and False Negative means classifying as relaxed an indi-
vidual which is under stressing situations.

• True Non-Stress Detection rate (TNSD): When the system correctly detects
no stress in an individual and the subject is indeed not under stressing situ-
ations. This TNSD factor corresponds to the specificity statistical measure,
since TNSD can be described by Equation (8.7):

TNSD =
#True Negatives

#True Negatives + #False Positives
(8.7)

where a True Negative means classifying as non-stressed an individual which is
not under stress, and False Positive means classifying as stressed an individual
which is calm and relaxed.

Obviously, TSD and TNSD depend strongly on threshold ρth. If ρth → 0 then the
system considers every output as a stress stimuli (TSD decreases, TNSD increases)
and vice-versa.

Therefore, a compromise must be achieved by finding a threshold ρth where TSD
equals TNSD. This threshold is defined as True Equal Stress Detection rate (TESD).

Notice that the higher TESD, the more accurate the performance of the system.
At this point, one question arises: Which is the best indicator (TESD,TSD or

TNSD) to provide an evaluation on the performance of a stress detection system?
TESD is obtained with validation data, and therefore threshold ρth and temporal
parameters tT and tacq are fixed to maximized TESD. These parameters are set
a posteriori [Yanu 07]. On the other hand, TSD and TNSD are obtained with
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testing data, i.e. TSD and TNSD give an understanding on how the system behaves
with real data. Notice that previous parameters (ρth, tT and tacq) have been already
fixed and adapted with validation data, and therefore the performance of the system
might be barely unbalanced. In other words, TSD and TNSD will not be equal at
TESD, but TSD could increase in expense of TNSD or vice-versa.

This suggests that TESD is a fine system performance indicator, since it provides
an approximation based on validation data. However, TSD and TNSD provides a
real rate of the performance. Obviously, TESD cannot be always calculated in
previous schemes, as TESD requires both stressing and non-stressing data during
the training and the validation data.

8.9.3 Temporal parameters

The performance of the system (TSD and TNSD) not only depends on previous
threshold ρth but also on two temporal parameters: Template time (tT ) and Acqui-
sition time (tacq). The former time regards the required time to obtain the template,
and the latter is related to the time demanded to acquire stress information from
an individual.

Evidently, the longer tT and tacq, the more accurate the system is. However, in
real applications, time is the most valued asset, and therefore, a balance among tT ,
tacq, TSD and TNSD must be achieved.

These temporal parameters are fixed during the validation step, and remain
constant during the testing stage.

Figure 8.4 provides information about how TSD varies in relation to different
values of tT and tacq.
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Figure 8.4: Relation between TESD Performance and time to obtain template (tT ) and
acquisition time (tacq). These values were obtained with ρth = 0.27.

The reader can notice how the performance in detecting stress (TSD) increases
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GMM k-NN Disc. Anal. SVM Fuzzy Logic
(tT = 5, (tT = 5, (tT = 7, (tT = 5, (tT = 7,
tacq = 10) tacq = 5) tacq = 10) tacq = 10) tacq = 10)

TSD 95.1 ± 0.2 92.8 ± 0.4 95.6 ± 0.3 95.6 ± 0.4 99.5 ± 0.3
TNSD 86.3 ± 0.4 97.3 ± 1.3 96.7 ± 0.4 96.7 ± 0.3 97.4 ± 0.2

Table 8.6: Comparative stress detection performances. Best result is achieved with fuzzy
logic, although the rest of the results are competitive when compared to those obtained
within literature. Temporal parameters are provided in seconds and rates in percentage
(%).

as tT and tacq do so. In fact, a TESD= 99.16% (Figure 8.4, ) is obtained with
tT = 17s and tacq = 17s, which means that physiological signals GSR and HR from
an individual are measured during tT = 17s, and furthermore, that in subsequent
accesses, such an individual must present their physiological signals during tacq =

17s, so the system can decide to what extent is under stress.
As before, the results obtained in this section are achieved for a given scheme,

concretely Fuzzy Logic. In order to obtain the best combination of parameters, this
procedure must be repeated for each scheme and implementation.

8.9.4 Evaluation Performance

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches, the procedure
presented previously was carried out for every system. A detailed description of these
results is far beyond the scope of this section and therefore, Table 8.6 is presented
to compared former methods when detecting stress. The reader may notice that the
performance of the proposed methods depends on the temporal parameters tT and
tacq, all of them measured in seconds.

The best result in every scheme is achieved with scheme BL1+HV which means
that for an accurate stress detection, only two tasks are required: a relaxing situation
and a stressing situation. An outstanding result, since it allows to decrease (in terms
of time) the template extraction step, among other aspects discussed in posterior
Conclusions Chapter 9.

The conclusion is that stress can be detected by means of fuzzy logic with an
accuracy of 99.5% recording the signal of the user during 10 seconds to create the
template and 7 seconds for stress detection. These results highlight the improvement
achieved in comparison to other approaches, showed in Table 8.7, providing the
following parameters to be compared: Stress Detection rate (TSD), the physiological
signals involved and the population used to evaluate the proposed approach. This
improvement is achieved not only in terms of accuracy in stress detection, but also
in relation to the number of physiological signals (only HR and GSR) and the
population.
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Reference Stress Detection Physiological Population
Rate (%) Signals

[Heal 05] 97.4% ECG, EMG, RR, GSR Not provided
[Wagn 05] 79.5-96.6% ECG, EMG, RR, GSR 1 subject
[Cai 07] 85-96% BVP, ST, RR, GSR Not provided
[Guan 09] 75-85% ECG, EMG, RR, GSR 1 subject
[Kuli 05] 76% ECG, EMG, GSR 8 subjects
[Shar 08a] 60-78% ST, GSR 35 subjects

Best of prop. meth. 99.5% HR, GSR 80 subjects
Table 8.7: A comparison between approaches comparing stress detection rates, physiolo-
gical signals and population involved. The initials ST stand for Skin Temperature. The
best results were achieved by one of the proposed methods based on fuzzy logic.
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9.1 Conclusions

This thesis has explored every aspect in a biometric system from data acquisition
to the final decision module, contributing notoriously to the current state of the
art in aspects related to segmentation, feature extraction, template creation and
matching. Not only that, this thesis also comes out with a stress detection system,
certainly suitable to ensure individuals are not forced or coerced to provide their
biometric data, preventing enrolled individuals from being used as ‘keys’ to access
the system.

More in detail, the main goal of this thesis consisted of researching on hand
biometrics oriented to unconstrained and contactless scenarios, attempting to both
increase the acceptability of the user (since less collaboration is required) and provide
solutions to the existing challenging problems in hand biometrics, such as feature
extraction mechanisms independent from rotation or distance-to-sensor, without
increasing the computational cost.

Thus, this thesis contributes with a segmentation method based on mul-
tiscale aggregation, that improves current similar segmentation methods such
Normalized Cuts and Lossy Data Compression in terms of segmentation accuracy
and computational cost. In fact, the proposed method is quasi-linear with the num-
ber of pixels of the image, which is an important improvement in the multiscale
aggregation methods.
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Concerning strictly the biometric aspects, this thesis proposes a novel fea-
ture extraction method, based on averaged-distances and an associated
template creation and comparison algorithm. These proposed methods out-
perform the accuracy obtained by competitive pattern recognition techniques such
as SVM in terms of recognition accuracy (in both closed- and open-set scenarios),
processing time and computational cost.

In fact, a complete and deep evaluation has been carried out according to stan-
dard ISO/IEC 19795, which has covered six different public databases, considering
different scenarios, sensors and acquisition procedures, both contact-based and con-
tactless. In most evaluation scenarios, the proposed method overcomes SVMs, and
in the others, the proposed method is close to the best solution. This thesis has
also detected a lack within the standard, as there is no information concerning
evaluation for verification in open-set scenarios. Therefore, a evaluation framework
is proposed covering this deficiency in the standard ISO/IEC 19795.

Notice that the template proposed is a light template, with 20-25 features per fin-
ger, and 3 samples per template creation. Nonetheless, an increase in the number of
features per finger does not imply necessarily an increase in the computational cost.
Concerning time evaluation, the algorithm is able to verify individuals from their
corresponding hands in less than one second, considering a naïve implementation.
This time improves remarkably the performance of one-versus-all SVM, although it
remains behind the one-class SVM.

However, as an overall, and considering a trade-off between time performance,
accuracy in verification and identification in both closed-set and open-set scenarios,
the proposed method overcomes in general the use of SVMs. In addition, one of
the main properties of the proposed approach is based on the fact that it only
requires information from each individual, which can be regarded as an interesting
contribution to the literature.

Finally, another main contribution of this thesis regards the proposed stress
detection system, able to detect stress with notably high rates of true stress
detection, considering only information from two physiological sources: heart rate
and galvanic skin response. This system proposes the use of a stress template,
describing the behaviour of each individual under certain stressing and non-stressing
situations. This template is based on fuzzy logic, and its proposal meant a distinctly
contribution to the state of the art where most of the research was focused on a global
stress-vs-non-stress classifier.

Main characteristics of the proposed systems regard non-invasive, fast-oriented
implementation and an outstanding accuracy in detecting stress when compared
to previous approaches in literature. In other words, the system can detect stress
almost instantly, allowing a possible integration in real-time systems. Notice that
only two physiological signals are involved in contrast to the amount of features
required to elucidate on the stress degree provided by previous approaches.

In addition, the stress detection system provides an output within the interval
[0, 1], which can be of interest for monitoring applications such as special forces
training, virtual medicine training and the like. Moreover, this system only requires
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from 5-10 samples (pairs of heart rate and galvanic skin response) to elucidate to
what extent an individual is under stress, which enable to create real-time applica-
tions with windows of 5-10 samples.

Concretely, this system provides a decision system able to detect stress with an
accuracy of 99.5% using fuzzy logic and 10 seconds to extract the stress template
and 7 seconds to detect stress on an individual using two physiological signals HR
and GSR measured only during two tasks: a stressing task and a relaxing stage.

The rest of the approaches are also competitive in terms of computational cost
and performance. This results are achieved due to the fact that the stress template
provides precise information on the state of mind of individuals, coming up with an
innovative concept in stress detection. A combination of approaches is regarded as
future work.

Moreover, the physiological signals involved within the stress detection require
small sensors that can be easily adapted either to the clothes or to other devices
such mobile phones, which in a near future might include such sensors as a standard
feature. Nonetheless, there is much effort to be done concerning stress detection in
biometrics. In fact, these systems may be applicable in scenarios related to aliveness
detection (e.g., detecting if an individual is accessing a biometric system with an
amputated finger), civil applications (e.g., driver control), withdrawing money from
a cash dispenser, electronic voting (e.g., someone is forced to emit a certain vote)
and so forth

As an overall, this thesis proposes advanced and innovative contributions
in several fields (segmentation, biometrics and stress detection) but with
the solely aim of providing a more secure environment and basement
for the future of non-collaborative biometrics either in mobile devices or in
embedded systems.

Finally, the publications associated to this thesis are presented divided into two
categories: hand biometrics and stress detection. These publications gather those
innovative aspects previously presented within this section.

These are the contribution to conferences related to hand biometrics:

• A. de Santos-Sierra, J. Guerra-Casanova, C. Sánchez-Ávila, and V. Jara-Vera.
Silhouette-based hand recognition on mobile devices. In 43rd ICCST 2009,
pages 160 –166, Oct. 2009.

• A. García-Casarrubios Muñoz; C. Sánchez Ávila; A. de Santos Sierra; J.
Guerra Casanova; G. Bailador del Pozo; V. Jara Vera. Hand Biometric Seg-
mentation by Means of Fuzzy Multiscale Aggregation for Mobile Devices. In
ETCHB, 2010, pp. 1-6, Aug. 2010.

• A. García-Casarrubios Muñoz; C. Sánchez Ávila; A. de Santos Sierra; J.
Guerra Casanova; Gonzalo Bailador del Pozo; Vicente Jara Vera. Segmentación
mediante Agregación Multiescala para Biometría basada en Geometría de
Mano. In JRBP 2010, Sep. 2010.
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• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, J. Guerra-Casanova, and G. Bailador-
del-Pozo. Hand Image Segmentation by Means of Gaussian Multiscale Ag-
gregation for Biometric Applications. In SIGMAP 2011, pages 40 –46, Jul.
2011.

• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, J. Guerra-Casanova, and G. Bailador-
del-Pozo. Gaussian multiscale aggregation oriented to hand biometric segmen-
tation in mobile devices. In NaBIC 2011, pp. 237–242, Oct. 2011.

• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, G. Bailador-del-Pozo and J. Guerra-
Casanova. Study of the effect of blurriness in image acquisition for hand
biometrics in mobile devices. In 45th ICCST 2011, pp. 1–7, Oct. 2011.

• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, J. Guerra-Casanova and G. Bailador-
del-Pozo. A Comparative Study on Unconstrained Hand Biometrics. In ICHB
2011, pp. 1–6, Nov. 2011.

• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, A. Mendaza-Ormaza and J. Guerra-
Casanova. Towards hand biometrics in mobile devices. In BIOSIG 2011, pp.
203–210, Sep. 2011.

These are the book chapters related to hand biometrics:

• A. García-Casarrubios Muñoz; C. Sánchez Ávila; A. de Santos Sierra; J.
Guerra Casanova. A Mobile-oriented Hand Segmentation algorithm based
on Fuzzy Multiscale Aggregation. In ISVC 2010, Nov. 2010.

• Alberto de Santos-Sierra, Carmen Sánchez-Ávila, Javier Guerra-Casanova and
Aitor Mendaza-Ormaza (2011). Hand Biometrics in Mobile Devices, Advanced
Biometric Technologies, Dr. Girija Chetty (Ed.), ISBN: 978-953-307-487-0

• A. de Santos-Sierra, C. Sánchez-Ávila, J. Guerra-Casanova and G. Bailador-
del-Pozo. Invariant Hand Biometrics Feature Extraction. In CCBR 2011, pp.
108-115, Dic. 2011.

These are the international journals (JCR) related to hand biometrics:

• Alberto de Santos-Sierra, Carmen Sánchez-Ávila, Aitor Mendaza-Ormaza and
Javier Guerra-Casanova. An approach to hand biometrics in mobile devices,
Signal, Image and Video Processing, vol. 5, n. 4, pp. 469-475, 2011. JCR
(2010) 0.617, Q3.

• Alberto de Santos-Sierra, Carmen Sánchez-Ávila, Gonzalo Bailador-del-Pozo
and Javier Guerra-Casanova. Unconstrained and Contactless Hand Geometry
Biometrics, Sensors, vol. 11, n. 11, pp. 10143-10164, 2011. JCR (2010)
1.771, JCR (5-year) 1.919, Q1.
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• Alberto de Santos-Sierra, Carmen Sánchez-Ávila, Gonzalo Bailador-del-Pozo
and Javier Guerra-Casanova. Gaussian Multiscale Aggregation Applied to
Segmentation in Hand Biometrics, Sensors, vol. 11, n. 12, pp. 11141-11156,
2011. JCR (2010) 1.771, JCR (5-year) 1.919, Q1.

In addition, this thesis has achieved the second position in the International
Hand Geometric Points Detection Competition HGC 2011, organized by the Uni-
versidade do Porto, with the tip and valley detection algorithm. Furthermore, the
author was also finalist in the SIGMAP 2011 conference for the Best Student Pa-
per Award. Furthermore, under this research line, the author of this thesis has
supervised a final master project entitled: Estudio e implementación de métodos
de segmentación de imágenes aplicados a técnicas biométricas basadas en iris y ge-
ometría de mano, whose main author was Ángel García-Casarrubios Muñoz. This
project was presented in Centro de Domótica Integral in 2010.

Moreover, the idea of applying the results of this thesis to mobile devices (to-
gether with the biometric technique based on in-air signature) was granted with
one of the ten prizes in IX Competición de Creación de Empresas from Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid, with BiomMo: a biometric application for mobile devices.
There were a total of 474 competitors in the contest.

Concerning the contribution to conferences related to stress detection:

• A. de Santos Sierra; C. Sánchez Ávila; J. Guerra Casanova; G. Bailador del
Pozo; V. Jara Vera. Two stress detection schemes based on physiological
signals for real-time applications. In IIH-MSP 2010, pp. 364 – 367, Oct.
2010.

• A. de Santos Sierra; C. Sánchez Ávila; G. Bailador del Pozo; J. Guerra
Casanova; V. Jara Vera. A real-time stress detection system based on GMM
for Intrusion Detection. In RECSI, 2010, pp. 295-299, Sep. 2010.

• de Santos Sierra, A.; Sanchez Avila, C.; Bailador del Pozo, G.; Guerra Casanova,
J. Stress detection by means of stress physiological template. In NaBIC 2011,
pp.131-136, Oct. 2011.

• de Santos, A.; Avila, C.S.; Bailador, G.; Guerra, J. Secure access control by
means of human stress detection. In ICCST 2011, pp. 1-8, Oct. 2011.

This is the book chapter in relation to stress detection:

• Alberto de Santos-Sierra, Carmen Sánchez-Ávila, Javier Guerra Casanova,
Gonzalo Bailador del Pozo, Real-Time Stress Detection by Means of Physio-
logical Signals, Advanced Biometric Technologies, Dr. Jucheng Yang (Ed.),
ISBN: 978-953-307-487-0

This is the international journal (JCR) related to stress detection:
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• de Santos Sierra, A.; Sanchez Avila, C.; Casanova, J.G.; del Pozo, G.B., A
Stress-Detection System Based on Physiological Signals and Fuzzy Logic, In-
dustrial Electronics, IEEE Transactions on, vol.58, no.10, pp.4857-4865, Oct.
2011. JCR (2010) 3.481, JCR (5-year) 3.872, Q1.

Finally, the most important result obtained within the stress research
line is a patent with application number 200930993, and publication number
2361686. The title of this patent is: Dispositivo y método de detección de es-
trés mediante señales fisiológicas. This patent was presented on the 16.11.2009
and the concession was on the 3.11.2011. This stress detection software has been
registered in Registro Territorial de la Propiedad Intelectual de la Comunidad de
Madrid, the 26.04.2012, with the application number M-003315/2012, entitled Soft-
ware para la detección de estrés mediante señales fisiológicas en tiempo
real.

9.2 Future work

Several aspects have been left as future work during the research of this thesis. This
section aims at gathering every consideration appeared within this thesis which is
worthy of a deeper insight and research.

Concerning the future work related to hand biometrics:

• The most obvious goal which deserves future research is the enhancement
of the proposed system, as there is much margin for improvement, most
of it concerning both identification in open-set and closed-set scenario. This
further evaluation must consider also databases with different acquisition days,
so that it can be evaluated the performance variation (both verification and
identification) in short periods of time.

• In relation to the proposed segmentation method, an improvement in terms
of time performance, use of memory and computational cost remains as fu-
ture work. Furthermore, the parameters presented during the description of
the proposed method will be deeply studied with two main aims: firstly, to
set automatically and dynamically specific values to parameter k for instance,
which measures the aggregation capability, or values obtained by genetic evo-
lution strategies. Secondly, to extend the application of this method not only
to other biometric techniques such face or iris recognition, but also to other
segmentation fields, where the philosophy of the method can be of interest.

• In addition, this work will involve also an improvement in feature extrac-
tor, matching and finger classifier, aiming more acceptability from the final
user. Some research concerning error correcting codes and different acquisi-
tion procedures must be considered (such as requiring a second single attempt
in case the obtained score is doubtful, or acquiring samples until the user is
verified/identified or until a specific time-out is achieved, and the like).
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• Research may also be directed to system evaluation, since many aspects
remain not evaluated. For instance, it is interesting the performance and
accuracy of the system in case the image is down-scaled (so that the processing
time decreases), compressed (in case the image is sent to a server, it is useful
to compress the image) or motioned (a common acquisition problem in mobile
devices not explored in this thesis). Concretely in the case of resized images,
a prior, light evaluation has been carried out concluding that the performance
of the system decreases as the images are down-scaled1. In addition, it will
be explored the effect observed in Bosphorous database, where right hand
obtained worst performance than left hand in open-set verification scenario
(see Table 7.45).

• Moreover, it will be study in-depth the variation of the threshold with
the population size, the invariability of the system to new incoming users and
evaluations considering both hands randomly, since hands have been evaluated
separately within this thesis and in the literature in general. However, it
is expected not to achieve much different results than those presented with
separate hands. In contrast, the comprehension of the behaviour of thresholds
as the population size increases may be of interest to avoid recalculations of
the whole system as new individuals appear or existing users are removed.

• Furthermore, scenario and operational evaluation must be considered in
a near future to provide a more critical, significant evaluation.

• Related to these aspects, it must be considered as future work the interoper-
ability of this system, i.e. the capability to be independent of the sensors
which carried out the enrolment, or where the verification/identification is
usually conducted. This interoperability study will consider different size im-
ages in enrolment and testing, cohort normalization, error correcting codes
and user specific threshold. Preliminary studies carried out on this thesis
suggest that user specific threshold may be a suitable solution not only for
interoperability sake but also for the improvement of the overall biometric
system. However, much effort must be done concerning this idea, as this is
not a straightforward aspect.

• This improvement may also consider a most optimized implementation
not in MATLAB but in OpenCV, C or Java, in order to integrate
satisfactorily the proposed method in current biometric platforms. Moreover,
much effort will regard the implementation of this system in mobile devices,
improving significantly the current version in Android.

• Another important aspects considers template aging and the capability
of the extracted template to be invariant along the time. It is known

1It is observed that the EER is increased 2% with regard the results presented within this thesis,
just by reducing half of the pixels in the image. This preliminary results was obtained with the
UST database.
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that several hand characteristics may change that can certainly cause false
rejections such as wider fingers, finger growth with age [Uhl 09], skin stains,
nails growth, osteoarthritis, rings, hand deformations, partial amputations and
so forth. Therefore, a template update must be consider to avoid this effect
in a long-term period of time.

• Concerning concrete aspects, this thesis has come out with a synthetic database
useful to evaluate hand segmentation. In addition, a possible future action is
to create a more complete synthetic database with different rotations, an-
gles, poses and so forth, in order to evaluate more in detailed a more closed-
to-reality scenario. The creation of this database allows, for instance, the
exploration of different enrolment procedure, which may involve a simple at-
tempt, and artificial samples (created automatically) considering most of the
possibilities involving different degrees of hand opening, blurriness, motion,
rotation and so forth. Therefore, this database may be of interest not only
for evaluation applications but also to improve the overall biometric system.
Some preliminary work has been carried out under this thesis, which suggests
that the proposed method is resistant to some degree of blurriness [Sant 11b].

• One of the most weak aspects of this thesis is related to the performance in
identification applications of the proposed system. With this aim, some re-
search is needed concerning pre-selection and binning algorithms, which
may be of help to increase the identification rates. These methods may be
based on strategies similar to ADN/protein identification.

• This thesis has considered the use of different pattern recognition techniques
in order to provide an evaluation framework to comparatively assess the per-
formance of the proposed system. However, apart from SVM, there exist
other pattern recognition techniques which can be convenient to compare the
accuracy of this method. Several techniques are suggested such as neural net-
works, k-NN classifiers or fuzzy logic ANFIS systems. In contrast, SVM can
be used not only to compared templates and samples, but also to classify the
scores in order to provide more separability among interclass and intraclass
scores, despite of having the well-known limitations already presented within
this thesis.

• In fact, these SVM limitations are also considered as future work. A pos-
sible solution contemplates the creation of a null-class for SVMs so that the
performance in open-set scenarios is increased.

• With relation to the contour alignment template proposed, a more detailed
evaluation must be carried out, concerning other databases. The use of Zernike
moments, Fourier descriptors and other curve descriptors must be involved to
improved the results achieved with GB2S_ID database and its usability in
other databases.
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• Concerning acquisition methods, it is remarkable that new trends in hand
biometrics are headed to 3D acquisition methods either to correct pose or
to improve biometric performance [Kanh 09, Kanh 11b, Kanh 11a]. Therefore,
future work will also consider the exploration of this acquisition technique,
and its applicability to mobile devices, since currently (year 2012) 3D mobile
devices are appearing in market.

• Concerning liveness detection a simple mechanisms is proposed which is
described as follows: On the mobile screen appears a simple sum whose max-
imum value is set to five (for instance, 2+1). The user must indicate in the
video camera that is able to represent the sum with fingers and also the re-
sult (the reason why sum is provided up to five is because only one hand is
allowed).

• This method can be regarded as a catch-up for hand biometrics, and it
is carried out with the mobile camera recording a video, in order to ensure
the hand never disappear from the field of view, avoiding spoofing attacks and
users accessing the system with printed copies of a specific hand.

• In addition, some techniques will be implemented to avoid data biometric
fishing either from the mobile phone or the remote server. However, the
most promising technique seems to be the use of cancelable biometrics.
This field is far beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is interesting to conduct
some future research concerning these aspects.

• In relation to this aspect,much work is considered associated with stan-
dards. Future work also regards to follow the recommendation of the stan-
dard ISO/IEC 19794 [JTC1 05] about the biometric data format, and possible
contribution to the standardization of hand biometrics in mobile devices. In
addition, aspects of common criteria will also be considered.

• Finally, fusion will be an important research topic. Many articles in lit-
erature suggest the importance of fusion, and how the combination of different
biometric techniques implies a better performance [Amay 10, Kanh 11a].

• Preliminary studies of this thesis suggest that such an improvement is pos-
sible. Concretely, EER are reduced to almost half the value presented in
Table 7.1 by using score fusion collected from both hands considering a mini-
mum fusion function. Despite of the promising results, the standard ISO/IEC
29159 [JTC1 10] indicates that fusion must be carried out only under indepen-
dence conditions of the sources to fusion. In other words, it is recommendable
to fusion those sources that are independent. Unfortunately, this fact does not
hold in hand biometrics, as left and right hand are somehow dependent. In
fact, FAR of users using left hand to enrolled and right hand to test is around
30% which implies that both hands cannot be considered independent. None-
theless, some users do present independent sources in both hands. That is the
reason why the EER can be reduced considerably.
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• The use of hand biometrics allows several possibilities concerning fusion: com-
bining left and right hands, the combination of different modalities (contour
and distances), the use of different classification techniques (SVM, k-NN and
so forth), the fusion with other biometric techniques such as fingerprint or
palmprint, or other biometric techniques not related to hand such as iris, face,
voice or in-air signature. The methods involved will depend on the application.

• The most common schemes in fusion are related to score fusion, but this future
work also considers some fusion at decision level or sensor level (combining for
instance infra-red, temperature and visible information).

• This fusion will also consider the proposed method of distances with the one
based on alignment. In fact, alignment method may be of interest as a binning
algorithm in identification.

• Continuing with the alignment method, the rest of the evaluation in open-set
verification and closed- and open-set identification remains as future work.
This method must be studied in detail not only because of its potential in
recognition but also because of its applications in liveness detection (gesture
recognition, for instance). In fact, curve Γ must be somehow bounded to
increase the performance of this algorithm.

Concerning the future work related to stress detection:

• One of the applications of the proposed stress detection system can be liveness
and spoofing detection. Indeed, this fact is worthy of future research.

• Some work is interesting concerning stress detection and its application in
biometrics. Although some suggestions were done with regard to template
update, this aspect must be explored carefully for real applications. It is
also interesting to extend the application of this proposed system to other
physiological signals, and their inclusion in mobile devices.

• In addition, although the proposed stress detection system is able to provide
real-time output, some efforts must be carried out considering this aspect. In
fact, preliminary results suggest that the proposed stress detection system
is suitable for driving task or it can help special-forces individuals
to increase the training efficacy. However, the creation of non-invasive
sensors to minimize the uncomfortableness of the users must be regarded with
special interest. Moreover, contact-based approaches will certainly receive
much of the effort in future work, so that the collaboration of the individual
is required, conducting to completely non-invasive and non-intrusive stress
detection systems.

• Besides, improvements in the creation of the stress template will be of interest,
considering the use of standard templates that can adapt the individual
across the time. This templates can be associated to individuals by means of
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psychological tests, for instance. Both contactless sensors and improvements
in creating the template will concentrate much of the efforts in future stress
detection research.

In general, the future work will be oriented to explore those unexploited as-
pects of the thesis, and to improve those already considered, in order to achieve
a competitive biometric system, whose research effort may come out with interest-
ing contributions in the field of image processing (proposed segmentation method),
security (proposed biometric system) and biomedicine (proposed stress detection
system).





Appendix A
User Acceptability Poll

In this section, the poll carried out to evaluate the user acceptability is presented.
It consists of a total of 10 multiple-choice questions.

1. What’s biometrics? First of all, we would like to know how familiar you
are with the term "biometrics".

• Have you ever heard about the term "biometrics"?

– Yes, certainly. I am very familiar with these topics.
– Yes, but I could not say specifically what it is.
– Probably I’ve heard of it...but...
– Bio...what?

2. Biometrics Of course you heard about biometrics!!

• Biometrics is the technology oriented to identify individuals based on
either unique physical features (iris, fingerprint) or behavioural features
(gait,keystroke dynamics. . . ). We would like to know which biometric
techniques you have EVER heard about, even if you have only heard
about it once in your life.

– Voice
– Iris
– Gait
– Keystroke dynamics
– Fingerprint
– Retina
– Hand
– Face
– Handwritten Signature
– Hand veins
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– Gestures
– DNA

• From the following biometric techniques, which do you think (intuitively
or by knowledge) offers the LOWEST errors in verification and identifi-
cation?

– Iris
– Fingerprint
– Retina
– Voice
– Hand
– Gait
– Face
– Handwritten signature
– Hand veins
– DNA

3. Hand Biometrics in mobile devicesWell, the main aim of this inquiry/poll
is focused on biometrics based on hand geometry (hand shape), and its possible
applications in mobile scenarios.

• Think on the next application scenario: Instead of typing your PIN
CODE into your mobile, you should make a picture of your hand. From
this moment on, hand biometrics extracts a pattern/template unique for
each individual, and that allows to verify whether you are indeed the per-
son you pretend to be when accessing the mobile phone, and not other
person. In other words, in case it is indeed your hand, you will access; in
case it is the hand of someone else, mobile phone will be locked. This ap-
plication avoids the necessity of remembering passwords, and in addition,
it avoids the use of your mobile phone without your consent.
After this, do you think that hand biometrics increases the security in
your mobile?

– Yes, sure.
– Yes, but I would like to have access with my PIN code, just in case. . .
– No! why sould it be more secure? I didn’t get it. . .

• Would you trust your mobile access by means of this biometric technique?

– Yes, sure!
– Yes, but, I would like to have access with my PIN code, just in case...
– No way!

• If a thief steals your mobile, the thief has 3/10000 of probability to guess
your PIN code of four digits, do you think hand biometrics reduces even
more the chances of the thief to access the mobile?
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– Certainly, the thief has more chances to enter.
– Obviously not, the thief will have more difficult in accessing the

mobile.

• Last, let’s suppose a scenario of shopping through internet by mobile
phone, would you trust in a system where instead of typing a PIN code,
a picture of your hand is taken so that you are uniquely identified? Notice
that hand biometrics extracts a unique code (much bigger than PIN code)
from your own hand, and that this code is uniquely yours.

– Yes, sure!
– Yes, although I wouldn’t feel that comfortable, since I’m not accos-

tumed to this technology
– No way.

4. Hand Biometrics more in detail We have talked about applications, but
now, we would like your opinion about this technology itself.

• The error of the developed hand biometrics technique is about 1-2%,
which means, that if 100 people use the system, then one or two persons
will be rejected or incorrectly identified. Based on this, do you still think
this technique is still suitable for secure applications, yet it can be wrong
with little probability?

– Yes, it is understandable.
– It depends on the final application where the system is used.
– No, I was suspicious about this technology.

• One of the most common errors of the system is that sometimes it can
be unable to recognize you and you must carry out some trials/attempts
to be correctly identified. How many trials/attempts are you willing to
do until it exhausts yours patience?

– None.
– At most a pair of attempts.
– Well. . . five attempts, and no one more.
– As many as required. I have to collaborate with the system.

• Last question!! Since you take the picture of your hand, until the mobile
phone verifies your identity, how much time would you expect?

– Nothing, less than a second.
– A pair of seconds, at most.
– Less than 5 seconds.
– Less than 10 seconds.
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7.5.1.2 Closed-set Verification system performance

In a closed-set verification system, it is assumed that there is no more users than
those enrolled within the system (Section 7.4.2).

The evaluation scheme is depicted in Figure 7.1 where for each single individ-
ual, the samples are divided into three different sets: Training, used to create the
template (involving from 2 to 5 samples); validation, used to calculate the optimum
threshold for the system (involving 2 samples); and testing, used to calculate the
FAR/FRR rates of the system (containing the remaining 3 samples).

Figure 7.1: Visual division of data for closed-set verification. Samples per users are
divided, so that there is 2 to 5 samples per training; 2 samples per validation; and 3
samples per testing.

This procedure was carried out randomly, selecting different permutation among
users (and sample) to form the enrolled users and non-enrolled users set. This
procedure was repeated a total of 25 times, and results were averaged along these
iterations. One of the main advantages of this procedure is the randomness of the
task, but in contrast, repeating the procedure 25 times, implies that much of the
permutations are not considered. This means that some samples may never be
selected in every set, which can be regarded as a drawback.

However, considering every permutation involving users and samples is pro-
hibitive3. Obviously, the number of 25 iterations in comparison to all the combi-

3This number may be calculated as all the possible combinations between samples
per training, validation and the number of users involved in training. In other words,(
CnSamples

nTrainingSamples × CnSamples-nTrainingSamples
nValidationSamples

)nUsers
, where nTrainingUsers is the number of users

involved during the training process; nUsers is the number of total users; nTrainingSamples is the
number of samples used to create a template (in this case, from 2 to 5); nSamples, the number of
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10E343 possibilities). Obviously, the number of 25 iterations in comparison to all
the combinations seems ridiculous, but statistically allows an adequate solution to
estimate the errors and their corresponding variances.

Figure 7.5: Visual division of data for open-set verification. The corpus is divided into two
parts: enrolled users (orange-like box) and non-enrolled users (blue-like box). In addition,
samples per users are also divided, so that there is 2 to 5 samples per training; 2 samples
per validation; and 3 samples per testing.

The parameters in the study are identical to closed-set verification, i.e. the
number of training samples and the number of extracted features per finger.

First of all, the system is trained with 70% of the individuals (which corres-
ponds to 200 users for both hands left and right5) and validated with 2 samples
per individual. Afterwards, the optimum threshold is calculated for each configura-
tion (as stated in previous Section 7.5.1.2), and based on this threshold, acceptance
and rejection rates are calculated with both samples from individuals enrolled and
non-enrolled in the system6.

Thus, Table 7.5 represents the relation between FAR of enrolled individuals and
both parameters. Concretely, this FAR corresponds to the false acceptance between

5Notice that there are a total of 287 individuals within this database.
6The values of the optimum threshold for each system are not provided, as they are not signi-

ficantly different from those presented in Table 7.2
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SVM to assign classes to samples.
Concerning open-set verification scenarios, Table 7.60 is provided comparing the

results of different rates, as described in Figure 7.42. Each rate is described as the
type of rate (FAR or FRR), indicating afterwards if the training data were taken
from enrolled individuals (E) or from non-enrolled individuals (NE). Finally, it is
indicated either the testing data come from enrolled (E) or non-enrolled individuals
(NE).

Figure 7.42: Visual division of data for closed-set verification, and their corresponding
rates that are involved in the comparison evaluation of the proposed method with OvA and
oneClass SVM.

Thus, for instance, FAR_E_NE means the existing FAR between templates
enrolled in the system, and samples corresponding to non-enrolled individuals (see
Figure 7.42).

Two main conclusions can be extracted from this Table 7.60: First of all, the
results obtained by SVMs do not improve those achieved by the proposed method,
although they are similar. In contrast, some differences arises, as the fact that
when samples between enrolled and non-enrolled individuals are involved, the per-
formance of OvA SVM decreases notoriously. This is explained based on the fact
that this SVM attempts to associate a class to a given sample. Therefore, although
the likelihood is considered as a measured of the similarity between samples and
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